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Abstract: Environmental hydraulics research includes the different domains of hydrodynamics,
such as the investigation and implementation of the physical and experimental applications,
and research into the quantity, quality, modelling and simulation of the attributes associated with
flowing water. This topic is studied both from a technical and environmental point of view, with the
objective of protecting and enhancing the quality of the environment. It is a cross-disciplinary field of
study which comprises open channel/river flows and pressurised systems, combining, among others,
new technological, social, and environmental hydraulic challenges. It provides researchers and
engineers working in water-related fields with available information, new concepts and tools,
new design solutions, eco-friendly technologies, and the advanced materials necessary to address the
increasing challenges of ensuring a sustainable water environment—that is, a water environment
effectively managed and adequated for generations to come by promoting the adaptation, flexibility,
integration and sustainability of recognised environmental solutions. Using advanced numerical and
physical models in field experiments, and tests in different types of laboratory set-ups, specialists in
environmental hydraulics produce the best analyses, concepts, techniques, tools, and solutions to
environmental hydraulic problems, as well as in relation to the water, energy and environmental nexus.

Keywords: new hydraulic concepts; sustainable developments; CFD models; water systems efficiency;
hydropower systems; eco-design; environmentally-friendly solutions; hydrologic and ecologic
challenges; hydraulic structures; free surface flows; pressurised flows; soil structure; groundwater;
erosion and energy dissipaters; hydrodynamics

1. Introduction

Environmental hydraulics research includes the different domains of hydrodynamics, such as the
investigation and implementation of the physical and experimental applications, and research into the
quantity, quality, modelling and simulation of the characteristics associated with water flow. Using
advanced numerical and physical models in field experiments, and tests in different types of laboratory
set-ups, specialists in environmental hydraulics present the best analyses, new design concepts, apply
different nature-friendly techniques, use advanced simulation tools, and obtain friendly solutions to
environmental hydraulic problems as well as for water, soil, civil works, energy dissipaters and to
produce devices and complex hydraulic phenomena under an integrated environmental nexus.

This Special Issue addresses environmental hydraulics as an environmental continuum of
water, air and soil, focussing on the motion of liquid at the macroscopic scale [1]. It considers
groundwater, hydraulic structures, spillways, stormwater infrastructures, erosion problems, river and

Water 2020, 12, 2749; doi:10.3390/w12102749 www.mdpi.com/journal/water1
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lake interactions, energy dissipaters, river bed and scour processes, water–energy potential, as well as
the water, soil and ecosystem issues pertaining to hydrological activities and events, water quality and
all hydraulic activities and investigations within natural and non-natural water domains. Of note in
this Special Issue is the essential role of pumped-storage hydropower systems as a flexible renewable
energy source, especially when integrated with wind and solar energy sources [2]. Hydropower is
one of the oldest energy sources developed by humankind and continues to also be one of the most
prominent ones in terms of cost, as well as social and environmental impacts. However, the use of
hydropower requires a more flexible, efficient, environmentally and socially friendly and acceptable
approach to complement wind and solar energy production, in particular by (i) increasing hydropower
production through the implementation of new environmentally friendly multipurpose hydropower
schemes and by using the hidden potential in existing water infrastructures, (ii) increasing the flexibility
of generation from existing hydropower plants by adaptation and optimization of infrastructures
and equipment combined with innovative solutions for the mitigation of environmental impacts
and (iii) increasing storage by the construction of new reservoirs, which have to ensure not only
flexible energy supply but also support the food and water nexus [3–6]. Therefore, a hybrid system
comprised of several renewable energy resources of a complementary nature working alongside other
sources in an integrated and flexible way is of utmost importance in the electric production system and
energy management.

2. Main Subjects Analysed

This book comprises research papers which address the different approaches, advanced studies
and practice tools for environmental hydraulics. The works presented in this Special Issue cover the
following main themes, as described below:

1. In cold regions, hydraulic conductivity is a critical parameter for determining the water flow in
frozen soil. Previous studies have shown that hydraulic conductivity hinges on the pore structure,
which is often depicted as the pore size and porosity. However, these two parameters do not
sufficiently represent the pore structure [7,8]. To enhance the characterization ability of the pore
structure, one study introduces fractal theory to investigate the influence of pore structure on
hydraulic conductivity. Phosphorus is a major cause of lake eutrophication. Understanding
the characteristics regarding the release of phosphorus from sediments under hydrodynamic
conditions is crucial for the regulation of lake water quality.

2. Water wells play an increasingly important role in providing water for the civilian population
all over the world. The number of boreholes is increasing not only due to population growth,
but also due to a decrease in the productivity of the existing assets. Like other engineering
structures, wells are subject to ageing processes resulting in degradation, which is observed as a
reduction in hydraulic efficiency throughout their lifespan. Hydraulic conductivity hinges on
the pore structure, which is often depicted as the pore size and porosity. Unlike “sustainable
yield”, for the concept of efficiency, compensation is not a constant-rate or constant-head method.
The “sustainable efficiency” concept requires the regulation of both flow rate and drawdown.
The authors in [9,10] investigate the problems associated with the drilling of groundwater wells.

3. Lakes provide valuable ecosystem services for riparian communities and play an important role
in sustaining ecological security and sustainable development. Hence, the effects of sediment
suspension on the release characteristics of phosphorus from sediment are analysed.

4. Reusing stormwater is more critical in water-scarce regions and regions where rainfall patterns
and rainfall frequencies are changing [5]. Several regions are trying to reuse stormwater as a
sustainable method of water resource management; thus, timely research into the feasibility of
reusing stormwater from a water quality perspective is presented in [11]. The Soil Conservation
Service (SCS) curve number model is used as the basis of an integrated hydrological–CFD model
to generate flow rates from the watershed draining into rain ponds due to storms and estimating
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bacterial levels in storm water ponds. An experimental investigation of the erosion characteristics
of fine-grained cohesive sediments is used to model the transport of fine sediment and the
associated nutrients in a river system. The erosion experimental data allowed the identification of
the critical shear stress for erosion. Urban stormwater, as an important environmental problem,
requires us to find green infrastructure solutions, which provide water treatment and retention at
the same time. Floating treatment wetlands, which are porous patches that continue down from
the free surface with a gap between the patch and bed, are innovative instruments for nutrient
management in lakes, ponds, and slow-flowing waters.

5. Lakes are important for global ecological balance and provide rich biological and social resources,
but they are sensitive to climate change and anthropogenic activities in which river–reservoir
erosion and the water level can be affected by an existing dam operation. Fish protection
and downstream migration measures are also considered essential in the hydraulic design,
construction or retrofitting and operation of hydropower plants. Since downstream migrating
fish, particularly juveniles, tend to swim within the main current, they will consequently pass the
turbines if appropriate measures are not put in place at the water intake [12]. Different types of
spur dikes, such as rock fill, permeable, w-shaped rock fill, and w-shaped permeable are evaluated
using flume experiments for spur dike hydrodynamics and fish aggregation effects. The results
could provide theoretical support for habitat heterogeneity research and the ecologically optimal
design of spur dikes. The effects of changes in the angle of the pool impact plate, plunging
depth, and discharge upon the dynamic pressure caused by ski jump buckets are investigated
in the laboratory. Due to dynamic pressures resulting from the flow in hydraulic structures,
the riverbed is frequently affected by scouring. Moreover, many lakes are connected to rivers
to form complicated river–lake systems [13–15]. As a safe device in a dam, the understanding
of jet features is crucial in designing the pool and determining the plunging rate [16]. Recently,
many researchers and engineers have also studied the ecological effects of spur dikes through
model tests, numerical simulations and on-site observations. The results in [17–19] show that
spur dikes can enhance river habitat heterogeneity and improve the suitability of fish habitats
under low and medium water flows. In hydropower, the requirements for fish protection at
hydro power plants have led to a significant decrease in the bar spacing at trash racks, as well as
the need for an inclined or angled design to improve the guidance effect using a fish-friendly
trash rack.

6. In a water system where an excess of internal energy needs to be dissipated effectively, a specific
dissipater reduces the downstream flow speed, smoothly connects the downstream flow, and
avoids the erosion of the river channel in a well-defined water conveyance project described
in [20–22]. On the other hand, the toothed internal energy dissipater is a new type of dissipater
that controls the excess flow energy. However, in the open-channel control algorithm, good
feedforward controllers will reduce the transition time of the canal and improve its performance.
Hybrid pumped hydro storage energy solutions with wind and PV integration present further
improvements in flexibility, reliability and in the associated energy costs. A technique based on a
multi-criteria evaluation, for a sustainable environmental solution based on renewable source
integration, is presented, with the results demonstrating that, technically, pumped hydro storage
with wind and PV is an ideal solution to achieve energy autonomy and to increase flexibility and
reliability. A hydrostatic pressure machine is also analysed using CFD modelling with detailed
characterization and evaluation, with promising results [23]. Another study recently examined a
technology based on a transient flow-induced compressed air energy storage system, which takes
advantage of a compressed air vessel to combine pumping and hydropower solutions.

The importance of environments in rivers and pipe systems are not overstated. They provide
water, energy and food, safety and better controlled systems. They can cause major damage through
flooding and erosion, and they are the means to avoid water scarcity or a lack of quality. Therefore,
engineering needs a solid understanding of the mechanics governing phenomena. This book provides
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readers with necessary knowledge about eco-design developments and troubleshoots a variety
of environmental hydraulic engineering works. It analyses the fascinating hydraulics of rivers,
including the interactions between sediment (e.g., sand, gravel) and water flow, erosion and scour
problems, engineering intervention in river and lakes, in fish protection infrastructures, in storm water
sustainable management, in eco-friendly solutions, in flood modelling and mitigation, hydropower
renewable integration systems, embankments, dams or dikes and spillways and jet effects in relation
to hydraulic–ecological effects. Environmental issues are presented in the wider context of civil
engineering and environmental hydraulics via computer-based studies, and laboratory or field results.
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Abstract: In cold regions, hydraulic conductivity is a critical parameter for determining the water
flow in frozen soil. Previous studies have shown that hydraulic conductivity hinges on the pore
structure, which is often depicted as the pore size and porosity. However, these two parameters do not
sufficiently represent the pore structure. To enhance the characterization ability of the pore structure,
this study introduced fractal theory to investigate the influence of pore structure on hydraulic
conductivity. In this study, the pores were conceptualized as a bundle of tortuous capillaries with
different radii and the cumulative pore size distribution of the capillaries was considered to satisfy
the fractal law. Using the Hagen-Poiseuille equation, a fractal capillary bundle model of hydraulic
conductivity for saturated frozen soil was developed. The model validity was evaluated using
experimental data and by comparison with previous models. The results showed that the model
performed well for frozen soil. The model showed that hydraulic conductivity was related to the
maximum pore size, pore size dimension, porosity and tortuosity. Of all these parameters, pore size
played a key role in affecting hydraulic conductivity. The pore size dimension was found to decrease
linearly with temperature, the maximum pore size decreased with temperature and the tortuosity
increased with temperature. The model could be used to predict the hydraulic conductivity of frozen
soil, revealing the mechanism of change in hydraulic conductivity with temperature. In addition,
the pore size distribution was approximately estimated using the soil freezing curve, making this
method could be an alternative to the mercury intrusion test, which has difficult maneuverability
and high costs. Darcy’s law is valid in saturated frozen silt, clayed silt and clay, but may not be valid
in saturated frozen sand and unsaturated frozen soil.

Keywords: frozen soil; soil freezing curve; hydraulic conductivity; fractal model; Darcy’s law

1. Introduction

Hydrology in cold regions is a rapidly progressing research field, representing an important
sub-discipline of hydrology. Recently, research interest in cold region hydrology has been spurred
by global warming-induced hydrological and ecological changes to cold regions, such as permafrost
degradation, glacial recession and surface runoff shrinkage [1]. Cold region hydrology includes
permafrost hydrology, glacier hydrology and snow hydrology, of which permafrost hydrology is
the broader scientific field owing to permafrost’s wide distribution, covering about a quarter of the
land surface of the world [2]. Frozen soil is a special type of soil-water system composed of soil
particles, liquid water, ice and gas. The emergence and existence of ice changes the driving force of
water migration, leading to changes in migration direction, migration distance, migration velocity and
migration amount; these produce further changes in the water distribution in frozen soil. Previously,
frozen soil has often been conceptualized as an impermeable barrier that inhibits infiltration and
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promotes surface and near-surface runoff; however, researchers have since investigated the hydraulic
conductivity of frozen soil and found that frozen soil is not a complete aquiclude, as liquid water
could migrate in the frozen soil. Thus, water migration in frozen soil is one of the main processes in
permafrost hydrology. Due to the free energy of soil particles and water-air interfaces, some water in
frozen soil remains unfrozen at sub-zero temperatures [3]—defined as unfrozen water. The unfrozen
water will flow along a temperature gradient or pressure gradient, resulting in water and solute
redistribution [4], frost heaving [5], and salt expansion [6]. Such damage causes problems during the
construction of engineering ground structures in cold regions, including roads, railways, pipelines,
buildings and dams. In frozen soil, at least in high-temperature frozen soil, the unfrozen water
transported in the frozen soil is always assumed to follow Darcy’s law:

V = kf
ΔH

L
(1)

where V is Darcy’s flux (m/s); kf is the hydraulic conductivity of frozen soil (m/s); ΔH is the water
head loss between two cross sections (m), ΔH = H1 − H2, where H is the total head (m), defined as
the sum of the elevation head Z and the pressure head hw; and L is the distance of the seepage path
between these two cross sections (m). As Equation (1) shows, hydraulic conductivity is one of the key
parameters for determining water flow in frozen soil.

To further predict water redistribution, frost heave and salt expansion, several hydrology and
hydrogeology models had been developed by coupling a groundwater flow equation with heat transfer
equations. Researchers applying these mathematical models are faced with difficulties due to a lack
of precise values of hydraulic conductivity. The main reason for this deficiency is that measuring
the hydraulic conductivity of frozen soil remains difficult and a complete expression for hydraulic
conductivity is not yet available. This problem leads to a general assumption being made that the
hydraulic conductivity of frozen soil is, in most cases, zero. However, it has been found in most of the
studies that water flow still occurs in frozen soil, especially in high-temperature frozen soil, making
this assumption unreasonable. The main objective of this paper is to provide a solution to this problem
by presenting a new mathematical model for estimating the hydraulic conductivity of saturated frozen
soil with a limited set of data.

2. Background

Many attempts have been undertaken to determine the hydraulic conductivity of frozen soil.
Burt and Williams [7] measured saturated hydraulic conductivity using a permeameter. In this study,
water was used as the fluid. To prevent the water from melting the frozen soil, lactose was added
to ensure that the fluid was in thermodynamic equilibrium with the water in the soil. In addition,
the lactose had restricted entry to the soil through the use of a dialysis membrane. In other studies,
to solve the problem of the water melting the frozen soil, different fluids other than water have
been used to measure hydraulic conductivity; for example, Horiguchi and Miller [8] used distilled
water; Wiggert et al. [9] used dacane, octane, heptane and NaCl brine; McCauley et al. [10] used
diesel; and Seyfried and Murdock [11] used air. All of these studies tended to overestimate hydraulic
conductivity because the fluids could flow due to air-filled porosity, making it difficult to obtain an
accurate hydraulic conductivity measuring by such experiments alone.

Many mathematical models for predicting the hydraulic conductivity of frozen soil have since
been recommended. These mathematical models include empirical models and statistical models.
For empirical models, there are three main types. The first type is determined by the assumption that
the hydraulic conductivity of frozen soil is a function of temperature. For the convenient application
in numerical models, Horiguchi and Miller [12] gave an empirical formula, kf = C × TD, where,
kf is the hydraulic conductivity of frozen soil (m/s), T is the temperature (◦C), and C and D are
constant fitting parameters. Nixon [13] proposed a similar temperature-dependent empirical formula
as follows, kf = k0/(−T)δ, where, k0 is the hydraulic conductivity at −1 ◦C and δ is the slope of the
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kf − T relationship in a log-log coordinate; however, these models must be determined using some
type of experimental data, thus limiting their applicability. The second type of empirical model is
determined by the assumption that the ice in saturated frozen soil and the air in unsaturated unfrozen
soil plays a similar role in the process of water seepage when there is the same water content; that is the
hydraulic conductivity of saturated frozen soil is closed to that of unsaturated melted soil. A drawback
of this model is that it always overrates the hydraulic conductivity of frozen soil. The third model
type is determined by the fact that the second model overestimates the hydraulic conductivity of
frozen soil, resulting in an ice impedance being introduced. Jame and Norum [14] introduced an
impedance factor, kf = ku/10−Eθi , where, ku is the hydraulic conductivity of unfrozen soil with the
same liquid water content (m/s), E is an empirical constant and, θi is the volumetric content of ice
(m3/m3). Based on agreement with experimental data from Jame and Norum [14] and Burt and
Williams [7], Taylor and Luthin [15] gave a specific impedance factor, kf = ku/1010θi . Mao et al. [16]
presented another impedance factor form to express hydraulic conductivity, kf = ku × (1 − θi)

3;
however, many researchers have criticized this model because of the arbitrary choice of impedance
factor. Shang et al. [17] suggested that the impedance factor would be better determined using
I = kf/ku; however, this method is still limited by a paucity of the measured data and, moreover, the
impedance factor is not a constant.

Meanwhile, several statistical models have also been proposed, of which there are two main types.
The first type of statistical model is determined by the capillary bundle model and the Hagen-Poiseuille
equation. Watanabe and Flury [18] developed a new capillary bundle model, in which the ice is
assumed to form in the centre of the capillaries, leaving a circular annulus open for liquid water
flow. On this premise, a newly developed hydraulic conductivity model was suggested, as seen in
Equation (2):

kf =
γwπ
8μτ

M
∑

J=k+1
nJ

[
RJ

4 − riJ
4 +

(
RJ

2−riJ
2
)2

ln
(

riJ
/RJ

)
]

RJ − d(T) ≥ ri(T)

kf =
γwπ
8μτ

M
∑

J=k+1
nJ RJ

4 RJ − d(T) < ri(T)
(2)

where, nJ is the number of capillaries of radius RJ per unit area; riJ is the radius of cylindrical ice
(m); d(T) is the thickness of the water film (m); μ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid (kg/m·s); τ is
tortuosity; M is the number of different capillary size classes and k = 0, 1, 2, · ··, is an index for each
decrease of water content. In this model, the soil water characteristic curve is used to determine the
hydraulic conductivity of frozen soil, but the soil water characteristic curve is the constitutive equation
in the unfrozen soil. Similarly, Weigert and Schmidt [19] proposed another model for predicting
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of partly frozen soil. The model considered that the effective
saturated hydraulic conductivity of partly frozen soil equals the difference between that of saturated
melted soil and unsaturated melted soil. Thus, the hydraulic conductivity of saturated melted soil
equals the sum of the hydraulic conductivity of each class of capillaries, which is proportional to
rx

2Δθx; therefore, the model was determined, as shown in Equation (3):

k f = ks − ku

ku =
M
∑

J=k+1
ks

rx
2Δθx

r1
2Δθ1+r2

2Δθ2+r3
2Δθ3+···+rJ 2ΔθJ

(3)

where, ku and ks represent unsaturated and saturated hydraulic conductivity, respectively (m/s);
rx is the mean radius (m); and Δθx is the share of the pore class x of the total volumetric water
content (cm3/cm3). The second type of statistical model is determined by the hydraulic conductivity
model for melted soil and the Clausius-Clapeyron equation for describing the phase change process
between ice and water. The hydraulic conductivity of frozen soil is converted by the hydraulic
conductivity of unsaturated melted soil and the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. Azmatch [20] and
Tarnawski [21] present their models to predict the hydraulic conductivity of frozen soil based on
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different hydraulic conductivity models of melted soils, although this method tends to overestimate
hydraulic conductivity [3].

Given the problems with the above methods, there is great need for a new approach to estimating
hydraulic conductivity. Since fractal theory (see Section 3) was first created, this method has been
applied to different areas to determine the permeability of porous material; for example, Yu [22,23]
proposed a fractal permeability model for fabrics and bi-dispersed porous media, predicting the
corresponding permeability well. Yao [24] investigated the fractal characteristics of coals using the
mercury porosimetry method, and analysed the influence of the fractal dimension of pores on the
permeability of coals. Pia [25] presented an intermingled fractal units model based on fractal theory
for the purpose of predicting the permeability of porous rocks. Xu [26] used fractal geometry to
describe soil pores and obtained the fractal dimension of pores from porosimetric measurements.
A permeability function was eventually put forward to predict the permeability of soils. The fractal
theory used by this study to estimate the permeability performed well for the chosen materials. The
pore size distribution of frozen soil was confirmed as satisfying the fractal characteristics [27–29]
required; therefore, we attempted to apply the fractal theory to determine its hydraulic conductivity.

In the present study, a fractal model for hydraulic conductivity of saturated frozen soil was
presented. A method for determining the model parameters was also proposed. Model performance
was subsequently evaluated by comparing predictions with experimental data from the existing
literature and other models. Furthermore, the validity of Darcy’s law in saturated frozen soil
was explained.

3. Fractal Model for Hydraulic Conductivity of Frozen Soil

3.1. Fractal Theroy

In classical Euclidean geometry, the dimensions of ordered objects are the integers; for example,
the dimensions of points, straight lines, planes, and volumes are 0, 1, 2 and 3, respectively. However,
for disordered objects such as irregular lines, planes or volumes, Euclidean geometry is not applicable.
To solve this problem, fractal geometry has been introduced. In fractal geometry, the dimension
of fractal objects is not an integer, but a fraction. Normally, 1 < D < 2 in two-dimensional
space and 2 < D < 3 in three-dimensional space. Fractal theory emerges based on fractal geometry.
Fractal theory describes and studies the objects from the perspective of fractal dimensions and its
mathematical methods. The fractal theory broke out of the traditional barriers of one-dimensional
lines, two-dimensional surfaces, three-dimensional spaces, bringing it closer to a description of the real
properties and states of complex systems, more consistent with the diversity and complexity of objects.

3.2. The Fractal Capillary Bundle Model of Frozen Soil

The real size or geometric shape of pores are difficult to describe, meaning pores are sometimes
visualized as circular capillary tubes [30]. A capillary bundle model has consequently been proposed
and frequently applied [31–33]. Although the model is different from real soils, it contains many of
the same properties and so can be used to analyse the water flow in frozen soil [18]. As illustrated in
Figure 1, the pores are conceptualised as an assembly of tortuous capillary tubes.
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Figure 1. Schematic of capillary bundle model of frozen soil.

To develop the fractal capillary bundle model, we assumed the frozen soil was homogeneous
and isotropic; the solid matrix was incompressible; the pores could be treated as capillary tubes with
different radii; the capillaries were initially filled with liquid water and the water flow in the different
capillary tubes remain independent; The freezing of pore water started from macrospores and the
freezing temperature of pore water reduced with the decrease of pore diameter. Figure 2 gives a
schematic of the freezing process in capillary tubes, where the fully saturated tubes are filled with
liquid water in the unfrozen state. As the temperature decreases, the liquid water in larger tubes are
frozen into ice and a thin liquid film remains. The radii of ice filled tubes and the thickness of the
liquid film both depend on temperature.

Figure 2. Schematic of freezing process of capillary tubes.

3.3. Derivation of the Fractal Model to Determine the Hydraulic Conductivity of Frozen Soil

The cumulative pore size distribution follows the fractal scaling law [34]; therefore the cumulative
number of pores satisfied:

N(≥ r) =
( rmax

r

)D
(4)

where N is the cumulative number of pores with a radius greater than or equal to r; rmax is the
maximum radius (m) and, D is the pore size dimension, 1 < D < 2. Differentiating Equation (4) with
respect to r yields:

− dN(≥ r) = Drmax
Dr−(D+1)dr (5)

Equation (5) gives the pore number between the pore size r and r + dr. In Equation (5), −dN > 0,
which indicates that pore number decreases with an increase in pore size.

The soil pore system is assumed to be a bundle of capillary tubes with different radii; therefore,
the Hagen-Poiseuille equation can be used to describe the water flow in the soil, as given by [22,35]:

q = r4 π

8
ρwg

η

ΔH
Le

(6)
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where q is the water flow rate in a single capillary (m3/s); r and Le are the radius and length of the
capillary, respectively (m); η is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid (Pa · s); ΔH is the hydraulic gradient;
ρw is the density of water (kg/m3); and g is gravitational acceleration (m/s2). The total flow rate Q
(m3/s) can be obtained by integrating the single flow rate, q, from the minimum pore radius to the
maximum radius with the aid of Equation (6):

Q = −
∫ rmax

rmin

qdN =
πρwg

8η

ΔH
Le

D
4 − D

rmax
4

[
1 −

(
rmin

rmax

)4−D
]

(7)

Since 1 < D < 2, the exponent 4 − D > 2, rmin/rmax < 10−2; therefore, (rmin/rmax)
4−D � 1.

Then Equation (7) is reduced to:

Q =
πρwg

8η

ΔH
Le

D
4 − D

rmax
4 (8)

The average velocity Ja (m/s) through the capillaries can be obtained by dividing Q by the total
pore area Ap (m2):

Ja =
πρwg
8ηAp

ΔH
Le

D
4 − D

rmax
4 (9)

The total pore area in Equation (9) can be expressed as [36]:

Ap =
∫ rmax

rmin

πr2(−dN) =
πD(1 − ε)rmax

2

2 − D
(10)

where ε is the porosity. Inserting Equation (10) into Equation (9) yields:

Ja =
ρwg
8η

ΔH
Le

2 − D
4 − D

rmax
2

1 − ε
(11)

The Darcy flux JT can be determined by using the Dupuit-Forchheimer equation:

JT = εJa =
ρwg
8η

ΔH
Le

ε

1 − ε

2 − D
4 − D

rmax
2 (12)

where τ is a tortuosity, which is the ratio between the length of soil column L (m) and the length of the
capillary Le (m). Comparing Equation (12) with Darcy’s law, JT = k ΔH

L , results in the expression for
the hydraulic conductivity as follows:

k =
ρwg
8ητ

ε

1 − ε

2 − D
4 − D

rmax
2 (13)

where k is the hydraulic conductivity. For a straight capillary bundle fractal model (τ = 1), the
hydraulic conductivity is reduced to:

k =
ρwg
8η

ε

1 − ε

2 − D
4 − D

rmax
2 (14)

It can be found from Equation (13) that for water flow through a given soil sample, the hydraulic
conductivity is related to the maximum pore size, pore size dimension, and tortuosity. Of these
parameters, maximum pore size plays a key role in affecting hydraulic conductivity. These parameters
reflect the pore structure characteristic of the soil, and each of them has a clear physical meaning,
which reveals a significant advantage of the model.

In the model, ice is assumed to form first in the largest water-filled tubes upon freezing based on
the Gibbs-Thomson effect. The Gibbs-Thomson effect describes how a depression in the freezing point
is inversely proportional to pore size. Due to the free energy of the capillary wall, some water in the
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vicinity of the capillary wall remains unfrozen at subzero temperatures; hence why the frozen capillary
is considered to be composed of an ice column and a thin liquid film in the vicinity of the tube wall.
As the solid phase is assumed to be incompressible, the radius of the capillary cannot be affected by
the frost heave of the water in the capillary. Therefore, the radius of the capillary is measured as the
sum of the radius of the ice column and the thickness of the thin liquid film. The radius of the ice
column can be assessed by the Gibbs-Thomson equation [37]:

ri
i =

2σsl
Lf·ρi

Tm

Tm − Ti (15)

where, ri
i (m) is the critical radius of ice column at Ti (◦C); σsl is the ice-liquid water interfacial

free energy, γ = 0.0818 J/m2; Lf is latent heat of fusion, L = 334.56 kJ/kg; ρi is the density of ice,
ρi = 917 kg/m3; and Tm is the freezing temperature of bulk water given in Kelvin, Tm = 273.15 K.
The thickness of the liquid water film can be assessed by [18]:

di =

[
− AH

6πρiL
Tm

Tm − Ti

]1/3
(16)

where di is the film thickness of unfrozen water (m) and, AH is the Hamaker constant, AH = −10−19.5 J.
The soil freezing curve (SFC) describes how the volumetric content of unfrozen water decreases with a
decrease in the sub-zero temperature. The number of capillaries of radius ri can be determined using
the SFC. As shown in Figure 3, the SFC is divided into several different spaced water-content intervals
of width Δθu

i, according to the experimental points, and the temperature T
(
θu

i) associated with the
decrease in θu

i can be determined. All capillaries of radius r ≥ ri are assumed to be frozen when
T = Ti. Thus, the number of capillaries Ni frozen at Ti, is equivalent to the increase in ice content
in real soil, ΔVi

i/πri
iLe, where ΔVi

i is the increment of ice volume at Ti. ΔVi
i can be calculated from

the SFC, then the cumulative number of capillaries N
(
r ≥ ri) is given by summing the number of

capillaries Ni of radius ri when r ≥ ri.

Figure 3. Scheme of a physical approach to determine the pore size distribution of frozen soil.
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The pore size dimension was determined by the accumulative pore size distribution.
The cumulative pore size distribution of fractal capillaries follows the fractal power law; therefore,
taking the logarithm of both sides of Equation (4) gives:

D =
lgN

lg(rmax/r)
(17)

As seen in Equation (17), the pore size dimension was the slope of the accumulative pore size
distribution in the double logarithmic coordinates, which was approximately a straight line. For frozen
soil, the accumulative pore size distribution changed with temperature, leading to pore size dimension
changes with temperature. The pore size dimension of frozen soil at different subzero temperatures
needed to be determined using the accumulative pore size distribution at the corresponding
temperature, the calculation of which had already been described above. In Equation (13), the dynamic
viscosity of the water can be given as [18]

η = η0 exp(
c
T
) (18)

where η0 = 9.62 × 10−7 Pa · s and c = 2046 K. Equation (18) yields μ = 10−3 Pa · s when T = 21.5 ◦C.
The tortuosity can be assessed using the following relationship [34,35,38]

τ = 1 + 0.41 ln(1/ε) (19)

In this model, the porosity is the ratio between the total unfrozen volume of capillaries and
the volume of the soil column. As the unfrozen capillaries are assumed to be completely filled with
unfrozen water, so the volume of unfrozen water can be conceived as the volume of the capillaries;
thus, the porosity is equivalent to the volumetric content of unfrozen water. To illustrate the fractal
hydraulic conductivity modeling process well, a flow diagram is given in Figure 4.

 
Figure 4. Flow diagram of fractal model building.
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4. Methods

The present model was applied to existing literature on the measured hydraulic conductivity of
saturated frozen soil to test its validity. Some existing studies did measure saturated conductivity;
however, only a few simultaneously report the SFC, initial volumetric content and the dimension of
the soil column, which are required by the model. Thus, model testing was limited by the paucity of
the literature.

Burt and Williams [7] and Tokoro et al. [39] measured saturated hydraulic conductivity using
self-developed experimental apparatus; their apparatus allows water to flow as a fluid. A summary of
the physical parameters of the soil samples is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Physical parameters of the soil samples.

Soil Type Length (cm) Diameter (cm) Dry Density (g/m3) Initial Water Content (m3 m−3)

Silt [7] 3 3.8 1.52 0.50
clayey silt [7] 3 3.8 3.8 0.33

Silt [39] 3 7 7 0.38

Figure 5 presents the SFCs of the three soil samples. As shown, the freezing curve decreases
dramatically near 0 ◦C, after which the freezing curve became gradual. This result was because the
proportion of capillaries with small radii increased as temperature decreased.

Figure 5. Soil freezing curve.

5. Results

5.1. Cumulative Pore Size Distribution Curve

Here, the experimental data from Tokoro et al. [39] were used as an example to describe the
calculation process for finding the hydraulic conductivity of frozen soil. Figure 6 presents the
cumulative pore size distribution estimated by the SFC, with the solid line representing the cumulative
volume of pores and the dashed line representing the cumulative number of pores. The number of
pores with small radii was markedly higher than the number with large radii. As the temperature
decreased, the maximum radius decreased which led to changes in the pore size distribution curve.
Additionally, the cumulative pore size distribution (the dashed line plotted in the double logarithmic
coordinates) is approximately a straight line, the slope of which was the pore size dimension.
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Figure 6. Pore size distribution determined by the soil freezing curve.

5.2. Maximum Pore Size, the Pore Size Dimension and Tortuosity

Figure 7a shows the relationship between the maximum pore radius and temperature, which
was calculated by Equations (15) and (16). The maximum pore radius decreased with temperature.
Figure 7b gives the relationship between the tortuosity and temperature, obtained using Equation (19).
The tortuosity increased with temperature. Figure 7c presents the relationship between the pore size
dimension and temperature, which was computed from the cumulative pore size distribution using
Equation (17). The pore size dimension decreased linearly with temperature. As shown in the figure,
the three parameters all varied with temperature, which caused the hydraulic conductivity to be
affected by the temperature according to Equation (13).

Figure 7. Variation of pore size dimension (a), maximum pore radius (b) and tortuosity
(c)‘with temperature.

5.3. Fractal Values of Hydraulic Conductivity

Figure 8a presents the hydraulic conductivity predicted by the present model for different pore
size dimensions from Equations (13) and (14). Figure 8b shows the hydraulic conductivity predicted
by the present model for different maximum pore radii from Equations (13) and (14). The hydraulic
conductivity changed dramatically with the decrease in pore size dimension and maximum pore
radius. This phenomenon can be explained as: the decrease of pore size and pore size dimension
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causing a decrease in the number of capillaries, as well as the increase in the tortuosity causing an
increase in water flow paths, leading to a decrease in flow rate. Of all these influencing factors, pore
size plays a role in affecting hydraulic conductivity.

In the same way, the hydraulic conductivities of the three soil samples were predicted by
the present model for different temperature and volumetric water content from Equation (13).
The results are shown in Figure 8c,d. From Figure 8c, the hydraulic conductivity changed dramatically
within −1 ◦C, with similar results observed by Burt et al. [7] and Miller et al. [8]. These results can be
explained by the fact that the decrease in temperature caused a decrease of the pore size and pore size
dimension and increase of the tortuosity as shown in Figure 7, leading to a decrease in the hydraulic
conductivity. Figure 8d shows the relationship between the hydraulic conductivity and volumetric
water content, calculated from Equation (13). Figure 8d shows that the hydraulic conductivity increases
with an increased in unfrozen water content.

Figure 8. The effect of pore size dimension (a), maximum pore radius (b), temperature (c) and unfrozen
water content (d) on hydraulic conductivity.

6. Discussion

6.1. Model Application

Figure 9 presents the comparison between the fractal model and the experimental data, with the
symbols representing the experimental data, and the dashed line and dashed-dot line representing
the predictions by the present models calculated from Equations (13) and (14), respectively. In both
cases, the present model was in close agreement with the experimental data. From Figure 9a, using
Equation (13), the present model shows good agreement with the experimental data except for the
data point at 0.25 ◦C; however, using Equation (14), the present model overrated the experimental
data. Figure 9b shows that using Equation (14), the present model showed good agreement with the
experimental data while using Equation (13), the present model underestimate the experimental data.
Figure 9c indicates the present model showed a slight difference from the experimental data; however,
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the behavior of the experimental data is approximately captured by the present model. Overall, the
present model based on fractal theory showed close agreement with the experimental data. Thus, the
validity of the present model was verified.

Figure 9. Comparison of the model results and experimental data. (a) Tokoro et al. [39] (silt); (b) Burt
and Williams [7] (silt); (c) Burt and Williams [7] (clayey silt).

The differences between the predictions and experimental data can be translated into quantifiable
terms by means of the mean squared error, MSE, which is an indicator of the overall magnitude of the
residuals. The MSE is computed as follows

MSE =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

[
ln(ke,i)− ln(kp,i)

]2

(20)

where N is the number of experimental data points; ke,i is the ith measured hydraulic conductivity
(m/s) and kp,i is the ith predicted hydraulic conductivity (m/s). Table 2 summarises the MSE for the
three data sets. As shown, the present model–using Equations (13) and (14)—made the best prediction
for the Tokoro’s [39] silt data set and Burt and Williams’ [7] silt data set, respectively.

Table 2. Model prediction statistics for various data sets.

Reference
Present
Model

Mean Squared
Error

Squared Error

−0.25 ◦C −0.3 ◦C −0.35 ◦C −0.4 ◦C −0.45 ◦C

Tokoro et al. [39]
Equation (13) 0.34 1.62 0.08 0 0.001 0.01
Equation (14) 0.41 0.55 0.08 0.33 0.54 0.55

Burt and Williams
(silt) [7]

Equation (13) 0.91 2.23 1.02 0.55 0.30 0.47
Equation (14) 0.21 0.84 0.21 0.02 0 0

Burt and Williams
(clayey silt) [7]

Equation (13) 0.98 3.50 1.19 0 0.22 0
Equation (14) 0.78 1.98 0.41 0.16 0.97 0.40
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As an additional test, the present fractal model was further compared with past models.
The following three models were considered: the Nixon model [13], Mao et al. model [16] and
Jame and Norum model [14]. Here, the experimental data from the study by Tokoro [39] were used
as an example. In the Nixon model, k0 and δ were obtained using the kf − T relationship in a log-log
coordinate. The value of k0 and δ were 2.0 × 10−10 cm/s and −2.273, respectively. In the Mao et al.
model and the Jame and Norum model, the value of ku was 8.1 × 10−3 × θu

6.21 cm/s and θi values
were calculated from the SFC, θi = θwρw/ρi. In the Jame and Norum model, the impedance factor
was determined by the empirical constant E. To avoid an arbitrary choice of impedance factor, the
empirical constant E was determined using the method proposed by Shang et al. [17]. The experimental
data at −0.25 ◦C, −0.3 ◦C and −0.35 ◦C were used to determine the empirical constants, respectively.
The corresponding empirical constants E were −0.48, −2.82 and −3.66, respectively.

Figure 10 presents a visual comparison of various models for the silt data set from Tokoro [39].
The inferences on model performance can be drawn from model predictions for the experimental
data. As shown, the Nixon model predicted the experimental data reasonably. This is ascribed to
the fact that the model was determined from experimental data. Generally, the Mao et al. model
overrated the experimental data. For the Jame and Norum model, when E = −0.48; the model
deviated greatly from the experimental data; however, a significant improvement was observed when
E = −2.82 and E = −3.66. It was found that the Jame and Norum model changed dramatically with
the impedance factor. This shortcoming leads to a difficulty in accurately predicting the experimental
data. Using Equation (13) in the present model showed much closer agreement with the experimental
data. Moreover, the present model using Equation (13) is close to the Nixon model. Using Equation (13)
in the present model with Equation (13) overrated the experimental data overall; this may be attributed
to the fact that the water flow path in the soil was tortuous.

Figure 10. Comparison of the experimental data with different models for Tokoro [39] silt.

Table 3 summarises the MSE for the various models used to evaluate the model performance.
As shown, the MSE value for the Nixon model is lowest, at 0.33, followed by the present model with
Equation (13) where the MSE was 0.34. In contrast, the present model with Equation (13) is close
to the Nixon model, which was determined by the experimental data. Using Equation (13) in the
present model, the squared error at −0.25 ◦C was much higher than that at the other temperatures.
This difference can be attributed to experimental error and model error. The latter error may be related
to the cracks caused by frost heave. Cracks are preferential flow paths, which result in an increase in
conductivities. This influence of frost heave on the pore structure was not considered in the fractal
model; however, on the whole, the difference was small. The MSE value for the Mao et al. model
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and Jame and Norum model (E = −0.48) was approximately 4 and 9 times larger, respectively, than
for the present model with Equation (13). The MSE for the Jame and Norum model (E = −2.82 and
E = −3.66) was close to that of the present model using Equation (14).

Table 3. Comparison results between various models.

Model Type Mean Squared
Error

Squared Error

−0.25 ◦C −0.3 ◦C −0.35 ◦C −0.4 ◦C −0.45 ◦C

Present model Equation (13) 0.34 1.62 0.08 0.001 0.009 0.01
Present model Equation (14) 0.41 0.55 0.08 0.33 0.54 0.55

Nixon model [13] 0.33 1.45 0.05 0.01 0.06 0.06
Mao et al. model [16] 1.37 0.03 0.80 1.55 2.14 2.32

Jame and Norum model [14]
E = −0.48 2.96 0.14 2.19 3.47 4.36 4.66

Jame and Norum model [14]
E = −2.82 0.40 0.84 0.02 0.22 0.46 0.48

Jame and Norum model [14]
E = −3.66 0.39 1.75 0.12 0.0007 0.03 0.04

In contrast, the fractal model provided a good agreement with the hydraulic conductivity data
overall. Moreover, comparison with other models revealed the following advantages of the fractal
model: fewer parameters; parameters are easy to obtain; each of the parameters has a clear physical
meaning; and no measured conductivity is required in the model. Additionally, the fractal model can
explain the reason for hydraulic conductivity changing with temperature; however, the influence of
frost heave on the pore structure of frozen soil is not considered in the model, which may result in
underestimating of the experimental data.

The present model has some limitations. Firstly, the model may be not valid in sandy soils, as
these contain massive large pores that will freeze once temperature is lower than zero degrees Celsius,
according to the SFC and Gibbs-Thomson equation. Second, the model does not consider the influence
of the difference in SFC determined by the different methods on the hydraulic conductivity of saturated
frozen soil. We expect this effect would not be pronounced when estimating the hydraulic conductivity,
as hydraulic conductivity largely depends on pore radius. Third, the model does not consider the
influence of frost heave on the pore structure of frozen soil, which may result in underestimating the
experimental data. We expect this effect to be less pronounced in high-temperature frozen soil, where
only slight frost heave occurs. Fourth, the model does not consider the influence of closed pores on
hydraulic conductivity, which will result in overrating the hydraulic conductivity. Lastly, the model is
only valid for soils fulfilling the fractal laws.

6.2. Comparison of the Cumulative Pore Size Distribution Determined by the SFC and Mercury Intrusion
Porosimetry (MIP)

The SFC was used to determine pore size distribution in the present study. To verify this method,
MIP was compared with this method. You et al. [40] and Xiao [41] measured the pore size distribution
of silty clay using MIP. Figure 11 represents the SFC of the two soil samples. The solid line represents
the freezing curve of You et al. [40], and the dashed line represent that of Xiao [41].
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Figure 11. Soil freezing curves of the soils.

Figure 12 shows the comparison of pore size distribution determined by the SFC and MIP.
The solid lines represent the pore size distribution determined by MIP and the dashed lines represent
the pore size distributions determined by the soil freezing curve. It can be seen that the pore size
distribution determined by the SFC captured the distinctive feature of the pore size distribution
determined by MIP well; however, this method overrated the smaller pores measured by MIP. This
result could be ascribed to the fact that the isolated pores—those that had no communication with
the exterior of the sample could not be measured by MIP in any event, regardless of the pressure
used [42], However, the isolated pores could be filled with water, which is considered in the pore size
distribution determined by the SFC. Fagerlund [37] used a similar method to accurately predict the
pore size distribution in the range 0.02 μm~0.5 μm for a certain sand-lime brick as shown in Figure 12c.

Figure 12. Comparison of the pore size distribution determined by SFC and by MIP. (a) Xiao [41];
(b) You et al. [40]; (c) Fagerlund [42].
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6.3. Vvalidity of Darcy’s Law

The present model was determined by Darcy’s law. Although Darcy’s law is widely applied to
frozen soil, the validity of Darcy’s law in frozen soil remains controversial. Several previous studies
have shown that Darcy’s law is applicable in frozen soil, at least in high-temperature frozen soil;
for example, Burt and William [7] found a linear relationship between the hydraulic gradient and
discharge for clayey silt within −0.5 ◦C using a laboratory experiment. Horiguchi and Miller [8] found
the flux linearly changed with hydraulic conductivity for silt at different temperature within −0.15 ◦C.
Tokoro [39] observed the same experimental phenomenon for silt within −0.5 ◦C.

To further account for the validity of Darcy’s law, a theoretical proof based on the capillary bundle
model and Reynolds number was proposed. The Reynolds number Re is always used to justify the
flow state of the fluid in the capillaries

Re =
2rcrρv

μ
(21)

where rcr is the critical pore radius (m); ρ is the density of the fluid (kg/m3); and v is the flow velocity
(m/s). The flow velocity can be obtained by dividing water flow rate by the cross area of a single
capillary

v = q/πr2 =
r2

8
ρwg

η

ΔH
Le

(22)

Substituting Equation (22) into Equation (21), the critical pore radius rmax for laminar flow was
obtained as

rmax = 3

√
4Reμ2τ

ρw2gi
(23)

The unfrozen water film is much smaller than the radius of capillaries; therefore, the geometry of
ice in frozen soil is assumed to be identical to that of air in drying soil. Thus, the relationship between
the matric potential of frozen soil and temperature can be estimated using the generalised form of the
Clausius-Clapeyron equation, treating ice pressure the same as gauge pressure

h =
Lf
g

ln
Tm − ΔT

Tm
(24)

where |h| is the hydraulic head (m) and ΔT is the freezing temperature depression (◦C). Figure 13
presents the |h|−ΔT relationship obtained using Equation (24).

Figure 13. Relationship between the hydraulic head and temperature for frozen soil estimated using
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation.
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The hydraulic gradient i is

i =
|h|
L

(25)

where, L is the length of soil column (m). Inserting Equation (19) into Equation (20) gives the expression
for the hydraulic gradient

i =
Lf
Lg

ln
Tm − ΔT

Tm
(26)

Substituting Equation (26) into Equation (23) gives the expression for the critical pore radius

rmax = 3

√
4Reμ2τL

ρw2
1

Lf ln Tm−ΔT
Tm

(27)

With Re = 2300, g = 9.81 m/s2, μ = 1.792 × 10−3 Pa · s, ρw = 998 kg/m3, L = 334.56 KJ/kg,
Tm = 273.15 K, ΔT = −1 ◦C L = 3 cm and, τ = 2, the critical pore radius is obtained:

rcr = 2.95 × 10 −4 3
√

Le (28)

Taking L = 3 cm and τ = 2 for example, the critical radius obtained is rcr = 116 μm. That is, for
a soil column with a length of 3 cm and tortuosity of 2, the water flow will be turbulent in pores larger
than 116 μm at temperature differences of −1 ◦C.

In the further test, the critical pore radius was compared with the pore size of soils determined
by MIP from You [40], Xiao [41], Tao [43], Penumadu [44], and Juang [45]. As seen in Figure 14, the
silt, silty clay, clay and Kaolin clay soils all had barely any pores with a radius larger than 116 μm.
For sandy soils except for sand C (70% sand + 30% clay), they all had several pores with a radius
larger than 116 μm. Thus, the validity of Darcy’s law is reduced in sandy soils with larger pores.
The critical radius increased with the increased length of soil sample and tortuosity, but decreased
with the temperature difference increase. This method only presents the validity of Darcy’s law for
saturated frozen soil; for unsaturated frozen soil, the application of Darcy’s law is reduced owing to
the existence of the matrix potential.

Figure 14. Pore size distribution of the soils.
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7. Conclusions

In the present study, based on fractal theory and Hagen-Poiseuille’s law, a fractal model of
hydraulic conductivity for saturated frozen soil was developed. The model was verified using
experimental results. The following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The model provides a good agreement with the hydraulic conductivity data. Compared with
other models, this model is simpler to use owing to its simple requirements of the SFC, initial
volumetric content of water and the dimensions of the soil column.

2. Pore size played a key role in affecting the hydraulic conductivity of frozen soil. The pore
size dimension decreased linearly with temperature, the maximum pore size decreased with
temperature and the tortuosity increased with temperature. Changes in these parameters with
temperature can explain why the hydraulic conductivity of frozen soil changes with temperature.

3. The pore size distribution is approximately estimated by the SFC, making this method a possible
alternative to MIP.

4. Darcy’s law is valid in the saturated frozen silt, clayed silt and clay, but maybe not valid in
saturated frozen sand and unsaturated frozen soil.
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Abstract: Phosphorus is a major cause of lake eutrophication. Understanding the characteristics
regarding the release of phosphorus from sediments under hydrodynamic conditions is critical
for the regulation of lake water quality. In this work, the effects of sediment suspension on the
release characteristics of phosphorus from sediment were investigated under different hydrodynamic
conditions. The experimental results showed that in the experimental process, the phosphorus was
at first released quickly into the overlying water but then slowed down. Furthermore, the process
of dissolved phosphorus (DP) release under hydrodynamic conditions with and without sediment
suspension was simulated using a lattice Boltzmann method. The simulation showed satisfying results.

Keywords: dissolved phosphorus; hydrodynamic condition; Lattice Boltzmann method; release
characteristics

1. Introduction

Sewage, industrial discharge, and agricultural runoff contribute to most sources of phosphorus
released into shallow lakes, and most of the phosphorus is accumulated in lake sediments, which come
back to overlying water under certain conditions [1,2]. Investigations on large and shallow lakes [3,4]
indicated that wind waves are critical to sediment resuspension processes. Dynamic behaviors of
suspended sediments and wind–wave effects have been studied in past decades and has shown that
the suspended sediment has a strong effect on the release of phosphorus [5]. Phosphorus is a major
factor that leads to the eutrophication of lakes as it can be absorbed by the vegetation of a lake, and
studies have shown that strong wave disturbance can double the phosphorus concentration in the
overlying water of lakes [6,7]. Therefore, understanding the release characteristics of the phosphorus
from sediments under hydrodynamic conditions is critical for the regulation of lake water quality.

Two methods were proposed to investigate the influence of hydrodynamic forces on the release
of phosphorus from sediment. One is to measure the concentration of phosphorus in natural lakes
under natural hydrodynamic conditions, and then to analyze the effect of the hydrodynamic force
on the phosphorus release from the sediment. The other is to take sediment samples from lakes and
then simulate the hydrodynamic conditions as natural conditions using laboratory instruments [8].
In terms of the research on natural lakes, Nilsson et al. measured the phosphorus concentration in the
overlying water of sediment under different hydrodynamic conditions in recirculating channel and
found that the change of hydrodynamic force could significantly affect the phosphorus concentration
in overlying water [9]. Previous research has shown that sediment concentration has a significant
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correlation with nutrients [10]. Wang et al. [11] found a positive correlation between total phosphorus
(TP) and total suspended sediment (TSS) concentrations. Moreover, numerical methods have been
developed to simulate the phosphorus concentrations in lakes and rivers [12]. Some of these methods
consider the processes of adsorption–desorption and the release from bed sediment [13].

In recent years, the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has been widely applied to the study of
diffusion. Wolf-Gladrow [14] gave the basic equations and the parameter selection method of LBM for
solving diffusion problems. Jiaung et al. [15] used the LBM to simulate the process of heat conduction,
where the thermal diffusivity was controlled by changing the relaxation time. Chen showed that
the LBM is also applicable to simulate the diffusion problem in porous media with uniform and
heterogeneous porosities, such as lake sediment [16].

In this study, laboratory experiments were conducted to investigate the release characteristics
of phosphorus from sediment in shallow lakes. Experiments with and without sediment suspension
were designed. The main objectives were as follows: (1) to investigate the release characteristics of the
TP and dissolved phosphorus (DP) from the sediment with and without sediment suspension, and (2)
to simulate the DP release with and without sediment suspension using LBM.

2. Methodology

2.1. Laboratory Experiments

The experiment was divided into two parts: a phosphorus release experiment with sediment
suspension and a phosphorus release experiment without sediment suspension. The difference
between them was the diameter of sediment, which, depending on its size, would either suspend or
not under a hydrodynamic condition.

2.1.1. Experimental Device

The structure of the experimental device is shown in Figure 1a,b. A Plexiglas container with
a diameter of 30 cm and a height of 50 cm was mounted with a variable speed motor that ran the
propeller to adjust the hydrodynamic conditions in the device.

2.1.2. Experimental Sediment

The sediment was collected from Site 1 and Site 2 (Figure 2), respectively. Due to the previous lake
slope protection project, a large amount of large diameter sediment was filled in the shore of Mochou
Lake in 2015, the sediment diameter of Site 1 along the shore of Mochou Lake is larger than that of
Site 2. The diameter of the sediment at Site 2 (D2) ranged from 0.15 cm to 0.23 cm, with a median
diameter of 0.18 cm. The sediment was too coarse to suspend, even at the highest propeller speed
(300 rad/min). The sediment diameter (D1) of Site 1 is given in Table 1. The diameter of sediment in
Site 1 is small enough to have it suspend in a hydrodynamic condition.

Table 1. Grain size distribution of the sediment.

Grain Diameter (D1, μm) Percentage (%)

D1 < 4 11.25
4 < D1 < 16 29.47

16 < D1 < 32 20.53
32 < D1 < 64 17.15

64 < D1 < 128 14.37
D1 > 128 7.23

Mochou Lake has a history of 1500 years, with an average water depth of 2.5 m, a lake surface
area of 0.3 km2, and a maximum water depth of 4 m. On 21 July 2018, we used a Petersen grab to dig
a surface sediment at a depth of 0 cm to 10 cm in Mochou Lake. This lake is frequently influenced by
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winds, with wind-induced currents transporting dissolved matters (e.g., nutrients). There are two
main parts of the sampling device: a sampling grab and a pulling rope. The sampling grab is made of
a high-quality alloy material, as shown in Figure 1c. The one-time sampling sediment volume was
1–5 L, and the diameter of the sampling grab was 18 cm.

Figure 1. The structure of experimental device and sampling device. (a) structure of the experimental
device; (b) Sketch of the experimental device; (c) sampling grab.

Figure 2. Sample location and structure of the experimental device.

2.1.3. The Experimental Method

Before the experiment, the sediment samples were fully stirred, and the thickness was controlled
at 10 cm. A total of 20 L of deionized water was slowly added to the Plexiglas container, and the
container was placed for 24 h prior to the experiment. The speed of the propeller for the various steps
was set to 100 rad/min, 200 rad/min, and 300 rad/min, respectively. The experimental parameters are
shown in Table 2.
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Three 100 g sediment samples were taken from the sediment bed before and after each experiment run.
The TP concentration of the sediment was determined by Chinese environmental standard HJ632-2011:
Soil Determination of Total Phosphorus by alkali fusion-Mo-Sb anti-spectrophotometry method.

For each experiment run, three 30 mL water samples were extracted from each experimental
run for each hour of total experimental time. The DP and TP in the water was determined using the
Mo-Sb anti-spectrophotometry method of Yuan [17], the samples for TP determination needed to
be digested in advance, and the samples for DP determination needed to be filtered without being
digested. In addition, the particulate phosphorus (PP) was estimated as the difference between the
TP and the DP (i.e., PP = TP − DP). The TSS concentration was calculated using a drying method.
The beaker with 20 mL sampling water was placed in an oven at 115 ◦C till all the water evaporated.
The calculated equation was as follows:

S =
W1 − W2

V
(1)

where W1 is the weight after drying, W2 is the weight of the beaker, and V is the volume of
sampling water.

Table 2. Experimental parameters.

Run Sediment Diameter Propeller Speed (rad/min)

1 D1 100
2 D1 200
3 D1 300
4 D2 100
5 D2 200
6 D2 300

2.1.4. Selection of Propeller Speeds Based on Field Data

At Site 1, the flow velocity (uz), positioned in the water 0.5 m above the bed, was measured
using a LS1206B intelligent portable velocimeter which was made by Nanjing Shunlaida Measurement
and Control Equipment Co., Ltd. (Nanjing, China). The velocity measurement error was less than
1.5%, and each sampling time was 5 min. The wind speed (uw), positioned 0.2 m above the water
surface, was measured using an AR866 handheld thermosensitive anemometer made by Suzhou R.B.T
Measurement and Control Technology Co., Ltd. (Suzhou, China). The wind speed measurement error
was less than 1%, the measurement range was from 0.3 m/s to 30 m/s, and each sampling time was
5 min. The data was measured at 10:00–12:00 am, 2:00–4:00 pm on 22, 24 and 27 July 2018, respectively.
Three groups of corresponding velocity and wind speed per hour were measured at Site 1. A statistical
analysis of the field data (Figure 3) indicates that the occurrences of the uz were less than 0.25 m/s and
that the uw was less than 8 m/s.

Based on the similarity principle, the rotational speeds are selected so that the Froude number in
the laboratory condition (Frm) is equal to that in field conditions (Frp) [18].

Frm = Frp (2)

Under laboratory conditions,

Frm =
um√
ghm

(3)

where um is the tangential speed in the laboratory experiment, hm is the height above the sediment
surface in the laboratory experiment (herein, hm = 0.25 m), and g is the gravitational acceleration.

Under the field condition
Frp =

uz√
ghz

(4)
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where hz is the height above the sediment surface in the field (herein, hz = 0.5 m) under laboratory
conditions.

From the general relation between the tangential and angular speeds, the laboratory experimental
rotational speed is

um =
Ps

60
r (5)

where Ps is the propeller speed, and r is the radius of the stirring rod (herein, r = 0.045 m).
This study examined the relationship between um and uw that corresponds to the dynamic

condition caused by the propeller speed to the wind speed. When measuring, the maximum wind
speed can be less than 8 m/s, but sometimes the maximum wind speed in Nanjing can be larger
than 8 m/s. The field wind speed varied from 4.65 m/s to 12.74 m/s, and Ps varied from 0.075
to 0.225 (Table 3). As a result, the propeller speeds were set to 100, 200, and 300 rad/min in the
laboratory experiment to simulate the prevailing wind speed of 4.65 m/s to 12.74 m/s in the lake.
Huang et al. [18] examined the shear stress caused by lake currents, because they are considered
to have similar dynamic effects to the stirring rod on the sediment resuspension, and because the
dynamic simulator can produce shear stresses of water currents in the laboratory. The propeller
speeds were selected to simulate the prevailing bottom flow velocities of 0 m/s to 0.08 m/s (calculated
by Equation (6)), as in Taihu Lake. As a result, the blade stirrer operated at propeller speeds of 0,
100 rad/min, 200 rad/min, 300 rad/min, and 400 rad/min in the laboratory experiment. We used
the same method to examine which propeller speeds to select to simulate the prevailing bottom flow
velocities of 0 m/s to 0.04 m/s in the lake. As a result, the blade stirrer operated at the propeller speeds
of 0, 100 rad/min, 200 rad/min, and 300 rad/min in this laboratory experiment.

The bottom boundary velocity is computed as

ub =
κuz

ln
(

z
z0

) (6)

where κ is the von Kármán’s constant, and z0 is the bottom boundary roughness, (we assume this
based on existing literature [1,8], z0 = 0.02 m).

Figure 3. The relation between field flow velocity and wind speed.

Table 3. The contrast table of wind velocity and rotational speeds computed.

Laboratory Experiment Mochou Lake
Ps (rad/min) um (m/s) uz (m/s) uw (m/s)

100 0.075 0.1061 4.65
200 0.15 0.2121 8.7
300 0.225 0.3182 12.74

Note: um was calculated by Equation (4); uw was calculated by the Equation in Figure 3; uz was calculated by
Equations (1)–(3).
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2.2. Simulation Method

Generally, the nutrient release in lakes undergoes the following process: the nutrient is released
from sediment, the resuspended sediment is desorbed, and then it is diffused in overlying water.
For sediment release, it follows the process of diffusion, adsorption, and desorption.

2.2.1. LBM

LBM includes two steps: migration and collision. In the migration step, the particles move in
a certain direction and at a certain speed to the adjacent nodes of the grid. The migration process is
expressed as:

fk(x, y, t + Δt) = fk(x, y, t) + f ′k(x, y, t) (7)

where fk is the particle distribution function in terms of a discrete particle along the direction k; f ′k is
the value of a particle before a migration along the direction k.

Theoretically, the particle collision process is very complex and difficult to solve. Bhatnagar et al.
proposed a simple BGK collision operator for a discretized LBM equation, which can be expressed as:

f ′k(x, y, t) = −ω fk(x, y, t) + ω f eq
k (x, y, t) (8)

where f eq
k is the distribution of the equilibrium function along the direction k, and ω is the

relaxation frequency.
Bringing Equation (6) into Equation (5), we have:

fk(x, y, t + Δt) = fk(x, y, t)[1 − ω] + ω f eq
k (x, y, t) (9)

In LBM, the solution region is divided into many lattices. In this paper, two dimensions with
a nine-direction (D2Q4) lattice configuration were used (Figure 4).

f eq
k (x, z, t) = wkT(x, z, t) (10)

where fk is the particle distribution function in terms of a discrete particle along the direction k, f eq
k

is the equilibrium distribution function along the direction k; w1 = w2 = w3 = w4 = 0.25, and T is the
nutrients concentration.

Figure 4. Nutrient migration process in the experimental device.

2.2.2. Phosphorus Release from Sediment

The phosphorus release in lakes includes the phosphorus release from sediment and the
phosphorus diffusion in overlying water. For sediment release, it follows the process of diffusion,
adsorption, and desorption. The diffusion rate can be measured by the nutrient concentration gradient
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in the pore water of sediment with Fick’s first law, and the adsorption and desorption can be defined
by a source item [19].

The phosphorus release from sediment can be expressed as:

ϕ
∂C
∂t

= ϕDzs
∂2cd
∂z2 − ρb

∂cs

∂t
( f or z < 0) (11)

where cd is the DP concentration in water (mg/L), t is time (s), ϕ is the porosity of sediment, z is vertical
axis originated (at the sediment-water interface, z = 0), Dzs is the diffusion coefficient of phosphorus in
sediment (m2/s), ρb

∂cs
∂t is a source term for phosphorus adsorption and desorption by the sediment

bed [20], cs is the quantity of phosphorus adsorption in the sediment bed (mg/kg) and ρb is the density
of sediment (kg/m3).

The Lagergren first-order (LFO) equation is commonly used for describing the adsorption and
desorption and for their kinetics research, which is expressed as [21]:

ρb
∂cs

∂t
= ρbb1(cs − cse) (12)

where b1 is the first-order rate constant: absorption efficiency of sediment bed (g/(Ls)), and cse is the
sediment contamination level (mg/kg).

Yuan et al. [22] assumed that the desorption amount of the sediment bed are equal to the amount
added to the solution. Then, they modified the LFO equation as:

ρb
∂cs

∂t
= ρbb1(cd − ce) (13)

where ce is the equilibrium concentration of TP in water (mg/L) [23].
The modified LFO equation only considers the constant hydrodynamic condition where ce remains

unchanged in a constant condition. Therefore, in an airtight container without phosphorus input, the
concentration of phosphorus in overlying water and sediment would be constant values. However,
under the action of shear velocity, ce will vary with the change of the hydrodynamic condition (or the
adsorption rate decreases and ce increases with the increase of shear velocity [24]).

Here the second term on the right of Equation (1) is modified as:

ρb
∂cs

∂t
= ρbb1(cd − ce) (14)

Dzs can be expressed as:
Dzs = ϕm−1Dzm (15)

where Dzm is the molecular diffusion coefficient in water (m2/s) and it varies with the targeting
solution; m = 3 is a constant [25].

The source term can be added in the LBM function [26], and the LBM function can be described as:

fk(x, z, t + Δt) = fk(x, z, t)
(
1 − ωp

)
+ ωp f eq

k (x, z, t)− Δtwkρbb1

ϕ
(cd(x, z, t)− ce) (16)

where Δt is the time step and ωp is the relaxation frequency in pore water;
The relationship between the diffusion coefficient and ωp can be obtained by Chapman-Enskog

expansion [26].

Dzs =
Δx2

pΔt

(
1

ωp
− 0.5

)
(17)

where p presents the dimension of the model. (p = 1 presents one dimension, p = 2 presents two
dimensions, and p = 3 presents three dimensions).
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In this paper, we adopted a two-dimension model, and ω can be obtained as follows:

ωp = 1/
(

2ΔtDzs

Δx2 + 0.5
)

(18)

2.2.3. Nutrient Diffusion in Overlying Water

In overlying water, the formulations can be simply described as a diffusion process, as the
phosphorus release from TSS and the biochemical reactions are negligible. The governing equations
can be expressed as [27]:

∂cd
∂t

= (Dzt + Dzm)
∂2cd
∂z2 − S

∂cp

∂t
(for z ≥ 0) (19)

Dzt

v
=

(
A

zu∗
v

)n
(20)

where Dzt is the turbulent diffusion coefficient (m2/s), A is the area of water–sediment interface (m2),
v is the kinematic viscosity of water (m2/s), and n = 3 is a constant [28]; S ∂cp

∂t is a source term for
phosphorus adsorption and desorption by TSS, S is the TSS concentration in the overlying water, and
cp is the quantity of phosphorus adsorption by TSS in the overlying water.

We assumed that the desorption amount of TSS is equal to the amount added to the solution.
Then, S ∂cp

∂t can be modified as:

S
∂cp

∂t
= b2S(cd − ce) (21)

where b2 is the first-order rate constant, that is, the absorption efficiency of TSS (g/(Ls)).
The LBM function and ωw can be obtained with the same method as with the sediment:

fk(x, z, t + Δt) = fk(x, z, t)(1 − ωw) + ωw f eq
k (x, z, t)− Δtwkb2S(cd(x, z, t)− ce) (22)

ωw = 1/
(

2Δt(Dzt + Dzm)

Δx2 + 0.5
)

(23)

where u∗ is the shear velocity, and the u∗ generated by the propeller speed is given by Chandler [29]:

u∗ = 8.67 × 10−5Ps − 3.27 × 10−3 (24)

2.2.4. Nutrient Desorption from Resuspended Sediment

In this research, the sediment concentration in the overlying water was assumed to be uniform.
Here, the dynamic release amount caused by sediment suspension is much larger than the constant
release amount caused by diffusion [30], while the vertical velocity component is relatively smaller
than the convection velocity component [31]. Therefore, only the effects of sediment re-suspension
and sedimentation are considered, and Equation (4) could be simplified into:

dS
dt

= (Sr − Ss)/H (25)

Sr =

{
k(u∗ − uc) u∗ > uc

0 u∗ < uc
(26)

Ss = ωdS (27)

The settling velocity of sediment particles was obtained by Song et al. [32]:

ωd =
ν

D
D3∗

(
38.1 + 0.93D12/7∗

)−7/8
(28)
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D∗ =
(

Δg
ν2

)1/3
D (29)

where D is the particle diameter and D∗ is the dimensionless particle diameter. Δ = ρs
ρ − 1, where ρs

and ρ represent the density of particles and the density of the fluid, respectively. K = 9 × 10−3 (kg/m3);
Ss is the deposition flux; Sr is the re-suspension flux; uc is the critical velocity of sediment, which can
be expressed as:

uc =
√

dcrΔgD∗ (30)

Van Rijn [21] related the dimensionless particle parameter to a critical sediment mobility parameter
(dcr), which is elaborated in Table 4.

Table 4. Variation of dcr with D∗.

Dimensionless Particle Parameter Critical Sediment Mobility Parameter

D∗ ≤ 4 dcr = 0.24(D∗)−1

4 < D∗ ≤ 10 dcr = 0.14(D∗)−0.64

10 < D∗ ≤ 20 dcr = 0.04(D∗)−0.1

20 < D∗ ≤ 150 dcr = 0.13(D∗)0.29

D∗ > 150 dcr = 0.055

The LBM function for sediment in overlying water can be described as follows,

S(t+Δt) =
Sr(t) − Ss(t)

H
+ S(t) (31)

2.2.5. Boundary Conditions

By applying LBM, the free surface of overlying water can be defined as the thermal insulating
boundary. The nutrient concentration gradient of the free surface is 0, and the container wall is
defined as rebound boundary. Please refer to Mohamad [26] for an in-depth explanation of the
boundary method.

2.2.6. Model Parameters

The parameters in this model are given in Table 5.

Table 5. Parameters in the model.

Run No. 1 2 3 4 5 6

Ps (rad/min) 100 200 300 100 200 300
Δx (m) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Δy (m) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Δt (s) 1 1 1 1 1 1

u∗ (m/s) 0.0054 0.0141 0.0227 0.0054 0.0141 0.0227
ϕ 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.4 0.4 0.4

ωp 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.77 1.77 1.77
ωw 1.67 1.57 1.34 1.77 1.67 1.42

ρb (kg/m3) 1400 1400 1400 1650 1650 1650
b1 (g/(Ls)) 2.2 × 10−4 2.2 × 10−4 2.2 × 10−4 1.9 × 10−4 1.9 × 10−4 1.9 × 10−4

b2 (g/(Ls)) 2.1 × 10−4 2.1 × 10−4 2.1 × 10−4 1.8 × 10−4 1.8 × 10−4 1.8 × 10−4

To conclude the above contents, the sediment and phosphorus transport can be calculated using
LBM, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Flow chart of 2-D LBM.

3. Experimental Results

For Run 4–6, there is very little sediment in the samples, and all of the measured TSS concentration
are less than 0.02 g/L, which means that the phosphorus absorbed by TSS in the overlying water can be
ignored. Therefore, only the TSS concentration of Run 1–3 are listed in Table 6. The TSS concentration
is higher with the higher propeller speed.

The TP concentrations are shown in Table 7; the TP concentrations of Run 1 to Run 6 ranged
from 0.059 mg/L to 0.119 mg/L, 0.063 mg/L to 0.191 mg/L, 0.065 mg/L to 0.24 mg/L, 0.031 mg/L
to 0.128 mg/L, 0.04 mg/L to 0.143 mg/L, and 0.031 mg/L to 0.151 mg/L, respectively, for the
8 experimental hours. The TP concentration in the water increased quickly in the first four hours, then
slowed down in the last four hours. The DP concentrations are shown in Table 8; the DP concentrations
of Run 1 to Run 6 ranged from 0.048 mg/L to 0.104 mg/L, 0.034 mg/L to 0.163 mg/L, 0.034 mg/L to
0.207 mg/L, 0.037 mg/L to 0.123 mg/L, 0.039 mg/L to 0.136 mg/L, and 0.03 mg/L to 0.146 mg/L,
respectively, for the 8 experimental hours. The DP concentration in the water increased quickly in the
first four hours, then slowed down in the last four hours.
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The variations of TP concentration in the sediment before and after experiment are shown in Figure 6.
We can see that the initial TP concentration of Run 1–3 is higher than Run 4–6. After the experiment TP,
decreased by 18.5%, 29.7%, 38.8%, 36.7, 46.2%, and 48.9%, from Run 1 to Run 6, respectively.

Figure 6. Variations of TP concentration in the sediment before and after the experiment.

4. Simulation Results

The simulation result of TSS concentration is shown in Figure 7. From Figure 7, we can see that
the predicted value fit well with the measured data.

Figure 7. Comparison of predicted and measured values of TSS (S is the TSS concentration).

Error analysis was conducted to determine the difference between the predicted and measured
data. The average absolute error Δa and average relative error Δr were calculated by:

Δa =
1
N

N

∑
1

abs
(

cd)computed − (cd)measured

)
(32)

Δr =

[
1
N

N

∑
1

abs

(
(cd)computed − (cd)measured

(cd)measured

)]
× 100% (33)

where N is the number of measured lines in the cross section for each case, and (cd)computed and
(cd)measured are the calculated and measured values of the DP concentration.

The DP predicted results are shown in Table 9, along with the measured data. The average relative
errors Δr are 10.85%, 8.41%, and 13.01% for simulations 1 to 3, respectively. The average relative
errors Δr are 11.67%, 8.84%, and 3.76% for simulations 4 to 6, respectively. Both the suspension model
and the non-suspension model show satisfying results. The comparison of results between actual
measurement and simulation verified the effectiveness of the LBM.
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Table 9. Comparison between predicted value and measured value: DP concentration.

Experiment 1 h 2 h 3 h 4 h 5 h 6 h 7 h 8 h 9 h Δa Δr

1
Measured Value 0.048 0.057 0.056 0.080 0.109 0.101 0.102 0.105 0.104

0.0078 10.85%Predicted Value 0.0504 0.0632 0.0795 0.0926 0.0952 0.0978 0.0991 0.1017 0.1017

2
Measured Value 0.034 0.078 0.110 0.143 0.140 0.149 0.152 0.159 0.163

0.0053 8.41%Predicted Value 0.0513 0.0833 0.1126 0.1370 0.1461 0.1526 0.1565 0.1604 0.1617

3
Measured Value 0.034 0.092 0.096 0.174 0.188 0.194 0.201 0.211 0.207

0.0105 13.01%Predicted Value 0.0522 0.0983 0.1352 0.1683 0.1813 0.1904 0.1970 0.2022 0.2048

4
Measured Value 0.031 0.068 0.087 0.093 0.082 0.106 0.115 0.123 0.123

0.0103 11.67%Predicted Value 0.0330 0.0695 0.0915 0.1045 0.1225 0.1245 0.1250 0.1250 0.1250

5
Measured Value 0.039 0.080 0.098 0.112 0.098 0.135 0.137 0.140 0.136

0.0094 8.84%Predicted Value 0.0380 0.0795 0.1050 0.1200 0.1405 0.1430 0.1435 0.1435 0.1435

6
Measured Value 0.030 0.085 0.110 0.128 0.134 0.141 0.139 0.146 0.146

0.0051 3.76%Predicted Value 0.0300 0.0830 0.1095 0.1255 0.1470 0.1495 0.1500 0.1500 0.1500

5. Conclusions

The release characteristics of the TP and DP from sediment were experimentally investigated
under different hydrodynamic conditions, with and without sediment suspension. By analyzing the
measured and predicted data, the main results can be summarized as follows:

In the case of sediment suspension and no-sediment suspension, at the beginning of the
experiment, TP and DP were quickly released into the overlying water, and then gradually slowed
down. In this experiment, the propeller speeds corresponding to the wind speed in the field condition
could improve our result in the field work. LBM was verified to be effective in simulating the process
of DP release from sediment under hydrodynamic conditions within experimental conditions, and this
technique could provide some theoretical references for the application of the Mochou Lake simulation.
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Notation

b1 first-order rate constant: absorption efficiency of sediment bed
b2 first-order rate constant: absorption efficiency of TSS
cd dissolved phosphorus concentration in water
ce equilibrium concentration of TP in water
cp quantity of phosphorus adsorption in overlying water
cs quantity of phosphorus adsorption in sediment bed
cse sediment contamination level
D particle diameter
D∗ dimensionless particle diameter
Dzm molecular diffusion coefficient in water
Dzs diffusion coefficient of nutrient in sediment
Dzt turbulent diffusion coefficient
Frm Froude number in the laboratory condition
Frp Froude number in the field condition
fk particle distribution function in terms of a discrete particle along the direction k
f ′k the value of a particle before migration along the direction k.
f eq
k equilibrium distribution function along the direction k

g gravitational acceleration
Ps propeller speed
r radius of the stirring rod
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S TSS concentration in the overlying water
Sr re-suspension flux
Ss deposition flux
um tangential speed in the laboratory experiment
uw wind speed positioned at 0.2 m above the water surface
uz flow velocity positioned at 0.5 m above the bed under field conditions
ρs density of particles
ωp relaxation frequency in pore water
Δt time step
v kinematic viscosity of water
ρ density of fluid
ϕ porosity of sediment
ω relaxation frequency
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Abstract: Water wells play an increasingly important role in providing water for the civilian
population all over the world. Like other engineering structures, wells are subject to ageing processes
resulting in degradation, which is observed as a reduction in hydraulic efficiency throughout their
lifespan. To date, it has been found that the ageing process of a well is determined by a number of
factors. The mathematical description of this process can be simplified. Drawing on Jacob’s equation,
this paper presents the course of the degradation process as a variable depending on operation time,
well loss and flow rate. To apply the determined relationships in practice, simplifying assumptions
were adopted, which make it possible to determine the moment of ageing compensations of the
degradation processes. It was also demonstrated that the degradation process may be slowed down
by the appropriate selection of initial operating parameters. The presented discussion highlights
the significance of parameters α, δ and exponent β. The relation between hydraulic resistances in
an aquifer and in the engineering structure is closely connected with these values. The presented
arguments indicate that step drawdown tests provide the necessary information which allows
tracking changes in the ageing processes occurring in the engineering structure. The analysis of the
drawdown test results makes it possible to determine the moment when the necessary adjustments
in the operating parameters of a water well should be performed. Eventually, it allows maintaining
the high hydraulic efficiency of the intake and extending the lifespan of the well in accordance with
the principle of sustainability.

Keywords: water well; hydraulic efficiency; degradation; engineering structure; well ageing; lifespan;
well operation; water well management; sustainable efficiency

1. Introduction

Groundwater extraction is still growing all over the world. It is estimated that within half a
century, i.e., between 1960 and 2010, groundwater use doubled [1]. The drilling of new groundwater
wells is required. However, the number of boreholes is increasing not only due to population growth,
but also due to a decrease in productivity of the existing assets. As well as other technical facilities
wells are undergoing the process of degradation. As with any other technical facility, the current
technical condition of a drilled well can be described with an efficiency index. Well efficiency is defined
by Rorabaugh as the ratio of the theoretical drawdown computed by assuming that no turbulence
is present to the drawdown in the well [2]. Walton defines the efficiency of a well as the ratio of the
theoretical specific capacity to the actual specific capacity of the well [3]. Bierschenk concludes that well
efficiency may be defined as the ratio of the theoretical drawdown to the measured drawdown inside
the well. He also presents multiple examples of efficiency curves calculated using step-drawdown
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tests carried out for wells located in the Middle East [4]. Therefore, well loss determines the hydraulic
efficiency of a wellbore.

Well loss can be evaluated using the step-drawdown test. In Jacob’s equation, well loss is
described as the non-linear (non-laminar) flow regime component CQ2 [5]. In some cases, changes
of the drawdown can be explained by the Rorabaugh formula, where the power exponent p in the
expression CQ is different from 2. Mackie, as cited by Atkinson et al. [6], reviewed the results of more
than 20 carefully conducted step-drawdown tests of wells completed in fractured rock aquifers and
concluded that most of the responses fell into one of the three categories where specific drawdown
versus discharge rate is: linear, polynomial with power exponent equal to 2, or different from 2.
The results of a study by Motyka and Wilk regarding the determination of the non-linear flow zone
around several dozen wells drilled in fractured rocks indicate that the radius of turbulent flow zones
are usually from 0.5 to 5.0 m, although in most cases they do not exceed 1 m [7].

Atkinson et al. concludes that high pumping rate moves the turbulent flow regime into the
fissured aquifer, which is the reason for power exponent changes in Rorabaugh formula [8]. Klich et al.
considered that the nature of the drawdown versus well-discharge curve depends on the range of well
discharge [9]. Shekhar carried out the series of filed test for unconsolidated soils. He noticed that flow
into the well screen is of a turbulent nature even for low discharge. The decrease in efficiency with
increase of discharge can be considered from the perspective of increase in turbulence on account of
the increase in discharge. As the drawdown increases the curvature of flow path increases leading to
greater head loss. Therefore, well efficiency calculated can be regarded as a reflection of head loss on
account of the laminar flow from the aquifer [10].

Much of the literature on the step-drawdown test focuses on the methods of determining aquifer
resistance coefficient for linear water flow B, well resistance coefficient for non-linear flow C and p
(if assumed not to be 2) parameters. Several methods are compiled by Kruseman and de Ridder [11].
One of the simplest graphical approaches is attributed to Jacob [5], Bruin and Hudson [12], Bierschenk
and Wilson [13]. The parameters of the step-drawdown test can also be determined numerically.
Miller and Webber [14] present an iterative method for solving the equation, while Labadie and
Helweg developed a computer program for step-drawdown test data interpolation with the FASTEP
procedure [15]. Avci proposes a method of analysis which calculates the aquifer and well loss from best
fitting the log-log relationships of the difference of specific capacity and superposition of incremental
pumping to the flow rate [16]. Wen et al. built the analytical model for all the types of curves
considered for water well in confined aquifer. They noticed that all the curves at the wellbore approach
the same asymptotic straight line in log s–log t scales [17]. Determining hydraulic characteristics of
production wells from step-drawdown test data were also proposed by Jha et al. The characteristics of
production wells such as aquifer loss coefficient, well loss coefficient, well specific capacity and well
efficiency were determined by both the Genetic Algorithm optimization technique and the widely used
graphical method. The developed computer programs also provide information about the condition of
production wells and facilitate the construction of well characteristic curves [18].

Helweg proposes using General Well Function (GWF) to interpret the step-drawdown test.
It allows more reliable results to be achieved for situations when the time that wells are continuously
pumped varies greatly [19]. Kawecki presents a method for calculating total well loss based on the step
drawdown test. In this method, the total loss can be estimated as a function of discharge rate. However,
the real range radius of the borehole and also the specific storage of the confined aquifer are changeable
at different stages of the step drawdown test [20]. An analytical solution for the constant pumping test
in fissured porous media is presented by de Smedt. The solution is based on the dual-porosity approach
with pseudo-steady state exchange between fissures and matrix. Proposed solution provides approach
to analyze pumping test in fissured porous media characterized by double-porosity effects [21].

Singh proposes variable pumping replacing the step drawdown test, which does not require
steady-state conditions at each step. This method allows the simultaneous estimation of both aquifer
and well loss parameters [22]. The same author proposes a method for identifying head-loss from
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early drawdowns, where well loss could be evaluated from a short-duration pumping test in transient
conditions. However, this method requires measurements in the pumped well and observation
wells [23]. In contrast to this, Avci et al. proposed an analysis technique for interpreting transient
step-drawdown test data. The method is based on taking the derivative of the drawdown with respect
to time for the entire pumping test period, eliminating the constant well-loss terms. The conducted
tests showed that the method allows the generation of the aquifer function B(t) for the entire duration
of the step-drawdown test [24]. The choice of the model is the most difficult choice that the analyst of
such a hydraulic test has to make since a wrong model can only lead to the wrong conclusions and
failure of the borehole [25]. Although the physical model is well-known and widely used, there is a
strong need to improve the techniques for estimating uncertainty associated with parameters derived
from the interpretation of well tests [26].

The results of the step drawdown test could be applied to hydrogeology research. Dufresne
presents the data used to develop a regional groundwater model which facilitates water planning
and sustainability [27]. However, the step drawdown test is the most common tool to assess well
performance and the hydraulic statement of the clogging. Many types of clogging processes are
described in the book by Houben and Treskatis [28]. It involves a detailed discussion of the causes and
effects of physical, chemical, electrochemical, and biochemical clogging. It also describes the methods
and possibilities of rehabilitation of the well screen, gravel-pack and well-tube.

Van Beek presents the rehabilitation of mechanically clogged discharge wells. The research
conducted so far has shown that the increase in flow velocity around a wellbore mobilizes fine
particles, which are then transported through the porous structure. This may lead to the clogging
of slots of the screen, thus reducing both porosity and permeability [29]. The mechanical clogging
process in unconsolidated aquifers near the water supply wells is presented by de Zwart [30] and
de Zwart et al. [31]. Blackwell et al. analyses particulate damage, which is often cited as a cause of
permeability impairment around boreholes, resulting in a decline in well performance. Particulate
movement and redistribution under borehole operating conditions have been assessed for a range of
artificial and natural formations. Particulate damage cannot be effectively eliminated using normal
development and rehabilitation techniques. This movement may occur at different stages in the life
of the borehole, i.e., drilling, development and operational damage. Therefore, the operating regime
has an important effect on well performance, which should be regularly monitored. If deterioration
reaches approximately 10%, rehabilitation action can be initiated. Allowing deterioration to exceed
25% can greatly increase the cost of successful rehabilitation [32].

The example of chemical clogging including iron and iron-reducing bacteria is also presented by
Hitchon [33]. The clogging of deep infiltration wells was also presented by de la Loma Gonzales, where
several different types of chemical clogging and rehabilitation methods were compared and evaluated
using a specific case of a well system [34]. The requirements for the economical construction and
operation of drilled wells was also described by Treskatis et al [35]. These authors propose preventive
maintenance for well rehabilitation as an essential guard against the development of non-soluble
incrustations of Fe- and Mn-(hydr)oxides by back wash procedures or high-velocity, horizontal jetting
techniques at an early stage of biochemical development aid to keep well efficiency at a high level.
They also point out that surveillance of well efficiency and changes of drawdown can help to reduce
the effort of chemicals for well rehabilitation. Van Beek concludes that well bore clogging may be
prevented by regular intermittent abstraction. During rest, as there is no incoming flow, the particle
accumulations will disintegrate. However, there is no clear picture of this disintegration process,
an objective criterion for the rest time is lacking. It might be possible to shorten the rest period by
reversing the flow direction with the abstraction flow velocity at least. Well bore clogging may also be
counteracted by proper well development. Currently the criterion for a developed well is the absence
of sand in the abstracted water. Actually, well development should be maximal until there is no further
increase in specific capacity [36].
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Houben et al. conclude that dramatic increases in head losses occur when clogging has reduced
the effective porosity of the gravel pack by ~65%, the open area of the screen by ≥98%, and the
casing diameter by ~50%. However, the clogging of the gravel pack is the most important object
influencing well ageing. Moreover, obstructions in the gravel pack are much more difficult to remove.
So, regular monitoring of well performance is needed, since processes in the gravel pack are difficult to
track directly [37]. Therefore, low well efficiency contributes to the increased operating costs of wells.
Helweg and Bengstone considered the economic approach the most profitable pumping rate in the
whole life-span of the well, including of substitute well drilling [38]. Cost optimization throughout
the life-span of a well is also the subject of a paper by Hurynowicz and Syczewa, who conclude that
maintaining relatively low operating costs of a well depends on its appropriate design and operating
conditions over several dozen years of its operation [39].

To sum up the above, well ageing causes well loss which is time-dependent. However,
well loss is a naturally occurring phenomenon that depends on the hydraulic features of the
aquifer, well construction, hydrogeochemistry, borehole drilling, well development and operation.
The literature review presented above demonstrates that step-drawdown tests are typically used to
estimate the hydrogeological parameters, well loss and well efficiency. Step-drawdown test results are
also used to assess the current state and the effects of rehabilitation operations.

2. Materials and Methods

Water supply wells should be characterized by stable operation over a long period of time.
They should therefore be operated with the highest possible hydraulic efficiency. After by van Tonder
et al. [25], the rate at which a borehole can be pumped without lowering the water level below a set
level is called “sustainable yield”. Piscoppo and Summa discussed an experiment to estimate the
pumping rate to ensure that the sustainable yield concept is realized [40]. At the beginning a step
drawdown test was carried out, then the efficiency of the well was determined. Based on the results of
the tests performed, the constant-head for the functioning of the well was defined. It was calculated
that for a drawdown of around 12 m, the well efficiency is greater than 75%. The well was equipped
with suitable submersible pump unit, then it was monitored on-line by one year. The pumping rate
was defined as the discharge rate that will not cause the water level in the well to drop below a
prescribed limit. In conclusions, authors emphasize that in some cases the constant-head pumping can
be an alternative method of well management. Analysis of the recorded data changes shown that the
discharge rate of the well trend with time was similar to that of the springs’ hydrograms. Moreover,
the water volume extracted did not exceed the recharge [40]. Subsequently, constant head model
was compared with a constant flow rate model by Baiocchi et al. Based on numerical modelling, the
authors concluded that constant flow rate model could be particularly useful when the problem is
one of determining the sustainable yield of a single well from aquifers with low hydraulic diffusivity
and when an extensive monitoring of the aquifer is not economically viable [41]. Unfortunately,
the researchers did not evaluate whether both models had an impact on the well efficiency at the end
of the research period.

In contrast to examples mentioned above, the authors of this paper have developed a concept
of well operation while maintaining its constant efficiency, which could be also called “sustainable
efficiency”. This concept required the adoption of certain initial assumptions and was then determined
theoretically using formulas evaluating the hydraulic efficiency of the well, taking into account the
elements of the optimization calculus and also the ageing function of technical objects. Literature
on hydrogeological issues states that the efficiency of a well can be described using an expression
involving a rational function in the form proposed by Bierschenk [2]:

η = s1
s = s1

s1+s2
= BQ

BQ+CQ2 = 1
1+ C

B Q

η = 1
1+αQ , f or α = C

B

(1)
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where:

η hydraulic efficiency [-];
s1 aquifer loss [L];
s drawdown observed in the pumping well [L];
s2 well loss in the well-screen adjacent zone [L];
Q volumetric flow rate [L3/T];
B aquifer resistance coefficient for laminar water flow [T/L2];
C well resistance coefficient for turbulent flow [T2/L5];
α parameter describing the prevalence of turbulent flow [T/L3].

This concept is presented in a schematic Figure 1.

Figure 1. Head losses in pumped well [4]; where: Rt—distance from center of well to effective point
formation where transition from laminar to turbulent flow takes place.

At the beginning of the consideration presented below, it was assumed that the state of knowledge
is sufficient to be used to select the optimum operating parameters of new wells and also to perform
ongoing adjustments to counteract the intensive ageing of operated wells. So far, this subject matter
has not been discussed in detail in the literature. For this reason, the authors present the results of their
own research and considerations regarding the dynamics of the ageing process and the possibilities of
reducing its rate. Below the article presents a process of degradation of a water well as an engineering
structure. As previously mentioned, well efficiency function is time dependent. It means that a
degradation process can be described as efficiency function in time. Therefore, well ageing is derivative
from well efficiency in time.

For this purpose, the initial assumptions relating to the ageing process of the well could be defined
by taking into account the state of knowledge presented in previous section:
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Assumption 1. Aquifer resistances are slow-variable. This assumption is valid for water supply wells where
hydrogeological conditions do not change over time. In relation to drainage wells, the condition is usually not
applicable due to the lowering of the water level and the relatively short life-span of the wells.

Assumption 2. The value of well loss (s2) should not significantly exceed the value of aquifer loss (s1).
This assumption is usually relevant to new wells where the well-loss is insignificant in comparison to total
drawdown. However, such criteria is also applicable to other wells in good hydraulic condition.

Assumption 1 assumes that aquifer resistances are slow variables. This means that
.
B(t) ≈ 0 in

comparison to the rates of changes in the well resistance parameters (C) or its discharge (Q)—
.
B(t) �

.
C(t) (or

.
Q(t)) (accurate to the consistency factor of the dimension of a physical quantity). Therefore,

if the said coefficients depend on time in a way that: C = f (t), B = const(t), α = C
B =

g(t) and Q = h(t), then well efficiency will also be a function of time η = η(t). The well efficiency
function can be expanded into a Taylor series around moment t = t0 as:

η(t) = η(t0) +
k

∑
n=1

1
n!

d(n)η
dt(n)

∣∣∣∣∣
t=t0

(t − t0)
n (2)

or by writing the above equation as follows:

η(t) = η(t0) +
1
1!

.
η(t0)·(t − t0) +

1
2!

..
η(t0)·(t − t0)

2 +
1
3!

...
η (t0)·(t − t0)

3 + . . . (3)

Increases in the relevant variables may be used here—the increase in the independent variable
(time) Δt = t − t0 and in the dependent variable (well efficiency) Δη = η − η0. Then, the following
relationship is present:

Δη(t) =
.
η(t0)·Δt +

1
2

..
η(t0)·Δt2 +

1
6

...
η (t0)·Δt3 + . . . (4)

The time derivative of well efficiency is:

.
η(t) =

d
dt
(

1
1 + αQ

) =
−1

(1 + αQ)2 (
.
αQ + α

.
Q)

.
η(t) = −(

.
αQ + α

.
Q)·η2 (5)

The second-order time derivative can be described by the expression:

..
η(t) = d

dt (
.
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.
αQ+α
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Q)·(1+αQ)2−2(1+αQ)·( .

αQ+α
.

Q)·( .
αQ+α

.
Q)

(1+αQ)4

..
η(t) = (−1) (

..
αQ+

.
2α

.
Q+α

..
Q)·(1+αQ)2−2(1+αQ)·( .

αQ+α
.

Q)
2

(1+αQ)4

..
η(t) = (−1) [(

..
αQ+

.
2α

.
Q+α

..
Q)·(1+αQ)−2(

.
αQ+α

.
Q)

2
](1+αQ)

(1+αQ)4

..
η(t) = 2(

.
αQ+α

.
Q)

2−(
..
αQ+

.
2α

.
Q+α

..
Q)·(1+αQ)

(1+αQ)3

(6)

The above can be expressed in a simplified manner as:

..
η(t) = 2

η (
.
η)

2 − η2(
..
αQ +

.
2α

.
Q + α

..
Q)

..
η(t) = 2

η (
.
η)

2 − η2 d2

dt2 (αQ)
(7)
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In Assumption 2 the value of well loss (s2) should not significantly exceed the value of aquifer
loss (s1). This means that:

s2
s1

� 1
s2
s1

= CQ2

BQ = C
B Q = αQ � 1

(8)

Therefore, the rate of change is small in comparison with other elements in the expression for the
second-order time derivative of well efficiency:

d2

dt2 (
s2
s1
) = d2

dt2 (αQ) ≈ 0
..
η(t) = 2

η (
.
η)

2 − η2 d2

dt2 (αQ) ≈ 2
η (

.
η)

2

..
η(t) ≈ 2

η (
.
η)

2
(9)

Including in the expression the first-order derivative in the form:
.
η(t) = −(

.
αQ + α

.
Q)·η2 provides

the clear form:
..
η(t) = 2

η [(−1)(
.
αQ + α

.
Q)·η2]

2

..
η(t) = 2(

.
αQ + α

.
Q)

2·η3
(10)

The above considerations can be simplified by applying approximations in the solution, in which
higher-order terms are negligible.

3. Results

The above equations describe the function of well degradation as a derivative of efficiency in
time. However, it can be used to determinate the rate of ageing as well as to counteract this process.
Issues can be considered in a simplified form as first-order approximation (kinetic), or in expansions
of second-order approximations (dynamic). The higher-order terms, starting from the third order
may be considered negligible. Changes in the function of the state of the well are presented in two
independent variants, applying the principle of caeteris paribus. The first variant describes the ageing
of the object and the decrease in hydraulic efficiency. The second variant describes the recovery of the
lost efficiency of the well by changing the operational parameters of the well.

3.1. First-Order Approximation

In this case, higher-order terms are negligible, starting from the second order. In such a case the
expression expanding the Taylor series for a function to a power series is identical to the expression for
the differential of the function (adjacent to point (t0; η(t0)):

Δη(t) ≈ .
η(t0)·Δt (11)

which, after inserting the time derivative value for moment t0 equals:

Δη = −(
.
αQ + α

.
Q)·η2

0 ·Δt (12)

To ensure clarity, subscripts are omitted for derivatives of functions Q and α at the moment of
time t0. However, this fact should be taken into account when performing numerical calculations.

Time ranges can be matched in such a way that only one of the parameters, α or Q, will change
distinctively over time, which would allow it to provide a significant contribution to the expression for
changes in well efficiency throughout its lifespan. This will be discussed below on two extreme cases,
which are viable on an engineering scale.

Case 1–Well Ageing
In this case it was assumed that the flow rate is invariable or slow-variable, while well resistances

in relation to aquifer resistances increase considerably. This causes the deepening of the dynamic water
table while maintaining a constant flow rate. This leads to a considerable reduction in the hydraulic
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efficiency of the well. Therefore, the turbulent flow of the reservoir fluids migrating in the near well
zone acquires a high significance with time. This is connected with well ageing, which is a result of
sediment accumulation in the functional part of the screen, clogging of the porous or fissure area of the
medium directly adjacent to the screen and even the appearance of particulates inside the screen of the
pumping well.

In other words:
.

Q ≈ 0 and
.
α > 0. Therefore:

Δηage = −(
.
αQ + α

.
Q)·η2

0 ·ΔtageΔηage = − .
αQ·η2

0 ·Δtage (13)

As can be easily determined, the inequality Δηage < 0 over time will always be satisfied.
Case 2—Compensation of Ageing
In this case the flow rate decreases with time and the well resistances do not increase significantly.

This leads to the compensation of ageing in the operated pumping well by reducing the flow rate. For
.

Q < 0 and
.
α ≈ 0 the following can be specified:

Δηcmp = −(
.
αQ + α

.
Q)·η2

1 ·ΔtcmpΔηcmp = −α
.

Q·η2
1 ·Δtcmp (14)

Obviously, in the above case the inequality Δηcmp > 0 over time will always be satisfied.
It should be pointed out here that a well with an initial efficiency of η0 after the expiry of the

period of ageing Δtage reaches a state with the hydraulic efficiency of η1. This state represents the initial
state for the later compensation of the well loss value. After the compensation time Δtcmp the well
reaches an efficiency of η. The number of iterations depends on the manner of transition between the
extreme states of the well desired by the user.

3.2. Second-Order Approximation

In this case, it was assumed that higher-order terms, starting from the third order, are negligible.
Therefore, the power series expansion of the well efficiency function is as follows:

Δη(t) ≈ .
η(t0)·Δt +

1
2

..
η(t0)·Δt2 (15)

while ensuring that the time derivatives at the moment of time t = t0 are equal to:

.
η(t0) = −(

.
αQ + α

.
Q)·η2

0
..
η(t) ≈ 2

η0
[

.
η(t0)]

2
= 2(

.
αQ + α

.
Q)

2·η3
0

(16)

Therefore, the relationship for the well efficiency change will be equal to:

Δη(t) ≈ −(
.
αQ + α

.
Q)·η2

0 ·Δt + 1
2 2(

.
αQ + α

.
Q)

2·η3
0 ·Δt2

Δη(t) ≈ −(
.
αQ + α

.
Q)·η2

0 ·Δt + (
.
αQ + α

.
Q)

2·η3
0 ·Δt2

Δη(t) ≈ (
.
αQ + α

.
Q)·η2

0 ·Δt[(
.
αQ + α

.
Q)·η0·Δt − 1]

(17)

The first element of the difference provided in square brackets could be significantly smaller
than one. This is possible because the time derivative of the product

.
αQ + α

.
Q = d

dt (αQ) for a short
time (where Δt → 0) is low or slow-variable. Therefore, for d

dt (αQ) ≈ 0 or αQ ≈ const and Δt → 0 an
accurate expression for well efficiency change can be obtained at first-order approximation.

Case 1—Well Ageing

Well ageing occurs with an invariable flow rate and an increase in the drawdown observed
in the pumping well through a significant increase in well resistances and insignificant increase in
aquifer resistances.
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For
.

Q ≈ 0 and
.
α > 0 the simplified form of relationship (17) applies:

Δηage = − .
αQ·η2

0 ·Δtage[1 − .
αQ·η0·Δtage] (18)

The above equation will be satisfied for the loss of hydraulic efficiency of a well (Δηage < 0) if the

passage of time is expressed in a limited range, given as the strict inequality Δtage < (
.
αQ·η0)

−1.

Case 2—Well Ageing Compensation

Flow rate decreases in an appropriately short time, while well resistances do not significantly
increase over this time. For

.
Q < 0 and

.
α ≈ 0 it will be:

Δηcmp = −α
.

Q·η2
1 ·Δtcmp[1 − α

.
Q·η1·Δtcmp] (19)

As can be easily noticed, expression (19) describes inequality Δηcmp > 0 with time and decreasing
flow rate in the well over time. In other words, it is possible to recover at least a part of the hydraulic
efficiency lost. As before, after time Δtage, well efficiency decreased from η0 to η1, and it constitutes the
initial value for the compensation of the well loss through a reduction in the flow rate of the borehole
at time Δtcmp. The number of iterations depends on the manner of transition between the extreme
states of the well desired by the user.

4. Discussion

The archived results can be used in practice to compensate for well ageing. Taking into account
that equations are difficult to use in practice, they can be expressed in a more practical way. Particular
emphasis is put on the first order-approximation. For this purpose, characteristic indicators for full
compensation of ageing will be presented below. In addition, expressions defining the necessary
intervals to be taken in order to carry out corrective action are presented. The usage of those indicators
for the selected example will be presented in the following section.

4.1. First Order Approximation

4.1.1. Compensation of Well Ageing

It follows from case 1 that efficiency η1 is:

η1 = η0 − .
αQ·η2

0 ·Δtage (20)

while obviously always Δηage = η1 − η0 < 0. Case 2 indicates that the final efficiency η value is:

η = η1 − α
.

Q·η2
1 ·Δtcmp (21)

while this time always Δηcmp = η − η1 > 0.
The insertion of the expression for efficiency η1 results in a change in efficiency as a result of

compensation as:
Δηcmp = −α

.
Q·η2

1 ·Δtcmp

Δηcmp = −α
.

Q·(η0 − .
αQ·η2

0 ·Δtage)
2·Δtcmp

Δηcmp = −α
.

Q·η2
0 ·Δtcmp(1 − .

αQ·η0·Δtage)
2

(22)

4.1.2. Full Compensation of Well Ageing

It is readily visible that the total change of well efficiency equals:

Δη = η − η0 = (η − η1) + (η1 − η0)Δη = Δηcmp + Δηage (23)
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the sign of the total change (difference) in efficiency is determined by the size of the individual elements.
Assuming that time moves towards moment t0, i.e., t → t0, so the time range becomes infinitesimal

(Δti → 0) then the decrease in well efficiency as a result of ageing also becomes infinitesimal (Δηage

→ 0 or η1 → η0). Furthermore, an increase in well efficiency as a result of compensating the well loss
will also be infinitesimal (Δηcmp → 0 or η → η1). As for the rate of each of the above changes, it will be
given using the “0/0” indeterminate form. However, it follows from the principle of transitivity of
implication that η → η0 also occurs, therefore in general the transition of the function to the limit Δη

→ 0 where Δt → 0 must occur. This means that the equality of function limits will be satisfied.

lim
Δt→0

Δη = lim
Δt→0

Δηage = lim
Δt→0

Δηcmp = 0 (24)

Equations (23) and (24) provide knowledge about the possibility of the following relationship:

Δη = Δηage + Δηcmp = 0 (25)

It is always satisfied not only for initial moments of time, but also independently of time, which
occurs with a full compensation of the decrease in well efficiency.

The insertion of expressions (13) and (14) into (25) results in:

.
αQ·η2

0 ·Δtage + α
.

Q·η2
1 ·Δtcmp = 0 (26)

Applying Leibniz’s rules to the differential calculus for function composition (the chain rule), it can

be specified that if the proposition d f
dx =

d f
dt
dx
dt

⇒ d f
dx

dx
dt = d f

dt is true, then the time from derivatives in

expression (26) can be easily erased to obtain a first-order homogenous differential equation depending
on the variable parameters α and Q:

dα

dQ
·η2

0 ·Δtage +
α

Q
·η2

1 ·Δtcmp = 0 (27)

The separation of variables makes it possible to express the formula in the following form:

− dα
α = dQ

Q ·( η1
η0
)

2
(

Δtcmp
Δtage

)

− dα
α = β dQ

Q

(28)

The integration of relationship (28) with the constant of integration written as lnγ0 = const and
assuming for further simplicity constancy of coefficient β will result:

− ∫ dα
α =

∫
β dQ

Q = β
∫ dQ

Q
− ln α = β ln Q + const

ln α−1 = ln Qβ + ln γ0 = ln (γ0Qβ)

(29)

After introducing coefficient δ = γ−1
0 the above expression can be written in an antilogarithm

(exponential) formula:
α−1 = γ0Qβ

γ−1
0 = δ = αQβ (30)

where exponent β of the power is equal to:

β = (
η1

η0
)

2
(

Δtcmp

Δtage
) (31)

Exponent β can assume different values, but some characteristic values can be listed. The
following is a discussion of cases where: β = 0 and β = 1.
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When β = 0, it should be expected that there is a strict inequality for the hydraulic efficiencies of
the well at specific moments of time, i.e., η1 < η0. Therefore, their quotient is η1

η0
< 1 and the square of

quotient is ( η1
η0
)

2 � 1. Furthermore, it can be assumed that the time available for compensating well
loss is shorter than the well ageing time. It is therefore realistic to assume that the relationship Δtcmp

< Δtage will be true each time. This means that the exponent in Equation (31) will be equal to β << 1.
In the context of mathematical analysis, it proceeds in its limit to the value of β → 0. Hence, expression
(30) must assume the form:

lim
β→0

δ = lim
β→0

(αQβ) = lim
β→0

(αQ0) = lim
β→0

α = α

lim
β→0

δ = α = C
B = δ0

(32)

Therefore, when the user of a water supply well is determined to achieve full compensation of
the well loss in a wellbore used over a span of many years, then a certain stable state between the
resistances of the aquifer and the resistances of the well should be established for the water flow in the
aquifer. Indeed, as provided by Equation (32):

C = α·B or C = δ0·B when β ≈ 0 (33)

The delta (δ0) parameter does depend on the property of the area directly adjacent to the functional
part of the well screen and the permeability of the rock-soil medium conducting the fluid, as well as
the type of the flowing reservoir medium.

Taking into account Equations (1) and (33), the hydraulic efficiency of the well can be equal to:

η =
1

1 + αQ
=

1
1 + δ0Q

when β ≈ 0 (34)

In other words, the ageing and compensation time ranges assumed for the well are similar in
value (Δtage ≈ Δtcmp) and the well efficiencies compared to the limits of the structure’s ageing period
range are almost identical (η0 ≈ η1), then the exponent from Equation (31) equals β ≈ 1. Obviously,
this case will occur for initial moments—in situations where Δtage → 0 and Δtcmp → 0, i.e., where η1 →
η0 (or Δηage → 0). Therefore, the limit:

lim
β→1

δ = lim
β→1

(αQβ) = lim
β→1

(αQ1) = lim
β→1

αQ = αQ

lim
β→1

δ = α·Q = C
B ·Q = δ1

(35)

Then:

δ1 = α·Q =
C
B
·Q =

CQ2

BQ
or δ1 =

s2

s1
when β ≈ 1 (36)

Parameter δ1 for the initial moment under the conditions described above defines the
mutual relationships between well loss and aquifer depression (or generally for a pool of any
reservoir medium).

The hydraulic efficiency of a water supply well in accordance with the initial Jacob’s formula,
Equation (1), is then equal to:

η =
s1

s1 + s2
=

s1

s1 + δ1·s1
=

1
1 + δ1

when β ≈ 1 (37)

A table listing was prepared to summarize the discussion on the full compensation of well loss in
the operated pumping well (Table 1).
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Table 1. A listing of the calculation results for the full compensation of ageing-related well efficiency
decrease, relationship of the type δ = α·Qβ for Δη = Δηage + Δηcmp = 0.

β δβ η Note

0 Q−1
0 = α =

C/B
1/(1 + δ0·Q)

Full compensation—long period
of well operation

1 s2/s1 = α·Q 1/(1 + δ1)
Full compensation—initial
moments of well operation

4.1.3. Compensation Time

From Equations (30) and (31) the time required for the full compensation of hydraulic efficiency
of the water supply well can be calculated. The following expression can be written:

β =
ln δ

α

ln Q
= (

η1

η0
)

2
(

Δtcmp

Δtage
) (38)

Therefore, compensation time can be calculated using the formula:

Δtcmp =
ln δ

α

ln Q
·(η0

η1
)

2·Δtage (39)

4.2. Second Order Approximation

Omitting the second element of the factor provided in square brackets in Equations (18) and (19)
makes it possible to obtain a first-order approximation in such special cases. Writing down further
equations would blur clarity due to complicated notation. At this stage Equations (18) and (19) provide
information which allows taking action aimed at improving the hydraulic efficiency of the well.

The above discussion clearly demonstrates that periodical step drawdown tests play a
fundamental role in the assessment of hydraulic state and also the potential actions aimed at extending
the period of intake operation at a high level of hydraulic efficiency. However, the increase in well loss
could be observed during regular or occasional inspections of operating parameters, i.e., drawdown
and flow rate. In practice, compensation of the loss of hydraulic efficiency is achieved by methods such
as valve throttling, switching the type series of pump units or, alternatively, regulating the rotational
speed of the pump impeller.

Under conditions of a full compensation of wellbore ageing, parameter δ0 is numerically related
to the flow of the reservoir medium for which the flow rate of a water supply well Q0 = (C/B)−1

results in the hydraulic efficiency of the well equal to 0.5 (50%), i.e., where well loss (s2) is equal to
aquifer loss (s1). An increase in the value of parameter δ0 means that the well reaches the same level of
hydraulic efficiency with a lower volumetric flow rate. This is combined with a progressive increase in
the resistance coefficient value of the well in turbulent flow at the well-screen near zone in relation to
the resistance coefficient of laminar flow in the aquifer. In other words, parameter δ0 may constitute a
reliable indicator of well condition.

For a sufficiently long period of operation of the well the exponent is β = 0. Then for factor
δ = δ0 = α = C/B the time required to compensate well loss Δtcmp = 0, i.e., in the conditions of well
operation, is Δtcmp << Δtage. This means that for the long and intensive operation of water supply wells,
flow rate reductions and compensation of hydraulic efficiency loss must not be delayed. For exponent
β = 1, i.e., at the initial stage of the lifespan of a water supply well, factor δ = δ1 = s2/s1 = αQ ensures
compensation time at a level equal to the time of ageing, i.e., operation of the structure—Δtcmp ≈ Δtage,
provided that the efficiencies assume similar values (η0 ≈ η1). In other words, the time available for
taking corrective actions for the well becomes extended and is similar in its order of magnitude to the
time of operation of the wellbore.
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Furthermore, the higher the initial efficiency of the well (in relation to that expected after the
period of operation of the well), the later it will be possible to begin compensating the loss of hydraulic
efficiency by regulation through discharge, e.g., in an active or passive manner. On the other hand,
excessively intensive pumping from the well will result in reducing the time available for compensating
the effect of well loss. The well loss should increase with the clogging of the well-screen zone,
manifested in the increase in the resistance coefficient value C, i.e., with the turbulent flow in the
aquifer. Ultimately, this manifests itself in a decrease in the hydraulic efficiency curve of the well.
Moreover, greater curvature of the graph is observed.

4.3. Case Study

Figures 2 and 3 present an example of using the solution presented above. Initially, Well 1
(Figure 2) operated at the flow rate of 12.5 × 10−3 m3/s, however parameter α−1 = B/C = Q0 = 37.4
× 10−3 m3/s. After 10 years of uninterrupted operation there was an unforeseen failure connected
with the exposure of the pumping unit. A pumping test demonstrated a well loss of up to 80% of
total drawdown. To protect the new pump unit, the pumping rate was limited to 5.6 × 10−3 m3/s,
which corresponded to the hydraulic efficiency of the well of 30%. The conducted rehabilitation
procedures failed to bring the expected results. The tests demonstrated that the final low efficiency of
the well was caused by the relatively low initial well efficiency and the lack of efficiency compensation
during operation. It has led to gravel-pack clogging and particulate damage. Finally, the value Q0

decreased to 2.4 × 10−3 m3/s, which corresponds to an efficiency of 50%.

 

Figure 2. The hydraulic efficiency of the well without flow rate compensation: t0—at the beginning of
operation time; t1—at the end of operation time.
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Figure 3. The hydraulic efficiency of the well with flow rate compensation: t0—the working point at
the beginning of operation; t1—the working point before first flow rate compensation; t1′—the working
point after first flow rate compensation; t2—the working point before second flow rate compensation;
t2′—the working point after second flow rate compensation; η0—the origin efficiency curve; η2—the
current efficiency curve.

To reduce operating costs, the company conducting groundwater extraction constructed a
replacement well. The methods presented in this article were used during its operation (Figure 3).
Initially, the maintenance of an efficiency of 80% was established, which corresponded to the flow
rate of 9.4 × 10−3 m3/s, however parameter Q0 = 37.1 × 10−3 m3/s. After a further eight years the
reduced flow rate was 5.8 × 10−3 m3/s with a constant efficiency. In this time, the value Q0 decreased
to 23.9 × 10−3 m3/s, which corresponds to an efficiency of 50%.

It should be noted that flow rate was significantly reduced for both wells. Currently, Well 1 is
used occasionally due to high operating costs, while the costs of water extraction from Well 2 are
approximately 65% lower. In addition, Well 2 operates at an efficiency which guarantees its reliable
operation in the long term. The efficiency values, which are marked green and red in Figures 2 and 3,
were confirmed by step drawdown tests. In practice, efficiency compensation in the second case was
achieved by valve throttling at the beginning of operation and replacing the pump unit type series at
appropriate time [16].

5. Conclusions

The solution presented in this paper involves ageing compensation and maintaining as high a
hydraulic efficiency as possible. It concerns water supply wells in which well-loss has a minor share in
the drawdown generated by water pumping. So, the presented methodology is valid to both new and
old wells in good hydraulic condition, where hydrogeological conditions do not generally change over
time. The fundamental meaning in presented method has parameter α. This parameter is a relation
C to B, and may constitute a reliable well condition index which is relevant to 0.5 (50%) efficiency of
the well.
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Unlike “sustainable yield”, concept of efficiency, compensation is not constant-rate or
constant-head method. The “sustainable efficiency” concept requires regulation of both flow rate and
drawdown. In relation to aquifer recharge fluctuations, operational parameters could be temporarily
increased when water larger resources are available. However, in general, operating parameters of the
well are reduced over time. This approach allows for the maintenance of a constant efficiency of the
well, as long as the water output is sufficient to cover the water demand. Then, rehabilitation of the
well is needed. Taking into consideration compensation time, it should be expressed that regulation
time is dependent on current efficiency of the well. When the initial efficiency is relatively high,
the compensation can be postponed or delayed. Alternatively, when the initial efficiency is low the
time to reducing operational parameters is shortened.

The methodology was applied in a groundwater extraction company for new Well 2, drilled as
a substitute of a Well 1, where efficiency was dramatically reduced over 10 years of constant water
extraction. The periodical efficiency reduction of Well 2 during similar times of operation forced both
the pumping rate and drawdown reduction. Currently, it has resulted in a relatively low cost of water
extraction. Furthermore, the relation B to C still remains on a relatively high-level value. This indicates
that the well-loss is quite small and the particulate damage in the near-well zone was minimized.
The upcoming rehabilitation of Well 2 will probably be much more effective in this case. It can also be
noticed that theoretical considerations presented in this paper were verified by step-drawdown tests at
the beginning and also at the end of the research period. So, the method can be applied as a practical
solution in well management to prevent inefficiencies.
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Abstract: Lakes are important for global ecological balance and provide rich biological and social
resources. However, lake systems are sensitive to climate change and anthropogenic activities.
Poyang Lake is an important wetland in the middle reach of the Yangtze River, China and has a
complicated interaction with the Yangtze River. In recent years, the water level of Poyang Lake was
altered dramatically, in particular showing a significant downward trend after the operation of the
Three Gorges Dam (TGD) in 2003, thus seriously affecting the lake wetland ecosystem. The operation
of the TGD changed both the hydrological regime and the deeper channel in the middle reach of
the Yangtze River, and affected the river–lake system between the Yangtze River and Poyang Lake.
This study analyzed the change in the water level of Poyang Lake and quantified the contributions
of the TGD operation, from the perspectives of water storage and erosion of the deeper channel in
the middle reach of the Yangtze River, through hydrodynamic model simulation. The erosion of the
deeper channel indicated a significant decrease in annual water level. However, due to the water
storage of the TGD in September and October, the discharge in the Yangtze River sharply decreased
and the water level of Poyang Lake was largely affected. Especially in late September, early October,
and mid-October, the contributions of water storage of the TGD to the decline in the water level of
Poyang Lake respectively reached 68.85%, 59.04%, and 54.88%, indicating that the water storage of the
TGD was the main factor in the decrease in water level. The erosion of the deeper channel accelerated
the decline of the water level of Poyang Lake and led to about 10% to 20% of the decline of water
level in September and October. Due to the combined operation of the TGD and more reservoirs
under construction in the upper TGD, the long-term and irreversible influence of the TGD on Poyang
Lake should be further explored in the future.

Keywords: water level; Three Gorges Dam; hydrodynamic model; river–lake system; Poyang Lake

1. Introduction

Lakes provide valuable ecosystem services for riparian communities and play an important
role in sustaining ecological security and sustainable development [1,2]. Water levels and surface
areas of lakes are sensitive to climatic factors and anthropogenic activity and greatly influence the
species distribution and functions in lake ecosystems [3,4]. Many lakes are connected with rivers
to form complicated river–lake systems [5]. Anthropogenic activities in rivers and lakes, such as
dam construction, reservoir operation, farming, and landscape modification, would influence the
water levels of lakes and river–lake systems. The variation in water level is the direct response to the
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hydrological regime change and anthropogenic activities in lakes, and influences lake productivity,
stability, species diversity, and succession of wetland vegetation communities [6,7].

Poyang Lake in the middle reach of the Yangtze River is the largest freshwater lake in China
and one of the world’s most important wintering grounds of migratory birds in the center of East
Asian–Australasia flyway. It was added to the List of Wetlands of International Importance (the Ramsar
List) in 1992 and also designated as one of the world’s important ecological zones by the World Wide
Fund for Nature. There is a complicated river–lake system between Poyang Lake and the Yangtze
River, and the hydrological regimes of Poyang Lake catchment and the Yangtze River contribute to the
water level of Poyang Lake differently in over the year [8].

Since the twenty-first century, especially after the operation of Three Gorges Dam in 2003, the
water level of Poyang Lake was extremely low during the dry season and lake and wetland areas
varied significantly [3,9–11]. This phenomenon has led to the seasonal bottomlands appearing in
advance, reducing the suitable habitats of mainly migratory birds. In addition, the living spaces of
fishes and migration of Yangtze finless porpoises were seriously influenced. The operation of the
Three Gorges Dam (TGD) has greatly changed the runoff regime in the middle and lower reaches of
the Yangtze River Basin. In particular, water storage of the TGD in September every year leads to
the lower water level and earlier dry season of the Yangtze River [12,13]. Therefore, the supporting
force of the Yangtze River on the water level of Poyang Lake is decreased, leading to the declining
water level of Poyang Lake, the earlier dry season, and the altered seasonal inundation pattern [14–16].
Seasonal bottomlands appeared one month in advance, thus decreasing community species diversity
and seriously damaging the wetland ecosystem and habitats of migratory birds [17,18].

The variation in water level of Poyang Lake is related to climatic factors and anthropogenic
activities, such as hydrological regimes of lake catchment and the Yangtze River, dam construction and
reservoir operation in the lake and Yangtze River, and geographical changes caused by river channel
erosion and sand extraction [7,10]. In recent years, the influences of the TGD and climatic change
on the variation of water level of Poyang Lake have been extensively explored. The dominant role
of the TGD or climate change in the variation of water level of Poyang Lake is controversial [19–21].
Mei et al. [10] considered Poyang Lake as a frustum, quantified the influences of precipitation variation
and anthropogenic activities in Poyang Lake catchment on the water level of Poyang Lake, and then
got the contribution of the TGD. Mei et al. [10] indicated that the operation of the TGD was the main
cause for the lowered water level of Poyang Lake in October. However, the variation in water level of
Poyang Lake is a consequence of water storage of the TGD and the erosion of the deeper channel in
the middle reach of the Yangtze River [22], Mei et al. [10] did not differentiate the influences of the
two factors.

This study aims to identify and quantify the influences of the TGD on the water level of Poyang
Lake. Firstly, the variations in the water level of Poyang Lake, and the starting time and duration of
the dry season after the operation of the TGD were discussed. Secondly, the contributions of water
storage of the TGD and geographical change to the variations in water level throughout the year
and the dry season were quantified with a hydrodynamic model. This study is unique in that it
quantifies the influences of TGD on water level variation of Poyang Lake for the first time, analyzes the
discharge at Hukou and provides the basis for understanding the reason for the water level variation
of Poyang Lake.

2. Study Area and Data

2.1. Study Area

Poyang Lake is in the north of Jiangxi Province, China (115◦49′–116◦46′ E, 28◦24′–29◦46′ N)
(Figure 1). There is another lake, Dongting Lake, the second largest freshwater lake in China, located
between the TGD and Poyang Lake. The basin area of Poyang Lake is 1.62 × 105 km2. Its water source
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mainly from the Xiu River, Gan River, Fu River, Xin River, and Rao River and then flows into the main
steam of the Yangtze River at Hukou from south to north.

 

Figure 1. Locations of Poyang Lake and sketch map of hydrodynamic model domain. TGD: Three
Gorges Dam.

Poyang Lake is an important flood storage and detention basin and water source of the middle
and lower reaches of the Yangtze River Basin. The water level of Poyang Lake shows strong seasonal
variations and has a complicated relationship with the Yangtze River. During the flood season of
Poyang Lake from April to July, the water level rises due to the increasing inflow from the lake
catchment. The flood season of the Yangtze River is later than that of Poyang Lake. Due to the high
water level of the Yangtze River from July to September, the water level of Poyang Lake is also high.
When the water level of Poyang Lake is high, the water surface is wide. After October, the discharge
and water level of the Yangtze River gradually decrease and the water level of Poyang Lake decreases.
Due to the smaller inflow of the Poyang Lake catchment, Poyang Lake enters the dry season with a
lower water level and then the water–land transition zone and independent seasonal bottomlands
appear, the lake area is decreased, and separated river channels are formed. The water–land transition
zone is constantly moving with the decrease in the water level and forms new food-rich habitats for
migratory birds [23]. The large water level range, unique water situation and environmental conditions
have created the high biodiversity and significantly affected wetland ecosystems [24].

2.2. Data

In previous studies [25,26], the influences of the TGD on the Yangtze River and lakes were usually
explored in two stages: the period before the operation of the TGD from 1991 to 2002 and the period
after the operation of the TGD in 2003. Thus, the observed daily water level data of Xingzi Station, a
representative water level station in Poyang Lake, from 1991 to 2014 were used to analyze the variations
of water level, daily discharge and water level of each hydrological station in the Yangtze River, Poyang
Lake, and Dongting Lake catchments from 1991 to 2014 and daily inflow and outflow data of the TGD
from 2003 to 2014 were used to simulate and analyze the influences of the TGD on the variation of the
water level of Poyang Lake in this study. Geographical data in 2003 of the main stream, lakes, and
main tributaries, which were interpolated with linear interpolation or curvilinear grid-based methods,
were used to represent the pre-TGD geography. The newly measured geographic data in 2013 was
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used to indicate the changed geography after the TGD operation. The missing geographical data of
partial areas were calculated by the linear interpolation of irregular triangular mesh.

3. Methodology

In this study, a non-parametric method, Mann–Kendall (MK) [27,28] test was used to detect
the trends of water level variation and influence of the TGD on Poyang Lake. A newly developed
one-dimensional hydrodynamic model was used to interpret the reasons for water level variation of
Poyang Lake.

3.1. MK Test

MK test has been widely used in hydrology and meteorology to examine the trends of time series.
In MK test, the sample data are not required to follow a specific distribution or be disturbed by a
small number of outliers. For the sample data (x1, x2, ..., xn), the statistical S can be calculated with
Equation (1).

S =
∑n−1

i=1

∑n

j=i+1
sgn
(
xj − xi

)
. (1)

The sgn( ) in this equation is a sign function which can be calculated with Equation (2).

sgn
(
xj − xi

)
=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 xj − xi > 0
0 xj − xi = 0
−1 xj − xi < 0

. (2)

When the number of sample data n ≥ 10, the statistical S is approximate to the normal distribution
with a mean of zero and variance shown in Equation (3)

Var(S) =
n(n− 1)(2n + 5) −∑m

i=1 ti(ti − 1)(2ti + 5)
18

, (3)

where m is the number of groups of ti tied observations, with the same value.
Then the standard normal distributed statistical Z can be calculated by Equation (4). In the

two-sided trend test at a specified confidence level (α), if |Z| ≥ Zα/2 (Zα/2 = 1.96 at 0.05 confidence level),
there is a significant upward trend in the sample data when Z > 0, and a significant downward trend
when Z < 0.

Z =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

S−1√
Var(S)

S > 0

S S = 0
S+1√
Var(S)

S > 0
. (4)

3.2. Hydrodynamic Model

The reasons for water level variation in lakes and river–lake systems are complicated. Usually, the
reasons can be interpreted by hydrodynamic model simulation [29–31]. A developed one-dimensional
hydrodynamic model, which covered 4772.8 km long channels (Figure 1), was used in this study. The
model involves the main steam of the Yangtze River from Yichang to Datong, Poyang Lake, Dongting
Lake, and numerous tributaries to the Yangtze River. The control boundaries of the hydrodynamic
model include discharge boundaries (Yichang Hydrological Station and hydrological stations at
each tributary of Poyang Lake and Dongting Lake) and water level boundaries (Datong Station).
Saint-Venant equations are used in this hydrodynamic model to describe the governing equations
(Equations (5) and (6)) and the water surface elevation and discharge are discretized into cross-sections
through an implicit four-point finite-difference scheme and denoted as Zj and Qj, where j is the number
of cross-sections:

∂A
∂t

+
∂Q
∂x

= q, (5)
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∂Q
∂t

+
∂
∂x

(
Q2

A

)
+ gA

(
∂Z
∂x

+ s f + se

)
+ L = 0, (6)

where A is the wetted cross-sectional area; t is time; Q is the flow discharge; X is the curvilinear
discharge of the river channel; q is the lateral discharge per unit channel length; Z is the elevation of
water surface; Sf is friction slope; Se is local bed slope; L is the momentum of lateral discharge and can
be expressed as Equation (7) when q > 0 or Equation (8) when q < 0; ub is the magnitude of lateral
velocity along the main streamline:

L = q(ub −Q/A), (7)

L = −qQ/A. (8)

Hydraulic conditions at river junctions are governed by mass and energy conservation equations:

∑m

k=1
ΔQlk = −Al

ΔZl
t

, (9)

where m is the total number of sub-channels linked to junction l; k is the number of the channel linked
to junction l; Al is the storage area of junction l; Zl is the water surface elevation at l cross-sections.

Then the model is solved by Gauss–Jordan elimination method and the three-level solution
method is used to reduce the required computational time and storage. More details can be found in
the report by Huang et al. [32].

3.3. Analysis of the Influence of the TGD

A hydrodynamic model can provide the water level and discharge results under different
hydrological conditions and distinguish and quantify the influences of different factors, such as water
storage of the TGD and geographical change of the Yangtze River and Poyang Lake Basin. In this
paper, the variation of water level before and after the TGH operation is denoted as ΔZ; the percentage
of water level variation is denoted as R, Rs and Rz represent the percentage of the influences of water
storage of the TGD and geographical change on water level variation of Poyang Lake. Three scenarios
were set to quantify the influences of the TGD as follows.

Scenario 1. Geographical data in 2003 and measured discharge data from 2003 to 2014 were used
in simulation, and the calculated water level at Xingzi Station is denoted as Z1.

Scenario 2. Natural discharge of the Yangtze River was calculated according to the inflow and
outflow of the TGD from 2003 to 2014. With geographical data in 2003, the water level at Xingzi
Station was calculated and denoted as Z2. The difference between Z1 and Z2 can be used to indicate
the influence of water storage of the TGD without considering the influences of geographical change.

Scenario 3. Geographical data in 2013 and measured discharge data from 2003 to 2014 were used
in the simulation. The calculated water level at Xingzi Station is denoted as Z3. The difference between
Z1 and Z3 can reflect the influences of geographical change on water level.

Therefore, the contributions of water storage of the TGD and geographical change to water level
variation can be calculated as follows:

Rs =
Z1 −Z2

ΔZ
× 100%, (10)

RZ =
Z3 −Z1

ΔZ
× 100%. (11)

4. Results

4.1. Variations of Water Level and the Dry Season

Since the operation of the TGD in 2003, the water level of Poyang Lake was significantly changed,
displaying the decreased annual average water level, the increased declining rate of water level from
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September to December, and longer and earlier dry season. The annual water level and inner-annual
10 day mean water level at Xingzi Station from 1991 to 2014 are shown in Figure 2. The mean annual
average water level from 2003 to 2014 was 1.32 m lower than that from 1991 to 2002. The statistical
Z was −2.877, indicating a significant downward trend of water level. In addition, the inner-annual
10 day average water level was lowered and the declining percentage of 10 day average water level
reached 10% in 21periods. Especially in late October and early November, the declining percentage
of 10 day average water level reached 18.03% and 17.78%, respectively. Since October, the declining
rate of water level had significantly increased, and the water level decreased by 3.36 m until early
November. The decrease of the water level was increased by 56.96% compared to the value (2.14 m)
in the period from 1991 to 2002. The water level had risen slightly in mid-November, displaying a
different variation trend from that in the period from 1992 to 2002.
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Figure 2. Water level at Xingzi Station: (a) annual water level from 1959 to 2014, (b) inner-annual 10
day mean water level during different periods.

When the water level at Xingzi Station was lower than 12 m, the surface area of Poyang Lake
decreased sharply and impeded the local water supply. Therefore, water level decline lower than 12 m
was usually regarded as a symbol of the dry season in the management of Poyang Lake. The duration
and the first day of the dry season of Poyang Lake are shown in Figure 3. Duration of the dry season of
Poyang Lake had increased significantly from 2003 to 2014 and the mean period was 57 days longer
than that in the years from 1959 to 2002. The first day of the dry season was mostly in November or
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December before 2003 and the mean starting date of the dry season was in mid-November. Dry season
was 32 days in advance on average since 2003, especially in 2006 and 2011. Both the mean period and
first day of the dry season had indicated a significant upward trend, and the statistical Z values were
3.200 and 2.555, respectively.

Figure 3. Duration and starting date of the dry season of Poyang Lake.

4.2. Quantitative Analysis of the Influences of Different Factors on Water Level Variation

Based on the daily results of the hydrodynamic model simulation, the difference between Scenario
1 and Scenario 2 reflected the influence of water storage of the TGD on water level without considering
the influences of geographical change, and the influence of geographical change on water level could
be calculated based on the difference between Scenario 1 and Scenario 3.

Figure 4 shows the annual influences of water storage of the TGD and geographical change.
With the operation of the TGD, the annual influence of water storage on the water level of Poyang
Lake indicated a slight upward trend, and the corresponding statistical Z was 1.713. Especially after
2008, when the TGD was fully put into operation, the upward trend was relatively stable while the
geographic change significantly lowered the annual water level of Poyang Lake, and the corresponding
statistical Z was 3.270.
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Figure 4. Annual influences of water storage of the TGD and geographical change on water level.
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For the inner-annual influence, 10 day mean water level at Xingzi Station was calculated (Figure 5),
and Table 1 shows the data during the period with significant influences. In general, the water level of
Poyang Lake was decreased throughout the year under the influence of geographical change. Water
level decrease was the most serious in early April and reached 0.37 m, whereas the water level in
mid-August was just decreased by 0.10 m. The annual average decrease in the water level of Poyang
Lake caused by geographical change was 0.26 m. As for the influence of water storage of the TGD on
water level, the water level of Poyang Lake mainly reflected the significant decrease after the flood
season. In the period from September to November, the water level of Poyang Lake was 0.51 m lower
than that under natural conditions. The decrease in the water level was the most serious in October
(0.95 m) and reached 0.34 m in September and 0.22 m in November. From mid-July to early August,
the water level also decreased slightly and the average decrease was 0.12 m. From early December to
early June of the next year, the water level was slightly increased by 0.21 m due to the water drainage
of the TGD.
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Figure 5. 10 day mean water level at Xingzi Station calculated based on hydrodynamic model simulation.

Table 1. 10 day mean water level at Xingzi Station from the model during the time of significant influences.

10 Day
No.

Scenario 1
(m)

Scenario 2
(m)

Scenario 3
(m)

Influence of Water
Storage (m)

Influence of
Geographical Change (m)

10 10.97 10.85 10.60 0.13 −0.37
20 17.38 17.46 17.18 −0.08 −0.20
22 17.72 17.84 17.59 −0.11 −0.14
23 17.16 17.15 17.07 0.01 −0.10
25 16.08 16.19 15.91 −0.11 −0.17
26 15.78 16.14 15.62 −0.36 −0.16
27 15.45 15.99 15.32 −0.54 −0.14
28 14.32 15.03 14.17 −0.70 −0.16
29 12.70 13.86 12.39 −1.16 −0.31
30 11.31 12.31 11.02 −1.00 −0.29
31 10.65 11.20 10.42 −0.54 −0.23
32 10.65 10.74 10.46 −0.10 −0.18
33 10.22 10.25 9.94 −0.03 −0.28
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The TGD mainly stores water in September and October every year and promotes the decrease in
the runoff and water level at the Yangtze River, thus aggravating the declining trend of water level of
Poyang Lake during the dry period. The decrease in water level and the advance of the dry period
seriously affect the ecological system of Poyang Lake and more attention on this issue is needed.
Therefore, this study mainly analyzed the contribution of water storage and geographical change to
the water level of Poyang Lake in September and October (Table 2). The influence of water storage of
the TGD on water level was mainly reflected in the period from late September to mid-October. Water
storage of the TGD was the dominant factor in the decrease in water level in this period and showed a
maximum contribution of 68.85% in late September. The contribution of geographical change to the
decline in the water level of Poyang Lake was lower than 20%.

Table 2. Quantitative analysis of the factors of water level decrease in September and October.

Month
Water Level (m)

Influence of Water
Storage (Rs)

Influence of Geographic
Change (Rz)

1991–2002 2003–2014 ΔZ (m) (%) (m) (%)

Sep. 1–Sep. 10 17.28 15.31 −1.97 −0.11 5.75 −0.17 8.74
Sep. 11–Sep. 20 16.46 14.99 −1.46 −0.36 24.58 −0.16 10.65
Sep. 21–Sep. 30 15.39 14.60 −0.79 −0.54 68.85 −0.14 17.46
Oct. 1–Oct. 10 14.81 13.62 −1.19 −0.70 59.04 −0.16 13.05
Oct. 11–Oct. 20 14.31 12.20 −2.11 −1.16 54.88 −0.31 14.66
Oct. 21–Oct. 31 13.55 10.93 −2.62 −1.00 38.17 −0.29 11.11

Sep. 16.37 14.97 −1.41 −0.34 24.03 −0.15 11.02
Oct. 14.22 12.25 −1.97 −0.95 48.33 −0.25 12.76

5. Discussion

5.1. Influences of the TGD on Poyang Lake

The water storage of the TGD from 2003 to 2014 is shown in Figure 6. The TGD mainly stored
water in September and October. Water storage of the TGD in September and October was respectively
48 × 108 m3 and 61 × 108 m3 and accounted for 8.0% and 15.9% of the runoff, respectively. As a
result, the discharge and water level of the Yangtze River was significantly reduced. Based on the flow
capacity of the exit section at Poyang Lake and the relationship between the water level of Poyang
Lake and the discharge of the Yangtze River, Fang et al. [33] indicated that the change of 1 m3/s in the
discharge of Jiujiang Station corresponded to the change of 0.89–0.99 m3/s in the discharge of Hukou
Station. The decrease in runoff and water level at the Yangtze River caused by water storage of the
TGD in September and October accelerated the outflow at Hukou Station and the decrease in water
level of Poyang Lake.
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Figure 6. Annual average water storage of TGD (Notes: positive values represent increased drainage,
negative values represent water storage).

After the operation of the TGD, the middle reach of Yangtze River was mainly subjected to
deeper channel erosion, which resulted in the decrease in water level under the same discharge. The
stage-discharge curve of Jiujiang Station in the study period is shown in Figure 7. The obvious erosion
of the deeper channel changed the river–lake system and increased the hydraulic gradient between
Poyang Lake and the Yangtze River. As a result, the outflow at Hukou increased. The water level at
Xingzi Station is highly correlated with that at Jiujiang Station. The coefficient of determination was
0.9824 from 1991 to 2002 and 0.9911 from 2003 to 2014 (Figure 8). The water level at Xinzi Station,
which had the same water level as that of the Yangtze River, was decreased.
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Figure 7. Water level–discharge curve of Jiujiang Station.
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Figure 8. Relationship between the 10 day water level measured at Xiangzi Station and Jiujiang Station.

Based on the simulation of three scenarios, Figure 9 shows the influences of water storage of the
TGD and geographical change on the outflow at Hukou Station. The geographical change mainly
increased the outflow of Hukou Station by 8.55 × 108 m3 from March to June during the flood season of
Poyang Lake. The TGD started to store water in late June and water was stored mainly in September
and October. Water storage of the TGD mainly increased the outflow at Hukou in July and September.
The outflow from late June to early October was increased by 19.86 × 108 m3. Water storage of the
TGD accelerated the declining rate of water level in the dry season of Poyang Lake and the water
quantity in Poyang Lake decreased significantly in advance. Due to the significant decrease in the
water quantity of Poyang Lake, the outflow of Hukou decreased gradually from mid-October.
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Figure 9. Influences of TGD water storage and geographical change on the outflow of Hukou.

5.2. Influences of Water Level Variation

Due to the unique geographical features, Poyang Lake forms numerous lakes in low water
conditions and capacious water surface in high water conditions. Figure 10 shows the relationship
between the water level and water surface area of Poyang Lake. When the water level at Xingzi Station
was below 15.5 m, every 0.5 m of the decrease in water level for led to the significant reduction in
the water surface area, especially when the water level at Xingzi Station was between 11 m and 14 m.
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The mean water level of Poyang Lake in September and October from 2003 to 2014 is 13.74 m. Water
storage of the TGD in September and October could cause the serious and earlier decrease in water
level and water surface area. With the decline in water level, seasonal bottomlands were exposed in
advance and the land–water transitional zone moved downward. Furthermore, the distribution of the
habitats of migratory birds and other ecological systems were affected.
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Figure 10. Relationship between water level and water surface area of Poyang Lake: (a) water surface
area of Poyang Lake under different water levels, (b) water level–water surface area curve and the
change rate of water surface area.

6. Conclusions

Since 2003, the water level of Poyang Lake has decreased, displaying a significant downward
trend. The annual average water level decreased by 1.32 m and an especially sharp decline occurred in
the period from September to November. The duration of the dry season was longer and the dry season
occurred about one month in advance. The aggravation phenomenon of the dry season of Poyang
Lake was significant and the habitats of migratory birds and wetland ecosystems were largely affected.

The operation of the TGD changed the hydrological regime and deeper channel geography in
the middle reach of the Yangtze River. This study quantified the influences of the TGD in detail. The
geographical change significantly lowered the annual water level of Poyang Lake. After flood season,
due to water storage of the TGD in September and October, the sharp decrease in the discharge and
water level in the Yangtze River accelerated the outflow at Hukou and enhanced the decrease in water
level and water surface area of Poyang Lake. The water storage of the TGD was the main factor in
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the decrease in water level during this period and the average decreases in water levels in September
and October were respectively 0.34 m and 0.95 m. Especially in late September, early October, and
mid-October, the contributions of water storage of the TGD to the decline in the water level of Poyang
Lake respectively reached 68.85%, 59.04%, and 54.88%. The change in deeper channel geography
accelerated the decrease in water level and the contributions of geographical change to the decrease in
water level in September and October reached 11.02% and 12.76%, respectively. This study deeply
explored the influences of the TGD on the variation in the water level of Poyang Lake. The increasing
number of reservoirs in operation in the upper stream will generate adverse and irreversible influences
on the water level and ecological environment of Poyang Lake, which should be widely concerned and
well protected.
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Abstract: In this short communication, the erosion process of the fine, cohesive sediment collected
from the upper River Taw in South West England was studied in a rotating annular flume located in
the National Water Research Institute in Burlington, Ontario, Canada. This study is part of a research
project that is underway to model the transport of fine sediment and the associated nutrients in that
river system. The erosion experimental data show that the critical shear stress for erosion of the
upper River Taw sediment is about 0.09 Pa and it did not depend on the age of sediment deposit.
The eroded sediment was transported in a flocculated form and the agent of flocculation for the
upper River Taw sediment may be due to the presence of fibrils from microorganisms and organic
material in the system. The experimental data were analysed using a curve fitting approach of Krone
and a mathematical model of cohesive sediment transport in rotating circular flumes developed
by Krishnappan. The modelled and measured data were in good agreement. An evaluation of the
physical significance of Krone’s fitting coefficients is presented. Variability of the fitting coefficients
as a function of bed shear stress and age of sediment deposit indicate the key role these two factors
play in the erosion process of fluvial cohesive sediment.

Keywords: erosion; cohesive sediments; rotating circular flume; mathematical modelling; fitting
coefficients; sediment deposition; flocculation; bed shear stress; consolidation

1. Introduction

Fine-grained cohesive sediment plays an important role in the transportation of pollutants and it
is a key driver of water quality degradation in rivers. Rigorous quantification of cohesive sediment
transport processes is fundamental for predicting sediment and associated contaminant transport
in aquatic systems (Horowitz and Elrick [1]; Luoma and Rainbow [2]). The development of reliable
numerical models to simulate cohesive sediment transport dynamics requires an accurate description
of fundamental sediment transport processes such as erosion, deposition, and transport of solids in
suspension (Grabowski et al. [3]). Factors affecting the erosion characteristics of cohesive sediments
include the rate of bed shear (Amos et al. [4]), the degree of consolidation/age of deposit (Lick and
McNeil [5]), bio-stabilisation effects by microorganisms (Friend et al. [6]) and the initial conditions that
created the deposit (Lau et al. [7]). In a re-examination of the sediment erosion data from flume studies
conducted by Roberts et al. [8] and Zreik et al. [9], Krone [10] demonstrated the importance of the
sediment bed matrix structure on erosion characteristics of fine sediment deposits. Factors controlling
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the deposition characteristics of cohesive sediment include the phyco-chemical properties of sediment
water mixture, the concentration of organic matter including microorganisms in the water column
and the turbulence characteristics of the flow field which in turn, can cause the suspended sediment
particles to flocculate and change their porosity, density and settling characteristics. At the present state
of knowledge, numerical models of cohesive sediment transport rely mainly on laboratory experiments
using specialised flumes such as a rotating annular flume for the determination of transport parameters
that include the critical shear stresses for erosion and deposition, erosion and deposition rates and
properties of sediment flocs for site-specific sediments.

A research project is underway in the upper River Taw in South West England to model the
transport of fine-grained cohesive sediments. The upper River Taw has been instrumented as a
landscape scale observatory for exploring the interactions between climate, land use, farm management
and water quality in conjunction with a larger strategic programme exploring pathways for improving
the sustainability of agriculture. The upper River Taw drains both organic-rich peaty and podzolic
upland moorland soils near its source and clayey gley and brown earth soils in the more intensive
agricultural areas (beef and sheep grazing, cereals, maize, oil seed rape) on the more intensively farmed
lowland adjacent to the moor. Sediment stress in the study area has been highlighted as a critical factor
impacting on lithophilous fish species dependent upon clean bed gravels for their early life stages
including the incubation of progeny in redds cut into bed gravels.

As part of the research project on modelling cohesive sediment transport, a survey of 18
cross-sections located ~0.5 km apart was conducted in the upper River Taw (Figure 1) during the
summer low flows in 2018. The bank-full width of the study river is ~10 m and the average depth is ~1
m. The riverbed is armoured with large stones including pebbles and cobbles. Bedrock outcrops are also
observed. Although the matrix bed material in the study reach is very coarse, fine-grained sediment is
present in the river channel bed because of the entrapment process, which retains fine material in the
lee of large rocks or directly within the gravel bed matrix as interstitial fines. Fine-grained sediment
deposits are also present in recirculation eddy zones along the edges of the river channel where the
bed shear stresses of the flow field are low. Representative samples of fine-grained sediment from
the study reach were collected using a conventional bed sediment remobilisation technique (Lambert
and Walling [11]; Duerdoth et al. [12]; Naden et al. [13]) at all 18 cross sections and 18 one L bottles of
sediment slurry were then shipped to Canada for testing in a rotating annular flume located in the
National Water Research Institute in Burlington, Ontario, Canada.

In this short communication, preliminary results from this research project on cohesive sediment
transport are presented. Specifically, a component of the cohesive sediment transport, namely, the
erosion process, was investigated by carrying out erosion experiments using a rotating annular flume.
A novel approach was used to analyse the erosion data. The approach is based on a methodology
proposed by Krone [10] and a mathematical model of cohesive sediment transport in rotating annular
flumes developed by Krishnappan [14].
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Figure 1. Map of the upper River Taw study catchment, showing location in south west England,
channel bed cohesive sediment sampling locations and flow gauging stations.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Rotating Annular Flume

The rotating circular flume used in this study was 5.0 m in mean diameter, 30 cm wide and 30 cm
deep and it rests on a rotating platform which was 7 m in diameter. An annular lid fitted inside the
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flume with close tolerance (about 1 mm gap all around) and it rotated in the opposite direction to the
flume’s rotation. The annular lid maintained contact with the water surface within the flume during
experiments. The generated flow fields in such assemblies were nearly two dimensional with near
constant bed shear stress across the channel and with minimum secondary circulation in the transverse
direction (Petersen and Krishnappan [15]). The flow field in this rotating annular flume assembly
was computed using the 3D hydrodynamic flow model, PHOENICS (Rolston and Spalding [16]). The
bed shear stress computed by the model was verified using direct measurements of bed shear stress
using a preston tube (Krishnappan and Engel [17]). The main advantage of rotating flumes over
linear flumes is that detrimental effects of the pump and the pipe system on the floc structure of the
cohesive sediment were avoided, thereby permitting reliable studies on floc behaviour to be conducted.
A complete description of the flume can be found in Krishnappan [18].

The sediment samples shipped from the UK were stored in a cold room until the start of the
experiments. A large composite sediment sample was prepared by combining all 18 bottles of samples
and wet sieved using a 200 mesh sieve before being added to the flume. The erosion experiments
were conducted by using the standard procedure which involves operating the flume at high speed
initially to suspend the sediment and then lowering the flume speed gradually to allow the suspended
sediment to deposit and form a uniform bed. The bed was then allowed to age for three different
time periods (herein referred to as age of deposit), namely, 22 h, 38 h and 160 h. During an erosion
test, bed shear stresses were increased over time in steps as a stair-case function. The shear stress
steps used were 0.06, 0.09, 0.12, 0.17, 0.27 and 0.33 Pa, with each maintained for a period of one hour.
In each shear stress step, sediment samples were collected every 10 min to determine the concentration
of the eroded sediment as a function of time. When the concentration reached a steady-state value,
the flume speed was increased to the next level. Whenever there was sufficient sediment suspended
in the water column, sediment samples were collected for size analysis using a LISST (Laser In-situ
Scattering and Transmissometry 100X; Sequoia Scientific, Bellevue, WA, USA) particle size analyser
and an image analysis system. This procedure was repeated until the maximum permissible flume
speed was reached.

2.2. Methodology of Krone

Krone [10] developed his methodology when he analysed erosion data reported by Zreik et al. [9]
who studied the erosion behaviour of cohesive sediments from Boston Harbour using a rotating circular
flume. Measured sediment concentration data from Zreik et al. [9] showed that the concentration of
eroded sediment increased rapidly at the beginning of each applied shear stress step change but then
levelled offwith time before the next incremental step in shear stress.

Krone [10] fitted the following equation to describe the variation in sediment concentration during
a shear stress step:

C =

1
c1

t
c0
c1

t + 1
(1)

where C = incremental concentration of eroded sediment during a shear stress step; t = time after the
shear stress change; c0 and c1 = constants. This equation fitted the experimental data of Zreik et al. [9]
very well and, importantly, the constants c0 and c1 have physical meaning. For example, when t tends
to infinity, the ratio 1/c0 takes on the value of the concentration near the end of the shear stress step in
question. When t = 0, the ratio 1/c1 assumes the value of the erosion rate, i.e., dC/dt = 1/c1 at t = 0. The
constants c0 and c1 were evaluated by knowing sediment concentrations at two different times (near
the beginning and near the end of the shear stress step) using the following relationships:

c1 =
( 1

CT
− 1

CL

)
T and c0 =

1
CL

(2)
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where CT = concentration near the beginning of the shear stress step, CL = limit concentration at the
end of the shear stress step and T is the elapsed time from the beginning of the shear stress step till the
time when CT is specified. Knowing c0 and c1, Equation (1) can be used to calculate the concentration
of the eroded sediment for the entire duration of each shear stress step. In addition, Equation (1) is
used to derive an erosional rate function that was used in the model of cohesive sediment transport
developed by Krishnappan [2]. The erosion rate of sediment can be expressed as follows:

E = h
dC
dt

(3)

where E is the erosion rate in gm/m2s, h is the depth of water in the flume in metres and dC/dt is the
concentration gradient which can be evaluated from Equation (1). Substituting the expression of dC/dt
in Equation (3), the erosion rate function can be derived as:

E = h
(1/c1)( c0
c1

t + 1
)2 (4)

2.3. Mathematical Model of Cohesive Sediment Transport Developed by Krishnappan

A mathematical model of cohesive sediment transport in the rotating circular flume (called the
FLUME model) was used to simulate the erosion process of the sampled upper Taw River sediment.
The FLUME model incorporates the erosion rate function of Krone [10] i.e., Equation (4). A full
description of the model can be found in Krishnappan [14]. Here, a summary of the salient features of
the model is outlined for the sake of completeness. The FLUME model treats the motion of sediment
in the rotating flume in two stages: a transport/settling stage and a flocculation stage. Some salient
features of these two fundamental stages of sediment transport are briefly discussed below:

2.3.1. Settling Stage

The governing equation for the settling stage was obtained from mass balance considerations.
Assuming that the flow in the rotating flume is uniform in the longitudinal and tangential directions,
the one-dimensional mass balance equation as shown below was adopted:

∂Ck
∂t

+ wk
∂Ck
∂z

=
∂
∂z

(
Γ
∂Ck
∂z

)
+ S (5)

where, Ck is the concentration of sediment in size fraction k, wk is the settling velocity of that fraction
and Γ is the dispersion coefficient in the vertical direction. The symbol t represents the time axis and
z represents the coordinate axis in the vertical direction. S is the source/sink term. The boundary
conditions used for the settling stage are:

At the free surface:

−wkCk − Γ
∂Ck
∂z

= 0 (6)

At the bed:

−wkCk − Γ
∂Ck
∂z

= qe + qd + qentrap (7)

The free surface boundary condition expresses the balance between the settling flux and the
dispersive flux so that there is no external input of sediment at this boundary. At the bed surface, it is
assumed that the settling and dispersive fluxes are balanced by the net amount of sediment exchanged
at the sediment-water interface. The sediment exchange at the sediment-water interface can occur
when: (1) sediment is eroded from the bed and entrained into the water column (qe) (2) sediment settles
to the bed and stays on the bed as the deposited sediment (qd) (3) sediment settles to the bed and a
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portion of the deposited sediment can ingress into the interstitial pores of the gravel bed and become
unavailable for further erosion and entrainment (qentrap).

The first two components of the sediment exchange at the sediment-water interface have been
studied extensively in the literature, including by Partheniades [19], Mehta and Partheniades [20],
Parchure [21], Lick [22], Krone [10], Krishnappan [23], Krone [24], Mehta and Partheniades [20], and
Lick [22]. In this study, the approaches proposed by Krone [10] and Krone [24] for erosion and
deposition respectively have been adopted. Accordingly, the erosion flux was calculated as:

qe = E (8)

where the erosion rate, E is given by Equation (4) and the deposition flux was calculated as:

qd = PwkCkb (9)

where P is a probability parameter which gives a measure of the probability that a sediment particle
settling to the bed, stays at the bed. Ckb is the near-bed concentration of the sediment fraction k.
Krone [24] proposed a relationship for P as:

P =

(
1− τ
τcrd

)
(10)

where τ is the bed shear stress and τcrd is the critical shear stress for deposition, which is defined as the
bed shear stress above which none of the initially suspended sediment would deposit.

The third component, namely, the entrapment component, is assumed to be directly proportional
to the settling flux near the bed and is expressed as:

qentrap = αwkCkb (11)

where α is the proportionality constant and is termed the entrapment coefficient. The entrapment
coefficient is expected to be a function of porosity of the gravel substrate, the thickness of the gravel
bed layer and the permeability of the substrate. Further research is needed to quantify this term as a
function of the bulk properties governing the entrapment process.

2.3.2. Flocculation Stage

The flocculation stage was modelled using the coagulation equation (Fuchs [25]) shown below:

∂N(i, j)
∂t

= −βN(i, t)
∑∞

i−1K(i, j)N( j, t) +
1
2
β
∑∞

i−1K(i− j, j)N(i− j, j)N( j, t) (12)

where N( j, t) and N( j, t) are number concentrations of particle size classes i and j, respectively. K(i, j)
is the collision frequency function, which is a measure of the probability that a particle of size i collides
with a particle of size j in unit time and β is the cohesion factor, which defines the probability that
a pair of collided particles will coalesce and form a new floc. The β term accounts for the effects of
cohesion properties such as the electrochemical properties of the sediment-water mixture and the
effects of polymers secreted by microorganisms. In this study, is treated as an empirical parameter and
was determined through the calibration of the model using experimental data from the flume.

The first term on the right side of Equation (12) gives the reduction of particles in size class i
because of flocculation of these particles in size class i with all other size classes. The second term gives
the generation of new particles in the size class i because of flocculation of particles in smaller size
classes. In this process, the mass of particles is assumed to be conserved. Equation (12) was simplified
by considering the particle sizes in discrete size classes where the continuous particle size space is
considered in discrete size ranges. Each range is considered as a bin containing particles of a certain
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size range. For example, ri is the geometric mean radius of particles in bin 1. The particle ranges were
selected in such a way that the mean volume of particles in bin i is twice that of the preceding bin.

Under this scheme, when particles of bin i flocculate with particles in bin j ( j < i), the newly
formed particles will fit into bins i and i + 1. The proportion of particles going into these bins can
be calculated by considering the mass balance of particles before and after flocculation. With this
simplification, the coagulation equation can be expressed in discrete form as follows:

ΔNi
Δt

= −
∑
βK(ri, rj) NiNj +

∑
fi, jβK

(
ri, rj
)
NiNj +

∑
(1− fi, j)βK

(
ri, rj
)
Ni−1Nj (13)

where fi, j is the allocation function given by:

fi, j =
(
ρs, jVi + ρs, jVj − ρs, j+1Vi+1

)
/
(
ρs,iVi − ρs, j+1Vi+1

)
(14)

where, ρs denotes the density of the flocs and V is the volume of the flocs. The density of the flocs is
dependent on floc size and, here, an empirical relationship proposed by Lau and Krishnappan [26]
was adopted in this study. The form of the relationship is as follows:

ρs − ρ =
(
ρp − ρ

)
exp(−bDc) (15)

where ρs, ρ and ρp are densities of flocs, water and parent material forming the flocs, respectively.
D is the diameter of the floc and b and c are empirical coefficients to be determined through model
calibration. The settling velocity of flocs, needed for the settling stage of the sediment particle motion,
was calculated using the above density relation and Stoke’s Law. The resulting expression is as follows:

wk =
(1.65

18

)⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ gD2
k
υ

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ exp(−bDc (16)

where g stands for acceleration due to gravity and υ stands for the kinematic viscosity of water.
The collision frequency function K(i, j) takes different functional forms depending on the collision

mechanisms that bring the particles to close proximity. The mechanisms considered in this study
include (1) Brownian motion (Kb); (2) turbulent fluid shear (Keh); (3) inertia of particles in turbulent
flow (KI), and; (4) differential settling of flocs (Kds). An effective collision frequency function, Ke f , was
calculated in terms of the individual collision functions as follows:

Ke f = Kb +
√(K2

sh + K2
I + K2

ds

)
(17)

The collision frequency functions for the individual collision mechanisms can be found in Valioulis
and List [27].

The break-up of flocs due to turbulent fluctuations of the flow was modelled using a scheme
proposed by Tambo and Watanabe [28]. According to this scheme, a “collision-agglomeration” function
was introduced as a multiplier to the collision frequency function Ke f . This produced an effective
collision frequency that resulted in an optimum floc size distribution for a given level of turbulence.
The function proposed by Tambo and Watanabe [28] is as follows:

αR = α0

(
1− R

Rm + 1

)n
(18)

where R is the number of primary particles contained in a floc and Rm is the number of particles
contained in the biggest floc for the given level of turbulence. The parameters α0 and n assume values
of 1/3 and 6, respectively. The flow field and the turbulence characteristics in the rotating circular flume
needed for the FLUME model were predicted using PHOENICS (Rosten and Spalding [16]).
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The FLUME model was used in this study to simulate the erosion process, even though the model
is capable of predicting the total transport of cohesive sediment in rotating circular flumes including
the deposition and the entrapment processes. The FLUME model, therefore, can be used to determine
all parameters governing the transport of cohesive sediments by carrying out experiments using a
rotating circular flume and then use these parameters in models that can predict the transport of
cohesive sediment under field conditions.

3. Results and Discussion

The results of erosion tests from all three runs carried out for the present study are presented in
Figure 2. The erosion data indicate that the sediment deposit was completely stable until the shear
stress reached a value of 0.09 Pa, which can be considered as the critical shear stress for the erosion of
the surficial layer of the sediment deposit. The data presented also show that six out of the seven shear
stress steps at each age of deposit produced erosion of the riverbed sediment. At each of the six shear
stress steps when erosion of the sediment bed occurred, the eroded sediment concentration increased
suddenly after the shear stress change, suggesting that the sediment erosion follows the pattern of
“bulk” erosion. As the sediment erosion continues, the erosion rate decreases due to the increasing
strength of the bed with bed depth. Erosion during the later stages of the shear stress step is defined as
the “surface” erosion when the removal of the material from the bed is particle by particle and the
concentration in the water column approaches a steady state value. Additionally, the influence of the
age of deposit is evident for the lower shear stress steps, since the concentration of the eroded sediment
decreased as the age of deposit increased (Figure 2). For higher shear stress steps (i.e., for 0.27 and
0.33 Pa), the influence of age of deposit is not as pronounced as for the lower shear stress steps.

Figure 2. Results from the erosion tests.

The size distribution of the eroded sediment measured using a LISST and the image analysis
system indicate that the sediment is flocculated. Figure 3 shows the size distribution data measured
using LISST for the shear stress step of 0.33 Pa and where the age of deposit is 160 h.
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Figure 3. Size distribution of eroded sediment at the shear stress step of 0.33 Pa and age of deposit
equal to 160 h.

The undisturbed and sonicated size distribution of eroded sediment for one set of experimental
conditions (0.33Pa and deposit age of 160 h) are presented in Figure 3. The dotted line represents
the size distribution of the eroded sediment as determined by the LISST for the undisturbed sample,
whereas the solid line represents the distribution for the sonicated sample. Sonication breaks up
all the flocs that are present in the sample. From these two distributions, we can conclude that the
eroded sediment in the water column is in a flocculated state and the sediment exhibits cohesive
tendencies. The change in the predominant size of the flocculated sediment from ~50 μm to ~25 μm
after sonication highlights how flocculation can influence particle morphology and, by extension,
volumetric concentration (Figure 3). A particle size of 63 microns is considered in the literature as the
division between cohesive and non-cohesive sediments.

A photomicrograph of the eroded sediment sample collected for the image analysis is shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. A photomicrograph of the eroded sediment for shear stress step of 0.33 Pa and age of deposit
equal to 160 h.

This figure provides visual evidence of flocculation of the particles and also shows that mico-flocs
are the building blocks of larger flocs as previously reported by Stone et al. [29]. The particles are
interconnected through loose fibril material that might have been secreted by the microorganisms or the
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organic material that is present in the system. Therefore, flocculation is enhanced by microorganisms
and the organic material and this process will have to be accurately represented in models to simulate
sediment transport in the upper River Taw River.

Krone’s curve fitting approach was used for the data shown in Figure 2. For each shear stress step
where the sediment erosion was present, the constants c0 and c1 were calculated using Equation (2)
with T = 10 min. The values of these constants, termed herein as “fitting coefficients” are listed in
Table 1.

Table 1. Fitting coefficients c0 and c1

Shear Stress Steps Age of Deposit 22 h Age of Deposit 38 h Age of Deposit 160 h

c0 (m3/gm) c1 (m3sec/gm) c0 (m3/gm) c1 (m3sec/gm) c0 (m3/gm) c1 (m3sec/gm)

0.09 Pa 4.2 × 10−3 0.57 4.6 × 10−3 0.88 7.1 × 10−3 3.65

0.12 Pa 1.7 × 10−3 0.15 2.1 × 10−3 0.57 3.2 × 10−3 1.95

0.17 Pa 1.3 × 10−3 0.07 1.0 × 10−3 0.24 2.5 × 10−3 1.43

0.21 Pa 5.1 × 10−3 0.87 4.4 × 10−3 0.18 1.0 × 10−3 0.14

0.27 Pa 5.5 × 10−3 2.22 5.4 × 10−3 3.08 4.6 × 10−3 0.35

0.33 Pa 4.0 × 10−3 2.03 4.4 × 10−3 3.05 6.6 × 10−3 8.57

With values of c0 and c1, Equation (1) was applied to all the shear stress steps and the concentration
variation as a function of time was calculated. A comparison of the fitted concentration variation with
the measured data is presented in Figure 5 for a shear stress step of 0.17 Pa and consolidation time of
38 h as an example. The modelled and measured data are in agreement for all six shear stress steps in
all three sediment consolidation time tests.

Figure 5. Comparison between measured and fitted sediment concentrations using Equation (1) for
shear stress step: 0.17 Pa; Age of deposit: 38 h (r2 = 0.993).

The FLUME model was applied to the present erosion experiments to simulate the concentration
of the eroded sediment in the water column for all three experiments. The model was applied to each
shear stress step using the appropriate parameters, c0 and c1, corresponding to that particular shear
stress step and the age of the deposit. The deposition and entrapment fluxes were suppressed for the
present simulations. The simulated concentration of the eroded sediment is compared to the measured
concentration in Figure 6 and a favourable agreement between the two was observed. The erosion rate
function that was derived from the fitting equation (Equation (1)) of Krone [10] works well with the
model able to produce sediment concentrations that agree well with the measured data.
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Figure 6. Comparison of measured and modelled sediment concentrations predicted by the
FLUME model.

The fitting coefficients, c0 and c1, have different values for each shear stress step and age of
deposit (Table 1). The variability of these coefficients with each shear stress and age of deposit is
shown in Figure 7 which shows that these coefficients vary as a function of both shear stress and age of
the deposit.

The coefficients exhibit a complex behaviour with respect to bed shear stress. Both coefficients
decrease initially as the shear stress increases, reach minimum values and then increase as the shear
stress is increased further. Notably, this behaviour was observed for all three ages of deposit tested.
The minimum conditions for the coefficients imply maximum erosion rate and the maximum amount
of sediment eroded (implying “bulk” erosion). The minimum condition for the coefficients shifts to the
right as the age of deposit increases (Figure 7). Notably, when the age of deposit is 22 h, minimum
conditions for both coefficients are at around 0.15 Pa, whereas for the age of deposit of 160 h, the
minimum conditions are shifted to 0.21 Pa for c0 and to 0.25 Pa for c1. Accordingly, this suggests that
the bed shear strength has increased due to the age of the deposit and higher shear stresses are needed
to cause “bulk” erosion. The variability of the fitting coefficients demonstrates the importance of the
roles that the bed shear stress and the age of deposit play in determining the erosion behaviour of
the upper River Taw sediment. This finding will be useful in developing a modelling framework for
predicting cohesive sediment transport in the upper River Taw.
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Figure 7. The variability of the fitting constants as a function of shear stress and age of deposit (a): 22 h;
(b): 38 h and (c): 160 h.
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4. Conclusions

A better understanding of cohesive sediment transport processes is required to develop models that
can simulate scenarios that address both scientific and policy questions. In this short communication,
the erosion process of the fine, cohesive sediment collected from the upper River Taw in South West
England was studied by conducting erosion experiments using a rotating annular flume located in
the National Water Research Institute in Burlington, ON, Canada. The erosion experimental data
show that the critical shear stress for erosion of the upper River Taw sediment is about 0.09 Pa and
it did not depend on the age of the deposit. The size distribution measurements for the eroded
sediment indicates that the eroded sediment was transported in a flocculated form and hence the
upper River Taw sediment exhibits cohesive properties. Photomicrographs of the eroded sediment
samples obtained by image analysis suggest that the agent of flocculation for the sampled sediment
may be due to the presence of fibrils from microorganisms and organic material present in the River
Taw system. The experimental data from the erosion experiments were analysed using an approach
proposed by Krone [10] and a mathematical model of cohesive sediment transport in rotating annular
flumes developed by Krishnappan [14]. The approach of Krone [10] was applied to the experimental
data and the fitting coefficients were established as a function of bed shear stress and age of sediment
deposit. Using the approach of Krone [1], an erosion rate function was calculated and was used in the
FLUME model of Krishnappan [14]. A comparison of the model predictions and the experimental
data confirmed that the fine sediment transport model is capable of simulating accurately the erosion
experiments in a rotating circular flume. The variability of the fitting coefficients, as a function of
bed shear stress and the age of the deposit, was also examined in the present study. Future work
will incorporate the experimental results reported herein into a catchment scale cohesive sediment
transport modelling framework for exploring the implications of future climate and land management
scenarios on sediment transport and behaviour.
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Abstract: A hydrological model was integrated with a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model to
determine bacteria levels distributed throughout the Inverness stormwater pond in Calgary, Alberta.
The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) curve number model was used as the basis of the hydrological
model to generate flow rates from the watershed draining into the pond. These flow rates were
then used as input for the CFD model simulations that solved the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) equations with k-ε turbulence model. E. coli, the most commonly used fecal indicator bacteria
for water quality research, was represented in the model by passive scalars with different decay rates
for free bacteria and attached bacteria. Results show good agreement with measured data in each
stage of the simulations. The middle of the west wing of the pond was found to be the best spot for
extracting water for reuse because it had the lowest level of bacteria both during and after storm
events. In addition, only one of the four sediment forebays was found efficient in trapping bacteria.

Keywords: stormwater reuse; SCS curve number; CFD; fecal indicator bacteria; E. coli

1. Introduction

In recent decades stormwater has been considered as an alternative water source for reuse,
specifically for applications that need less than pristine water quality. Reusing stormwater is more
critical in water-scarce regions and regions where rainfall patterns and rainfall frequencies are
changing [1]. Several regions are trying to reuse stormwater as a sustainable method of water resources
management; thus, prompting research into the feasibility of reusing stormwater from a water quality
perspective [2].

Although stormwater ponds are built with the primary objective of reducing runoff quantities in
order to protect urban areas against flooding, they also improve the quality of stormwater as well [1].
The stormwater quality within a pond varies both spatially and temporally and is not only a function
of the quality of the influent but also a function of local hydrological conditions and on the pond’s
design [3,4]. A water quality study of a very large stormwater pond in Calgary, Alberta, Canada,
showed that the quality of stormwater in the pond observed over a three year period did meet the
irrigation water quality requirements but only under certain circumstances [2]. Thus, stormwater
recycling with pond water often requires continuous or intermittent water quality monitoring of the
pond water in order to remain compliant with local regulations. Highly distributed water quality
sampling in stormwater ponds is often impractical due to the sizes of these ponds and the cost.
In addition, most ponds are not designed with reuse in mind and the extraction point is often located
in an ad hoc fashion and possibly in a region of the pond which has higher pollution levels relative to
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the rest of the pond because of local hydrodynamic conditions. If retrofitting a pond with the intent to
recycle the water, the municipality could undertake a water quality sampling program that collected
samples distributed throughout the pond over a period of time in order to identify the optimum
location for extracting the “cleanest” water in the pond (assuming there is no treatment of this water).
A more cost-effective alternative is to develop a physical model to estimate the bacteria level in the
pond that incorporates the factors leading to bacterial contamination of stormwater in retention ponds.

Water quality is impaired when mobilized sources of contaminants are transported away from
their original location by runoff and discharged in aquatic environments [5,6]. Fine particles are either
detached from the soil or washed off an impervious surface [7]. Determining levels of pathogenic
microorganisms is expensive and difficult due to their large diversity; thus, microbiological water
quality monitoring procedures often use fecal indicator bacteria (FIB). FIB are present in feces of human
and warm-blooded animals in large numbers and can be easily detected [8]. Total coliforms (TC) and
fecal coliforms (FC) were considered the main group of FIB during the twentieth century. However,
nowadays, Escherichia coli (E. coli) and intestinal enterococci (IE) are enumerated and considered as
FIB because some water-related epidemiological studies have shown that they are better bacterial
indicators for predicting sanitary risk [9,10].

The aim of microbiological water quality monitoring of stormwater ponds is primarily to assess the
level of fecal contamination in an aquatic system. This contamination varies spatially and temporally
throughout the pond and, therefore, very large data sets must be collected to enable an adequate
understanding of contamination levels and the processes leading to the degree of pollution in the
system. Collecting such a large data set is often intractable, and thus models are often the only feasible
approach for gaining greater insight into aquatic ecosystem processes. Two main types of models have
been proposed to estimate bacterial levels in aquatic environments: data-driven models, which are
also considered black box models, and process-based models [11].

Data-driven models use statistical methods or computational intelligence and machine learning
to relate the involved parameters to the state variables (input, internal and output variables) with only
a limited number of assumptions about the physical behavior of the system. In contrast, process-based
methods predict the FIB concentration based on the mathematical description of sources, sinks, and
internal processes influencing FIB levels. The fundamental principle underlying process-based models
is conservational equations. The most important factors influencing microorganism fate in the aquatic
environment are (i) environmental parameters, and (ii) whether or not they are attached to particles [11].
Few estimates of the percentage of particles with attached bacteria in any collected stormwater sample
can be found in the literature. One study found up to 10–28% and 22–30% of fecal coliform and E. coli,
respectively, were associated with suspended solids in stormflow samples at the mouth of a canal
discharging water to a lake with brackish water [12]. Another study found that 30–55% of both fecal
coliform and E. coli were attached to sediment particles in stormwater samples [13].

The fate and transport of bacteria depend heavily on the attachment to suspended solids.
Attachment to sediment protects bacteria from some processes that may accelerate death and decay,
such as sunlight and predation. Thus, any modelling should use different decay rates for bacteria
attached to sediment vs. free-floating bacteria. For example, the decay rate of free-floating E. coli was
considered to be twice that of E. coli attached to sediment in a study in the Scheldt drainage network in
Belgium [14]. In another study in the Blackstone River watershed in Massachusetts, the ratio of the
decay rate of free-floating bacteria to attached bacteria was considered to be 4 [15]. Some studies even
assumed that attached pathogens did not decay at all [11].

The fate of bacteria is most commonly modeled by first-order kinetic decay, and this first-order
model was used to study the efficiency of waste stabilization ponds. Shilton [16] used a pulse
tracer study incorporated with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to find the retention time of a
waste stabilization pond in order to use the first-order kinetic decay based on the retention time [16].
In another study on an anaerobic lagoon, decay was calculated based on the retention time resulting
from CFD simulations [17]. In both the study of the waste stabilization pond [16] and the anaerobic
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lagoon, the objective was only to study the inlet and outlet bacteria concentrations, and they neglected
to consider variation within the body. In addition, in both of the studies, the simulation was assumed
to be steady-state. Therefore, the retention time, which did not change with time could be an indicator
of bacteria concentration. Two other studies on waste stabilization ponds used tracers integrated with
CFD simulations to study different configurations of baffles [18,19]. They implemented first-order
kinetic decay by a source term in the transport equation of the tracer. All of the abovementioned studies
simulated the flow as steady-state and neglected wind. The fluid flow and bacteria fate and transport in
stormwater ponds are intrinsically unsteady. Also, the wind cannot be neglected. In addition, the main
goal of the present study is to study bacteria concentration within stormwater ponds for the purposes
of determining the optimum point at which water may be withdrawn for reuse—the optimum point is
that location with the cleanest water and having the lowest level of bacteria concentrations.

In the present study, a comprehensive model was developed that integrates a hydrological model
for a catchment draining to a stormwater pond, with a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model
simulating the pond’s hydrodynamics. The results of the hydrological model were used as inputs to the
CFD simulation. The model results are validated against data collected at the pond. The overall goal of
this paper was to enhance knowledge of bacteria fate and transport in stormwater ponds. Furthermore,
the developed modeling approach leading to this enhanced understanding may ultimately be used
as a tool to evaluate the capacity for a stormwater pond as a candidate for reuse and/or the need for
the modification/retrofit. In addition, it may provide designers and planners with guidance to define
standards for stormwater reuse.

2. Materials

2.1. Study Area

The City of Calgary is a semi-arid city in Alberta, Canada, with many stormwater ponds that are
being considered as candidate sources of stormwater reuse for irrigating parkland and other public
lands during the irrigation season [20]. The Inverness pond is one of the largest stormwater ponds in
Calgary and is located in the southeast quadrant of the city. It contains approximately 235,000 m3 of
water at the permanent water level. Seven inlets convey stormwater runoff from 415 ha of catchment
area into the pond. Figure 1 shows the pond and the locations of the inlets and outlets. All of the inlets
are submerged except for I1. Outlet O1 at the west wing of the pond is the main outlet of the pond and
is a 1.5 m diameter concrete pipe. I4 inlet, located at the south wing, conveys water from the largest
subbasin of the catchment, which is 257.97 ha. The second largest subbasin corresponds to I3 inlet with
an area of 89.52 ha. In addition, there are four sediment forebays located in front of I2, I3, I4 and I5
inlets. Table 1 shows the subbasin area and design parameters corresponding to each inlet.

Table 1. Inlet and outlet parameters of the Inverness stormwater pond.

Inlet I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 O1 O2

Subbasin area (ha) 2.74 4.68 89.52 257.97 15.3 13.04 18.48 outlet outlet

Residential (%) 0 27 6.48 10.04 62 83 69 - -

Commercial (%) 0 53 0.36 0 0 7 21 - -

Industrial (%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - -

Parks and Institution (%) 0 20 1.8 1.54 38 10 8 - -

Major Transport Infrastructure (%) 0 0 0.36 23.97 0 0 2 - -

Newly graded (%) 100 0 40 36.22 0 0 0 - -

Farm (%) 0 0 52 28.22 0 0 0 - -

Sediment Forebay no yes yes yes yes no no no no

Invert elevation (m) from PWL 1 - 2.44 2.12 2.83 2.11 2.48 1.86 2.80 2.80
1 Permanent water level.
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Figure 1. Arial schematic of Inverness pond showing the location of inlets and outlets (base map from
Google Earth (50◦54′39.4” N 113◦57′46.2” W at white cross-hairs at center), arrows and texts added
by author).

2.2. Data Collection

Over a three-year data collection campaign, several data were collected within and around the
pond. Water quality and flow rate data collected during several rain events in the 2007 irrigation
season were taken at a skimming manhole located just upstream of the I5 inlet. The water quality
data included FIB level (E. coli, FC, and total coliform), total suspended solid (TSS), turbidity, pH, and
dissolved oxygen (DO) [20]. Rainfall data in 5-min intervals were acquired from the City of Calgary
(rain gauge #26 located 1 km north of the study site in McKenzie Towne) and wind data were extracted
from the Calgary International Airport. Five rain events documented in 2007 were used in this research.
Three of these were lower intensity events leading to moderate flow rates (on 28 May, 26 August and
20 September 2007), while the other two (6 June and 12 September 2007) were high-intensity events
leading to large flow rates into the pond. The rain event data are tabulated in Table 2.

Table 2. Rainfall data of the events in 2007.

Date Rainfall Depth (mm) Start of the Event Duration

28 May 4.8 mm 11:05 p.m. (May 27) 2 h

6 June 31.8 mm 5:55 a.m. 7 h 10 min

26 August 12.3 mm 9:25 a.m. 5 h 55 min

12 September 30 mm 1:05 p.m. 7 h 45 min

20 September 4 mm 8:00 p.m. 1 h 40 min

An autosampler with 24 pre-sterilized bottles was placed inside the skimming manhole and
collected samples for bacteriological analysis once triggered by a rain gauge. The autosampler was
programmed to collect 12 samples (two bottles per sample) during long events, and less than 12 samples
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were analyzed for short duration events. The samples were collected at unequal intervals (3 to 50 min
intervals), and much attention was paid to collect samples more frequently in the early stages of the rain
event in order to catch the first flush effect. The water samples were recovered right after rain events
or very early the next morning in case rain events occurred at night. The samples were packed with
ice and analyzed at the Alberta Provincial Laboratory for Public Health by assaying microorganisms
using the membrane method [20].

3. Methods

The model is comprised of a hydrological component that simulates stormwater runoff feed into
the CFD, which simulates the hydrodynamics and predicts the bacteria levels within a water body. The
modeling approach was formulated in a way in which E. coli are primarily discharged into the pond
through contaminated stormwater runoff (water fowl droppings from the surface were not considered)
and E. coli concentrations were affected by the biological fate of E. coli and pond hydrodynamics, which
were in turn affected by meteorology and pond bathymetry. Studies in the literature have revealed
that the concentration of bacteria is highly dependent on land use-in particular, the percentage of
imperviousness [21]. Developed areas, which have more impervious areas, had elevated increases in
E. coli concentrations in runoff [22] as opposed to less developed areas. In order to provide insight into
the relationship between land use and bacteria concentration in runoff, bacteria concentrations were
measured during storms in different watersheds with different land uses [23]. They demonstrated the
variability in fecal coliform concentrations for different land uses. In the present study, the fraction of
bacteria in stormflow corresponding to each land use was calculated using the findings of Schoonover
and Lockaby [23]. However, here, all of the land uses except for newly graded land and farmland were
considered as urban. Thus, by knowing the fraction of bacteria that could be generated from the area
draining into inlet I5, the bacteria load of different inlets was estimated based on the measured data of
inlet I5.

3.1. Hydrological Model, Calibration and Validation

The Hydrologic Modeling System (HEC-HMS 4.2.1) (Hydrologic Engineering Center, Davis, CA,
USA) [24] was used to simulate stormwater runoff generated by each subbasin and drained into the
pond in storm events. In the HEC-HMS, the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) curve number (CN) loss
method [25], which is a very common and simple method for runoff estimation [26] was adopted. The
SCS-CN model considers precipitation excess as a function of cumulative precipitation, soil cover, land
use, and antecedent moisture. Precipitation excess was estimated by Equation (1):

Pe =
(P− Ia)

2

P− Ia + S
(1)

where Pe is the accumulated rainfall excess (mm) at time t; P is accumulated rainfall depth (mm) at
time t; S is the potential maximum retention (mm); Ia is the initial abstraction (mm), where Ia = 0.2S.
Here, S is a function of the CN, which is a function of watershed characteristics, and was calculated by
Equation (2) [27]:

S =
25,400− 254CN

CN
(2)

The CN number of each subbasin was initially estimated based on the land uses within each
subbasin. The time step of the HEC-HMS model was set at 5 min. The runoff at I5, measured in the
event on 6 June 2007, was employed to adjust the initial CN of this subbasin aiming to reproduce the
runoffwell. Accordingly, the CN of other subbasins was modified using the difference between the
adjusted CN number for I5 subbasin and its initial CN.
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3.2. CFD Simulations

This paper adopted Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations as follows:

ρ
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T

∫ T

0
udt (4)

where the velocity decomposed into mean velocity and velocity fluctuation (ui = ui + u′i ); T is period
of time (s); ρ is density (kg/m3); t is time; p is pressure (pa); υ is kinematic viscosity (m2/s); xj is an axis
of the Cartesian coordinate system, and i,j = 1,2,3 are indices indicating the three axes in the coordinate
system. The term −ρu′i u

′
j is called Reynold’s stress term [28]. Since the popular k-ε turbulence model

has been successfully applied to simulate water body flow fields [29,30] in this study the k-ε turbulence
model [31] was used to calculate the Reynold’s stress terms. The turbulence model is not detailed here.
The fundamentals of CFD and turbulence modeling can be found in Versteeg and Malalasekera [32].

Kunkel et al. [33] studied the attachment of E. coli to particles in stormwater. The study showed
that E. coli appeared to attach predominantly to fine particles (<4 μm), while a further study on
attachment to smaller particles was recommended [33]. Another study on the attachment of E. coli
showed that most of them attached to particles smaller than 2 μm [34]. The City of Calgary characterizes
the particles in stormwater and suggests the settling velocity of 0.00592 (mm/s) for small particles
(<10 μm) [1]. Using Stokes relation for settling velocity [35], the settling velocity of finer particles
(<2 μm) can be estimated using:

ws =
g
(
ρp − ρw

)
18ρwυ

d2
p (5)

where ws is settling velocity (m/s); ρp and ρf are particle and fluid density (kg/m3), respectively; dp is
particle diameter (m); g is gravitational acceleration (m/s2). This relation is valid for small Reynolds
numbers (Re < 1) [36]. With regard to the settling velocity of small particles, this condition was certainly
satisfied in the Inverness pond [1]. The calculated settling velocity for the very fine particles (<2 μm)
was 0.001 mm/s using the Stokes relation. This suggests that the attached bacteria settle less than 9 cm
in 24 h. Therefore, it was assumed that all the bacteria (i.e., free-floating and attached E. coli) remain
in the water column during the simulation. Accordingly, bacteria (both attached and free-floating
bacteria) were modeled as passive scalars, which are massless particles that do not affect the physical
properties of the flow field.

The passive scalar transport equation was solved for the transport of both free-floating and
attached E. coli. The transport equation for a passive scalar, φi is:

∂
∂t

∫
V

ρφidV +

∮
A
ρφiv.dA =

∮
A

ji.dA +

∫
V

Sφi dV (6)

where t is time (s); V is volume (m3); A is area (m2); i is the component index; ji is diffusion flux
(kg/m2·s); Sφi is source term (kg/m2·s).

The fate of bacteria has been modeled using a negative value for the source term in the passive
scalar transport equation in previous studies on waste stabilization ponds [18,19]. This approach is,
however, not appropriate for stormwater ponds due to two reasons. Firstly, the flow field and bacteria
transport in stormwater ponds are intrinsically unsteady; thus, the location and strength of the sources
cannot be determined. Secondly, bacteria concentrations in some spots of stormwater ponds are very
low, so a general source, representing decay over the entire domain, might cause negative bacteria
concentrations which are not physically feasible. Therefore, in this paper, the transport of bacteria was
calculated with Equation (6), while the fate of bacteria was modeled separately.
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A finite volume discretization scheme was used to discretize Equations (3) and (6), and the
turbulence model equations over the domain to solve the flow field and the concentration of passive
scalar. Then, a field function was implemented for the first-order kinetic decay (Equation (7)) for the
free-floating portion of bacteria and added the concentrations of both attached and the remaining
free-floating bacteria at each computational cell. Characklis et al. [13] found that 30–55% of bacteria
attach to sediments in stormwater, whereas the other study [37] applied a higher value in the range
(50%). Therefore, in this paper, it was assumed that 50% of bacteria are attached to sediments and do
not decay. Decay is calculated using Equation (7).

N = N0 exp(−μt) (7)

where N and N0 are the numbers of indicator bacteria at time t and at t = 0, respectively; μ is the decay
rate (s−1) [38]. The decay rate of E. coli was calculated with the following relationship that has been
used in several studies [14,39] in the literature:

μ = k20
e(−

(T−25)2

400 )

e(− 25
400 )

(8)

where k20 is the decay rate of E. coli at 20 ◦C and T is water temperature (◦C). A value of 1.25 × 10−5 s−1

was proposed for k20 of E. coli in the water column; average measured data were used for temperature
in this paper.

3.2.1. Boundary and Initial Conditions

The effect of wind on the flow field was not negligible considering the size of the study pond.
Since the wind vector was not stationary with time, a dynamic boundary condition of wind on the
pond surface was defined. The effect of the wind was applied as a velocity vector on the top layer of
the pond. The velocity of the top layer of the pond was calculated from the wind velocity based on the
experimental data from a study by Banner and Peirson [40], which measured velocity at the top layers
of water bodies under windy conditions.

The boundary condition of the inlets was set as the “velocity inlet” with parameters changing with
time including velocity and E. coli concentration. A time variable boundary condition was also defined
which linearly interpolated the value of bacteria concentration and velocity between the interval that
data were collected. “Pressure outlet” and “stationary wall” were set as the boundary conditions for
the outlets and the bottom of the pond, respectively.

A steady-state simulation in no storm conditions and with an average wind was simulated and
its result (flow field) was used as the initial condition for the main simulations. The main simulation
is unsteady. Using the steady simulation’s results also accelerated the convergence. The unsteady
simulations started one hour before the storm in order to let the flow field form based on the real wind
data before the storm.

3.2.2. Other CFD Settings

The domain of the CFD simulation was sketched based on the bathymetric data of the pond
comprised of approximately 33000 GIS points. AutoCAD CIVIL 3D 2018 was used for sketching the
domain that includes the water body of the pond and a few meters (10 m on average) of inlet and
outlet pipes. A grid was made that is more highly clustered close to the inlets, outlets and water edges.
In the CFD simulations, grid dependence was checked by comparing velocity from the simulation with
different numbers of grids. An unstructured grid with hexahedral cells and a number of 1.5 million was
found sufficiently fine and the corresponding results were presented. Using finite volume discretization,
RANS equations with the k-ε turbulence model were solved in an unsteady-state with the time step
of 0.5 s and 24 inner iterations between each time step. The time step was selected by an approach
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similar to the grid independence comparison but the number of inner iterations was chosen based
on the convergence trend of the solution. The pond was simulated from 1 h before the start of an
event until 24 h after the end of the event. The simulations were run on Cedar High-Performance
Computer, located at Simon Fraser University, Vancouver, BC, Canada, with 576 GB of memory and
192 computational cores (each core has two CPUs of 2.1 GHz). The CFD simulations were performed
by using commercial CFD code STAR-CCM+ 12.04.011 [41].

4. Results and Discussions

4.1. Hydrological Modeling Performance

The hydrological model was manually calibrated with the measured data in inlet I5 on 6 June
2007 and then validated on four other events: 28 May, 26 August, 12 September, and 20 September
2007. During the calibration, the error in the total volume of water between prediction and observation
was adopted to evaluate model performance, as the total volume of water entering the pond was
considered to be the key factor that determines bacteria loading.

The CN number for the subbasin draining to I5 was calculated to be 11% less than the initially
calculated CN value in the calibration of the 6 June 2007 event. Noting this, all other CN numbers
were decreased by 11%. Table 3 shows the CN numbers for the different subbasins before and after
calibration of the model. Lag time was also calibrated at the same time, and a 30 min lag time was found
to be optimal. In addition, an attempt was made to calibrate initial abstraction; however, the default
setting (Ia = 0.2S) resulted in the lowest error and was, therefore, left unchanged. Figures 2–5 show
the modeled and observed hydrographs for the validation events for subbasin I5. The Nash-Sutcliffe
model efficiency (NSE), which is a reliable criterion for assessing the goodness of fit of hydrological
models [42], and the error in total volume for all events, are tabulated in Table 4. The calibrated CNs
(Table 3) were then used to model other subbasins.

Table 3. Curve numbers of the different subbasins draining to the Inverness pond inlets.

Inlet I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7

Estimated CN 91 86.49 87.33 87.99 78.34 81.21 83.39
Calibrated CN 80.99 76.97 77.72 78.31 70 72.27 74.21
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Figure 2. Modeled and observed hydrographs at I5 inlet of storm event on 28 May 2007.
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Figure 3. Modeled and observed hydrographs at I5 inlet of storm event on 26 August 2007.
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Figure 4. Modeled and observed hydrographs at I5 inlet of storm event on 12 September 2007.
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Figure 5. Modeled and observed hydrographs at I5 inlet of storm event on 20 September 2007.
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Table 4. Model performance in model calibration and validation. The event on 6 June 2007 is the
calibration event and all others are validation events.

Event Total Volume Error Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE)

6 June 2007 4.8% 0.89
28 May 2007 2.8% 0.92

26 August 2007 4.1% 0.81
12 September 2007 7.4% 0.86
20 September 2007 −7.3% 0.66

Results show good agreement between the modeled and measured data. In all of the events
except for 20 September 2007, the model slightly overestimated the total volume but the total volume
error is less than 10%. The underestimation of the total volume for the event on 20 September 2007
may be due to the excessive moisture in the soil resulting from heavy rains that fell prior to the event;
thus, potentially leading to greater runoff generation. However, the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency in all of
the modeled events is reasonable.

4.2. CFD Simulations

The simulation results for the event on 26 August 2007 are detailed and discussed in this section
as an example. The concentrations of E. coli on the surface of the pond at different time steps after the
rain event are shown in Figure 6. As time passes, bacteria entering from the inlets redistribute in the
pond. The flow field was affected by the inlet velocities for the first few hours after the events, but
afterwards, the wind was the only parameter affecting the flow field.

Figure 6. Contours of E. coli concentration (cfu/100 mL) on the surface of the Inverness pond on
(a) 26 August 2007 at 5 p.m., (b) 26 August 2007 at 11 p.m., (c) 27 August 2007 at 5 a.m., and (d) 27
August 2007 at 11 a.m.

The bacteria concentrations in the south wing of the pond were greater as compared with the
other two wings (the east and west wings). There are two inlets (I5 and I4) in the south wing. The
E. coli concentration is higher in the stormwater runoff entering the pond from inlet I5 than all other
inlets; while bacteria loading from I4 is highest as it drains the largest area (Table 1). For example, the
E. coli concentration in the storm runoff from I5 on 26 August 2007 at 2 p.m. (during the storm) was
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2100 cfu/100mL, while the storm runoff from I4 had a concentration of 1 038 cfu/100 mL. However, the
flow rates of the inlets at that time were 0.045 m3/s and 0.39 m3/s for the I5 and I4 inlets, respectively.
Therefore, more bacteria mass entered the pond from inlet I4 even though the concentration of bacteria
was greater in I5. In addition, a relatively large amount of bacteria entered the pond from inlets I3, I7
and I6, but most of the bacteria that came from I7 and I6 immediately exited the pond through outlet
O1, because these two inlets are in proximity to the outlet. Therefore, they do not have a significant
effect on the bacteria level in the pond. In general, inlets I4, I3 and I5 had the most significant effect on
the bacteria levels in the pond.

Figure 7 shows the vertical profile of E. coli distribution in the pond at 6 h after the end of the
storm. It reveals that the bacteria concentration also changes with depth. As illustrated in Figure 7,
the maximum concentration of E. coli on the surface barely reached 90 cfu/100 mL. However, the
maximum E. coli concentration was more than 120 cfu/100 mL at 2 m depth. In addition, the bacteria
in the middle of the pond (where the three wings join) was less distributed at the bottom compared
to the surface. The reason is that the direction of the wind had been NE and NNE for the last few
hours, so the bacteria escaping from the sediment forebay of inlet I2 could reach the other side where
the south wing and the west wing join. In contrast, there was current flow toward the NE and NNE
directions at the bottom simply because of mass conservation. This current potentially brought clean
water close to the I2 sediment forebay. There was also a downwelling near the bank of the middle of
the pond where the south and the west wings join. Generally, the wind causes differences in E. coli
distribution in different layers of the water column. E. coli data collected at different depths on five
random days between the year 2006 and 2007 [2] reveal that the bacteria concentration changed with
depth. However, these data did not show any specific trend, and this is likely an indication of the
influence of multiple environmental conditions on the bacteria distribution at various depths.

Figure 7. The vertical profile of E. coli concentration on 26 August 2007 at 11 p.m. (a) on the surface,
(b) at 0.5 m below the surface, (c) at 1 m below the surface, and (d) at 2 m below the surface.

The sediment forebay corresponding to I3 was full of bacteria at all depths after the event (Figure 7).
The sediment forebay was able to retain bacteria many hours after the event, which resulted in keeping
the east wing relatively clean as compared with the south wing. Figure 8 magnifies the contour of E. coli
concentration near the sediment forebays at the surface on 27 August 2007 at 2 a.m. It also confirms
that the sediment forebay of I3 outperforms the forebay of other inlets. As illustrated in Figure 8, the
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concentration of E. coli in the sediment forebays of inlets I4 and I5 appears to be similar or even slightly
less than that in the region outside the forebays. This reveals that the bacteria entering these forebays
during the storm were promptly discharged out of the forebays and consequently increased the E. coli
concentration in their nearby regions.

Figure 8. E. coli distribution on the surface 27 August 2007 at 2 a.m. (9 h after the end of the storm).

The design of sediment forebays, such as their configuration and size, determines their efficiency
in trapping bacteria. Figure 9 shows streamlines coming out from the inlets and spreading throughout
the pond during the storm. The streamlines from I4 continue straight out of the forebay, which means
the bacteria were transported into the pond. One reason is that the size of the forebay was not large
enough to fit a circulation proportional to the high flow rate of the I4 inlet. Another reason may be
the configuration of the inlet and sediment forebay. The direction of the streamline from I4 and the
corresponding sediment forebay were perpendicular to each other (i.e., they were in front of each
other), so the water jet coming out of the inlet easily escaped the forebay without circulating. The
situation was the same in the sediment forebays corresponding to the inlets I2 and I5. However, their
size was proportional to their flow rate. The sediment forebay corresponding to the inlet I3 had the
best configuration since the direction of streamlines coming out of the inlet was parallel to the forebay.
Thus, the bacteria coming from the inlet had no way but to circulate and in the long term, they die,
which kept the east wing relatively clean. In addition, the size of the forebay was large enough to fit
two large eddies.

During the data collection campaign, surface grab samples were collected from six different sites
at the pond over several days [2]. All of the samples were collected at an average depth of 15 cm. One
of the sample collection days was after a day with heavy rain. On 10 September 2005, 68 mm of rain
fell and on the next day, water samples were collected from the six sites. Although much greater rain
fell on 10 September 2005 than in the simulated events from 2007, it provided an interesting case for
validation due to the dominant effect of rain on the bacteria distribution. The initial bacteria level in
the pond before an event can influence the final bacteria levels after an event, particularly for small,
low rainfall events. However, for high rainfall events, the majority of bacteria is transported into the
pond with the storm runoff, and the initial bacteria level is a far smaller proportion of the total bacteria
level. In this paper, it was assumed that the initial bacteria level was negligible, and only the effect
of the storm was studied. Thus, the modelling results can be compared with the collected data on
10 September 2005. Although it was noted that due to a lack of data it was difficult to validate the
process-based FIB methods thoroughly [11], a comparison was done between the different events
using a non-dimensional number. The non-dimensional number was computed as the ratio of E. coli
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concentration at a site to the maximum E. coli concentration among all of the six sites at a certain time.
Thus, the non-dimensional number at the site where E. coli concentration was a maximum was one.
The number was calculated for the individual modeled events, and then the average was taken for
each site. Figure 10 shows the non-dimensional number at the six sites for the measured data and the
average of the simulated events with its variation range. Simulation results show a good agreement
with the measured data in recognizing hot spots (spots with a high concentration of bacteria) and spots
with the lowest level of bacteria. The variation in the non-dimensional number in the east and west
wings were higher than that in the south wing and in the middle of the pond. This may be due to a
stronger influence from meteorological factors such as wind and rain at the tip of the east wing and the
tip of the west wing. On the other hand, the low variation in the calculated data in the south wing
and their high values show that the south wing always had the highest bacteria levels in the pond.
Therefore, it is not recommended to extract water for reuse from the south wing.

Figure 9. Velocity streamlines on 26 August 2007 at 3 p.m. (during the storm).

In addition, both measured and calculated data show that the middle of the pond, where the three
wings join, had the lowest level of bacteria among the six sites; this site was a reliable spot for water
extraction due to low concentrations of bacteria and low variability in the calculated data. There were
no collected data for the middle of the west wing; however, simulation results show that this spot had
the lowest velocity and E. coli concentrations in the pond. In a region with low velocity, fewer bacteria
can enter. In addition, even if some bacteria enter a low-velocity region, most of them die due to high
retention time in the region, which keep the bacteria concentration relatively low. In addition, the west
wing has two inlets and an outlet all located at the tip of the wing. Thus, most of the bacteria that were
discharged to the wing by the inlets exited the pond promptly. Therefore, the middle of the west wing
can be considered as a potential location for water extraction. However, more data should be collected
from the entire pond for a more comprehensive validation. In addition, further modeling studies after
rain events are recommended when more data are available. More experimental and modeling studies
need to be conducted in order to study the effect of sedimentation on bacteria transport in the pond,
which was assumed to be negligible in this paper.
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Figure 10. Non-dimensional E. coli concentration 15 cm below the surface.

5. Conclusions

An integrated hydrological-CFD model was developed to simulate bacteria concentrations within
the Inverness stormwater pond in Calgary, Alberta, in order to locate the best (cleanest) locations
within the pond to extract water for potential reuse. The integrated model was calibrated at one inlet
with observed flow rate data in order to estimate the flow rates and bacteria levels at other inlets.
The flow rate and bacteria concentration at the inlets were implemented as boundary conditions
for an unsteady CFD simulation to determine the distribution of bacteria in the pond. The bacteria
concentration distribution in Inverness pond was simulated both during and after four rain events
using the integrated model. Results showed a good agreement with collected data from six different
points in the pond, indicating that the model can be successfully used to model fate and transport of
bacteria in stormwater ponds. It was found that the wind plays a crucial role in forming the flow field
in the pond, which affects the bacteria distribution. In addition, one of the sediment forebays, located
in the east wing of the pond, successfully trapped large amounts of bacteria until death occurred.
However, other sediment forebays were found ineffective. The middle of the west wing was found to
be the best location for extracting water because it showed the lowest levels of bacteria during the
simulation of the pond both in and after the events.
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Abstract: Urban stormwater is an important environmental problem, especially for metropolitans
worldwide. The most important issue behind this problem is the need to find green infrastructure
solutions, which provide water treatment and retention. Floating treatment wetlands, which are
porous patches that continue down from the free-surface with a gap between the patch and bed,
are innovative instruments for nutrient management in lakes, ponds, and slow-flowing waters.
Suspended cylindrical vegetation patches in open channels affect the flow dramatically, which causes
a deviation from the logarithmic law. This study considered the velocity measurements along the flow
depth, at the axis of the patch, and at the near-wake region of the canopy, for different submerged
ratios with different patch porosities. The results of this experimental study provide a comprehensive
picture of the effects of different submergence ratios and different porosities on the flow field at the
near-wake region of the suspended vegetation patch. The flow field was described with velocity and
turbulence distributions along the axis of the patch, both upstream and downstream of the vegetation
patch. Mainly, it was found that suspended porous canopy patches with a certain range of densities
(SVF20 and SVF36 corresponded to a high density of patches in this study) have considerable impacts
on the flow structure, and to a lesser extent, individual patch elements also have a crucial role.

Keywords: suspended vegetation; FTW; ADV; velocity profile; submerge ratio; SVF

1. Introduction

Increases in urban and agricultural development cause stormwater runoffs that contains nutrients
that can have severe effects on aquatic ecosystems and human health [1]. The use of floating treatment
wetlands (FTWs) is a new and innovative tool to remove nutrients in stormwater wet detention
ponds [2]. FTWs represent a human-made ecosystem similar to natural wetlands [3]. A typical FTW is
shown in Figure 1 [4].
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Figure 1. An example of floating treatment wetland [4].

Vegetation patches or layers are essential in aquatic environments in submerged, emergent,
or suspended forms. Suspended canopies, which are the focus of this study, form on the water surface,
with stems toward the bottom that do not touch the bottom, in contrast to submerged and emerged
canopies that are attached to the bottom. Lemnaceae, Eich- hornia crassipes, Pistia stratiotes, Salvinia molesta,
and Laminariales are typical examples of suspended canopies [5–7]. Lemnaceae are used extensively
for the purpose of purifying wastewater and eutrophic water bodies [8]. Suspended canopies in flow
have been investigated in terms of the ecological effects [9–12] and the mean velocity and turbulence
structures of open-channel flows included in these types of canopies [6,7]. Fishing activities and marine
navigation can be at risk because of these types of floating vegetation patches [8]. Bed friction has a
substantial effect on the velocity and turbulence below and within floating vegetation patches [6,13],
however, it has a small role on the flow structure inside submerged or emergent canopies [14–21].
Despite the increasing importance of suspended canopies, there is still a limited number of studies on
them. Detailed flow structures in the wake regions of the suspended canopies should be examined to
understand the transport of fluid and pollutants.

Liu et al. [22] studied longitudinal dispersion in flow along the floating vegetation patch. They
also indicated that a large number of studies on the longitudinal dispersion in open-channel flows with
submerged and emergent vegetation have been presented [16,23–25]. However, there is an insufficient
number of studies on the effects of floating vegetation patches in the literature [22]. They proposed a
four-zone model with which they defined the velocity profile and turbulent diffusion coefficient profile
for the four zones in their study.

Huai et al. [7] studied the effect of suspended vegetation on velocity distribution at open-channel
flows. They considered four different submergence ratios (hv/H = 0.125–0.5, where hv is submergence
ratio of the suspended vegetation and H is the flow depth) with a constant density (defined as the
canopy projected area per unit volume, a = 1.272 m−1) of the canopy in their experiments. They defined
four parts along the flow depth with the suspended vegetation (Figure 2) and determined the velocity
profile for every part with the solution of the momentum equation. They called Zone 1 and Zone 2 the
outer and internal vegetation layers, respectively. They explained that the drag force of vegetation
is dominant in Zone 1 where the velocity is slow and almost constant. The velocity in this zone
corresponds to that of the wake region in the submerged vegetated flow [7]. They defined the
non-vegetated layer with two zones: Zone 3 and Zone 4. Kelvin–Helmholtz (K–H) vortices characterize
the middle mixing layer (tml), which is placed near the bottom of the suspended vegetation [22]. The
K–H vortices control the vertical mass transport in the lower region of the suspended vegetation and
in the upper part of the gap, which is the non-vegetated region of the flow [26,27]. Zone 2 corresponds
to the penetration depth, hi, where the length of the K–H vortices penetrate the vegetation region [22].
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The non-vegetated area in the mixing layer is defined as Zone 3, in which the thickness is tml−hi [22].
The resistance caused by suspended vegetation affects Zone 1, Zone 2, and Zone 3, while the friction
resistance of the bed affects Zone 4, as it is located close to the bed [22]. The velocity has a maximum
value at the junction of Zones 3 and 4. Liu et.al. [22] stated that because of the maximum velocity,
the Reynolds shear stress has zero value at this point where the impacts of river bed and suspended
vegetation are consistent.

Figure 2. Schematic velocity distribution in suspended vegetated flow [22].

The wake structure downstream of a circular suspended porous obstruction, which represents a
model of a suspended vegetation patch, was investigated in this paper. The main question of this study
is how the submergence ratio affects the structure of the wake and flow close to the bed, downstream
of the suspended patch. For this purpose, the velocity measurements were performed along with the
flow depth downstream of the canopy for different submergence ratios with different patch porosities.

2. Experimental Methods

Experiments were performed in an 11 m long, 1.2 m wide, and 0.75 m deep re-circulating glass
flume with a concrete horizontal bed at the Civil Engineering Laboratory of Aydın Adnan Menderes
University (Figure 3). The suspended vegetation patch was of diameter D = 0.3 m and was formed by
rigid plastic cylinders of diameter d = 0.01 m (Figure 4). The cylinders were arrayed in a staggered
pattern (Figure 5). The suspended patch was placed at the center of the flume in the transverse
direction. The number of cylinders per unit bed area, n (IP/cm2), defines the density of the patch. Here,
IP means individual plant number per square centimeter and area is the A = πD2/4. Vegetation density
is defined as the frontal area per unit volume, given with a = nd (cm−1), and characterizes the blockage
caused by the vegetation layer [28]. The average solid volume fraction is defined with φ = nπd2/4 ≈
ad [29]. In the experiments, three different densities of the canopy patch and a solid cylinder were
used to simulate the suspended vegetation (Table 1). The Plexiglas solid cylinder was composed as a
closed cylinder with D = 30 cm to represent the suspended Solid Case (SC) in the flow area (Table 1).
Additionally, a constant mean depth-averaged velocity (Udm = 0.116 m/s) and constant flow depth (H
= 0.3 m) were considered in the experiments. Here, velocity values were integrated along the flow
depth to calculate mean depth-averaged velocity (Udm). Mean depth-averaged velocity (Udm) was
used to calculate Reynolds number (Re = UdmH/ν) and Froude Number

(
Fr = Udm/

√
gH
)

for the
non-vegetated case. Here, g is the gravitational acceleration, and ν is the kinematic viscosity. Patches
were immersed in the flow at two different heights: hv1 = 0.1 m and hv2 = 0.2 m. The cases at the
experiments are outlined in Table 1.
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Figure 3. Experimental set-up: (a) plan view, (b) cross-section (units are in cm).

a) SVF5 SVF20     SVF36     SC 

b) SVF5  SVF20     SVF36    SC 

Figure 4. Cont.
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c) 

Figure 4. Photos from vegetation patches for different SVFs (Solid Volume Fractions): (a) side view,
(b) top view, (c) view from an experiment with an Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV).

 
Figure 5. Schematic sketch of the plants of different densities; (a) φ = 0.05, (b) φ = 0.20, (c) φ = 0.36, (d)
Solid Case (units are in cm).

Table 1. Experimental conditions.

Cases a (cm−1) φ hv/H Udm (cm/s) Re Fr

SVF5 0.06 0.05
0.33

11.6 35,000 0.07

0.67

SVF20 0.25 0.20
0.33

0.67

SVF36 0.46 0.36
0.33

0.67

Solid Case (SC) Solid 1.00
0.33

0.67

In this study, x, y, and z are the longitudinal, transverse, and vertical coordinates, respectively.
The origin of the coordinate system is at the upstream edge of the suspended vegetation for the x–y
plane and the flume bed for the z direction (Figure 6). A 3-D Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV)
SonTek 10 MHz with a 3-D down-looking probe was used to measure three instantaneous components
of velocity (u, v, w), corresponding to x, y, and z directions shown in Figure 6, respectively, during
120 s at 25 Hz. The velocity range was ±0.30 m/s, with a measured velocity accuracy of ±0.5%, and the
sampling volume diameter was 6 mm established 0.05 m down from the probe in the experiments.
The velocity measurements were conducted at 11 points in the x-direction and at eight different levels
along the flow depth (Figure 6). Measurement points along the x-direction were chosen by moving
at intervals of 15 or 30 cm upstream and downstream of the vegetation patch (Figure 6c). Alongside
this, measurement points along the Z direction were placed at different intervals which correspond to
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Z1 = 0.5 cm, Z2 = 1.0 cm, Z3 = 1.5 cm, Z4 = 2.0 cm, Z5 = 3.0 cm, Z6 = 4.5 cm, Z7 = 6.0 cm, Z8 = 8.0 cm,
Z9 = 11.0 cm, and Z 10 = 15.0 cm (Figure 6a,b). The ADV company suggests that a 15 db signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and a correlation coefficient larger than 70% for high-resolution measurements [30]. For this
reason, conditions where SNR <15 db and the correlation coefficient <70% are used to remove the
low-quality samples in the measured data.

 

 
Figure 6. Velocity measurement points (a) along the flow depth for hv/H = 0.33, (b) along the flow
depth for hv/H = 0.67, and (c) along the flow direction (units are in cm).

3. Results and Discussion

The longitudinal profiles of streamwise averaged velocity, U, for various different densities of
patches at mid-depth (z/H = 0.5), for hv/H = 0.67, and hv/H = 0.33, are presented in Figure 7. Here, the
vegetated part (VP) corresponds to the suspended vegetation canopy and the mid-depth corresponds
to beneath the patch for hv/H = 0.33. The diversion of flow begins almost one diameter upstream of the
patch, which is consistent with Rominger and Nepf’s [31] results (Figure 7a). There is a recirculation
zone (U < 0) downstream of the flow, which extends to 1.5 D and 2 D distance from the edge of the
patch for SVF20 and SVF36, respectively (Figure 7a). As the density increases, the recirculation zone
moves downstream and the magnitude of negative streamwise velocity increases. Moreover, there is no
recirculation zone for the lowest density (SVF5). Zong and Nepf [29] found that there is a recirculation
region in the wakes behind denser patches (φ = 0.10), but absent in the wakes of sparser patches
(φ = 0.03). This result is consistent with our results. A steady wake region was observed downstream
of the patch, close to the patch for SVF5, which is not present at higher SVFs in this study. Here, steady
wake corresponds to 2 D distance beyond the end of the patch, where U velocity is almost constant.
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Figure 7. Longitudinal profiles of U velocity for different densities of patches at mid-depth (z/H = 0.5)
for (a) h/H = 0.67 and (b) h/H = 0.33.

Zong and Nepf [29] mentioned that the wake can never perfectly recover since the drag-induced
momentum deficit should be constant downstream of the obstruction. They further pointed out that
the total length of the wake, L, is defined as the distance from the downstream end of the patch to a
point where the velocity recovery rate is induced to (∂(U/Udm)/∂(x/D) < 0.1). The total length of the
wake (L) is almost 3 D at mid-depth for the solid body and for ReD = 3.5 × 104 (Figure 7a). This value
is consistent with Zong and Nepf’s [29] results, in which L = 3 D and L = 3.3 D for ReD = 2.2 × 104

and ReD = 4.1 × 104, respectively, in their study. Cantwell and Coles [32] also defined L = 2.5 D for a
cylinder wake at ReD = 1.4 × 105 in their study. The recovery region extends to 5 D beyond the end of
the patch in our study. Another noteworthy situation is that U increases rapidly to Udm at the highest
density (SVF36) compared to the lower densities (SVF5 and SVF20) (Figure 7a).

Considering the lower depth ratio (h/H = 0.33), there is almost no effect of the patch beneath the
patch at mid-depth for the solid body and lowest SVF (Figure 7b). However, suspended vegetation still
affects the flow beneath the patch for a higher density of patches (SVF20 and SVF36). The obstruction
effect on the flow is higher at the highest patch density (SVF36).

Longitudinal profiles of time-averaged transversal velocity, V, for different densities of patches
and depth ratios at mid-depth were also examined (Figure 8). A suspended vegetation patch does
not have a significant effect on transversal velocity beneath the patch for a low solid volume fraction
(SVF5) at a lower depth ratio (hv/H = 0.33) (Figure 8a). As the suspended canopy become denser,
the magnitude of the transversal velocity increases downstream until 2 D distance from the end of the
patch for a lower depth ratio (hv/H = 0.33). Similar to a lower depth ratio, there is almost no effect on
transversal velocity downstream of the patch for low solid volume fractions at higher depth ratios
(hv/H = 0.67) (Figure 8a). There is diverging flow (V > 0) downstream of the patch which extends
until 5 D distance for SVF20, 3 D distance for SVF36, and 1 D distance for the Solid Case. The position
of diverging flow occurs closer to the patch with the increasing SVF. Transversal velocity varies around
zero beyond the point where the diverging of the flow ends.
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Figure 8. Longitudinal profiles of V velocity for different densities of patches and depth ratios at
mid-depth (z/H = 0.5): (a) φ = 0.05, (b) φ = 0.20, (c) φ = 0.36, (d) Solid Case.

Figure 9 shows the vertical profiles of the normalized velocity U/Udm at different upstream and
downstream positions (x’/D) for hv/H = 0.67. Here, x’ refers to the distance from the patch edge and NV
and NVlog correspond to the normalized velocity (U/Udm) distribution and normalized logarithmic
velocity (Ulog/Udm) distribution, respectively, at non-vegetated flow conditions. You can find detailed
information about the calculation of Ulog from Yılmazer et al. [17]. A combination of a channel bed
and suspended patch causes maximum velocity at the gap, with a flow similar to a wall jet beneath
the vegetation patch. Here, the layer between the bed and the maximum velocity point is called the
inner layer, where wall shear is effective; the area above the point of the maximum velocity is called
the outer layer, where patch shear is effective. Flow has a maximum velocity of almost 1.45–1.5 Udm
beneath the patch and downstream for higher densities of patches (SVF20 and SVF36). Comparatively,
the maximum velocity for the lowest density of patches (SVF5) is around 1.3 Udm, which is similar to
the Solid Case. It can be concluded that there is a suspended patch effect that increases the velocity
beneath the suspended patch for a certain range of SVF, which corresponds to high densities of patches.
Another important point is the placing of the maximum velocity, which is z/H � 0.15 for SVF20 and
SVF36, and z/H � 0.3 for SVF5 and the Solid Case. Inner layer thickness decreases with the increasing
SVFs. The placement and the magnitude of the maximum velocity at the gap region shows similar
behavior at SVF5 and the Solid Cases, which is similar for higher densities (SVF20 and SVF36). It can
be concluded that the individual patch elements have an important role for lower densities, which is
SVF5 in this study. U velocity has negative values downstream of the patch for the densities SVF20
and SVF36, and its value increases with increasing patch density at the near-wake region (~x’/D ≤
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1.5 D). There is no reversed flow region for the lowest density patch (SVF5) and solid patch. Moreover,
the flow behavior at the Solid Case is similar to the lower densities of the patch, e.g., SVF5. Maximum
velocity value bigger than Udm is present along x’ < 3 D, downstream of the gap region, which also
corresponds to the distance where flow behavior is similar to wall jet flow.

 
Figure 9. Vertical profiles of U velocity for different densities of patches along streamwise direction for
h/H = 0.67: (a) φ = 0.05, (b) φ = 0.20, (c) φ = 0.36, (d) Solid Case.

The vertical profiles of U velocity for different densities of patches are shown in Figure 10 for
hv/H = 0.33. Velocity distribution and flow behavior deviate at x’ = 0.5 D distance downstream of the
patch, and is totally different in the case of a higher submergence ratio. The patch does not have a big
effect on the flow structure along with the entire flow depth for this submergence ratio. The behavior
of the velocity distribution for SVF20 and SVF36 is similar, as is the case for SVF5 and the solid patch.
Flow has a maximum velocity of almost ~1.25 Udm for higher densities (SVF20 and SVF36) and around
~1.1 Udm for the lowest density (SVF5) and Solid Case. This result shows us that it is still possible to see
the effect of density for high densities (SVF20 and SVF36 in this study) downstream of the gap region
for lower submergence ratios. Downstream of the gap region, a maximum velocity value bigger than
Udm is present along x’ < 3 D for SVF36 and SC, and x’ < 5 D for SVF5 and SVF20. It can be concluded
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that a high density of the submerged vegetation patches still has an influence on the flow structure
beneath the patch, even at low submergence ratios.

 
Figure 10. Vertical profiles of U velocity for different densities of patches along streamwise direction
for h /H = 0.33: (a) φ = 0.05, (b) φ = 0.20, (c) φ = 0.36, (d) Solid Case.

Longitudinal profiles of urms/Udm and vrms/Udm for different densities of patches at different
depths (z/H = 0.2 and z/H = 0.5) along the streamwise direction for hv/H = 0.67 are shown in Figure 11.
Here, z/H = 0.2 corresponds to the gap region and z/H = 0.5 corresponds to the upstream and
downstream parts of the patch. First of all, velocity fluctuations are higher upstream of the gap region
than upstream of the patch for all cases. Moreover, there is a peak at x’= –0.5 D upstream of the
gap region that is not present upstream of the patch. This shows us that the effect of a submerged
obstruction starts in the upstream section, below the obstruction. Turbulence starts with a decaying
trend downstream, and then it starts to increase for SVF5 and SVF20 cases at both levels. Specifically,
the shear layer caused by the patch increases the turbulence level beneath the patch. Turbulence shows
a decaying trend for SVF36, which is the highest density of patches, and the values of turbulence
become closer at x’ = 3 D distance for different depths (z/H = 0.2 and z/H = 0.5). This shows us that the
individual stem turbulence is not significant for the highest patch density (SVF36), but is significant at
lower patch densities (SVF5 and SVF20). Individual cylinders cause small-scale turbulence, which
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results in a higher turbulence region behind the patch. The turbulence level has the highest value,
especially for SVF20, in the near-wake region of the patch in this study. This is because of the
significance of the individual cylinders for the patch intensity.

Figure 11. Longitudinal profiles of urms/Udm and vrms/Udm for different densities of patches along the
streamwise direction for hv/H = 0.67: (a) φ = 0.05, (b) φ = 0.20, (c) φ = 0.36, (d) Solid Case.

Comparing the cases of SVF20 and SVF36, the turbulence level decreases with increasing patch
density (SVF36) to a level close to that of the solid body at mid-depth. This shows that the suspended
patch with the highest porosity patch (SVF36) behaves like a solid body. The turbulence level is higher
downstream of the solid body than it is downstream of the gap region along x’ = 2 D distance, beyond
which point it is reversed (Figure 11d). After this point, the magnitude of the turbulence is similar for
the highest density (SVF36) of patches and the solid body at mid-depth. However, the magnitude of
the turbulence is higher for the solid body than the highest density (SVF36) of patches in the recovery
region. This may occur because of the wake region behind the solid body. There is only one point,
which is the closest point to the patch, (x = 0.5 D) downstream of the highest density patch (SVF36),
where turbulence is higher than the solid body at mid-depth. This point corresponds to the wake
region of the individual stem of the highest density patch. This shows us that the highest density
patches behave like a solid body at the wake region, with the exception of very close to the patch
(x ≤ 0.5D).

Figure 12a shows the spectral density variation of transverse velocity with frequency for Case
SVF5 and the Solid Case. The eddy dominant frequency corresponds to the peak velocity spectra
Svvpeak. Case SVF5 and the Solid Case are discussed as representative examples and for the comparison
of the canopy and Solid Cases (Figure 12). The dimensionless Strouhal number (St = fL/Udm) defines
the relationship between the characteristic length of a vortex and the frequency. Here, f is the
vortex shedding frequency (dominant frequency), L is the characteristic vortex length, and Udm is the
characteristic flow velocity. St is almost constant around St = 0.2 within a wide range of Reynolds
numbers, between Re = 250 to 2 × 105 for flows passing a cylinder [33]. Zhao and Huai [34] assumed
that this can also be used for the bundle of cylinders in their study. Therefore, we considered St = 0.2
for both Case SVF5 and the Solid Case. For Case SVF5 (x’/D = 0.5 and z/H = 0.5), the vortex shedding
frequency is f = 0.08 Hz (Figure 12a) and the characteristic velocity Udm is approximately 0.116 m/s.
The characteristic vortex length L is almost 0.293 m, which is almost equal to the diameter of the patch
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(D = 0.3 m). For the Solid Case (x/D = 0.5 and z/H = 0.5), the vortex shedding frequency is f = 0.11 Hz
(Figure 12a) and the characteristic velocity Udm is almost 0.116 m/s. The characteristic vortex length L
is almost 0.211 m, which is smaller than the canopy diameter. When the magnitude of the peaks in
Svv is compared, it is clear that the turbulence intensity of the wake-scale vortices is greater for the
solid body than for the patch, which is consistent with Zong and Nepf’s [29] results. This magnitude
difference becomes smaller moving further downstream of the patch.

 
Figure 12. Spectral densities of the transverse velocity Sv located at (a) C5 and (b) C11 for Case SVF5
and Solid Case.

Figure 12b shows the change in longitudinal velocity spectral density with frequency for Case
SVF5 and the Solid Case. When the frequency exceeds 0.16 Hz for the Solid Case and 0.04 Hz for SVF5,
the linear decrease of spectral densities is in agreement with the Kolmogorov line, with a slope of −5/3,
as shown in Figure 12b.

Channel blockage D/B = 0.25 (Figure 3) in this study may have some effect on the vortex shedding
frequency in our study. Chen et al. [35] and Coutanceau and Bouard [36] stated that both Rec and the
Strouhal number (StD = f D/Udm) increase with increasing channel blockage. Here, Rec is the critical
Reynolds number at which unbounded steady flow past a circular cylinder becomes unstable. Sahin
and Owens [37] found that Rec and StD were 285 and 0.44, respectively, for a blockage of 0.64. Zong
and Nepf [29] considered D/B = 0.10, 0.18, and 0.35 for the emergent patch in their study and showed
that ReD (=UdmD/ν) is O (104), which is within the turbulent wake regime. In our study, ReD is O (105),
which is the within the turbulent wake regime. As a result, the channel blockage might have some
effects on the vortex shedding frequency in our study.

Rominger and Nepf [31] defined deceleration through a long porous patch where length is much
larger than width. They mentioned that the velocity at the centerline starts to decline from some
distance upstream of the patch, which was also observed in this study (Figure 7a), and that the
deceleration continues into the patch over a length xD, after which the flow reaches a steady velocity,
U0—the final interior velocity. Rominger and Nepf [31] obtained that the interior adjustment length
(xD) and the final interior velocity (U0) depend on the dimensionless parameter, CDaD, which is called
the patch flow-blockage. Here, CD is the drag coefficient for the cylinders within the patch.

A low blockage effect is present for CDaD < 4, where interior velocity is driven by turbulent stress;
while in a high blockage effect, when CDaD > 4, interior velocity is driven by a pressure gradient [29,31].
In our study, CDaD = 1.8 for φ = 0.05 (SVF5), CDaD = 7.5 for φ = 0.20 (SVF20), and CDaD = 13.8
for φ = 0.36 (SVF36), where CD = 1 for simplicity, as Zong and Nepf [29] considered in their study.
There is a low blockage regime for the case φ = 0.05 < 0.1 and at this regime xD ~ 2 (CDa)−1 [31] and
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xD = 33.33 cm in this study. Here, CDa is the canopy drag length scale, which is the length scale of flow
deceleration associated with canopy drag. There is high blockage regime for the cases φ = 0.20 > 0.1
and φ = 0.36 > 0.1, which is consistent with Zong and Nepf’s [29] experimental conditions. In these
cases, the interior adjustment length xD ~D = 30 cm and diameter of the canopy patch provide us this
length. As such, velocity just downstream of the patch is expected to be equal to the interior velocity
for these cases.

4. Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to answer how the submergence ratio and density of vegetation
patches affects the flow structure along the axis of the patch, downstream of the suspended cylindrical
vegetation patch. For this purpose, the velocity measurements with ADV (Acoustic Doppler
Velocimeter) were performed along the flow depth at the axis of the patch along different longitudinal
distances downstream of the suspended patch for different submergence ratios (hv1/H = −0.33 and
hv2/H = 0.67) and different patch porosities (φ1 = 0.05, SVF5; φ2 = 0.20, SVF20; φ3 = 0.36, SVF36;
φ4 = 1.00, Solid Case).

It was found that there is a recirculation zone behind the obstruction, which is strongest for the
highest density (SVF36) patch, while there is no recirculation zone for the lowest density (SVF5). It was
also shown that U velocity increases more rapidly to the Udm value at the highest density (SVF36)
compared to the lower densities (SVF5 and SVF20). Moreover, a steady wake region was observed
downstream of the patch for SVF5, which is not present at higher SVFs.

The flow becomes stronger downstream of the gap region with increasing submergence ratio and
flow behavior becomes similar to wall jet flow. It was found that SVF has an important impact on this
flow structure in terms of the magnitude and the placement of the maximum velocity.

The patch with the lower depth ratio (hv/H = 0.33) affected the flow slightly downstream for the
solid body and lowest SVF. However, suspended vegetation still affects the flow downstream of the
gap region for a higher density of patches (SVF20 and SVF36) and it is concluded that high densities of
submerged vegetation patches still have an influence on the flow structure downstream of the gap,
even at low submergence ratios.

It was found that suspended vegetation patches do not have a significant effect on transversal
velocity downstream of the patch for a low solid volume fraction (SVF5) at both depth ratios. As the
suspended canopy becomes denser, the magnitude of transversal velocity increases, and the placement
of diverging flow occurs closer to the patch, in the downstream section, with increasing SVF.

The effect of suspended vegetation on turbulence starts in the upstream section and causes a
peak upstream of the gap region. It was found that the shear layer caused by the patch increases
the turbulence level beneath the patch. It was also found that the individual stem turbulence is not
significant for the highest patch density (SVF36), whereas it is significant at lower patch densities
(SVF5 and SVF20). Individual cylinders cause the small-scale turbulence, which results in a higher
turbulence region behind the patch. Moreover, the turbulence level decreases with increasing patch
density (SVF36) and this turbulence level is close to the turbulence level for the solid body at mid-depth.
This means that the suspended patch with the highest porosity patch (SVF36) behaves like a solid body
in terms of turbulence and structure of the flow.
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Abstract: The requirements for fish protection at hydro power plants have led to a significant decrease
of the bar spacing at trash racks as well as the need of an inclined or angled design to improve
the guidance effect (fish-friendly trash racks). The flexible fish fence (FFF) is a new developed
fish protection and guidance system, created by horizontally arranged steel cables instead of bars.
The presented study investigated experimentally the head loss coefficient of an angled horizontal
trash rack with circular bars (CBTR) and the FFF with identical cross sections in a flume (scale 1:2).
Nine configurations of different bar and cable spacing (blockage ratio) and rack angles were studied
for CBTR and FFF considering six different stationary flow conditions. The results demonstrate that
head loss coefficient is independent from the studied Bar–Reynolds number range and increases
with increasing blockage ratio and angle. At an angle of 30 degrees, a direct comparison between
the two different rack options was conducted to investigate the effect of cable vibrations. At the
lowest blockage ratio, head loss for both options are in similar very low ranges, while the head loss
coefficient of the FFF increases significantly compared to the CBTR with an increase of blockage.
Further, the results indicate a moderate overestimation with the predicted head loss by common head
loss equations developed for inclined vertical trash racks. Thus, an adaption of the design equation is
proposed to improve the estimation of head loss on both rack options.

Keywords: fish protection; head loss; intake; hydraulics of renewable energy systems; hydraulic
structure design and management; scale model test

1. Introduction

1.1. General

Fish protection and downstream migration measures are considered essential in the design,
construction or retrofitting and operation of hydro power plants. Since downstream migrating fish,
particularly juveniles, tend to swim within the main current, they will consequently pass the turbines
without appropriate measures at the water intake [1]. Depending on site-specific conditions such as
turbine type, total head, operation mode of the power plant or fish size, fish are injured, followed by a
high risk of mortality [2]. Fish that refuse to enter the turbines remain in the reservoir area, sometimes
for several days [3]. Physical barriers, particular trash racks with horizontal or vertical bars that are
angled to the flow direction (angled trash racks) or inclined to the bottom (inclined trash racks), are one
technical solution to prevent fish from turbine-passage and guide them to a bypass [4].

For these devices, bar spacing b has to be designed considering the target fish species and
minimum fish sizes, while values of 10–30 mm are recommended [4–6]. Furthermore, a slight angle
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(≤45◦) of the barrier to the flow direction is recommended, if an efficient bypass is located at the
downstream end of the barrier [4,5,7,8].

Nevertheless, these solutions often lead to a great challenge for energy operators in consideration
of increased operational and financial efforts, particularly due to debris related blockage and high
head losses [8,9]. Particularly for run-of-river plants with low design heads, the head loss through a
fish-friendly trash rack can cause significant relative energy production losses and hence should be
part of the optimisation process of the intake structure [10]. Furthermore, for larger plants (design
discharge ≥90 m3/s), these solutions are not yet feasible [11].

Therefore, an interdisciplinary research programme on a new developed fish protection system,
called the flexible fish fence (FFF), was initiated. The FFF is a physical barrier, created by horizontal
oriented steel cables instead of bars [9,12–14]. To divert fish towards the bypass, the flexible structure
can be positioned in various (slight) angles to the flow direction. Thus, the fish protection effect of the
FFF is similar to an angled trash rack with horizontal bars, but allows a favourable mode of operation:
Local clogging at the FFF during normal operation (e.g., small branches leaves, grass) is mobilised and
cleaned by releasing individual steel cables or cable clusters [9]. Since the FFF works only as a fish
protection device, an additional thrash rack downstream of the FFF for turbine protection is necessary
(if not already existing in the case of a retrofitting).

The presented study compared a trash rack with horizontal circular bars (geometrically similar to
the FFF) to the new concept with the cables in an experiment in the flume. Therefore, the same cross
section of the structure (diameter s is 5 mm) was chosen and the spacing b between them as well as
the angle α of the installation in relation to the main flow direction was investigated. This allowed
identifying the effect of the comparable flexible structure made of cables in relation to circular bars.

1.2. Basic Equations

The aim of the experimental study presented here was to investigate local head loss hv through a
physical barrier similar or equal the flexible fish fence (FFF). In particular, it was evaluated how the
specific geometry including the bar spacing, rack angle, bar shape and hydraulic conditions affect
head loss through the FFF. The evaluation of the local head loss hv is based on Bernoulli’s equation
and the comparison of two cross sections, which are numbered in flow direction. By assuming that
the kinetic energy correction factor is equal to 1 (-), the head loss hv,total between two sections can be
calculated as following [15]:

hv,total = z1 − z2 +
p1 − p2

ρ · g
+

v2
1 − v2

2
2 · g

= hv + hv,cont. (1)

For this analysis, the elevation z1,2, pressure p1,2 and velocity v1,2 were needed for each cross
section as well as two constants, namely density of water ρ and gravity acceleration g. Furthermore,
the loss hv,cont based on surface roughness between the two measurement positions had to be eliminated
to identify the local head loss hv due to the structure. For the current case, the flume was used in its
horizontal position (z1 = z2) and the water depth h1,2 could replace the formulation of the pressure to

hv = h1 +
v2

1
2 · g

− h2 − v2
2

2 · g
− hv,cont. (2)

For most of the applications in turbulent flow conditions, the local head loss coefficient ξ can be
introduced. This assumes a linear connection between hv and the velocity height v2

re f /(2 · g):

hv = ξ ·
v2

re f

2 · g
. (3)
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A clear definition of the reference velocity vre f was needed [16,17]. For the quantification of head
loss at trash racks, the undisturbed cross upstream the structure was used (mean approach velocity) [18].
It was assumed that the velocity distribution over the complete cross section is homogeneous. For some
applications and under specific circumstances, the velocity of the complete cross section of the trash
rack can change significantly, which could be part of future investigations [19]. For the presented
results, the velocity v1 was used as vre f , hence this is a section that is in most cases easily accessible
and does not include the influence of the trash rack (Section 3.2).

A differential pressure transmitter was applied in this study, which allowed directly measuring
the differential pressure Δp = p1 − p2 and increasing the accuracy of this value [15]. For free surface
applications, at least one water depth is need in addition to Δp to describe the flown through area.
In the following case, the upstream water depth h1 was used as well as the continuity equation.
Consequently, the local head loss coefficient ξ of the trash rack can be calculated as followed:

ξ∗ = Δp
ρ

· 2 · B2 · h2
1

Q2 +

(
h−2

1 −
(

h1 − Δp
ρ · g

)−2
)
· h2

1 − ξv,cont. (4)

This evaluation was only based on the three measurements of the differential pressure Δp,
upstream water depth h1 and the discharge Q. The coefficient ξv,cont, which includes roughness and
the influence of the support structure for the trash rack in the experimental set-up, had to be evaluated
separately (Section 3.3).

1.3. Literature Values

A wide range of investigations are conducted to quantify the head loss (coefficient) through water
intakes at hydro power plants in the past. However, most of them address conventional trash racks
with vertical bars and a comparable big bar spacing. In the last years, the requirements changed
since the awareness of the need for fish protection and downstream migration measures is increasing.
Smaller spacing between the bars is needed as well as new developments.

One of the first fundamental investigations was carried out by Kirschmer [20] nearly a century
ago. He studied the head loss on trash racks with vertical bars of several bar shapes, bar widths,
bar spacings and rack inclinations. According to Kirschmer [20], the head loss coefficient ξK is given by

ξK = kF ·
( s

b

) 4
3 · kβ, (5)

where kF is the bar shape coefficient and kβ = sin(β) considers the rack inclination β in relation to the
initial vertical orientation of the bars. The geometry of the trash rack includes the bar width s and the
bar spacing b. Those constants are connected with the velocity height using v as the approach velocity
(comparable to the vre f in Equation (3)). Extensive experiments on trash racks with vertical bars were
also carried out by Meusburger [18], who expanded the basic equation introduced by Kirschmer [20].
The blockage ratio through the rack structure (including spacers and supporting elements) and through
debris or trash clogging is added. Furthermore, the flow angle θ is taken in account based on adjusted
calculation approaches [21–23]. Based on his results, the head loss coefficient ξM is given by:

ξM = ξp · kβ · kδ · kv, (6)

with ξP defined by the head loss coefficient resulting from blockage, which depends on the blockage
ratio p and the bar shape coefficient kF:

ξp = kF ·
(

p
1 − p

)1.5
, p =

Ab + As

At
, (7)
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where Ab is the area of bars; As is the area through supports, spacers, etc.; and At is the total area of
the trash rack in the flow. The constant kδ is a factor considering the approach flow angle δ and kv the
blockage by clogging. Both factors were further described by Meusburger [18], but not considered in
the current investigation.

Clark et al. [24] studied head loss on various trash configurations under pressurised flow
conditions. However, research on hydraulic loss more and more focuses on fish friendly trash racks in
recent years. Raynal et al. [25] tested inclined vertical trash racks with rectangular and hydrodynamic
bar shapes, small bar spacings (b ≤ 30 mm) and a wide range of inclinations (β = 15◦ to 90◦). Based on
their results, they proposed a new head loss equation, where particular low angles and the separation
of the blockage ratio due to bars and transversal elements are taken into account. However, their head
loss equation is restricted to investigated bar shapes. Other fish-friendly solutions such as angled
trash racks with vertical angled bars (bar racks) are investigated within various experiments [8,26–28].
With respect to the flow conditions at these trash rack types, where flow is deflected twice through
the angled slats, the results and developed head loss formulas are not transferable to geometries
similar to the FFF. Head loss on trash racks with horizontal bars, which are more similar to studied
rack configurations, has still not been sufficiently investigated for a comparable wide parameter
range. Szabo-Meszaros et al. [27] studied head losses and hydraulic conditions at six angled trash rack
configurations (with vertical angled, vertical streamwise bars and horizontal bars of rectangular and
hydrodynamic bar shape). The results show that head loss at horizontal trash racks is comparably
low (and lowest with a hydrodynamic bar shape) and the hydraulic conditions at the bypass entrance
are favourable from an ecological point of view [27]. Berger [29] studied head loss at horizontal trash
racks with a rectangular bar shape for a wider range of blockage ratios (p = 0.34–0.57) and rack angles
(α = 30◦–70◦), but similar to the above results are not directly transferable to the current study due to
differences in the experimental design (e.g., they included a bypass and different hydraulic conditions).

According to the circular bar shape, length L and small bar spacings, the studied racks are highly
vulnerable to flow-induced vibrations, which additionally affect head loss. In general, the vertical
amplitudes of these vibrations are dependent on the frequency, the preload forces and cable length
as well as the flow velocity [14]. This study evaluated basically the effect of blockage and rack angle
on head loss on angled horizontal trash racks with circular bars (CBTR), where vibrations were
firstly mitigated by an additional spacers. Further, the same parameters were studied at the FFF and
compared with the former results to estimate the effect of cable vibrations on head loss. Finally, it was
evaluated if the common formulas for head loss estimation (Equations (5) and (6)) at (inclined) trash
racks with vertical bars are transferable to the rack configurations.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Setup

The experiments were carried out in a rectangular channel at the Hydraulic Engineering
Laboratory at the University of Innsbruck and split into two different main configurations: (a) circular
bars (CBTR); and (b) cables (FFF) (Figure 1). The flume is 20 m long and has a width B of 0.8 m.
On both sides, 1 m high glass side walls allow observing the experiments. The water supply from an
elevated tank fills up a tank and a flow straightener homogenises the flow further (Figure 2). At the
outlet of the flume, the water flows over a flap gate into the underground tank, where it is pumped
back to the elevated tank. It is noted that water temperature did not changed through this circulation
process because of the high volume of both tanks. The discharge Q was varied from 50 to 230 L s−1,
which corresponds to approach velocities from 0.16 to 0.72 m s−1, and bar Reynolds numbers Reb from
750 to 3500. The Bar–Reynolds number is thereby defined by

Reb =
v1 · s

ν
=

Q · s
B · h1 · ν

. (8)
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All experiments were conducted with turbulent flow conditions (see Reynolds numbers in Table 1).
In this definition, the velocity v1 in front of the installation was used and consequently the water depth
h1 multiplied by the width B of the flume allowed connecting the discharge Q. With the kinematic
viscosity ν, the properties of water were taken into account and, for the characteristic linear dimension,
the diameter s of the bars/cables was used (Table 1).

Table 1. Overview of the parameter—varied ones are marked with a *.

Parameter Rods Cables

Bar diameter s (mm) 5 5
* Spacing b (mm) 5, 10, 15 5, 10, 15
* Angle α (◦) 90, 45, 30 40, 30, 20
* Discharge Q (l s−1) 50–200 80–230
Bar shape coefficient kF (-) 1.79 1.79
s/b (-) 0.33, 0.5, 1,0 0.33, 0.5, 1.0
Blockage ratio p (-) 0.25, 0.33, 0.5 0.25, 0.33, 0.5
Bar length l (m) 0.80, 1.24, 1.60 1.25, 1.60, 2.34
Approach velocity v (m s−1) 0.16–0.63 0.25–0.72
Bar–Reynolds-No. Reb (-) 750–3000 1250–3500
Reynolds-No. Re (-) 31,000–125,000 50,000–144,000
Froude F (-) 0.08–0.3 0.13–0.36

Figure 1. Angled trash rack with circular bars (CBTR) with: α = 30◦ and b = 5 m (upstream view) (a);
detailed side view of bar option from the side of the flume (b); Flexible Fish Fence (FFF) with α = 30◦

and b = 5 mm (c); and detailed side view of the flow pattern at the tail water of the FFF (d).

A flap gate at the end of the flume allows controling the tailwater depth. In all experiments and
independent of the discharge Q, the water depth of 0.4 m was maintained at the flap gate. This was
controlled with a point gauge (PG) at x = 17 m, which is 0.3 m upstream of the ultrasonic sensor (US) 8.

The investigated trash racks were installed 9.6 m downstream from the channel inlet. The FFF
requires high preload forces to tension the cables. A solid self-supporting structure had to be designed
to install this in the glass-sided flume (Figure 1c). The influence of the supporting structure was
minimised as far as possible. Separate experiments were conducted without the bars or cables to allow
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identifying head loss through the supporting structure at the flume walls together with the frictional
loss. Based on the dominant influence of the free surface flow, an upscaling should be conducted
according to Froude similarity [30]. All components were designed in a scale λ of 1:2, considering
the ratio of water depth to bar width h/s ≥ 60, which ensured that the resistance of the bars does not
depend on the Froude number [21].

Figure 2. Schematic side view of the experimental flume including the local coordinate system—the
locations of the points are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Location of the measurement points of the ultrasonic sensors (US) and the point gauge (PG)
shown in Figure 2.

US1 US2 US3 US4 US5 US6 US7 PG US8

x (m) 5.3 6.5 7.5 8.3 11.3 13.7 16.1 17 17.3

2.2. Measurement

In each single experiment, the same procedure was applied. In a first step, the discharge Q through
the flume was changed by the main inlet valve and then we waited until it was stable. Furthermore,
the downstream water level at the end of the flume was adjusted to a water depth of 0.4 m. After steady
flow conditions were reached, the measurement was conducted. Each condition was observed for
approximately 10 min. At eight measuring points along the flume centre axis, the water levels were
measured by ultrasonic sensors (US) (Figure 2) with an accuracy of ±1 mm and measurement frequency
of 5 Hz. The point gauge was randomly used to control the measurement of the US8. Additionally,
the pressure head loss through the CBTR and the FFF, respectively, was measured with a differential
pressure transmitter (DPT) with a higher accuracy (±0.2 mm). Therefore, the two measuring points
were located approximately 3 m upstream (measurement point US2) and around 6 m downstream of
the racks (US7). Based on the measurements of the other US, it could be determined that US2 and US7
were in a homogeneous flow condition and not influenced by the racks or the flap gate (Figure 2).

The discharge Q was derived by two pipes from the headwater tank of the laboratory and
measured with a magnetic inductive discharge-meters (MID) of ±1% accuracy. A plausibility check
was conducted based on the needed weir height to reach the steady tail water height of 0.4 m.
Therewith, all measurements, namely discharge and water depth, were redundant and could be
checked independently.

2.3. Investigated Parameters

The circular cross section of the circular bars and the cables were identical with a diameter s of
5 mm, which allowed identifying the influence of cable vibrations. A supporting structure holds the
rack at the side walls over a rack height of 0.5 m. Flow-induced vibrations were comparably strong
based on the circular bar shape. These vibrations were intended to be excluded or even mitigated for
the investigated option CBTR. Thus, additional spacers were applied (one for α = 90 and 45◦ and two
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for α = 30◦, Figure 1a), which consist of rounded bars of a width of 5 mm and were tested as part of
preliminary experiments.

In a first step, the bar spacing was varied from b = 5 mm to 15 mm, which reproduced full-scale
bar spacing between 10 and 30 mm. Consequently, the ratio s/b [20] was 0.33–1.0 and blockage ratio
p [18] ranged from 0.25 to 0.5, respectively. It is noted that the ratios s/b [20] and p/(1 − p) [18] were
equal for both rack options since the few transversal elements installed at the CBTR had no significant
effect on p. The second main parameter for the investigation is the rack angle α related to the flow
direction (Figure 1). For the CBTR, three angles were studied from fish-friendly (α = 30◦ and 45◦) to
the conventional (α = 90◦) resulting in variable lengths of the bars. For the FFF, fish-friendly solutions
with smaller rack angles were the focus of the study. Thus, α was varied in a smaller range with
α ≤ 40◦ (Table 1).

In total, nine different geometries were investigated under six steady discharges, as summarised
in Table 1. Each measurement was repeated in a different order so that independence of the previous
experiments could be ensured. Additional reference experiments allowed determining the head loss
hv,cont, which includes the surface friction as well as the supporting structures (trash rack without
bars or FFF without cables, respectively). Those were conducted for the whole discharge range and
all observed angles α. Consequently, the main study was based on 216 basic experiments and 36
reference tests.

3. Results

3.1. Overview

The investigated head loss was comparably small and close to the measurement accuracy as well
as the nearly unavoidable changes in the water level in the flume with higher discharge. Therefore,
the verification process of the measurement process is of great importance and is presented in
Section 3.2. The constant losses due to the supporting structure and friction are quantified in Section 3.3
and later excluded from the main results of the investigated different options. For each of the two
options, namely the trash rack (CBTR) and the flexible fish fence (FFF), the effect on the head loss
based on the spacing between bars or cables, respectively, as well as the angle α are considered in
Section 3.4. A direct comparison was conducted for an angle α equal to 30◦. Further, the measured
head loss coefficients were compared with literature equations and a regression model is fitted to the
data to adapt Equation (6) to the studied rack options. This would allow implementing the findings in
future applications with comparable settings.

3.2. Measurement Accuracy and Data Verification

As a first step of the verification process, each individual measurement was analysed
independently of the investigated option and parameter combination. It was assumed that the
investigated rack geometry had no effect on the individual analysis. Consequently, all runs were
simultaneously checked to verify the chosen analysis method for the measurements. The second part
of the verification process focused on the calculation of the total head loss coefficient ξ∗, which includes
the constant losses due to the support structure and friction (Section 3.3). Generally, it was assumed
that ξ∗ is a constant value and only depending on the geometry. This allowed connecting the local
head loss hv with the velocity height in front of the installation, as presented in Equation (3). For the
verification of the calculation, the total head loss hv,total based on Equation (1) was applied for the two
main sections US2 and US7 (Figure 2).

Figure 3 presents all measurements standardised by the mean value of each individual parameter
combination for all eight ultrasonic sensors (US) as well as the two different approaches to evaluate
the pressure difference between the two sections. The found deviations of the mean values are in
the range of a few millimetres and can be caused by the measurement accuracy but more likely by
waves. The scattering of the measured water depths downstream of the trash racks (US5–US8) is
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generally higher than for measurements upstream of the investigated structures. Increased turbulence
causes this effect, as expected. Based on this analysis, the velocity v1 was chosen as a reference velocity
vre f in Equation (3) for the calculation of the total local head loss coefficient ξ∗, respectively, ξ for the
main investigations.

Figure 3. Analysis of the individual measured value standardised by the mean value of each geometry
set-up: water depth at measurement points US1–US8 with ultrasonic sensors (left); and differential
pressure transmitter (DPT) and difference between US7 and US2 (right).

A similar analysis was conducted for the pressure difference between the two cross sections
US2 and US7 (Figure 3). The direct measurement with the differential pressure transducer (DPT)
shows a comparable result to the single US measurements upstream of the structure. The uncertainty
would increase, if instead the second US measurement were used to evaluate the pressure difference
(US2–US7 in Figure 3). To further investigate this, the parallel measurement with the differential
pressure transmitter ΔhDPT can be put in opposition with the ultrasonic sensors difference ΔhUS =
US2–US7, as shown in Figure 4. Ideally, all points of each individual measurement would lay on
the blue line of equality for this analysis. Obviously, the pressure head values differ considerably
and partially strong outliers are produced by the ultrasonic measurement, which can also be seen in
Figure 3. If the individual measured values are averaged for each measurement (Figure 4, right), it can
be seen that the single outliers do not have such a significant influence on the mean value. Nevertheless,
the previous comparison highlights the importance of the DPT to measure the differential pressure
ΔpDPT with a very high accuracy, as known from previous studies [15,19]. The DPT was further chosen
as input values for the ξ-calculation based on Equation (4).

Figure 4. Comparison of pressure head loss ΔhUS and ΔhDPT including all measuring points (left);
and as a mean value for each geometrical set-up (right).
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In the second part of the verification, the influences of the chosen measurement values h1, ΔpDPT
and Q on the local head loss coefficient was investigated based on Equation (4). For this, the variable
ξ∗ was used, which is based on the total loss including also those separately investigated (Section 3.3),
hv,cont or ξv,cont. The coefficient ξ∗ij was calculated based on each of the 2700 single measured values
(j) for each parameter combination and rack option (i). Those results were standardised by the
corresponding mean value of the measurement and presented in three classes depending on the
Bar–Reynolds Number Reb in Figure 5. The fluctuations are in the range of 0.1 (-) and decrease with a
higher discharge. In a previous step, the influence of the averaging was investigated. The difference
between the mean value of ξ∗i and a single calculation of the coefficient ξ∗ij based on the previously
averaged measurement values is negligible.

Figure 5. Head loss coefficients ξ∗ij calculated for each data point (j = 1–2700) subtracted by the mean
value of ξ∗i of each measurement for three ranges of Bar–Reynolds number Reb.

In the analysis, the assumption is made that the local head loss coefficient is independent from
the discharge Q under turbulent conditions. Hence, the model scale of 1:2 is expected to have no
influence on the studied Bar–Reynolds numbers. The resistance coefficient of circular bar shapes is
nearly independent in the range of Reb of 500–20,000 [31,32]. Nevertheless, recent studies on trash
racks or bar racks with rectangular, rounded and hydrodynamic bar shapes recommend Bar–Reynolds
numbers higher than 1500 [18,25,26,28]. Since the experiments of this study covered the range of Reb
of 750–3500, the scale effect of the physical model was checked for the studied cylindrical bar shapes
in order to ensure the transferability of the results to nature conditions. Figure 6 demonstrates that
ξ∗ is roughly independent from Reb for both trash rack types. Thus, the results can be transferred to
applications under full-scale conditions.

Figure 6. Head loss coefficient ξ∗ versus Bar–Reynolds number Reb for selected CBTR (left) and FFF
configurations (right).
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3.3. Head Loss Through Supporting Structures and Surface Friction

The installation of the trash rack (CBTR) and the flexible fish fence (FFF) in the experiments
required supporting structures on both sides on the channel wall (Figure 1). For the FFF, this differs
to real applications where these supporting structures are not exposed to the flow [9]. However,
these supporting structures were optimised regarding their size and shape, but they still caused
an additional form resistance to the flow. Therefore, the reference head loss hv,cont was measured
without bars/cables and only remaining supporting structures. Thus, hv,cont includes the influence
of the supporting structure as well as the friction of the flume boundary. The bar plots in Figure 7
demonstrate that head loss coefficients ξv,cont for both rack types and the studied rack angles are all in
a similar range of ξv,cont ≈ 0.2, which is a substantial part of the measured loss in comparison to those
due to the investigated structure. For the perpendicular CBTR (α = 90◦), ξv,cont tends to be slightly
lower, which is probably due to the fact that flow separation is concentrated at one location. Obviously,
the proportion of ξv,cont on ξ∗ is relatively high depending on the rack configurations up to 2/3 of ξ∗.

Figure 7. Proportion of head loss coefficient ξv,cont through the supporting structure and friction and ξ

for rack option CBTR (above) and FFF (below) on the total head loss coefficient ξ∗.

3.4. Head Loss Coefficients of the Rack Configurations

The following presented results focus on the varied parameters spacing b and angle α (Table 1).
All ξ-values measured at the trash rack with circular bars (CBTR) and flexible fish fence (FFF) are
summarised in Table 3, in which similar configurations of both options are highlighted. Figure 8
demonstrates the effect of blockage ratio p—introduced in Equation (7)—on the head loss coefficient
ξ, calculated by subtracting ξv,cont (Section 3.3) from the total head loss coefficient ξ∗. As expected, ξ

increases disproportionally with increasing blockage ratios for both investigated rack options. Thereby,
the increase of ξ with p positively depends on the angle (Figure 8). Furthermore, the comparison of the
results with α equal 30◦ in Figure 8 reveal that the influence of p on ξ is more pronounced for the FFF.
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Table 3. Local head loss ξ measured for the trash rack with circular bars (CBTR) and the flexible fish
fence (FFF) depending on the blockage ratio p and rack angle α—differences between the two rack
options for α = 30◦.

CBTR FFF Difference

p (-) α (◦) ξCBTR (-) p (-) α (◦) ξFFF (-) Δξ = ξFFF − ξCBTR (-) Δξ/ξCBTR (%)

0.25 45 0.198 0.25 20 0.075 - -
0.33 45 0.37 0.33 20 0.162 - -
0.50 45 0.957 0.50 20 0.385 - -
0.25 30 0.146 0.25 30 0.148 0.002 1.4%
0.33 30 0.242 0.33 30 0.322 0.08 33.1%
0.50 30 0.533 0.50 30 0.818 0.285 53.5%
0.25 90 0.449 0.25 40 0.305 - -
0.33 90 0.775 0.33 40 0.488 - -
0.50 90 1.884 0.50 40 1.295 - -

Figure 8. Head loss coefficient ξ versus blockage ratio p for the CBTR (left) and FFF option (right).

The effect of rack angle α on ξ is shown in Figure 9, where the measured data at the CBTR and FFF
with all investigated p are all illustrated in one plot. Head loss coefficient ξ increases with increasing α

and it is generally stronger for higher blockage ratios p. The comparison of the ξ-values revealed a
stronger impact of α on ξ at the FFF than at the TR (Figure 9) in the range of α ≤ 45◦.

Figure 9. Head loss coefficient ξ versus rack angle α for both rack options (CBTR and FFF).
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Besides the stronger trend of ξ with α observed at the FFF, the value of ξ at all rack configurations
with α = 30◦ is up to 53% higher (p = 0.5, Table 3) for the FFF than for the CBTR. However, the magnitude
of the head loss coefficient ξ is generally low for both rack options and for certain rack configurations
of similar order than ξv,cont (Figure 7). In this respect, it is worth noting that ξv,cont of the FFF is
probably lower for full-scale conditions, since the supporting structures are there usually not exposed
to the flow.

3.5. Empirical Relations to Predict Head Loss of Angled Racks

An attempt was made to estimate the head loss of both rack options by applying the methods
according Equation (5) provided by Kirschmer [20] and Equation (6) modified by Meusburger [18].
Both methods are developed for vertical (inclined) rack types and it is known that the approaching
velocity at the inclined trash rack can change significantly over the cross section with a peak at the far
end of the inclined structure [25,33]. Nevertheless, it was assumed that the vertical inclination β of
Equation (5) and Equation (6) can be replaced by the horizontal angle α. Thus, the modified equations
used in this study are defined by:

ξK = kF ·
( s

b

) 4
3 · sin(α), (9)

ξM = kF ·
(

p
1 − p

) 3
2 · sin(α). (10)

Herein, kF was set to a constant value of 1.79, representing the bar shape coefficient for circular
bars. It is noted that the s

b and p
1−p ratios were similar for both options, since the influence of transversal

elements were negligible small for CBTR and absent for FFF. Figure 10 demonstrates the percentage
deviation of the predicted head loss coefficients ξp with Equation (10) (left) and Equation (9) (right)
from the measured ξ values with the ±25% and ±75% lines. Around 80% of the measured ξm values
at the FFF and 70% at the CBTR deviate from the predicted ξp coefficients with Equation (10) (less than
±25%), while the proportion is slightly lower for ξp with Equation (9). The comparison of predicted
and measured head loss coefficients also revealed a positive overestimation of ξm for both formulae.
Again, this is slightly more pronounced for the formula of Kirschmer (Equation (9)). Additionally,
the deviation of predicted and measured ξ is correlated with the angle. There is an overestimation with
the smallest angles and particularly for the highest blockage ratio p = 0.5 and a slight underestimation
with the highest angles (α = 90◦ for CBTR and α = 40◦ for FFF). To compensate this overestimation,
ξ f itted was introduced based on a modified Equation (10), in which the measured head loss coefficients
ξm are used to obtain the coefficients k0 to k2:

ξ f itted = k0 ·
(

p
1 − p

)k1

· (sin(α))k2 . (11)

Therefore, a multiple linear regression analysis with the log-transformed parameters p
1−p and

sin(α) was performed. Table 4 shows the corresponding coefficients k0 to k2, R2 and RMSE
(root-mean-square error) for the measured head loss coefficients at the CBTR and the FFF. The exponent
of p

1−p is defined by k1 and is 1.30 for the CBTR and 1.44 for the FFF, respectively, and in a similar
range of both equations. In contrast, the exponent k2 of sin(α) with 1.70 for the CBTR and 1.96 for
the FFF option varies widely from the proposed value of Kirschmer [20]. At least, the coefficient k0

with exp(0.59) = 1.8 for the CBTR matches well with the bar shape coefficient of 1.79 for circular bar
shapes given by Equation (9). For the FFF configurations, k0 is comparably higher with exp(1.16) =
3.19 (Table 4). Further tests are needed to confirm and refine this analysis.
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Figure 10. Percentage deviation of the predicted head loss coefficients ξp by Equation (10) (left) and
Equation (9) (right) from the measured head loss coefficients ξm. The two rack options are highlighted in
grey (CBTR) and black (FFF) and differentiated by the related blockage ratios of the rack configurations.
The dashed and dotted lines represent the ±75% and ±25% deviation of ξp from ξm.

Table 4. Results of the multiple linear regression analysis for Equation (11).

k0 k1 k2 R2 RMSE

CBTR 1.80 1.3 1.7 0.9904 0.0414
FFF 3.19 1.44 1.96 0.9861 0.0006

4. Discussion

4.1. Accuracy and Scale Effects

The measured ξ values are for all investigated rack options in a comparably small range from
0.075 to 1.884 (-) (Table 3, vre f = v1 ). Consequently, the accuracy of the measurements and the analysis
are crucial. The verification analysis, presented in Section 3.2, clearly indicated the use of the water
height in front of the trash rack as well as the differential pressure transducer instead of a second
ultrasonic measurement downstream of the investigated structures. The deployment of a discharge
measurement with a better accuracy would be desirable but would have been required to bypass
the existing fix installation of the flume. All used measurements were independently checked by a
redundant system continuously or randomly manually. The long observation period for each run of
10 min allowed finding a very stable mean value of the local head loss.

Scale effects of the 1:2 model were also analysed for the studied Bar–Reynolds Numbers of
750–3500, since a recent study by Albayrak et al. [28] on louvers and angled bar racks shows that ξ

values for Reb ≤ 1500 are slightly lower for a 1:2 than for a 1:1 scale model. A similar phenomenon was
observed by Raynal et al. [25], in which higher variations of ξ for lower Reb occur, mostly pronounced
for the inclined trash racks with a hydrodynamic bar profile. However, this is not confirmed for
the head loss coefficients at the CBTR and FFF, where ξ is almost constant for the whole Reb range
(Figure 6). These differences are probably attributed to the different bar shapes of the studied trash
racks. For rack configurations with a circular bar shape, ξ is at least nearly independent from Reb ≥ 750,
which is more consistent with the results of Blevins [31] of drag coefficients on a single circular cylinder.

4.2. Effect of Blockage and Angle

As expected by past studies [18,20,24,25], head loss coefficient is a function of the blockage
ratio p and bar spacing, respectively. Thereby, ξ disproportionally increase with increasing blockage
ratios for both rack options. In comparison, this increase of ξ with p is stronger for the FFF than for
the CBTR (Figure 8 and Table 1). This is likely due to the different characteristics of flow induced
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vibrations of cables and bars. In general, both rack options are very vulnerable to flow-induced
vibrations due to their circular bar shape [34]. The vertical movement of the vibrating circular bars or
cables leads to a significant reduction of the free flow area, which results in a higher form resistance
and head loss. For the basic experiments with the CBTR, it was intended to exclude or reduce the
effect of bar vibrations, thus additional spacers were installed to increase the stiffness. However,
vibrations were mitigated but could not be fully avoided at the CBTR (in dependence of Reb), but the
vertical amplitudes of the individual bars were comparably small. Instead, the whole trash rack area
was oscillating for some specific CBTR configurations (high blockage ratios and high angles) with
higher Bar–Reynolds numbers. In comparison, cable vibrations at the FFF were very pronounced
and occurred over the whole range of Reb for the configurations with highest blockage ratio p = 0.5
(vibration amplitudes increase with increasing velocity and Reb, respectively). This observation
corresponds to Naudascher and Rockwell [34], who stated that smaller spacing of bars leads to a
higher intensity of the buffeting due to wake turbulence and interference [34]. For lower blockage
ratios, the cables oscillated at least above a certain threshold of Reb. In summary, the phenomenon of
flow-induced vibrations was significantly dominant at the FFF and, further, it was amplified by small
bar spacing. For the experiments with p = 0.5 at the FFF (corresponding with the bar spacing being
equal the bar diameter), the vertical movement of the vibrating cables reached the same magnitude of
spacing b. According to Tanida et al. [35], the resistance coefficient can increase up to a double, if the
amplitudes are high enough.

Besides the blockage, head loss coefficients are also affected by the rack angle, whereby ξ increases
with increasing α. This probably results from a reduction of the total rack area with increasing α and a
corresponding increase of the mean flow velocity at the rack. The same phenomenon was shown by
Raynal et al. [25] at vertical inclined trash racks with β = 15–90◦, in which lower angles significantly
reduce velocities in front and downstream the racks and head loss coefficients [25]. Furthermore,
Berger [29] measured the head loss Δh at horizontal trash racks with rectangular bars and observed
also an increase of Δh with increasing angle α. In contrast, this effect of rack angle α was not observed
at angled streamwise (vertical) bar racks [36]. Raynal et al. [36] showed that ξ as well as the velocity
distribution in front of the rack is not affected by the rack angle at a trash rack with vertical bars.
It is assumed that the vertical trash racks deflects the incoming flow along the full length of the rack
and therewith has as a higher influence on the direction of the flow. A direct comparison between
vertical and horizontal racks under identical boundary conditions including an intensive velocity
measurement should be part of further research to clarify quantify the influence of the orientation of
the racks.

4.3. Prediction of Head Loss Coefficients of Angled Racks with Empirical Equations

The head loss coefficients for the CBTR and the FFF estimated by Equation (10) roughly correspond
with the measured head loss coefficients, but systematic deviations arise for configurations with the
highest blockage ratio (p = 0.5) and low angles (particularly for CBTR and α = 30◦ or FFF and α = 20◦).
For those configurations, the estimated ξ values are too high. It is noted, that the corresponding
original approach of Meusbuger [18] in Equation (6) uses the vertical inclination of the rack β rather
than the horizontal angle α. However, the influence of β on ξ in Equation (6) is based on measurements
of preceding studies [20] with a range of β = 60◦ to 90◦. In contrast, Raynal et al. [25] observed a similar
overestimation of Equations (9) and (10) at lower inclinations of vertical trash racks and derived the
effect of β on ξ on blockage through bars with sin2(β) in their newly developed formula [25].

For the current results, the regression in Equation (11) similar to Equation (6) was fitted to the
measured head loss coefficients to improve the estimation and to quantify the dependency of rack
angle and blockage on ξ (Table 4). As expected, the effect of rack angle α is not sufficiently described
by the standard sinus function applied in Equation (6). With sin1.70(α) for CBTR and sin1.96(α) for
FFF configurations (k2 in Table 4), it is obvious that rack angle α has a stronger effect on head loss
for the observed rack options. Furthermore, the fitted functions correspond more to the approach of
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Raynal et al. [25] for vertical inclined trash racks with low values of β [25]. Moreover, the exponents of
the blockage term p

1−p with 1.3 and 1.44 for CBTR and FFF, respectively (k1 in Table 4 ), are slightly
below the value of 1.5 in Equation (6). Particularly, for the CBTR configurations, it fits better to
Kirschmer’s description with s

b
(4/3), where transversal elements of trash racks are unattended [20].

However, the higher exponent of the blockage term for FFF compared to CBTR seem to be a result of
the cable vibrations, which are intensified particularly at higher blockage ratios. The last regression
coefficient k0 corresponds to the bar shape coefficient kF proposed by Kirschmer [20]. For the CBTR
configuration, it is 1.8 (k0 in Table 4), which matches very well with the bar shape coefficient kF of 1.79
for circular bar shapes given by Kirschmer [20]. For the FFF configurations, k0 is comparably higher
(3.19, Table 4), which may be again due to flow-induced vibrations and a stronger interaction between
the cables.

4.4. Transferability of the Results to Technical Applications and Outlook

The multiple regression model of the results should not be considered as a new developed
formula, since the studied parameter range of p (spacing b, respectively) and α is limited. Moreover,
other influences at real hydro power applications, e.g., blockage through debris clogging, angled
approach flow or additional structures such as a bypass, are not considered. Thus, a wider parameter
set should be further analysed in laboratory but also in real application in order to validate or enhance
the proposed model into a formula. Meanwhile, the effect of flow-induced cable vibrations on head loss
in quantitative terms is not directly transferable to full-scale applications of the FFF. The amplitudes of
cable vibrations are dependent on parameters such as the preload forces and frequency, cable length
and flow velocities on-site [14]. Again, further research is necessary to include the effect of vibrations in
the formula. Nevertheless, the results show that the additional effect of flow-induced cable vibrations
on head loss is not negligible.

The transferability of the results to conventional horizontal trash racks is difficult to assess,
since only a few studies about head loss on these trash racks are published. In this respect,
two investigations about head loss at horizontal trash racks can be roughly compared with the
rack option CBTR of this study. Szabo-Meszaros et al. [27] investigated the head loss of two angled
horizontal trash racks with α = 30◦ and a volume based blockage ratio (Equation (1) in [27]) of 0.35
and 0.32 with rectangular and hydrodynamic bar profiles, respectively [27]). In addition, Berger [29]
investigated head loss at horizontal trash racks with a wider parameter range of p and α and rectangular
bar profiles [29]. In both studies [27,29], the total head loss coefficients (either reported [27] or calculated
from reported head loss and velocity [29] according to Equation (3)) are noticeably higher than the
results presented herein at similar geometric configurations. However, the experimental designs
in [27,29] differ considerably from this study (e.g., different bar shapes). Additionally, the reported
head loss in [27,29] includes head losses through deflection into a bypass and partly through additional
transversal elements. The latter refers to spacers and supporting structures, which are necessary at
conventional horizontal trash racks. In this respect, the additional effect on head loss depends also on
their geometry (e.g., circular spacers are independent from the rack angle [25], while other bar shapes
have an adverse effect on ξ with decreasing α. In summary, it reveals the need to investigate a wider
parameter set and to address each component separately.

5. Conclusions

The presented experimental study investigated the flexible fish fence (FFF), a physical barrier
created by horizontally arranged steel cables, and an angled horizontal trash rack with circular bars
(CBTR). Thereby, particularly the effect of bar spacing and rack angle was examined and a comparison
of both rack options at an angle of 30◦ allowed assessing the influence of flow-induced cable vibrations
(at the FFF) on the head loss coefficient ξ. The observed ξ-values were compared with the head loss
(Equations (9) and (10)) of Kirschmer [20] and Meusburger [18] and a modified approach for angled
horizontal trash racks is introduced. Therefore, additional coefficients to the original Equation (10) were
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fitted based on the observed data. This allowed quantifying the relationship between the independent
variables bar spacing and rack angle to the head loss coefficient based on Equation (11). The following
conclusions summarise the findings of this experimental investigating:

• Head loss coefficient ξ is independent from the Bar–Reynolds number in the studied range of Reb
of 750–3500 and scale effects can be neglected.

• The coefficient ξ is significantly affected by the blockage ratio and the rack angle (Section 3.4,
Table 3). The strong increase of head loss with decreasing bar spacings, which are necessary for
fish protection, can be countered by designing lower rack angles (α ≤ 45◦).

• With increasing blockage ratios, the head loss coefficient at the FFF is up to 53% higher compared
to the CBTR. This phenomenon is likely resulting from the effect of flow-induced cable vibrations
and hence a further increase of blockage. Since amplitudes and frequencies of the vibrations are
depending on parameters such as preload forces, cable length or flow velocity, the transferability
to full-scale applications is limited.

• Head loss at the CBTR and FFF can be roughly estimated with a modified version of Equation (10)
originally published by Meusburger [18], where the horizontal angle is used instead of the
vertical rack inclination. However, the comparison of measured and estimated head loss revealed
a systematic bias, which is more pronounced for rack options with low angles and high blockage.

• An adaption of Equation (11) with the coefficients given in Table 4 allows estimating the head loss
coefficient for the investigated options CBTR and FFF. It better takes the specific characteristics of
both rack options (low rack angles, high blockage ratios, and bars vs. cables) into account.
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Notation

A = area (m2) α = rack angle in relation to the vertical wall (◦)
b = spacing between the bars (m) β = rack angle in relation to the ground plane (◦)
B = width of the flume (m) λ = scale factor (-)
F = Froude number (-) ρ = mass density of water ≈ 997 (kg m−3)
g = gravity acceleration (m s−2) ν = kinematic viscosity (m2 s−1)
h = water depth (m) ξ = head loss coefficient (-)
hv = head loss (m) ξ∗ = total head loss coefficient (-)
kF = bar shape coefficient (-) ξp = predicted head loss coefficient
k = constant ξm = measured head loss coefficient
l = bar length (in cross section) (m) ξv,cont = ξ due to supports and surface friction (-)
p1,2 = pressure (Pa) Δp = differential pressure = p1 − p2 (Pa)
p = blockage ratio (-) CBTR circular bar trash rack
Q = discharge (m3 s−1) DPT differential pressure transducer
Re = Reynolds Number (-) FFF Flexible Fish Fence
Reb = Bar–Reynolds Number (-) PG point gauge
s = diameter of the bar/cable (m) US ultrasonic sensor
v1,2 = velocity (m s−1)
z = elevation (m)
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Abstract: In the open channel control algorithm, good feed-forward controllers will reduce the
transition time of the canal and improve performance. Feedforward control algorithms based on
active storage compensation are greatly affected by delay time. However, there is no literature
comparing the three most commonly used algorithms, namely volume step compensation, dynamic
wave principle and water balance models, under the operation mode of constant water level
downstream. In order to compare the existing three algorithms, and to avoid storage calculation
by calculating the constant non-uniform water surface line or identification of relevant parameters,
combined with the open channel constant gradient flow theory with the storage compensation
algorithm, a delay time explicit algorithm is proposed in this study. Tested on the first canal pool
of the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Test Canal 2, the performance of the delay time
explicit algorithm is assessed and compared to that of the three conventional algorithms. In the
current water intake plan, i.e., in the second hour, the intake begins to take 1.2 m3/s, and the upstream
flow of the canal pool changes from 6 m3/s to 7.2 m3/s, among the three existing algorithms, the
volume step compensation algorithm has better performance in terms of time to achieve stability,
i.e., 1.25 h. The actual adjusted storage accounts for 99.6% of the target adjusted storage, which can
basically meet the requirement of compensated storage of the canal pool. The delay time explicit
algorithm only needs 1.47 h to stabilize the regulation system. The fluctuation of water level and
discharge in the regulation process is small. The actual adjusted storage accounts for 99.6% of the
target adjusted storage, which can basically meet the requirement of compensated storage for the canal
pool. The delay time calculated by explicit algorithm can provide references for the determination of
delay time in feedforward control.

Keywords: canal pool; delay time; volume compensation; feedforward control; downstream constant
water level

1. Introduction

In China, the total annual water consumption for agriculture is 3.7 × 1011 m3, accounting for 61%
of the total water consumption for industry, agriculture, life and ecology [1]. However, the effective
utilization coefficient of irrigation water is only 0.5 [2], and the potential of increasing agricultural
production and saving water is still huge. One of the main ways to improve the water utilization
efficiency of water conveyance is the automatic operation of the channel system. In the channel control
algorithm, feedforward control algorithms adjust the input of the system in advance by predicting
the possible state deviation in the future operation of the control system. This open-loop algorithm
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does not need to compare with the actual monitoring data of the channel operation. In order to solve
the feedforwardcontrol problem of canals, gate stroking was proposed in 1969 [3]. According to the
offtake discharges’ schedules, this method could determine the discharge variations of check structures
by inverse solutions of unsteady open-channel flow equations. However, it was difficult to get a
reasonable solution sometimes because it needs some extreme or unrealistic inflow variation, or no
solution at all when calculating [4]. Nowadays, the open-loop algorithm of canals mainly considers the
difference of stable storage in different flow states, and actively compensate the difference of storage
through the opening and closing lag between gates [5]. Compared with gate stroking, this algorithm
has an advantage in calculation, i.e., there is basically no extreme or unrealistic solution in the solution
process. However, if the opening and closing lag time between gates is too small and the surge wave
has not arrived when the intake gate is opened, the water supply will be insufficient, otherwise the
water will be wasted and the excess water will be discharged through the downstream canal pool.
Combined with the actual project, Wei simulated the influence of different feedforward control time
on the water level fluctuation at the intake, and proposed a feedforward control time calculation
method to effectively reduce the water level fluctuation at the intake [6]. In order to solve the nonlinear
optimization problem with constraints on the gate movements in feedforward control, the sequential
quadratic problem (SQP) method is used [7]. In order to shorten the time necessary to stabilize the
new flow rate at the buffer reservoir in a traditional automated upstream controlled canal, the method
is proposed which requires calculated, remote manual adjustments to all the canal check structure gate
positions in addition to two flow rate changes made at the head of the canal, followed by a return to
automated upstream control [8].

When designing feedforward control algorithm, the appropriate gate opening and closing lag
time will improve the response speed and control quality of the canal system. However, when water
waves propagate in canal pools, there are many complex phenomena, such as reflection, superposition
and energy attenuation. It is difficult to accurately estimate the time when water waves propagate
downstream [5]. The delay time can be calibrated by experiments, but it is different in different sizes
of canal pools. If the delay time of each canal pool in multi-canal pools is calibrated, the calibration
workload will be large, so it is necessary to explore the feedforward control algorithm with better
control effect. At present, there are three typical feedforward control algorithms commonly used
to determine the opening and closing lag time between gates: (1) the volume step compensation
algorithm: the delay time of water wave from upstream to downstream can be deduced according to
the change of flow and storage required by water demand [5]; (2) dynamic wave principle algorithm:
the delay time of water wave propagation is estimated by using the characteristics of dynamic wave,
i.e., the velocity of the flow and the wave velocity in the initial state of the canal pool [9]; (3) water
balance model algorithm: simplifying the water intake and supply process of the canal pool into a
linear superposition process; according to the principle of water balance, the calculation formula of
optimal intake time is obtained, and the optimal intake time is obtained by identifying the parameters
of the calculation formula so as to ensure that the storage capacity of the canal pool is compensated by
the intake opening [10].

Theoretically, the optimal water intake time calculated by water balance model algorithm is the
same as the delay time calculated by volume step compensation algorithm. However, the water
balance model algorithm obtains the optimal water intake time by identifying the parameters of the
canal pool, and the volume step compensation algorithm calculates the delay time by estimating the
required volume’s change by assuming a constant non-uniform flow line relationship between the
beginning and the end, in practice, it is necessary to discretize the canal system model to solve the
water surface line. The accuracy of parameter identification and the error of surface line calculation
will affect the results of the two algorithms. In general, the volume step compensation algorithm needs
to calculate the storage of the canal pool according to the water demand, and then calculate the delay
time. The calculation amount of storage will increase with the increment of the series canal pools.
The dynamic wave principle algorithm needs to calculate the storage and determine the flow of the
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canal pool when the storage capacity is compensated according to the calculated lag time. When the
volume compensation occurs, the problem of excessive flow regulation may be brought. The water
balance model algorithm needs to separate the water intake and supply linearly according to the
water demand, identify the corresponding parameter and then calculate the optimal water intake time.
The workload of parameter identification will increase with the increase of the number of canal pools
and the water demands. For most open channels, the change of water surface profile is small when
the discharge changes. Moreover, most open channel sections are trapezoidal with regular shapes.
Based on the theory of constant gradient flow in open channel and volume compensation algorithms,
this paper intends to seek an algorithm, i.e., a delay time explicit algorithm, in order to calculate the
delay time directly according to the geometric size and flow state of the canal pool by using linear
formula, so as to avoid the workload caused by the calculation of storage and parameter identification
of the above algorithms, and to provide a reference value for the calculation of delay time.

The downstream constant water level operation is widely used in channel control. It is the
operation mode often adopted by many water transfer projects such as the middle line and the east line
of China South-North Water Transfer Project. The control effects of the three algorithms (volume step
compensation algorithm, dynamic wave principle algorithm, water balance model algorithm) in this
mode of operation have not been compared by the literature. Further, the application of the delay time
explicit algorithm needs to be discussed. Therefore, this paper will discuss the feedforward control
algorithms for the downstream constant water level operation. Experiments can effectively measure
the delay time of the canal pool. However, when using experiments to verify different delay time
algorithms, the accuracy of experimental measurement will affect the comparison of different delay
time algorithms. For example, when the bottom width of the canal pool is large, the measurement of
flow and water level is difficult, and there are some errors in the measurement. However, the bottom
width of the laboratory test canal is usually small, and the conclusion of the test should be further
calibrated and discussed in the checking calculation of the large-scale canals. In the context of an
engineering application, the numerical solution of one-dimensional unsteady flow in open channel is
relatively mature and the calculation results are relatively reliable. The existing literatures exploring
the delay time algorithm of canal pools mostly use numerical simulation to evaluate the effect of the
algorithm [5–8,10]. Different delay time algorithms are discussed by numerical method in this paper.
Based on the simulation and control software V1.0 [11], the article uses canal Pool 1 of the American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Test Canal 2 [12] modeling to compare the differences of the four
algorithms and recommends the algorithm with a better control effect.

2. Delay Time Algorithm

2.1. Volume Step Compensation Algorithm

The calculation of canal pool’s storage is related to the geometric parameters, roughness, upstream
and downstream boundary conditions of the canal pool, water intake plans and so on [5]. On this basis,
the volume step compensation algorithm assumes that a series of intermediate stable states in the
operation process exist. As shown in Figure 1, in the case of a single canal pool, according to the water
intake plan, the flow should be changed by Δqd at td. From the assumed initial state, it can be deduced
that the storage of the canal pool needs to be adjusted by ΔV, i.e., the initial flow Q0 is adjusted Q0

+ΔQs at ts. At td, the storage of the canal pool can be adjusted completely. The meaning of the volume
step compensation is to adjust the discharge of the canal pool once in advance. When the intake begins
to take water, the adjusted storage can satisfy the storage required by the current intake of the canal
pool, and the flow need not be adjusted again. At this time, ΔQs is equal to Δqd. The delay time Δτ is
the difference between ts and td. Its calculation is shown in Equation (1).

Δτ = ΔV/Δqd (1)
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of volume step compensation algorithm.

2.2. Dynamic Wave Principle Algorithm

The delay time of the volume step compensation algorithm is deduced according to the storage and
flow required by currrent water demand of the canal pool. Even for a given canal pool, the delay time
will vary with the different intake water. In the process of channel operation, when the downstream
water demand plan is determined, the value of volume compensation is determined, but its realization
is not the only way. For example, the storage compensation can be carried out with small flow
change and a long delay time, and vice versa, with a large flow change and shorter delay time.
The phenomenon of water wave lag is mainly related to the movement of water wave in the canal
pool. Corriga [9] calculates the delay time by using the water wave characteristics of the initial state,
as shown in Equation (2). Because the average velocity and wave velocity of the initial state are adopted
without considering the attenuation of energy in the process of water wave propagation, the delay
time calculated by the algorithm is the smallest [5] in the methods mentioned in this paper.

ΔτDW = L/(v0 + c0) (2)

In Equation (2), ΔτDW is the delay time of dynamic wave principle calculation; L is the length of
canal pool, (m); v0 is the initial average velocity of canal, (m/s); c0 is the initial average velocity, (m/s).

In the dynamic wave principle algorithm, the flow regulation can be deduced according to the
ideal delay time [9] on the basis of known storage variation. In fact, the flow regulation is not equal
to the target value, so there is secondary regulation, i.e., to adjust the flow to the target value after
reaching the target time. As shown in Figure 2, the initial discharge Q0 of the canal pool is adjusted to
Q(ts) at ts, and from ΔQd to the target value Q(td) at td. The purpose of secondary regulation is to avoid
the waste of water when the intake opens and the inflow of the canal pool exceeds the flow required by
the intake.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of volume compensation algorithm with two adjustments.

2.3. Water Balance Model Algorithm

When the downstream users have water requirements, the upstream canal pools will transport the
corresponding water to the downstream and be used by the downstream users to complete the whole
water distribution process. In the channel operation, downstream water intake produces upstream
precipitation wave and upstream water supply produces upstream water wave, which is superimposed
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by non-linear superposition. It is difficult to determine feedforward control time when unsteady flow
is used for calculation. In order to calculate the delay time, the analytical formula of downstream canal
pool response is introduced into the algorithm, as shown in Equation (3) [13].

q(x, t) = 1− e−[t−τ(x)]/K(x) (3)

In the formula, q(x,t) is the flow at canal pool x at t, (m3/s); τ(x) is the delay time at canal pool x, (s);
K(x) is the time parameter at canal pool x, (s). In order to determine the time of water intake, the process
of water intake and supply is simplified to a linear equation and superimposed [10], as shown in
Equations (4)–(6).

When t ≤ τ,
q(t)d = 0 (4)

When τ < t < Tw,
q(t)d =

(
1− e−(t−τ)/K

)
δQu (5)

When t ≥ Tw,

q(t)d =
(
1− e−(t−τ)/K

)
δQu − qw,0

(
1− e−(t−τ)/Kp /(1 + kda)

)
(6)

where K is the time constant introduced in the process of water wave propagation; Kp is the time
parameter introduced by the change of downstream intake flow; qd

(t) is the change of downstream
flow at t time, (m3/s); δQu is the upstream water supply, (m3/s); kd is the flow coefficient, indicating the
sensitivity of time parameter K to the influence of downstream flow and water level boundary, (m2/s);
qw,0 is the downstream intake flow, (m3/s); Tw is the optimal intake time; a is the sudden drop of water
level caused by intake, (s/m2), τ is the delay time of parameter identification of water balance model.
In order to minimize the downstream discarded water, the upstream water supply quantity δQu is
equal to the downstream water intake quantity qw,0. At this time, the canal pool does not produce
discarded water, and the calculation formula of the optimal water intake time is demonstrated in
Equations (7) and (8). In Equation (7), tw is the difference between the optimal water intake time and
the delay time of the canal pool. In the actual simulation process, K, τ, Kp, a and kd parameters can be
obtained by the parameter identification method.

tw = K −Kp/(1 + kda) (7)

Tw = tw + τ (8)

3. Delay Time Explicit Algorithm

According to the volume step compensation algorithm, the storage capacity of the canal pool
is calculated mainly by the relationship between the water surface of the constant and non-uniform
flow, which requires numerical discrete calculation. In order to avoid the discrete calculation needed
for deducing storage, this section seeks to find a formula that can directly calculate delay time
according to canal pool geometry size and flow state, namely delay time explicit algorithm. In general,
the compensatory storage of canal pool is affected by the flow variation of water demand. According
to Equation (1), when the flow variation of water demand in canal pool is determined, the delay time
Δτ of the canal pool is proportional to the compensation value ΔV of water demand in canal pool. In
this paper, the open channel constant gradient flow theory [14] is used for analysis. When the canal
pool is running at the downstream constant water level, the volume of storage change in the canal pool
can be approximately considered as a wedge-shaped water body rotating around the control point
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(Figure 3). For the artificial trapezoidal section canal pool, the hydraulic gradient J of the open channel
steady gradient flow can be calculated by Equation (9).

J =
Q2

K′2
=

v2

C2R
=

Q2n2

A2R4/3
(9)

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of wedge-shaped water body.

In Equation (9), Q is the discharge of the canal pool, (m3/s); K′ is the flow modulus, (m3/s); v is the
average velocity of the canal, (m/s); C is the Chezy coefficient; R is the hydraulic radius, (m); n is the
roughness; A is the area of the control point, (m2). When the bottom slope of the canal pool is gentle
and the water demand changes a little, the difference of A, R and B upstream before and after the
volume compensation of the canal pool is small and the average values of the two points are calculated.

The actual process of solving J is often complex. To simplify the solution, J is expanded into Taylor
polynomial near a certain flow to approximate it. When the bottom slope of the canal pool is gentle and
the change of water demand is small, the difference of J under different discharge is small, so Taylor
polynomial only expands to the second term in Equation (10). ΔJ is the second item of hydraulic
gradient developed by the Taylor polynomial, i.e., the difference between the hydraulic gradient Jd and
Js before and after the volume compensation. The estimation of the required compensation value ΔV
of the canal pool is shown in Equations (11)–(13).

Jd =
n2(Q0 + Δqd)

2

(
A
)2(

R
)4/3

= Js + ΔJ + . . . (10)

Δh = L(Jd − Js) ≈ LΔJ (11)

ΔJ =
n2

(
A
)2(

R
)4/3

(
Δqd

2 + 2Q0Δqd
)

(12)

ΔV =
1
2

BΔhL =
BL2n2

2
(
A
)2(

R
)4/3

(
Δqd

2 + 2Q0Δqd
)

(13)

In Equation (13), A is the average flow area upstream of the canal pool before and after the volume
compensation, m2; B is the average water surface width upstream of the canal pool before and after the
volume compensation, m; R is the average hydraulic radius upstream of the canal pool before and
after volume compensation, m. According to Equation (1), the relationship between the delay time Δτ
and the flow of the change of water demand Δqd can be attained. However, in practical engineering,
due to the influence of length L, initial discharge Q0 and different water demand variation, the delay
time calculated by A, B, R is smaller than actual delay time. That is to say, there exists amplification
coefficient αam to correct the calculation results. In Equation (13), when the initial and final discharge
of the canal pool is determined, the main factors affecting the required volume are the geometric
parameters of the canal pool, including the length, width of the canal bottom and so on. Combining
with the geometric parameters of the canal pool, this paper introduce an empirical formula of αam on
the length and width of the canal bottom to correct the delay time (Equation (14)). The relationship
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between the delay time Δτ and the flow Δqd of the change of water demand is shown in Equation (15).
The coefficients a and c are calculated in Equation (16).

αam = 8× 10−5L + 0.02b + 1.05 (14)

Δτ =
ΔV
Δqd

= αam
BL2n2

2
(
A
)2(

R
)4/3

(
Δqd

2 + 2Q0Δqd
)
= aΔqd + c (15)

a = αam
BL2n2

2
(
A
)2(

R
)4/3

; c = αam
BL2n2Q0

2
(
A
)2(

R
)4/3

(16)

4. Simulation Settings

Considering that the delay time of multi-channel pools in series is affected by the coupling effect
of canal pools [15], i.e., the function of a single gate will cause the change of water level and discharge
of several canal pools upstream and downstream, and the action of each gate will influence each
other, this simulation model of single canal pool is built, i.e., canal pool 1 in ASCE Test Canal 2 [12].
The length of the canal pool is 7 km, the bottom slope is 0.0001, the roughness is 0.02, the slope is 1.5,
the width of the canal bottom is 7 m, and the intake is located the most downstream of the canal pool.
The total simulation time is 24 hours and the time step is 3 min. The downstream flow of the canal
pool remains unchanged at 6 m3/s. As shown in Figure 4, in the second hour, the intake begins to take
1.2 m3/s, and the upstream flow of the canal pool changes from 6 m3/s to 7.2 m3/s (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Change process of canal pool discharge according to intake plan.

The parameters identified by the water balance model algorithm [10] are shown in Table 1 [16].
The delay time calculated by four algorithms is shown in Table 2. Theoretically, the optimal intake
time obtained by the water balance model algorithm should be equal to the delay time obtained by
the volume step compensation algorithm, and the former algorithm needs to identify five parameters
which are shown in Table 1. The delay, time calculated by the volume step compensation algorithm,
needs to estimate the required volume by assuming a constant non-uniform flow line relationship
between the initial and the final. It needs to discretize the canal pool in order to resolve the water
surface line. The accuracy of parameter identification and the error of water surface line calculation
will affect the results of the two algorithms. In the example, the delay time calculated by volume step
compensation algorithm is 12.46 min less than the optimal intake time deduced by water balance
model algorithm. According to the geometric parameters of the canal pool, the length and bottom
width are substituted into Equation (14), and the amplification factor αam of the canal pool is 1.75.

Table 1. Parameters identified by water balance model algorithm.

K/min τ/min Kp/min a/(s·m−2) kd/(m
2·s−1) Tw/min

67.6 29 63.8 0.026 15.9 51.46
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Table 2. Delay time calculated by four algorithms.

Algorithm
Name

Volume Step
Compensation

Dynamic Wave
Principle

Water Balance
Model

Delay Time
Explicit

Delay time/min 39 24 51.46 37

5. Results and Discussion

In order to compare the control effects of different algorithms, four performance indicators, i.e.,
transition time, maximum overshot flow, integral of absolute magnitude of error (IAE) and integrated
absolute discharge change (IAQ) are selected. IAQ characterizes the fluctuation of the flow in the
canal pool. The smaller the value, the more stable the system is, i.e., the smaller the flow fluctuation in
the canal pool. IAE is the error accumulation of the water level deviating from the target water level.
The smaller the value, the smaller the error range of the water level is. At this time, the smaller the gate
actions of the channel control system are needed, and the faster the canal pool can reach the steady
state [12]. The control performance indicators of the four algorithms are shown in Table 3. From the
relationship of indicators, IAQ describes the flow fluctuation process in the regulation process of canal
pool, and the range of flow fluctuation is affected by the maximum overshot flow. If the value of the
maximum overshot flow is large, in order to make the flow of canal pool adjust to the steady flow
state, the more regulations are needed, which causes the large the IAQ value. In Table 3, the maximum
overshot flow of volume step compensation, water balance model and delay time explicit algorithm is
close to the target flow of 7.2 m3/s, and the IAQ value is small. However, the dynamic wave principle
algorithm uses ideal delay time to compensate the storage by increasing the inflow of the canal pool.
At this time, the maximum overshot flow exceeds the target flow by 0.644 m3/s, which is reflected in
the IAQ value. The IAQ value of the dynamic wave algorithm is about 43.67 times that of the volume
step compensation algorithm, and the flow regulation fluctuates significantly.

Table 3. Performance indicators of canal pool.

Algorithm Name
Transition

Time/h
Maximum Overshot

Flow/(m3·s−1)
IAE/% IAQ/(m3·s−1)

Volume step compensation 1.25 7.201 3.65 × 10−6 0.030
Dynamic wave principle 2.55 7.844 1.49 × 10−5 1.313

Water balance model 1.77 7.201 1.53 × 10−5 0.033
Delay time explicit 1.47 7.201 3.62 × 10−6 0.097

The simulation process of the canal pool discharge is shown in Figure 5. The volume step
compensation and the delay time explicit algorithm can basically achieve the target flow in the canal
pool by adjusting the flow only once. However, the dynamic wave principle uses the initial flow
velocity and wave velocity of the canal pool to estimate the delay time, and the obtained delay time is
small. In order to meet the demand of the current required storage volume, the flow of the canal pool
is over-adjusted to 7.844m3/s for compensation of the storage. After the water intake is opened, in
order to avoid the waste of water, the flow of the canal pool is adjusted to the target flow for the second
time. According to the compensated storage volume and the optimal intake time of the canal pool,
the water balance model can calculate the flow value of the canal pool adjusted in advance. Affected
by parameter identification, the optimal intake time of the calculation is slightly large. In order to
meet the demand of the canal pool storage, the canal pool can adopt a small flow to compensate the
storage capacity, i.e., the flow of the canal pool adjusted in advance is 6.843 m3/s, which is less than the
target flow (7.2 m3/s). Then the flow of the canal pool increases to the target state, so as to avoid the
phenomenon of insufficient water supply after opening the intake.
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Figure 5. Simulation process of canal pool discharge.

The fluctuation of flow also affects the fluctuation of water level. The water level errors of
downstream control points of the four algorithms are shown in Figure 6. Feedforward controllers are
regulated according to plan and lacks real-time feedback mechanism. That is to say, the water level
error of downstream control point of canal pool cannot converge to zero completely after adjustment,
and the water level error will remain in a stable range. Taking the convergence of the water level
error to zero as a reference, feedforward control algorithms compensate the storage of the canal
pool by increasing the inflow ahead of time, and the water level at the downstream control point is
higher than the target water level (the water level error is greater than 0). When the water intake
begins, the water level at the downstream control point of the canal pool gradually falls and fluctuates.
After stabilization, the water level error at the downstream control point remains within a stable range.
Different feedforward control algorithms have different adjustment effects. After being adjusted by the
volume step compensation or delay time explicit algorithm, the water level error of the downstream
control point is stable at −0.0001 m, which is close to 0 basically. After being adjusted by the dynamic
wave principle algorithm or water balance model, the water level error of downstream control point
is stable at 0.002 m. IAE describes the accumulation of water level errors in the regulation process.
In Table 3, the IAE of the water balance model algorithm is also the largest, and the IAE of the dynamic
wave principle algorithm is slightly smaller than that of the water balance model algorithm, indicating
that the errors accumulation of the water level deviating from the target water level is also greater.
The IAE of the volume step compensation and the delay time explicit algorithm is smaller than the
other two algorithms. The transition time of different control algorithms is affected by the fluctuation
of flow and water level in the canal pool. When the IAQ and IAE of the canal pool are small, the time
spent to reach the stable state of the canal pool is also less. In Table 3, the volume step compensation
algorithm’s IAE and IAQ are small, and the transition time is the shortest. The flow fluctuation of
canal pool is large during the adjustment process of dynamic wave principle algorithm, which results
in the longest transition time. When the fluctuation of flow in the canal pool is small (IAQ is small),
the transition time is mainly affected by the water level fluctuation of canal pool. The IAE of the
water balance model algorithm is slightly larger than that of the delay time explicit algorithm, so the
transition time of the algorithm is slightly longer than that of the delay time explicit algorithm.

Figure 6. Water level error of downstream control point.
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Feedforward control algorithms rely on water intake plan to adjust the input of control system in
advance. If the amount of adjustment is too large in advance, it will cause unnecessary waste of water
resources. The target compensation storage of the canal pool is 2628.4 m3. The difference between
the actual storage and the target storage of four algorithms are shown in Figure 7. Compared with
the volume step compensation algorithm and delay time explicit algorithm, the actual compensation
storage of the other two algorithms exceeds the target storage. The actual storage of the dynamic wave
algorithm after water intake exceeds the target storage 121.79 m3, the actual storage of the water balance
model algorithm after water intake exceeds the target storage 114.64 m3. In order to maintain the
stability of the control system, the excess storage should be drained from the downstream. The dynamic
wave principle algorithm is based on the velocity and velocity of the flow in the initial state of the canal
pool, without considering the energy attenuation in the process of water flow propagation. The delay
time calculated by this algorithm is small. In order to fully compensate the storage required by the
canal pool, the flow of the storage compensation will be larger than the target flow. When the water
intake is started, the flow of the canal pool will be adjusted to be equal to the target flow, so as to
avoid the inflow of the canal pool being larger than the flow required by the canal pool, resulting in
the waste of water resources. However, in the process of regulating the canal pool, the discharge has
been adjusted twice, which results in the fluctuation of the water level and discharge of the canal pool,
and the operation needed to stabilize the canal pool is more, which leads to a greater waste of water.
Based on the principle of water balance in the canal pool, the water balance algorithm assumes that the
canal pool does not produce discarded water, and derives the equation for calculating the optimal
intake time. In practice, the optimal water intake time is obtained by identifying the K, τ, Kp, a and kd
parameters of the canal pool under water intake and supply processes. The identification accuracy of
the five parameters will affect the optimal intake time. In the current example, the optimal intake time
obtained is slightly large, and the actual adjusted storage exceeds the target.

Figure 7. Differences between actual and target storage of canal pool after water intake.

While the actual storage of the volume step compensation algorithm is 9.68 m3 less than the
target storage, and the actual storage of the delay time explicit algorithm is 9.82 m3 less than the target
storage. The volume step compensation algorithm calculates the delay time by assuming the steady
state at the beginning and the end. In order to calculate the storage of the canal pool, it is necessary to
discretize the canal pool in space and obtain the water surface profile of the constant non-uniform flow.
In order to ensure the continuity of the calculation of the water surface line, the water surface line will
be smoothed at discrete points. At the same time, the algorithm ignores the intermediate state of the
actual adjustment, so the actual storage adjustment value of the algorithm is slightly smaller than the
target storage. The delay time explicit algorithm assumes that the change of the A, B and R of the canal
pool before and after intake is small. Therefore, the delay time obtained by using the average value A,
B, R is smaller than actual delay time and needs to be corrected by amplification coefficient. However,
only considering the influence of the canal pool length and bottom width, this paper calculates the
amplification factor by using a simple empirical formula (Equation (14)). The actual compensation
storage is slightly smaller than the target storage. In practice, the measured data (flow or water level)
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and more geometric parameters of the canal pool should be taken into account to correct this empirical
formula. The percentage of the actual compensation storage of the four algorithms to the target
compensation storage is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Percentage of actual compensation storage to target compensation storage.

Algorithm Name
Volume Step

Compensation
Dynamic Wave

Principle
Water Balance

Model
Delay Time

Explicit

Percentage/% 99.6 104.6 104.4 99.6

6. Conclusions

Under the operation mode of downstream constant water level of Canal Pool 1 in ASCE Test
Canal 2, combining the theory of open channel constant gradient flow with volume compensation,
this paper introduces a delay time explicit algorithm, and discusses the operation control effect of three
existing algorithms of volume step compensation, dynamic wave principle, water balance model and
delay time explicit algorithm. The conclusions are as follows:

(1) The delay time explicit algorithm establishes a linear formula between the delay time and
the flow change required by water demand, which avoid the space discrete calculation of canal pool
needed for storage estimation or identification of relevant parameters. Under the current water intake
plan, only 1.47 h is needed to achieve stability of the canal pool. During the regulation process,
the fluctuation of water level and flow in the canal pool is small. The actual adjusted storage accounts
for 99.6% of the target adjusted storage, which basically meets the requirement of compensated storage
required by the canal pool. The delay time calculated by the explicit algorithm can provide some
references for the determination of delay time in feedforward control.

(2) Among the three existing algorithms, the volume step compensation algorithm has better
control effect. Under the current water intake plan, the volume step compensation algorithm needs
1.25 hours to achieve stability, and the water balance model algorithm needs 1.77 hours to achieve
stability. While the dynamic wave principle algorithm has secondary flow adjustment, the transition
time is the longest among the three methods, and the flow fluctuates during the regulation process.
The actual adjusted storage of volume step compensation algorithm accounts for 99.6% of the target
adjusted storage, which basically meets the requirement of compensated storage for the canal pool.
While the actual adjusted storage of the other two algorithms exceeds the target storage, which means
the generation of discarded water.

However, in order to avoid the coupling effect of series canal pools, the case of single canal pools is
only considered in this paper, and the case of multi-channel pools in series requires further discussion.
At the same time, the paper only considers the influence of canal pool length and bottom width,
and further calculates the amplification coefficient by using the simple empirical formula in the delay
time explicit algorithm. In the actual process, the measured data (flow or water level) and the other
geometric parameters of the canal pool should be taken into account to correct the empirical formula.
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Abstract: Toothed internal energy dissipaters (TIED) are a new type of internal energy dissipaters,
which combines the internal energy dissipaters of sudden reduction and sudden enlargement forms
with the open-flow energy dissipation together. In order to provide a design basis for an optimized
body type of the TIED, the effect of the area contraction ratio (ε) on the hydraulic characteristics,
including over-current capability, energy dissipation rate, time-averaged pressure, pulsating pressure,
time-averaged velocity, and pulsating velocity, were studied using the methods of a physical model
test and theoretical analysis. The main results are as follows. The over-current capability mainly
depends on ε, and the larger ε is, the larger the flow coefficient is. The energy dissipation rate is
proportional to the quadratic of Re and inversely proportional to ε. The changes of the time-averaged
pressure coefficients under each flow are similar along the test pipe, and the differences of the
time-averaged pressure coefficient between the inlet of the TIED and the outlet of the TIED decrease
with the increase of ε. The peaks of the pulsating pressure coefficient appear at 1.3 D after the TIED
and are inversely proportional to ε. When the flow is 18 l/s and ε increases from 0.375 to 0.625,
the maximum of time-averaged velocity coefficient on the line of Z/D = 0.42 reduces from 2.53 to 1.17,
and that on the line of Z/D = 0 decreases from 2.99 to 1.74. The maximum values of pulsating velocity
on the line of Z/D = 0.42 appear at 1.57D and those of Z/D = 0 appear at 2.72D, when the flow is 18 l/s.
The maximum values of pulsating velocity decrease with the increase of ε. Finally, two empirical
expressions, related to the flow coefficient and energy loss coefficient, are separately presented.

Keywords: toothed internal energy dissipaters (TIED); area contraction ratio; over-current capability;
energy dissipation rate; time-averaged pressure; pulsating pressure; time-averaged velocity;
pulsating velocity

1. Introduction

The internal energy dissipater effectively reduces the downstream flow speed, smoothly connects
the downstream flow, and avoids the erosion of the river channel by a traditional energy dissipater
in a water conservancy project with high water head and high flow. This is because it converts the
large area effect of high-speed water flow into a local energy dissipation effect. The most common
form of internal energy dissipation is the energy dissipaters with sudden reduction and sudden
enlargement. The energy dissipaters with the sudden reduction and sudden enlargement forms are
a pressure energy dissipation method that uses the sectional contraction water flow to adjust and
dissipate excess energy [1], and its hydraulic characteristics are mainly affected by the geometric size
of energy dissipaters.

The common energy dissipaters with sudden reduction and sudden enlargement forms were
divided into orifice plates and plugs (thick plates) according to their thickness along the flow direction [2],
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and many researchers investigated their hydraulic characteristics and influencing factors. It was found
that the contraction ratio was an important factor affecting the hydraulic characteristics of the plug [3],
and the shape and thickness of the plug also had a great influence on the flow characteristics [4]. The
affecting factors of head loss coefficient for orifice plate, such as relative thickness, area contraction ratio
(ε), and Reynolds (Re), were studied by Wu [5], who proved that relative thickness and ε of orifice plate
were important geometric factors affecting the head loss coefficient. Some researchers mainly focused
on the energy dissipation rate and over-current capability of internal energy dissipaters with different
body types and area contraction ratios. The energy dissipation ratios of single and two-stage plug
energy dissipaters were obtained by the combination of a physical model and numerical simulation [6].
The energy dissipation ratio of a plug, with the combination of the vertical jet, straight curved hole
plugs, and horizontal hole plugs was designed and analyzed [7]. The change of pressure was also one
of the hydraulic characteristics concerned. The study concluded that the pressure pulsation decreased
with the reduced cross-sectional area for the orifices plate [8]. The numerical simulation of pressure
field for the thin and thick plates was conducted, and the change law of the sectional pressure drop was
analyzed [9]. The distribution of wall pressure coefficient for the orifice dissipaters was discussed [10].
The distribution characteristics of mean flow velocity and pulsating velocity for the orifice plate or the
plug were obtained by the simulated or measured flow fields [11,12]. Meantime, scholars have also
studied the cavitation characteristics of orifice plates and plugs. The cavitation characteristics of orifice
plates and plugs, the cavitation mechanism, and influencing factors of orifice dissipaters were studied
by Ai [13]. Additionally, cavitation numbers decreased with the increase of ε for the internal energy
dissipaters with the sudden enlargement and reduction forms in the work of Zhou [14] and Zhang [15].
To sum up, the area contraction ratio (ε) of internal energy dissipation with sudden enlargement and
reduction was an important geometric factor to decide its hydraulic characteristics.

On the basis of previous studies, new internal energy dissipaters called toothed internal energy
dissipaters (TIED) were proposed by our research team [16], which combines the internal energy
dissipaters of the sudden reduction forms and sudden enlargement with the open-flow energy
dissipation. The flow characters affecting the body factors of the TIED were discussed, and the
reasonable body factors of the TIED were preliminary optimized [17–19]. In previous works, the body
shape of internal energy dissipater was the key to analyze the variation of the hydraulic characteristics,
and the area contraction ratio was the most critical body geometry parameter influencing the hydraulic
characteristic of the TIED.

In order to study the effect of the area contraction ratio (ε) on the hydraulic characteristics of TIED,
it is necessary to confirm the length, height, and angle of piers. Some researchers mainly focused on the
length and height of the plug and TIED. The effect of the length of the plug [20] and piers [21] on the
head loss coefficient was analyzed via numerical simulation. It was found that the head loss coefficient
decreased sharply and then increased with the increase of their length, and its turning point was a
length of 0.5D. When their length increased to 0.9D, the local head loss tended to be stable. The effect
of the pier’s height on the hydraulic characteristics of the toothed internal energy dissipate (TIED) was
studied via a physical model test [22]. The results showed that the energy dissipating effect was better
when the height of the piers (h) was no greater than 0.25D, and the flow coefficient was larger when
the height of piers (h) was equal to 0.25D. According to the results, the length and height of piers was
initially chosen to be 13.5 cm (0.9D) and 3.75 cm (0.25D), respectively.

In this paper, five different types of the TIED with four toothed piers (the length of each toothed
piers is 0.9D), which have different area contraction ratios (ε), were designed and used to experimentally
study the effect of the area contraction ratio (ε) on hydraulic characteristics.

2. Model Experiment

The test device consists of a flat water tank, a pipeline, an electromagnetic flow meter, a test
section, and a valve. The test pipe is made of organic glass to observe the flow regime easily. The inner
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diameter (D) of the test pipe is 15 cm, and its total length is 370 cm. Figure 1 shows the layout of the
test device.

(a) The schematic diagram of test layout 

 
(b) The photo of test pipe 

Figure 1. Layout of test pipe.

The TIED is located 143.5 cm away from the inlet of the test pipe, and its length (L) is 13.5 cm.
For the TIED, the number of the piers (n) is 4, and the height of the piers (h) is 3.75 cm. The area
contraction ratio (ε) can be defined as: ε = A0/A = 1− θ

90◦
4Dh−4h2

D2 . In equation, A0 is the cross-sectional
area of TIED, A is the cross-sectional area of test pipe, and θ is the angle of the piers. In order to study
the effect of area contraction ratio (ε) on hydraulic characteristics of the TIED, five types of TIED were
experimentally studied via the physical model. The cross-sectional areas of the TIED are displayed in
Figure 2.

     
 = 0.375  = 0.44  = 0.5  = 0.56  = 0.625 

Figure 2. Cross-sectional areas of toothed internal energy dissipaters (TIED).

During the test, the upstream head (H) was kept constant, the flow was constant in the test pipe,
the indoor temperature was 20 ◦C, and the range of flow was between 18 l/s and 42 l/s. In order to
analyze the same flow condition, the flow of each group was about 6 l/s increased sequentially, and the
flow measurement error of each experimental flow group was ±0.2 l/s.

The flow (Q) through the test pipe and the transient pressure (pi) along the bottom of the test
pipe were measured for each test group. The center point at the inlet of the TIED is the origin of the
coordinate, the direction of water flow is positive for the X axis, and the direction for vertical upwards is
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the positive Z axis. Q was measured using an intelligent electromagnetic flow meter, and its measured
accuracy was ±0.5%.

pi was measured with a digital pressure sensor, and its measured accuracy was 0.1%, and its
measuring frequency 100 HZ. Figure 3a shows the relative position of the pressure measuring points.

(a) Layout of the pressure measuring points 

(b) Layout of the flow velocity measuring points 

Figure 3. The distribution of measuring points along the test pipe.

When Q was 18 l/s, the transient flow velocity (u) was measured by the DOP3010 flow velocity
meter for different ε. The sampling frequency of the DOP3010 flow meter was 1MHz and its resolution
was 0.01 mm. The angle between the measuring probe of u and the pipe wall was 70◦, and their gap
was filled with coupling medium to make the measurement of u more precise. Taking the measuring
point of 1* as an example, it is possible to obtain the value of u for measuring points at intervals of
1 cm on the line of a. Z/D = 0 is at the central axis of the test pipe and Z/D = 0.42 is 1.2 cm away from
the upper side of test pipe. The measured value of u is stable in the position of Z/D = 0.42 and Z/D = 0
for every measuring point. The relative position of the measuring point is shown in Figure 3b.

3. Analysis of the Flow Characteristics Affected by the Area Contraction Ratio

3.1. Over-Current Capability

The flow coefficient (μc) reflects the over-current capability of the test pipe, written as:

μc =
Q

A
√

2gΔH
, (1)

where ΔH is the head loss between the fifth and fourteenth measuring point.
ΔH is calculated by the following equation:

ΔH = (z14 +
p14

ρg
+

v2
14

2g
) − (z5 +

p5

ρg
+

v2
5

2g
) = hw = ξ

v2

2g
, (2)

where z14 and z5 are the position head for the measuring points of 14 and 5, respectively, and the
position head of z14 is equal to that of z5; p14 and p5 are the time-averaged pressure for the measuring
points of 14 and 5, respectively; v14 and v5 are the average flow velocity for the measuring points of
14 and 5, respectively, and their value are equal to v; v is the averaged velocity of the test pipe; hw is
the head loss between the front and back of TIED; ξ is the head loss coefficient, and the sum of the
resistance coefficient (λ) along the pipe and the local head loss coefficient (ζ).
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Combining Equations (1) and (2) together, we can obtain:

μc =
1√
ξ

, (3)

The influencing factors of λ are the flow regime and the roughness of the pipe wall, and the
roughness of the pipe wall is affected by the geometric parameters of the TIED. When the water flow is
laminar, λ is only affected by Re. When the water flow is turbulent and in the transition zone, λ is
determined by the roughness of the pipe wall and Re. When the water flow is turbulent in the square
zone of resistance, λ is determined by the roughness of the pipe wall and not affected by Re. When Re
is between 1.5 × 105 and 3.5 × 105, the water flow is located in the square area of turbulent resistance, ξ
is determined by the body type of the TIED, the wall roughness of the TIED, and the wall roughness of
the testing pipe.

Figure 4 shows the change of the flow coefficients (μc) with ε for different Re. μc is little affected
by Re and its relative errors are within 2% for the same εwhen Re is between 1.5 × 105 and 3.5 × 105.
For the same Re, μc increases from 0.4 to 0.9 with the increase of ε, so ε is the main influencing factor of
over-current capability.

cμ

Re
Re
Re
Re
Re 

Figure 4. Relationship of the flow coefficient (μc) and area contraction ratio (ε).

In order to eliminate the error of μc caused by the Re in the experiment, the averaged value (μc)
of μc for different ε is acquired in the testing flow range, and the relationship between μc and ε is
presented in Figure 5. It indicates that μc increases with the addition of ε, and the empirical formula of
μc is presented as:

μc = 0.1213e3.1948ε (0.375 ≤ ε ≤ 0.625). (4)

Measured value

Calculated value

c

ε

Figure 5. Relationship between the measured or calculated values of the averaged flow coefficient (μc)
and the area contraction ratio (ε).
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The calculated values of μc obtained by Equation (4) and the measured values of μc are shown in
Figure 5. Comparing the calculated values with the measured values for the same ε, their errors are
smaller than 5% and within the range of allowable error. Therefore, Equation (4) can calculate the flow
coefficient of the TIED in the testing flow range.

3.2. Energy Dissipation Rate

The energy dissipation rate (η) can represent the energy dissipation effect of the TIED. The higher
the energy dissipation rate, the better the energy dissipation effect. It can be expressed as:

η =
hw

H
= ξ

v2

2gH
, (5)

where hw is the head loss between the front and back of TIED, H is the total test head, ξ is the head loss
coefficient, and v is the average velocity of test pipe.

Figure 6 shows the variation trend of η with ε in the condition of different Re. η increases with Re
for the same ε and decreases exponentially with ε for the same Re.

Re
Re
Re
Re
Re 

Figure 6. Relationship of the energy dissipation rate (η) and area contraction ratio (ε).

Because of the constant total head in the test, Equation (6) can be transformed as follows, aiming
to analyze the change of η:

η == ξ
Q2

2gA2H
, (6)

In Equation (6), when ε is constant; ξ, g, A, and H are constant and η is proportional to the square
of Q; when Q is constant, η is proportional to ε. Therefore, the value of η can be calculated by ξ in the
case of a known Q.

In order to eliminate the influence of Re on ξ, the average value (ξ) is obtained by taking an
average of ξ in the testing flow range, and the change of ξ with the increase of ε is shown in Figure 7.
ξ decreases from 5.9 to 1.2 when ε is between 0.375 and 0.625. The empirical formula of ξ can be
expressed as follows:

ξ = 59.766e−6.198ε (0.375 ≤ ε ≤ 0.625). (7)

The calculated values of ξ are obtained by Equation (7), and the measured values of ξ are obtained
with the help of the model test. Both of them are presented in Figure 7. Comparing the calculated
values of ξwith the measured values, the errors are less than 5%. Thus, this formula can calculate ξ
for the TIED in the testing flow range. Moreover, it can obtain η to substitute ξ into Equation (6) in a
certain flow.
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ε

ξ

Figure 7. Relationship between the measured or calculated averaged value of the head loss coefficient
(ξ) and the area contraction ratio (ε).

3.3. The Variation of the Time-Averaged Pressure along the Test Pipe

When Q increases in the pipeline, Re becomes larger, the frictional head loss and local head
loss also become greater, and the reduced amplitude of the time-averaged pressure (pi) decreases
sharply along the test pipe. The time-averaged pressure coefficient (α) is introduced to express pi better,
established as:

α =
pi − pmin

ρν2/2
, (8)

where pi is the time-averaged pressure for each measuring point; pmin is the smallest value of the time
average pressure among the measuring points along the test pipe; and its position pressure in the test
is at 0.2D. Figure 8a shows the change of α along the test pipe. It can be seen that the time-averaged
pressure coefficients are less affected by Q and have similar change trends along the test pipe. The
reason is that the difference of α between the two measured points is equal to the head loss coefficient,
and the effect of Re on the value of α can be neglected, and it was only affected by the energy dissipater.
In order to reduce the error caused by the changes of Re, the average value (α) is obtained to study α

better in the range of Q. The relationship between α and ε is shown in Figure 8b, and the changes of α
with the increase of ε for the inlet or outlet of the TIED are presented in Figure 9.

X/D

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

  

α

X/

(a)  = 0.375 (b) five different types of the TIED 

Figure 8. Distribution of time-averaged pressure coefficient (α) and the mean of time-averaged pressure
coefficient (α) along the test pipe.
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α

Figure 9. Relationship between the mean of time-averaged pressure coefficient (α) and the area
contraction ratio (ε).

As shown in Figures 8 and 9, α drop sharply at the inlet of the TIED, then gradually increases and
tends to remain nearly constant in the place of 4D after the inlet of the TIED. The reason is that the
sudden changes of the flow velocity, caused by the sudden change of the flow cross-section through
the TIED, lead to changes of α. For different types of TIED, α decreases from 9.8 to 2.8 before the
inlet of the TIED and falls from 3.9 to 1.6 after the outlet of the TIED with the increase of ε from
0.375 to 0.46, and the minimum of α along the test pipe increases with the increase of ε. For different
types of the TIED, α in the outlet and inlet of the TIED both decrease with the increase of ε, and their
differences drop from 8.2 to 1.8 when ε grows from 0.375 to 0.625. The change of αwithin and near
the TIED is mainly due to the increase of the head loss coefficient, which is caused by the change of
cross-sectional area.

When Q is constant, the smaller ε is, the larger α in the front of the TIED is. Thus, the larger
enough value of p6 − pmin should be provided. Additionally, the value of p6 is constant when Q is
constant. Therefore, the value of pmin will be negative with the decrease of ε. When ε is constant, α is
constant. The larger Q is, the smaller pi becomes, so the value of pmin will be negative with the increase
of Q. In the testing range flow, when the flow is about 42 l/s and ε is equal to 0.375 and 0.46, the value
of pmin is negative. The air will enter the pipe when the value of time-averaged pressure is negative,
and then cavitations are likely where the flow velocity becomes small.

3.4. Variation of Pulsating Pressure

The size of the pulsating pressure can be represented by the root mean square of the pulsating
pressure (σ) in the Equation (9):

σ =

√
1
N

ΣN
i=1(pi − p)2, (9)

where N is the measuring times of the pressure and pi is the instant pressure at the measuring points.
The pulsation of pressure is caused by the mixing of particles in each layer of turbulence. If air enters
the pipe, the stronger the pressure pulsation, the more likely it is for cavitations to occur.

The pulsating pressure coefficient (Cp) can be acquired to express σ, written as:

Cp =
σ/γ

v2/2g
=

σ/γ
Q2/2gA

. (10)

Figure 10 presents the change of Cp along the test pipe. The variation trend of Cp is similar for
different ε and Q, and the peaks of Cp appear at 1.3D after the outlet of the TIED, because the TIED
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increases the turbulence of water flow, resulting in the enhancement of pulsating intensity near the
outlet of the TIED.

Cp

X/D

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

 

Cp

X/

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

(a)  = 0.375 (b)  = 0.44 

Figure 10. Distribution of pulsating pressure coefficient along for the typical body type of the TIED.

Table 1 shows the greatest peak of Cp for each test group. It is clear that the peaks of Cp decrease
with the increase of Q and ε, because Cp is inversely proportional to the square of Q from Equation (10)
and the changing rate of pressure decreases with the increase of ε. When ε increases from 0.375 to
0.625, the averaged peak of Cp (Cpmax) decreases from 0.747 to 0.306 in the range of the testing flow.
When Q is constant, the larger ε is, the smaller Cp is, and the larger σ is, indicating that the smaller ε is,
the larger the pressure pulsation is.

Table 1. Peaks and average values of pulsating pressure coefficient for each test group.

ε
Cpmax

Q
0.375 0.44 0.5 0.56 0.625

18 0.942 0.654 0.652 0.644 0.64
24 0.794 0.489 0.355 0.355 0.316
30 0.707 0.442 0.282 0.272 0.233
36 0.661 0.413 0.268 0.216 0.184
42 0.633 0.405 0.247 0.203 0.16

Cpmax 0.747 0.48 0.361 0.338 0.306

3.5. Change of the Time-Averaged Velocity

The water flow in the test pipe is a turbulent flow within the test flow range, and the transient
velocity of the water flow (ui) can be divided into two parts: the time-averaged velocity (u) and
the pulsating velocity (u′). The time-averaged velocity coefficient (β) is introduced to describe the
characteristic of u, written as:

β = u/v. (11)

u is logarithmic distribution along the radial direction in the pipe. The value of u at the center is
greater than that at the side wall, and u in a different position of the pipe is affected by its position and
sectional geometry parameters when Q is constant.

Z/D = 0 is at the central axis of the test pipe and Z/D = 0.42 is 1.2 cm away from the upper side of
the test pipe. When Q is 18 l/s, the variation of β along the line of Z/D = 0 and Z/D = 0.42 for different ε
is shown in Figure 11. It is clear that the change trends of β along the pipe are similar for each TIED.
The values of β have little changes in the inlet and outlet sections of the test pipe, suddenly increasing
at the entrance of the TIED, and then dropping sharply at the outlet of the TIED, because of the same
flow cross section in the inlet and outlet sections in the test pipe and sudden changes near the TIED
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causing a sharp change of v. Further, the value of β on the line of Z/D = 0.42 reduced slightly before the
inlet of the TIED. The value of β on the line of Z/D = 0 is larger than that on the line of Z/D = 0.42 for
each measuring point. The values of β at the inlet and outlet sections of the test pipe are little affected
by ε at the inlet and outlet sections of the test pipe, less than 1 on the line of Z/D = 0.42 and greater
than 1 on the line of Z/D = 0. The main reason is that the inlet and outlet sections of the test pipe
are far away from the TIED and u is the logarithmic distribution along the radial direction in these
sections. The maximum value of β is located inside the TIED. When ε increases from 0.375 to 0.625,
the maximum of β near the side wall reduces from 2.53 to 1.17 on the line of Z/D = 0.42 and decreases
from 2.99 to 1.74 on the line of Z/D = 0.42.

X/D

  

X/D

(a) Z/D = 0.42 (b) Z/D = 0 

Figure 11. Changes of the time-averaged velocity along the test pipe.

According to the comprehensive analysis, the maximum value of u appears on the central axis of
the pipe when X is constant. When Z is constant, the changed region of u is located inside and near
the TIED, and its maximum value appears inside the TIED. That is caused by the sudden decrease
of the cross-sectional area for the TIED. The larger ε is, the smaller the reduced amplitude of the
cross-sectional area, and the smaller β is, the smaller the maximum of u.

3.6. Change of the Pulsating Velocity

The pulsating strength (σu) is used to represent the fluctuating strength of the velocity for different
measuring points and is denoted by the root mean square of the pulsating velocity (σu):

σu =

√
1

N2
ΣN

i=1(ui − u)2, (12)

where N2 is the measured times of the velocity.
Introducing the turbulent strength (Tu), and defined as:

Tu = σu/v. (13)

The change of Tu along the test pipe for different ε is illustrated in Figure 12 when Q is 18 l/s. It is
shown that the variation of Tu is similar for the different ε, and the maximum value of Tu on the line of
Z/D = 0.42 and Z/D = 0 appears at 1.57D and 2.72D away from the inlet of the TIED, respectively. ε has
little effect on Tu in the constant section of u and has a great effect on the abrupt section of u. When ε
increases from 0.375 to 0.625, the maximum value of Tu on the line of Z/D = 0.42 reduces from 0.68 to
0.21 and decreases from 0.56 to 0.13 on the line of Z/D = 0.

As shown in Figure 12, Tu in the side wall is larger than that in the central axis when X is constant,
which is mainly due to the diffusion of turbulent energy and the interference of the edge wall roughness
causing the larger turbulence intensity at this position. The maximum value of Tu appears after the
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outlet of the TIED and decreases with the increase of ε when Z is constant because of the convection of
turbulent energy, resulting in downstream movement of the interference wave.

X/D

Tu

 

X/D

Tu

(a) Z/D = 0.42 (b) Z/D = 0 

Figure 12. Distribution of turbulent strength along the test pipe.

4. Conclusions

In order to gain insight into the optimized body type parameters of the TIED, the effects of the
area contraction ratio (ε) on the hydraulic characteristics of the TIED were discussed using the methods
of a physical model test and theoretical analysis in this paper. In the testing flow range, the main
conclusions are as follows.

During the test, the flow was basically in the square area of turbulent resistance when Re changed
from 1.5 × 105 to 3.5 × 105, and the Re had little effect on the flow characteristics. The energy dissipation
rate (η) was proportional to the head loss coefficient (ξ). The flow characteristics were mainly affected
by the body type of the TIED. The over-current capability (μc) and the energy dissipation rate (η)
can be characterized by μc and ξ, respectively. They mainly depended on ε. With the increase of
ε, μc increased exponentially (μc = 0.1213e3.1948ε(0.375 ≤ ε ≤ 0.625)) and ξ decreased exponentially
(ξ = 59.766e−6.198ε (0.375 ≤ ε ≤ 0.625)).

The transient pressure of turbulent flow was composed of time-averaged pressure and pulsating
pressure. The change trends of time-averaged pressure coefficients (α) only depended on ε; the
differences of the averaged α between the inlet and outlet of the TIED decreased from 8.2 to 1.8 when ε
increased from 0.375 to 0.625 in the range of the testing flow; when the flow was about 42 l/s and ε
was equal to 0.375 or 0.46, the minimum of time-averaged pressure along the pipe was negative. The
pulsating pressure coefficient (Cp) was determined by Re and ε, and its peaks appeared at 1.3D after
the outlet of the TIED; the averaged peaks in the range of the testing flow decreased from 0.747 to
0.306 when ε increased from 0.375 to 0.625. Negative pressure and larger peaks of pulsating pressure
coefficient were more prone to cavitations behind the outlet of TIED.

The transient velocity of turbulent flow was divided into time-averaged velocity and pulsating
velocity, which can be represented by time-averaged flow velocity coefficients (β) and turbulent strength
(Tu), respectively. When X was constant, the maximum of β appeared on the line of Z/D =0 in pipe, and
β near the side wall was larger than that on the line of Z/D =0 in pipe due to the diffusion of turbulent
energy and the interference of the wall roughness. When Z was constant, the maximum value of β
appeared inside the TIED for different ε, decreasing with the increase of ε. Moreover, the maximum
value of Tu appeared after the outlet of the TIED and decreased with the increase of ε because of the
convection of turbulent energy. Therefore, the smaller ε is, the more likely it is that cavitations occur
near the pipe wall behind the outlet of the TIED.

Comprehensive analysis of over-current capability, energy dissipation rate, and the distribution
of flow velocity and pressure showed that the optimized body type parameter (ε) of the TIED in the
test was 0.5 when flow in the pipe was about 42 l/s.
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Abstract: The effects of changes in the angle of pool impact plate, plunging depth, and discharge upon
the dynamic pressure caused by ski-jump buckets were investigated in the laboratory. Four impact
plate angles and four plunging depths were used. Discharges of 67, 86, 161, and 184 L/s were chosen.
For any discharge, plunging depth and impact plate angle were regulated, and dynamic pressures
were measured by a transducer. The results showed that with the increase in the ratio of drop length
of the jet to its break-up length (H/Lb), and with an increase in the impact plate angle, the mean
dynamic pressure coefficient decreased. An inspection of the plunging depth (Y) ratio to the initial
thickness of the jet (Bj) revealed that when Y/Bj > 3, the plunging depth of the downstream pool
reduced dynamic pressure. At the angle of 60◦, the dynamic pressure coefficient due to increasing in
plunging depth varied from 34% to 95%.

Keywords: jet falling; energy dissipation; surface disturbances; pressure fluctuations; water jet;
physical modeling

1. Introduction

Owing to dynamic pressures resulting from the flow in hydraulic structures, the river bed is
frequently affected with scouring [1,2]. To dissipate the flow energy and to avoid this scouring,
dissipater structures such as a spillway with a fillip bucket, which is applied at the end of chute
spillway, are used [3]. The flow in the structure is thrown into the air by a ski-jump and goes down
after dissipation of part of the energy. Steiner et al. [4] conducted experiments on triangular jets, and
compared parameters such as dynamic pressure over the bucket, as well as energy dissipation between
triangular and circular buckets. Their results indicated that the relative energy dissipation hinges on
the deflection angle and jet falling height from the take-off lip to tail water level. Jorabloo et al. [5]
simulated the ski-jump stream outlet through the Fluent model and compared the model output with
the results of the physical model. They concluded that pressure distribution, as well as jet trajectory
in the two models, are close to each other. Turbulent jet into the flow was numerically analyzed by
Mahmoud et al. [6], along with studying the recirculation bubbles in the flow. Their results show
that the size and power of the recirculation bubbles increase with the enlargement of the nozzle size.
Furthermore, the bubbles disappeared as the Froude number was reduced. Chakravarti et al. [7]
have investigated the static and dynamic scouring caused by submerged circular vertical jets. They
verified that the depth of dynamic scouring is greater than that of static scouring. Artificial neural
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network (ANN) was employed by Noori and Hooshyripor [8] based on the major effects of the
input parameters on the downstream scouring of the fillip bucket. Their results showed that the
Log–Sigmaid model had good performance in the modeling of the depth of scouring. The smooth
particle hydrodynamics technique was adopted to study pressure distribution on the steps of a stepped
spillway by Husain et al. [9]. Their results showed good consistency with the laboratory observations.
Distribution of hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic pressure in shallow waters was investigated by Arico
and Re [10]. Dividing the whole pressure into dynamic and hydrostatic components, they solved a
hydrostatic and a non-hydrostatic problem sequentially in a fractional time step procedure. Simpiger
and Bhalera [11] developed an equation for measuring the jet length according to the jet trajectory. They
compared the obtained length with the observation values in a physical model and used the equation
to calculate the jet trajectory length in the prototype. Aminoroayaie Yamini et al. [12] investigated the
pressure fluctuations and the effect of the entering flow on the fillip bucket bed of Gotvand Dam in Iran.
The results show that when the depth and discharge of the entering flow increases and Froude number
decreases, the mean dynamic pressure declines and pressure fluctuations grow. They observed that the
average pressure was at a maximum at the bucket entry, and was at a minimum at the end part of it.
Wu et al. [13] studied the energy dissipation in a fillip bucket of slot-type, both numerically and in the
laboratory, and suggested equations to estimate the energy dissipation value. The results showed that
as the flow drops in downstream submerged or unsubmerged pools, the resulting dynamical pressure
was transformed to the bottom and sidewalls.

Understanding the jet features is crucial in designing the pool and determining the plunging rate.
Notwithstanding the research carried out in this regard, it seems that realizing the precise mechanism
of ski-jet impacting on the pool requires more studies. In this research, the effects of the main variables
upon changes in dynamical pressure and jet break-up length were investigated using the laboratory
model of the spillway and the fillip bucket of a dam constructed in Iran. Comprehensive data, as well
as the analyses presented in this study, can be used by researchers and engineers.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Mechanism and Effective Parameters

The effective parameters in jet break-up include fluid properties, the environment features, and
the jet outlet conditions. A schematic drawing of regions and parameters in a jet break-up is depicted
in Figure 1.

 
Figure 1. Features of falling jet and its development (adapted from Ervine et al. [14]).
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As shown in Figure 1, there are three flow regimes to be considered before the vertical jet impacts
the water surface. Region A is composed of three sub-regions: A1, A2, and A3. In subregion A1, when
the flow exits the nozzle, the surface tension resists disturbance, meaning the jet surface remains flat
and glass-like. In subregion A2, roughness (waves) grows at the water surface. As for subregion A3,
surface waves turn into circumferential vortices. Region B is where surface disturbances (ε) increase
with the square root of the fall distance (ε∝√ X), where X is the distance from the beginning of the jet.
The air penetrates the jet perpendicular to its trajectory. The distance from the jet beginning up to the
end of region B is called break-up length (Lb). Very intense surface disturbances enter the jet in region
C, whereby the flow gets out of continuity mode. In region C, the flow is not of continuous mass and
the flow masses are quite distinct. Surface tension and turbulence determine the distance of Lb, where
the jet breaking-up occurs and causes the jet impacts with less energy (Ervine et al. [14]). The jet along
its direction may be either core or non-core. In Figure 1, up till region B, the core jet exists, and in
region C, there is the non-core situation. In case the plunging is sufficient, the non-core jet expands to
the sides as vortices.

2.2. Dimensional Analysis

The parameters governing the dynamic pressure resulting from impacting the fillip bucket jet on
the plunge pool floor are expressible as in Equation (1) [15]:

f(q, ρw, ΔPmax, g, Bj, Y, H, R,α,ϕ,μ, H, Lb) = 0. (1)

In Equation (1), q stands for discharge per unit width, ρw is water density, ΔPmax represents the
maximum pressure head, g is the gravitational acceleration, Bj designates impingement jet thickness, Y
is tail water depth, H is the drop height, R is radius of fillip bucket, α signifies the angle of impact plate
with horizon, ϕ is the take-off angle of jet with horizon, μ stands for water dynamic viscosity, H is
the jet length, and Lb is the jet break-up length. The dimensionless parameters may be represented,
through dimensional analysis, as Equation (2) [15]:

f(Re, Fr,
ΔPmax

Y
,

H
Y

,
R
Y

,
Bj

Y
,α,ϕ,

H
Y

,
Lb

Y
) = 0, (2)

where Re stands for Reynold’s number and Fr is Froude number. By removing the fixed parameters,
the average dynamic pressure coefficient (Cp) is obtained as follows:

CP =
Hm −Y

U2
j

2g

= f(α,
H
Lb

,
Y
Bj
), (3)

where Hm is the average of observed dynamic pressures, and Uj designates the jet velocity at the
impingement moment. The break-up length is calculated from Equations (4) and (5) [16]:

Lb

BiFri
2 =

0.85

(1.07TuFri
2)0.82 , (4)

Tu =
RMS(u′)

u
, (5)

where Bi, Tu, and Fri are initial thickness, turbulence intensity, and initial Froude number of the jet,
respectively. RMS (u’) is the root mean square of the values of the velocity fluctuations in the cross
section and in the direction of the falling jet axis, and ū is the average jet velocity.

2.3. The Experiments and Models

The experiments of the present research were conducted in the hydraulic laboratory of Chamran
University, Ahwaz, Iran. The laboratory models of the spillway and fillip bucket were scaled down of
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Balarood Dam spillway, located 27 km north of Andimeshk, Khouzestan Province. Balarood dam is
constructed on the Balarood River and is of the earthy type with clay core. It is 75.5 m in height and
1070 m crest length, and has a reservoir volume of 131 MCM. The laboratory model of the spillway was
scaled down with a scale of 1:40 based on the principle of dynamic simulation, and with due regard to
the flume and discharge conditions in the laboratory. The dimensions of the flume were 0.5 m width,
9 m length, and 2 m height. Four discharges of 67, 86, 161, and 184 L/s were taken corresponding with
the real discharges of 674.85, 870, 1622.2, and 1857.2 m3/s in the prototype, respectively. The latter
discharges correspond to those with the return periods of 2, 100, 1000, and 5000 years. The four
downstream water depths used in the plunge pool were 0, 15, 30, and 45 cm. Also, angles of 0◦, 30◦,
60◦, and 90◦ were chosen for the impact plate in the plunge pool. Taking these variables into account,
a total of 64 experiments were carried out.

2.4. Experiments’ Setup

During the experiments, the flow was established by a pump using a circulation system.
To minimize turbulence, stilling reservoir and honeycomb were utilized before the flow reaches
the experiment area. At the beginning of each experiment, the required discharge was regulated via
a gate valve and a rectangular weir installed at the end of the flume. Figure 2 shows a schema of
the ski-jump jet (Figure 2a) plus parts of the physical model (Figure 2b). A Plexiglass 0.5 m × 0.5 m
square plate was employed in designing the impact plate on which the jet arising from the fillip bucket
was to be impinged. A total of 37 pores, each with a diameter of 2 mm, was set on the impact plate
in order for connection of the piezometer tubes. The impact plate was placed on a metal system
movable in a vertical direction in order to set particular water depth at the position of jet impingement.
Also, the impact plate was able to rotate around the horizontal axis to create various angles with
the horizon. By moving and rotating, the impact plate angle (α) and the plunging depth (Y) were
adjusted as in Figure 2a. Finally, the flow was discharged through the return channel system into the
primary reservoir.

 
(a) 

(b) 

Figure 2. (a) Ski-jump, plunging depth, and angle of impact plate; (b) jet trajectory of ski-jump and
impinge on impact plate.
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2.5. Measurement of Dynamic Pressure

Piezometers were used to observe the fluctuations of the dynamic pressures on the impingement
place. Those connected to the impact plate were stretched out from the bottom of the reservoir wall
and moved to the dial board, as shown in Figure 3. After the flow exhausted from the bucket and the
jet impinged on the impact plate, the dynamic pressures were measured. To demonstrate the dynamic
pressures, two of the 37 piezometers, showing the highest pressures, were linked to a transducer.
The transducer converts the dynamic pressure of the piezometers into electrical signals and transmitted
to the amplifiers by the particular cables. For 10 min, 50 data of dynamic pressures per second were
taken. The accuracy of the transducer was ±1 mm for the laboratory model corresponding to 0.04 m for
the prototype (Balarood dam). The data obtained by the transducer were translated into the computer
via Data Translation Scope, DT9800. This software recorded the sent information and presented them
as graphs of pressure fluctuations versus time. For further analysis of the data, the output file of the
software was provided to be used in MS Excel spreadsheet programs.

Figure 3. The 37 piezometers connected to impact plate for observation of dynamic pressure fluctuations.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Mean Dynamic Pressure Coefficient

The mean dynamic pressure coefficient (Cp) was used in the quantitative study of dynamic
pressures (Equation (3)). Table 1 contains the mean values of dynamic pressure coefficients at various
impact plate angles, plunging depths, and flow discharges.
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Table 1. Values of mean dynamic pressure coefficients obtained in this research

α (deg.) Y (cm)

Q (L/s)

67 86 161 184

CP

0

0 0.360 0.386 0.812 0.858
15 0.353 0.357 0.794 0.832
30 0.109 0.105 0.461 0.544
45 0.057 0.054 0.318 0.438

30

0 0.345 0.352 0.619 0.628
15 0.321 0.328 0.574 0.605
30 0.078 0.135 0.459 0.429
45 0.023 0.052 0.328 0.365

60

0 0.154 0.215 0.553 0.455
15 0.167 0.205 0.514 0.432
30 0.082 0.015 0.503 0.345
45 0.008 0.011 0.365 0.125

90

0 0.114 0.191 0.379 0.168
15 0.099 0.171 0.356 0.168
30 0.013 0.118 0.343 0.147
45 0.012 0.077 0.136 0.044

3.1.1. Effect of Plunging Depth

Figure 4 shows the mean values of dynamic pressure coefficients measured at the place of jet
impingement on the impact plate for different discharges and angles versus the ratio of plunging depth
to the jet width (Y/Bj).

(a  

(b) 

Figure 4. Cont.
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(c) 

(d) 

Figure 4. Variations of mean dynamic pressure coefficient versus the plunging depth ratio in discharges
of (a) 67; (b) 86; (c) 161; and (d) 184 L/s.

Figure 4 reveals that for all discharges, when the plunging depth of the pool is zero (Y/Bj = 0),
the mean dynamic pressure coefficient attains its maximum value at 0◦, and its minimum value
corresponds to 90◦. The reason is that in the case of α = 0, the jet impingement is centralized at just
one point. By increasing the jet angle, part of the jet is tangent with the impact plate, so the coefficient
reduces. Figure 4 also shows that once the plunging depth increases (increment of Y/Bj), the value of
Cp is at first constant or has no significant reduction, whereas from a certain depth, this coefficient
decreases. This occurrence may be argued on the basis of the jet features so that with an increase in the
plunging depth, the jet would be of developed type. As regards to the developed jets, they generate
more spectral energy at moderate frequencies (100–200 Hz) and low frequencies (less than 20 Hz)
compared with the core jets. This is owing to the formation of greater vortices with fewer frequencies
in the situation of developed jets [17,18]. The percentage reduction of the mean dynamic pressure
coefficient due to the increase in plunging depth is variable from 34% for the 60◦ and discharge of
161 L/s to 95% for the same angle and with a discharge of 67 L/s.

The impingement of the core jet on the bottom of the downstream pool is a result of the plunge
pool being shallow or ineffectiveness of its depth. When the plunge depth is sufficient, the jet impacts
the bottom in the non-core or developed nature. In the case of non-core, the dynamic pressure on the
bottom decreases, and consequently so does Cp. As seen in Figure 4, the value of Cp falls in the decline
mode for the range of 2 < Y/Bj < 4. Therefore, the boundary between the two jet areas, with the core and
developed, is within this range. From the region of Y/Bj > 3, the plunge value of the downstream pool
would be in effect as a result of the jet not impacting in the core state on the impact plate. In accordance
with Figure 4a,c, increasing the water depth on the impact plate along with formation of the developed
jet brings the diagrams close to each other, which is an indication of the reduction in the effect of
impact plate angle. Furthermore, with the increases in discharge, the values of mean dynamic pressure
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coefficients increase. Figure 5 illustrates the relation between mean dynamic pressure coefficients and
submerge ratio in previous studies compared with the data of this research.

Figure 5. Comparison between correlation of Y/Bj and Cp in present research and previous works
(reported by Castillo [19]).

Figure 5 shows that in previous research, in agreement with current research, the Cp value
decreases from a certain plunge depth onwards. Converting core jet to developed jet, in most
investigations, occurs when the ratio of Y/Bj is close to 4. This bound is commonly obtained in this
research and some previous works such as Ervine et al. [14] and Castillo [20], and differs, to a degree,
from the results of Cola [21] and Albertson et al. [22]. This dissimilarity arises from differences in drop
height, jet thickness, and jet shape (aerated and non-aerated, rectangular and circular).

3.1.2. Effect of Jet Impact Angle

Figure 6 shows the diagram of Cp versus the impact plate angles in non-plunging depth.
Figure 6 confirms that as the impact plate angle increases, the Cp coefficient decreases. This

decrement for the range between 0◦ and 60◦ occurs sharper relative to the range between 60◦ and
90◦. An increase in the impact plate angle contributes to a decrease in discharges of 67, 86, 161, and
184 L/s, as almost 74%, 60%, 53%, and 51%, respectively. So, the effect of impact plate angle on the
decrease of Cp is more in the lower discharges, and this coefficient increases along with increases in
discharge. Hence, it is suggested that in executive works, the maximum discharges of the project
design probability maximum flood (PMF) be used for the most critical situations being considered in
applying dynamic pressures.

Figure 6 shows the diagram of Cp versus the impact plate angles in non-plunging depth.
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Figure 6. Mean dynamic pressure coefficient versus angle of impact plate.

3.2. Distribution of Dynamic Pressure on Impact Plate

To study dynamic pressure distribution on 0.5 × 0.5 m impact plate in different angles, the changes
in Cp values at different radial distances from the impact axis are shown in Figure 7. The figure
concerns the discharge of 184 L/s and 0◦ (with the greatest Cp value) for plunging depths of 0, 15, 30,
and 45 cm.

Figure 7a shows the mean dynamic pressure coefficient in the non-plunging depths state.
The coefficient value at the center of impact is 0.85, and it decreases away from the center. As seen in
Figure 7b, compared with the non-depth case, an increase in the water depth of 15 cm does not have a
significant effect on the reduction of Cp values. In fact, the plunging is still of low influence in this stage.
At 30 cm depth (Figure 7c), the mean dynamic pressure coefficient is affected by a perceptible decrease.
This result indicated that in this situation, the plunging depth was effective in decreasing dynamic
pressure. Also, in Figure 7d, in which the plunging depth attained 45 cm, the decline in Cp values was
negligible. Thus, the favorable thickness of the plunging depth for the decrease of Cp value happened
at the 30 cm depth. An overall consideration of Figure 7 indicated that most dynamic pressures were
made in longitudinal distances between 20 and 25 cm, and in transversal distances between 20 and
30 cm. In the cases in which the plunge depth was not so effective, the highest pressure occurred at the
center of the impact plate. Any increase in plunging depth causes the center of the effective pressure
on the bottom is inclined toward the sides. This may be related to the vortices and turbulent flows
created at a slight distance from the point of impact in the direction of the jet central axis [19].

 
(a) Y = 0 cm 

Figure 7. Cont.
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(b) Y = 15 cm 

 
(c) Y = 30 cm 

 
(d) Y = 45 cm 

Figure 7. Variations of mean dynamic pressure coefficient at radial distances from falling jet axis for
discharge 184 L/s at 0◦ in plunging depths of (a) 0; (b) 15 cm; (c) 30; and (d) 45 cm.

3.3. Mean Dynamic Pressure Coefficient and Break-Up Length

Experiments were carried out at various depths in the plunge pool to study alterations in the
hydrodynamic pressure attributable to variations of the ratio of jet drop length to its break-up length
(H/Lb). The results are given in Figure 8.

Figure 8 shows that as the impact plate angle relative to the horizontal increases, the value of Cp

decreases in all depth situations in the plunge pool. The Cp values at different angles would come
close to each other along with an increment in plunging depth. The reason behind this is that when
the plunging depth increases, the energy dissipation caused by vortices grows too. Therefore, the
effect of the jet impact angle upon dynamic pressure diminishes. Figure 8 confirms that as the H/Lb

increases, the coefficient Cp decreases. If the plunging depth is zero or has a low value, the graphs are
mostly linear, and the increase in plunging depths causes the graphs to be drawn exponentially. With
decreasing plunging depth, the jet drop length increases and motivates the air penetration into the
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jet, which in turn brings about energy dissipation. As the plunging depth increases, the jet length, H,
would shrink and vortices are produced. Consequently, the energy dissipation of the jet would be
affected mainly by the vortices, as a result of which the decreasing trend of the coefficient Cp lessens.
Enlargement of H means the extension of the jet drop length and the increase of air entry into the jet
subsequently. Thus, it causes more dissipation of energy and decrease in Cp values. Moreover, with a
decrease in the break-up length, Lb, the jet would be converted from the core to non-core occasion
faster, whence a lower dynamic pressure would be exerted [19].

 
(a) Y = 0 cm 

 
(b) Y = 15 cm

 
(c) Y = 30 cm 

Figure 8. Cont.
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(d) Y = 45 cm 

Figure 8. Mean dynamic pressure coefficient versus break-up length at different impact plate angles
and plunging depths: (a) Y = 0 cm; (b) Y = 15 cm; (c) Y = 30 cm; and (d) Y = 45 cm.

4. Conclusions

In this research, a laboratory model was used to investigate the effect of impingement of a jet
after take-off from the fillip buckets. The variables of take-off discharge, jet impact angle, and the
downstream plunging depth were simulated. The experiments were carried out both without and
with plunging depths of 15, 30, and 45 cm. The most important results obtained from this research are
as follows:

• At different discharges, with an increase in plunging depth, the mean dynamic coefficient of the
pressure on the impact plate was primarily constant and then decreased.

• As the impact plate angle increased the mean dynamic pressure reduced, this reduction occurred
more often from the angles of 0 to 60◦.

• The greater the plunging depth, the less the effect of impact plate angle on the mean dynamic
pressure was observed.

• A low plunging depth did not give a reduction of dynamic pressure on the walls. This depth
was in effect at the time when it reached a certain limit. The bound was obtained as Y/Bj > 3 in
this research.
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Abstract: As a typical waterway modification, the spur dike narrows the water cross section, which
increases the flow velocity and flushes the riverbed. Meanwhile, it also protects ecological diversity
and improves river habitat. Different types of spur dikes could greatly impact the interaction
between flow structure and local geomorphology, which in turn affects the evolution of river aquatic
habitats. Four different types of spur dikes—including rock-fill, permeable, w-shaped rock-fill,
and w-shaped permeable—were evaluated using flume experiments for spur dike hydrodynamics
and fish aggregation effects. Based on Shannon’s entropy, an index for calculating water flow diversity
is proposed. Additionally, the impact of the different spur dikes on water flow diversity and the
relationship between water flow diversity and fish aggregation effects were studied. The water flow
diversity index around the spur dike varied from 1.13 to 2.96. The average aggregation rate of test
fish around the spur dike was 5% to 28%, and the attraction effect increased with increasing water
flow diversity. Furthermore, we plotted the relationship between water flow diversity index and
average fish aggregation rate. A fish hydroacoustic study conducted on the Laohutan fish-bone dike
in the Dongliu reach of downstream Yangtze River showed that the fish aggregation effect of the
permeable spur dike was greater than the rock-fill spur dike. These research results could provide
theoretical support for habitat heterogeneity research and ecologically optimal design of spur dikes.

Keywords: water flow diversity; permeable spur dike; fish aggregation effect; channel regulation

1. Introduction

Shipping is one of the important functions of rivers. Meanwhile, waterway remediation is an
important means to improve waterway conditions. As a typical waterway modification, the spur dike
narrows the water cross section, which increases flow velocity and flushes the riverbed. However,
it affects the local river habitat as well by changing the interaction between water flow and sediment,
and local geomorphology within the range of influence of the spur dike.

Recently, many researchers and engineers have studied the ecological effects of spur dikes through
model tests, numerical simulations and on-site observations. The results show that spur dikes can
enhance river habitat heterogeneity and improve the suitability of fish habitats under low and medium
water flows. The tributary area behind the spur dike provides a habitat for plankton and benthic
animals, and it also provides a good living environment and shelter for juveniles with a particular
fish-aggregation effect [1–7]. The improvement of habitat quality can provide more living space for
aquatic organisms [8,9]. Concurrently, a low-speed zone, or even still water zone, is formed behind the
spur dike due to its blocking effect. Consequently, it is easy for fine sand and silt to accumulate, making
the environment unstable and not conducive to benthic organism survival [10]. Furthermore, the still
water area is not suitable fish habitat [11]. To increase quantity and quality of the habitat around the
spur dike and strengthen its ecological effect, new layouts of dikes or permeable ecological spur dike are
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proposed. While retaining the effects of narrowing the water cross section to increase the flow velocity
and flush the riverbed, the new spur dike has interrelated and complementary diverse flows, refuges
and bait effects. In particular, the diverse flows encourage various plankton and benthic animals to
remain as food for fish. The shelter formed by the proposed structure could be used by small animals
such as juveniles to avoid predation and should become an excellent micro-habitat. The spur dike of
new layouts such as notched spur dikes, J-Hook, cross vane and double cross vane were proposed and
applied in the Upper Mississippi River restoration and the Austrian Danube River [12–15]. Presently,
there are a variety of ecological spur dikes such as the fish nest ecological, the deflector ecological,
the four-side six-edge permeable, the square ecological, the open-hole trapezoidal ecological, and the
open-hole semi-circular ecological spur dike in China. Great parts of them have already been applied
in channel regulation projects along the Yangtze River and Xijiang River [3,16–19].

The impacts of spur dikes on habitats has mainly been assessed by calculating and comparing the
weighted available area (WUA) or the suitable habitat area, under different combinations of water flow
and dike type. Additionally, the weighted available area (WUA) or the suitable habitat area is simulated
using a habitat model (e.g., PHABSIM- the Physical Habitat Simulation System, [20,21]), which is
based on the preference of aquatic organisms for habitat factors such as water depth, flow velocity,
and sediment quality. However, fish use of habitats is not only determined by flow velocity, water depth,
or sediment quality, but also closely related to water flow turbulence. Turbulence is common in
rivers, rough terrain, plants in the river, stone blocks and artificial structures such as spur dikes,
which can cause turbulence in the water flow. However, turbulence is not always correlated with
velocity—particularly in pools and around roughness elements [22,23]. Fish will adjust their swimming
mode and frequency of fishtail swing to conserve energy from the turbulent water flow. Furthermore,
the turbulent water flow can reduce the probability of fish being preyed upon. Moreover, the turbulent
kinetic energy can better reflect on the fish aggregation status than the flow velocity. Therefore, some
scholars have suggested incorporating turbulence into fish habitat assessment management [11,24–32].
Turbulence and its relationship with fish swimming and shoaling are complex, so the effects of
turbulence are generally not considered in the habitat models. Some scholars have suggested that
turbulence could be described with vorticity or vortex scale to analyze the complexity of water flow.
However, the vortex is three-dimensional, time-dependent, and the scale varies greatly. Even when
using a two-dimensional vortex, it is difficult to describe the complexity of water flow. Furthermore,
it is difficult to extrapolate laboratory results to the field [4,30,33,34]. Generally, there is a lack of a
clear calculation method for water flow diversity using physical mechanisms that accurately reflect the
impact of spur dikes on water flow diversity and its relationship to fish aggregation.

W-Weir is a habitat enhancement structure applied in middle and small rivers. It is a submerged
closure dam and its symmetry plane coincides with the centerline of the river [35]. It is w-shaped
along the direction of the water flow. The angle between the first section of the dike and the flume
is 20–30◦. W-Weir can lower the water surface gradient along the river and decreases flow velocity
nearshore, which improves the stability of the riverbank. Two back flow areas and two pools are
formed downstream of W-Weir, where rapid flow and slow alternates, and step-pool morphology
is generated. It provides habitat and spawning ground for fish and other dwellers. Based on the
ecological mechanism of W-Weir, a w-shaped spur dike was proposed by Lu Y. et al. (2018) [36].
Its layout is similar to W-Weir, but not cover the whole cross section river. The w-shaped permeable
spur dike is stacked with permeable frames of four sides and six edges, each with a length of 1.0 m
and a section diameter of 0.1 m × 0.1 m, which is widely used in the Yangtze river waterway training
as revetment. The w-shaped permeable spur dike is applied in the ecological conservation area in
Lianhuazhougang within Dongliu reach, which is part of the waterway Project 645—the process of
dredging the Yangtze to increase the depth of the waterway between Wuhan to Anqing to 6 m, and to
4.5 m from Wuhan to Yichang.

To determine the influence of different types of spur dikes on water flow diversity and the
relationship between water flow diversity and fish aggregation, we therefore used flume experiments
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in rock-fill, permeable, w-shaped rock-fill, and w-shaped permeable spur dikes. The flow velocity,
turbulent kinetic energy and fish distribution around the spur dike were measured. Subsequently,
a water flow diversity index was proposed, and its relationship with the average fish aggregation
rate was determined. A fish hydroacoustic study was carried out on Laohutan fish-bone dike in the
Dongliu reach of the Yangtze River to investigate the fish aggregation effects of rock-fill and permeable
spur dikes in the field.

2. Experiments

2.1. Experimental Design

The flume experiments were carried out at the Basic Theory Sediment Laboratory of the Tiexinqiao
Test Base, Nanjing Hydraulic Research Institute. The test setup is shown in Figure 1. The flume is 42 m
long, 2 m wide and 1 m deep, and flow velocity is controlled by a rectangular thin-walled weir with a
maximum flow velocity of 0.60 m3/s. There are two 1 m energy-dissipating walls at the flume water
inlet used to smooth the water flow. Nets are placed at the second wall position and at 32 m from the
beginning of the flume inlet. The test section is 10 m long and located in the middle of the flume.

The test was divided into two groups. The first group consisted of a rock-fill spur dike and a
permeable spur dike (Figure 1a,c). The rock-fill spur dike was made with 80 mm particle sized gravel
with a porosity of about 10% (proportion of void volume with spur dike to the volume of spur dike,
the same below). The permeable spur dike was stacked with permeable frames of four sides and
six edges each with a length of 20 cm and a section diameter of 2 cm × 2 cm with porosity of about
80%. The permeable frame spur dike was placed 5 m upstream of the rock-fill spur dike on the left
side, both of them were perpendicular to the side wall of the flume. The spur dike is 0.55 m long and
0.50 m high. Its relative length is 0.28 (ratio of length of spur dike to width of flume). The second
group consisted of a w-shaped rock-fill spur dike and a w-shaped permeable spur dike (Figure 1b,c).
It is w-shaped along the direction of the water flow, and the spur dike root to the spur dike head is
composed of four straight-line dikes, each with an 80 cm axis length. The w-shaped permeable spur
dike is located 5 m upstream of the w-shaped rock-fill spur dike and on the left side of the flume.
The angle between the first section of the dike and the flume is 30◦, and the angle between adjacent
dikes is 60◦. The straight-line distance from the starting point of the spur dike root to the spur dike
head is 1.2 m (relative length is 0.60, ratio of the straight-line distance from the starting point of the
spur dike root to the spur dike head to width of flume), and the height of the spur dike is 0.35 m.

The flow velocity was measured with an acoustic doppler velocimetry system (Sontek ADV,
Sontek, Inc., San Diego California, CA, USA). The data acquisition frequency was 25 Hz and
processed by winADV (a post-processing software, developed by the USA Department of the Interior).
After removing data with a correlation coefficient lower than 70 and a signal-to-noise ratio less than 20,
the average flow velocity and the three-dimensional pulsation flow square root at each measurement
point were obtained.

The crucian, which are sensitive to changes in water flow, were selected as the test fish. The fish
had a body length of about 15 cm and were caught from a natural reservoir. Initially, they were kept in
a 2 m × 1.2 m × 0.9 m (length ×width × depth) pool for three days, with regular feeding and the water
changed regularly. Feeding was curtailed one day before the test. The fish distribution during the
test was recorded by a high-definition camera mounted about 3 m above the spur dike. The camera
resolution was 1920 × 1280 pixels, 25 frames per second.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 1. Test layout: (a) experimental layout of the rock-fill spur dike and the permeable spur
dike, (b) test layout of the w-shaped rock-fill spur dike and the w-shaped permeable spur dike and
(c) pictures of spur dikes. The unit in the figure is m. The grid points around the spur dike are the
measurement points.

2.2. Experimental Procedure

For all experiments, the test flow discharge of the rock-fill and permeable spur dikes was 0.12,
0.18 and 0.24 m3/s, and the water depth was 0.60 m. The test flow discharge of the w-shaped rock-fill
and w-shaped permeable spur dikes was 0.18 and 0.20 m3/s, and the water depths were 0.35 and
0.40 m, respectively. Flow conditions of all experiment were listed in Table 1. The flow velocity
of the water layer 5 cm from the bottom was measured as the representative flow velocity of the
corresponding point. A total of 900 data measurements were made at each point. The measurement
range of the rock-fill and permeable spur dikes is as follows: 1.0 m upstream from the dike axis and
1.80 m downstream of the dike in the direction of water flow. The streamwise direction starts from
the side of the dike root, from 0.1 to 1.6 m, and the measurement interval is 0.1 m. The measurement
range of the w-shaped rock-fill and w-shaped permeable spur dikes is from 1.8 m upstream to 2.0 m
downstream from the dike along the direction of water flow. The streamwise direction is from 0.1 to
1.6 m, and the measurement interval is 0.1 m, as shown in Figure 1.

The water flow conditions for the fish aggregation test and the spur dike setup were the same as
the hydrodynamic test. For each test, after the water level and flow velocity were adjusted to working
conditions, 25 fish were placed near the net at the tail of the flume. The camera was used to record
the aggregation status of the test fish around the spur dike. After the test, the fish were removed and
separated. It should be noted that different fish groupings were used in each test. Each test started at
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9:30 a.m. and ended at 15:30 p.m. on the same day. During the test, no one was close to the flume,
and the test fish distribution was observed on the video recorder through the camera.

Table 1. Test conditions and water flow diversity.

Spur Dikes Q (L/s) H (m)
U(m/s)

Min–Average–Max
k (m2/s2 (×10−4))

Min–Average–Max
HF AAR (%)

rock-fill spur dike
0.12 0.60 0–0.09–0.14 0.2–2.1–6.6 1.25 20
0.18 0.60 0–0.13–0.18 0.0–2.9–12.5 1.13 5
0.24 0.60 0–0.18–0.25 0.0–5.2–24.0 1.19 16

permeable spur dike
0.12 0.60 0–0.08–0.11 1.0–1.8–4.9 2.21 20
0.18 0.60 0–0.12–0.16 0.8–3.0–8.8 2.05 13
0.24 0.60 0–0.17–0.24 0.9–5.2–13.9 2.89 28

w-shaped rock-fill
spur dike

0.18 0.35 0–0.21–0.46 0–19.4–84.5 2.86 23
0.20 0.40 0–0.19–0.48 0–12.1–70.3 2.17 27

w-shaped permeable
spur dike

0.18 0.35 0.01–0.18–0.31 1.6–8.5–58.1 3.07 29
0.20 0.40 0.04–0.17–0.30 1.4–7.0–39.5 2.68 27

2.3. Data Processing

(1) Flow data process:
The flow velocity of each point was calculated using the recorded average flow velocity.

The calculation formula is as follows

U =

√
u2 + v2 + w2, (1)

where u, v, and w are the average flow velocity in the streamwise, transverse, and vertical directions of
the measurement point, respectively.

The turbulent kinetic energy can be calculated by the following formula:

k =
1
2

(
u′u′ + v′v′ + w′w′

)
, (2)

where u′, v′, and w′are streamwise, transverse, and vertical pulsating flow velocity. u′ = u− u, v′ =
v − v, w′ = w −w are the difference between the instantaneous flow velocity and the average flow
velocity. u, v, and w are instantaneous flow velocity in the streamwise, transverse, and vertical directions.

(2) Flow data standardized:
When the test group is different, the numerical values of the hydrodynamic parameters are

quite different, and the flow velocity and the turbulent kinetic energy are inconsistent, making
comparisons difficult. Therefore, the data was standardized. The standardization of dispersion
(min–max standardization) preserves the data trend and “compresses” the data to 0–1, facilitating the
comparison of multiple datasets, so this method was used to normalize the flow velocity and turbulent
kinetic energy data. The calculation for standardization of dispersion can be expressed by:

yi =
Xi −Xmin

Xmax −Xmin
, (3)

where yi is the standardized data, Xmin, Xmax, Xi are the minimum, maximum and i-th data respectively.
(3) Fish aggregative data process:
At the beginning of the test, the fish were adapting to the conditions, so their positions changed

greatly. Therefore, only the fish data from 10:00 a.m. to 15:00 p.m. were used in the actual analysis.
A sample was taken every 30 min, and each sample was 5 min long. A picture was taken at every 10 s
to record the frequency and position of the test fish. To eliminate influence of flow conditions and spur
dike size on laboratory test data and on-site observation data, the average aggregation rate (AAR) was
used to express the attraction effect of the spur dike on test fish [37]. This index indicates the ratio of
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the amount of gathered fish around the spur dike to the total number of test fish after setting each spur
dike and is calculated by the following formula:

AAR(%) =

∑n
i=1 Ni

nN
× 100%, (4)

where Ni is the number of fish gathered around the spur dike of the i-th observation, N is the total
number of test fish, and n is the number of observations.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Mean Flow Characteristic

Table 1 shows the range of average flow velocity and turbulent kinetic energy around different
types of spur dikes in the two different test groups. As listed in Table 1, mean flow velocity of different
spur dikes at the same statistical area within a test is almost the same, but the max-min range is
different, as that of the rock-fill spur dike is larger than the permeable spur dike. Both mean turbulent
kinetic energy and the max-min range of the rock-fill spur dike are larger than that of the permeable
spur dikes of the same statistical area within a test, especially for the w-shaped spur dikes. Generally
speaking, spur dikes extend max-min range of velocity and turbulent kinetic energy, especially the
rock-fill and the w-shaped rock-fill spur dikes.

Figure 2 shows the flow velocity and turbulent kinetic energy distribution around the rock-fill
spur dike and permeable spur dike at a discharge of 0.18 m3/s and average depth of 0.60 m. Figure 3
shows the flow velocity and turbulent kinetic energy distribution around the w-shaped rock-fill spur
dike and w-shaped permeable spur dike at a discharge of 0.20 m3/s and average depth of 0.40 m.
Four types of spur dike are submerged in water.

When water flows through the rock-fill spur dike (Figure 2b), the flow velocity on the water-facing
side of the dike body gradually decreases due to water-blocking by the dike body. The upstream
is restricted and moves towards another side of the flume. After passing the head of the spur dike,
the narrowest main flow cross-section will be formed due to inertia (A-A in Figure 2b). Then, the main
flow diffuses gradually along the flume. Meanwhile, a very small flow velocity region is formed on
the backwater side. The flow boundary lay behind the spur dike sperate from the groin when flow is
passing the groin head. Eddies are formed downstream of the separated point and move forward one
by one. The moving eddies collide, break and merge with each other, and the corresponding turbulent
kinetic energy is large. However, the turbulent kinetic energy in other areas is low, and in the vicinity
of the dike body it is almost zero.

The permeable spur dike can divert flow and narrow flow area as well as rock-fill spur dike.
At the same time, as the permeable spur dike had good water permeability, the narrowest main flow
cross-section moves down (B-B in Figure 2a), the flow mixing area with high turbulent kinetic energy
move towards the main flow. Flow velocity and turbulent kinetic energy in the vicinity of the dike
body was low—but not zero. The zone with low flow velocity and low turbulence was diminished
compared with the rock-fill spur dike. The gradient of flow velocity and turbulent kinetic energy is
lower than that of the rock-fill spur dike, as the disturbance on flow of permeable spur dike is reduced.

The w-shaped spur dike preserves the water flow characteristics of the spur dike, but there
are differences as well—mainly in the vicinity of the dike. Oblique dikes (1, 2, 3, 4 in Figure 2b) of
the w-shaped rock-fill spur dike are inclined, which causes large flow velocity at the two junctions
on the lower side of the dike (area around A and B in Figure 3b). After flow passes over the first
two straight-line dike (1 and 2 in Figure 3b), flow from two directions come across and mix in the
downstream area of the spur dike (area around D in Figure 3b), where flow velocity and turbulent
kinetic energy are very high (area around D in Figure 3d). A similar area around E (in Figure 3b) is
affected by flow around the groin head as well as the mix effect of flow from dike 3 and dike 4 (in
Figure 3b), which makes flow velocity and turbulent kinetic energy small.
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The w-shaped permeable spur dike has a similar diversion function as the w-shaped rock-fill
spur dike, which causes flow to come across and mix around the two junctions on the lower side of
the dike (the area around A and B in Figure 3a). However, as the w-shaped permeable spur dike has
large porosity, flow velocity of the main flow (the area around F in Figure 3a) is smaller than that of
the w-shaped rock-fill spur dike, and opposite in the vicinity of the dike (the area around A, B, D, F
in Figure 3a). Frames of w-shaped permeable spur dike have excellent energy dissipation capacity.
Flow run through those frames would generating high level turbulent kinetic energy in the vicinity
areas downstream of the w-shaped dike (D, E, and C in Figure 3c).

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 2. Hydrodynamic distribution of permeable spur dike and rock-fill spur dike (flow velocity
is 0.18 m3/s, water depth is 0.60 m; flow direction is from left to right, distance unit in the figure is
m, same as below); (a) Average flow velocity distribution of permeable spur dike; (b) Average flow
velocity distribution of rock-fill spur dike; (c) The turbulent kinetic energy distribution of permeable
spur dike; (d) The turbulent kinetic energy distribution of rock-fill spur dike .
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 3. Hydrodynamic distribution of w-shaped permeable spur dike and rock-fill spur dike and
aggregation of test fish (flow velocity is 0.20 m3/s, water depth is 0.40 m). (a) Average flow velocity
distribution of w-shaped permeable spur dike; (b) Average flow velocity distribution of w-shaped
rock-fill spur dike; (c) The turbulent kinetic energy distribution of w-shaped permeable spur dike;
(d) The turbulent kinetic energy distribution of w-shaped rock-fill spur dike.

3.2. Water Flow Diversity

Entropy is a measure of system disorder, which is an extensive property of a thermodynamics
system. In 1948, Shannon introduced the notion of entropy to information theory in order to measure
the quantity of information contained in a message [38]. Entropy is a fundamental concept linking
together information theory and statistical physics [39]. For a set of possible events {x1, x2, . . . , xn}
whose probabilities of occurrence are p1, p2, . . . , pn. The information entropy or Shannon’s entropy is
expressed by:

H = −
n∑

i=1

PilnPi. (5)

The more uncertain and heterogeneous the possible event, the greater Shannon’s entropy; the more
certain and homogeneous the possible event, the smaller Shannon’s entropy. For only one type in the
data set, Shannon’s entropy equals zero. Therefore, high Shannon’s entropy stands for high diversity,
low Shannon’s entropy for low. The Shannon’s entropy equation provides a way to quantifies the
randomness of probability laws and is a measure of heterogeneity commonly applied in the fields of
statistical physics, information theory, ecology [39,40].

The spur dike is a permanent disturbance for a river flow system at reach scale. In order to
eliminate the disturbance, the river flow regime is changed and spatial distribution, range of mean
velocity and turbulent kinetic energy are modified (analyzed in Section 3.1), which can be used to
describe flow diversity around the spur dike. Mean velocity and turbulent kinetic energy are important
parameters reflecting the engineer effect, structure stability as well as the habitat quality. Based on
Shannon’s entropy, we devised a water flow diversity index HF, to measure the diversity of water flow
around the spur dike. It is defined as the product of the regional flow velocity diversity index HV and
the turbulent kinetic energy diversity index Hk, which can be expressed by:

HF = HV ×Hk, (6)
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HV = −
∑n

i=1
PVilnPVi, (7)

Hk = −
∑n

i=1
PkilnPki, (8)

where n is the level of flow velocity and turbulent kinetic energy. n is 10, meaning that the measured
flow velocity and turbulent kinetic energy are divided into 10 levels after standardization, which is
from 0.1 to 1.0. PVi and Pki are the ratios of i-th flow velocity and turbulent kinetic energy to the total
area of the studied area, respectively. According to Equation (6), for the present study, HF reaches a
maximum when PVi = Pki = 0.1, and HFmax = ln(10)2 = 5.30. Namely, the more uniform the area
ratio of flow velocity and turbulent kinetic energy, the larger the HF, indicating a higher water flow
diversity around the spur dike. The area ratio of some level(s) of the flow velocity (turbulent kinetic
energy) is not zero—however, it is extremely small, making it impossible to provide an effective habitat
for fish. Therefore, the flow velocity and turbulent kinetic energy with an area ratio of less than 5% was
excluded in actual calculations. Additionally, gaps among gravels of flume experiments are too small to
use for fish, so this area was excluded in the statistics when calculating the water flow diversity index.

According to Equations (6)–(8), the water flow diversity index HF around the spur dikes for each
working condition were calculated and the results are shown in Table 1. Under the different waterflow
conditions, the values and distribution of flow velocity and turbulent kinetic energy are different.
However, the water flow diversity index calculated after the nondimensionalization fluctuates within
a certain range, which means the water flow diversity around a particular spur dike structure can be
represented by a constant, such as the rock-fill spur dike, where the mean HF is 1.19 ± 0.05. According
to the analysis above, the larger the constant—the higher the diversity of the water flow. Based on
our calculations, the water flow diversity index around the four spur dikes ranged from 1.13 to 2.896,
in the order (from high to low): w-shaped permeable > w-shaped rock-fill > permeable > rock-fill
spur dike. The regional ratio of standardized velocity and standardized turbulent kinetic energy of
different spur dikes is shown in Figure 4. Flow conditions are the same as discussed in Section 3.1.
Under the same water flow conditions, the flow velocity and turbulent kinetic energy around the
rock-fill spur dike was higher than that of the permeable spur dike, but the area of particularly large
flow velocity and turbulent kinetic energy is small, and the area of slow flow zone is large, which
makes small parts of standardized velocity and turbulent kinetic energy account for most of the area.
The rock-fill spur dike, with a standardized velocity of 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0 accounts for 70% of the area,
and the standardized turbulent kinetic energy of 0.2 takes up 67% of the area. The flow velocity and
turbulent kinetic energy area ratios around the rock-fill spur dike are quite different at each level, while
those around the permeable spur dike are relatively uniform. The corresponding water flow diversity
index value is relatively high as well. For the w-shaped spur dike, its structural design increases the
complexity of the water flow in the adjacent area of the dike (refer to the analysis above). As shown in
Figure 4, subsequently, the corresponding water flow diversity index increases as well.

  

Figure 4. Regional ratio of velocity and turbulent kinetic energy (flow condition is the same as
Figures 2 and 3).
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3.3. Relationships between Fish Aggregation and Water Flow Diversity Index

The aggregation of the test fish around the rock-fill spur dike and permeable spur dike at discharge
of 0.18 m3/s are shown in Figure 5, and the gathering of the test fish around the w-shaped rock-fill spur
dike and the w-shaped permeable spur dike at discharge of 0.20 m3/s are shown in Figure 6. Overall,
the test fish mainly gathered in the slow-flow area on the back side of the spur dike where flow velocity
are nearly the lowest (Figures 2, 3, 5 and 6). For spur dikes of the same shape, the average aggregation
rate of the test fish around the permeable spur dike was higher, and the aggregation range larger than
that of the rock-fill spur dike. The test fish in the w-shaped spur dike would gather in the slow-flow
area on the back side of the dike, but gathered in the slow-flow area on the water-facing side of the dike
as well—especially for the W-shaped permeable spur dike. This can be explained by the following:
the water-blocking effect of the rock-fill spur dike reduces flow velocity on the back side of the dike
to extremely low levels, and the flow velocity and turbulent kinetic energy in the water flow mixing
zone vary greatly. Additionally, the test fish need to use more energy if they want to stay, and the
drastic change of the water flow environment makes it difficult for them to maintain their stability as
well. However, the volume velocity of the slow-flow zone on the backwater side of the permeable
spur dike is not zero—and there is a certain pulsation. In the water flow mixing zone behind the
spur dike, flow velocity and turbulent kinetic energy vary only slightly so fish can gain power from
the turbulence to reduce their own energy loss. Additionally, compared with the rock-fill spur dike,
the structural design of the w-shaped rock-fill spur dike makes water flow around the spur dike more
complex. The flow velocity and the turbulent kinetic energy gradient around the w-shaped permeable
spur dike are lower than that of the w-shaped rock-fill spur dike as permeability of the permeable spur
dike, which is easier for fish to maintain their stability. Besides, compared with the rock-fill spur dikes,
cavity within the permeable spur dikes provides refuge for fish, which is an important factor for fish
gathering and is widely applied in artificial reef design.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Aggregation of test fish of permeable spur dike and rock-fill spur dike (flow velocity is
0.18 m3/s, water depth is 0.60 m; “◦” represents fish location, flow direction is from left to right, distance
unit in the figure is m, same as below). (a) Test fish distribution of permeable spur dike; (b) Test fish
distribution of rock-fill spur dike.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Aggregation of test fish of w-shaped permeable and rock-fill spur dikes (flow velocity is
0.20 m3/s, water depth is 0.40 m). (a) Test fish distribution of w-shaped permeable spur dike; (b) Test
fish distribution of w-shaped rock-fill spur dike.
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Test fish average aggregation rate around the spur dike of each test was listed in Table 1.
The average aggregation rate of the test fish around the w-shaped permeable spur dike was the highest
(about 28%), while around the rock-fill spur dike it was the lowest (about 14%). Figure 7 shows the
relationship between the test fish average aggregation rate and the water flow diversity index. It is not
difficult to conclude that for a certain type of spur dike under different flow conditions, fish average
aggregation rate increases with water flow diversity index—except for one group. For different types
of spur dikes, average aggregation rate of all test increases with average water flow diversity index.
In other way, the aggregation effect of the spur dike is enhanced with an increase in water flow diversity.
A relation curve between average aggregation rate and water flow diversity index was plotted with a
linear fitting method using experiment data. However, fish movement is random, turbulent flow and
its relationship with complex correlations between water flow diversity index and average the fish
aggregation is not very high.
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Figure 7. Relationship between water flow diversity and average aggregation rate.

At present, before a newly designed structure applied in channel regulation or river restoration,
a series of flume experiments and numerical studies have to be conducted to research flow characteristics
(mean and turbulent), geomorphologic changes, habitat suitability, which would cost a lot of time
and money. Although new layouts or structures of the spur dike were proposed and applied, it’s still
difficult to quantified parameters of flow diversity around spur dikes. Studies have demonstrated
the importance of turbulence on fish swimming [30,41] and habitat selection [11,26,27,32]. However,
fish movement is random, different fish have their own habits, and the complexity of turbulence and
mechanisms of fish assemblage in a turbulent environment is still not clear, all these factors increase
the difficulty of quantified research on fish responses to turbulent flow. The new relationship between
structure and water flow complexity, average aggregation rate of test fish and water flow complexity
in our research can provide a tool and a new method to determine which type of structure to be chosen
and how to optimize the structure.

However, flow characteristic of spur dikes is affected not only by layouts and made-up elements,
but also by parameters of spur dikes (such as length, height, porosity), their relative relations with flow
(like ratio of height of spur dike to depth), which may change water flow diversity. Besides, as mention
above, different fish (including different species and a specie of different age) have different habits.
More research needs to be conducted—especially quantitative studies on flow characteristics and flow
diversity of different spur dikes and studies on the relationship between more fish (different species,
a specie of different life stage) aggregation and turbulent flow characteristics.
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4. Hydroacoustic Investigation of Laohutan Fish-Bone Dike, the Dongliu Reach and the
Yangtze River

4.1. Project Background and Investigation Techniques

The Dongliu reach is located between Jiujiang and Anqing in the downstream part of the Yangtze
River (Figure 8). The waterway is complex and variable in the dry season with poor navigation
conditions. It has always been one of the key shallow waterways of the Yangtze River. To limit the
development of Donggang, control the width of the left-hand rectification line of Laohutan, increase
the flow velocity of the left-hand of Laohutan, and improve the water depth of the left-hand waterway,
the Yangtze River Waterway Bureau built a fish-bone dike at the head of Laohutan. The project began
in November, 2012 and was completed in April, 2014. The fish-bone dike consists of a 1050 m ridge
dike and two thorn dikes (342 and 521 m, respectively). The first 100 m in front of the right side
of the thorn dike is a four-side six-edge permeable dike, and the other part is a rock-fill structure.
Two investigations were carried out for the water flow during the season, using the flow of the Datong
Station which can be used to represent the flow of the Dongliu reach as it is located 120 km downstream,
with no large tributaries in between. During the dry season in 7 December 2016 the flow at the Dantong
station was 13,022 m3/s and the flood flow there on 8 August 2017 was 46,190 m3/s.

 
Figure 8. Fish-bone dike Project at Laohutan of the Dongliu reach Waterway.

A BioSonics-DT-X-Digital Scientific Echosounder (BioSonics, Inc., Seattle, WA, USA) was used
to investigate the distribution of fish around the fish-bone dike. Its transducer has an operational
frequency of 208 khz and split-beam of 6.5◦. The investigation time was from 9:00 a.m. to 16:00 p.m.
The transducer of the Biosonics DT-X echo detector (BioSonics, Inc., Seattle, WA, USA) was fixed to the
trimaran and the trimaran was tied to the fishing boat’s head by a rope. The transducer was about
0.4 m into the water and inclined at 45◦ to the water surface. Multiple navigation measurements were
conducted around the fish-bone dike to cover as much of the dike as possible. Hydroacoustic data
acquisition was performed using BioSonics Acquisition 6.0 software (BioSonics, Inc., Seattle, WA, USA).
The pulse frequency of the transducer was 8 pps, the pulse width was 0.5 ms, the data acquisition
threshold was −130 dB, and the data acquisition distance was 1–30 m. Using a Garmin GPS 17x HVS,
GPS data was synchronously collected and stored as well. The instrument was calibrated in the field
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using a 36 mm tungsten carbide standard ball prior to measurement. Hydroacoustic data collected
from on-site observations were analyzed using BioSonics Visual Analyzer 4.3 (BioSonics, Inc., Seattle,
WA, USA) to identify fish location and to record fish frequency of occurrence. The data analysis
started from the 1 m position of the beam and synchronously outputted the monomer echo recognition
result. The single echo recognition parameters were as follows: the echo threshold was −60 dB,
the correlation coefficient was 0.90, the minimum pulse width coefficient was 0.75, the maximum pulse
width coefficient was 3, the termination pulse width was −12 dB and the time-varying gain (TVG) was
40 lgR.

Field velocity in large river are usually measured with ADCP (Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers,
produced by Teledyne RD Instruments, Poway California, CA, USA), and Vector Current Meter
(point measure) (Nortek AS, Rud, Norway). Flow turbulent characteristics can be derived from the
measured data of ADV (Nortek AS, Rud, Norway), or ADCP (Teledyne RD Instruments, Poway
California, CA, USA) measure data [42,43], but the velocity measured devices need to be held still for a
certain period. It means the devices must be fastened to a holder that can be fixed on the riverbed.
According to the physical model research results, velocity around heads of the fish-bone is about
1.5 m/s, and D-shaped mattress and four-side six-edge permeable frames were placed around the dike
to protect the structure [44]—which makes it difficult and dangerous to set a holder to fix ADCP and
ADV. Besides, flow characteristic of rock-fill spur dike and permeable were measured and analyzed
using experiment data. Flow around the rock-fill dikes and the permeable in Dongliu reach were
not measured.

4.2. Results

During on-site observation, it was difficult to accurately determine the total fish nN due to the
ship's disturbance and limited measurement coverage. Therefore, the total number of fish observed
was taken as the total fish nN. The permeable spur dike area was 200 m × 300 m and surrounded by
the 100 m of water-permeable dike facing the water side, the 100 m in front of the dike head, and the
200 m backwater side of the dike. The counting range of the rock-fill dike was the left-hand area of
the fish-bone dike. The habitat selection of fish is affected by many factors, including hydrological,
hydraulic, biological and the life stage of the fish. In our research, permeable spur dike and rock-fill
spur dike are adjacent, and flow discharge, sediment size, temperature, fish composition are almost the
same. The difference is the range and spatial distribution of velocity and turbulence, mainly caused
by makeup of the spur dike, which affect fish aggregation of the spur dike. In other words—the fish
aggregation rate in the Dongliu reach is comparable.

During water flow in the dry season on 7 December 2016, there were 65 fish observed in the
fish-bone dike, including eight fish in the rock-fill spur dike and 17 fish in the permeable spur dike.
The corresponding average aggregation rates were 12% and 26%, respectively. During flood flow on
8 August 2017, there were 69 fish observed in the fish-bone dike, including 11 fish in the rock-fill spur
dike and 19 fish in the permeable spur dike. The corresponding average aggregation rates were 16%
and 28%. Thus, it can be concluded that fish aggregation was better in the permeable spur dike than
the rock-fill spur dike.

The permeable spur provides more heterogeneous flow environment than rock-fill spur dike
(analyzed above), which is attractive for different fish (different species and a species of different
life stage). Flow velocity in downstream of Yangtze River is very fast, which make it difficult for
plankton and macroinvertebrate survive as their weak swimming ability. The flow velocity behind the
permeable spur dike is slow but not almost still as where of the rock-fill spur dike, which provides a
stable habitat for plankton and macroinvertebrate, increases feeding potential for fish. Besides, cavities
with the permeable spur dike provide refuge for fish larvae and other small dwellers from rapid flow
and predators [3,45,46]. In some degree, the permeable spur dikes work as an artificial reef applied to
increase reef fish habitat quantity and quality, protect marine life, reduce user conflicts, and so on [47].
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The artificial reef-like permeable spur dike makes it more attractive for fish than the rock-filled spur
dike and has a greater fish aggregative rate.

In this section, hydraulic parameters were not measured for the complex flow environment.
But Hydraulic characteristics are a key factor affecting habitat use of fish, and a link between results
of flume experiments and field. Systematically monitors and analysis on hydraulic distribution,
geomorphic change, dwellers (plankton, macroinvertebrate and fish) diversity around the permeable
and rock-fill spur dikes in Laohutan, Dongliu are necessary in the future.

5. Conclusions

Rock-fill, permeable, w-shaped rock-fill, and w-shaped permeable spur dikes were selected for
flume experiments to investigate their influence on water flow diversity and the relationship between
water flow diversity and fish aggregation. Additionally, a fish hydroacoustic study was conducted on
the Laohutan fish-bone dike in the Dongliu reach of the Yangtze River to investigate fish aggregation
effects around rock-fill and permeable spur dikes in the field.

(1) Based on Shannon’s entropy theory, a water flow diversity index, HF was proposed to calculate
water flow diversity.

(2) The water flow diversity index values of different types of spur dikes under different flow
condition were calculated, reflecting the degree of water flow diversity around the different spur dikes.
The water flow diversity index values of the four different types of spur dikes are 1.13–2.96, and from
high to low are: w-shaped permeable >w-shaped rock-fill > permeable > rock-fill spur dike.

(3) The test fish gathered in the backwater side slow-flow area of the spur dike, and the average
aggregation rate was 5% to 28%. The attraction effect of the spur dike to fish increases with an increasing
water flow diversity. The relationship between water flow diversity index and average fish aggregation
rate was plotted, which provides a new method to assess the environmental effects of spur dikes.

(4) The permeable spur dike had a better fish aggregation effect than the rock-fill spur dike in the
field at Laohutan fish-bone dike of the Dongliu reach Waterway in dry and flood seasons.

(5) The permeable spur dike works as a river training structure as well as an artificial reef:
it alters hydrodynamic conditions, the sediment transport regime, and at the same time generates
more heterogeneous flow than rock-fill spur dike, providing shelter for fish and other small organism,
increasing fish habitat quantity and quality and reducing conflicts of river training and river protection.

The research results of this paper could provide theoretical support for the evaluation and analysis
of habitat water flow diversity, as well as ecologically optimal design of spur dikes.

These results derive from some certain types of spur dikes among different river training structures
and a limited number of individuals—all of the same species. Future works should expand this work
with more river training structures and fish across different species and life stages.
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Abstract: The Hydrostatic Pressure Machine (HPM) is a novel energy converter for micro and pico
hydropower that becomes very suitable for installation in channels with very low head, where
conventional hydraulic turbines are inadequate or too expensive. Although this technology has been
studied through several experimental tests and also by numerical simulations, open source flow
solvers have not been used yet. The research team on Computational Fluid Mechanics of IMFIA-
Universidad de la República (Uruguay) has been developing a CFD open source solver named caffa3d,
which has obtained great results in a few international challenges, although it has not been used yet
for free surface flows or turbomachinery simulations. The present work shows the contributions
made within caffa3d in order to enable its use for simulating a HPM. The Large Eddy Simulation
(LES) method is used to model the turbulence structures of the flow. Sliding Mesh (SM) and Volume
of Fluid (VOF) methods were chosen respectively to resolve the rotation of the wheel and the position
of the free surface. The SM module was already validated in the past, but the VOF module needed to
be validated in the present work through the simulation of free surface over a semicylindrical dam.
Finally, the performance of a small 12-straight-blade HPM was simulated with caffa3d, with quite
satisfactory results. Some issues of the solver yet need to be solved before other HPM with more
complex designs could be studied.

Keywords: hydrostatic pressure machine; micro hydropower; CFD; open source; sliding mesh;
volume of fluid; caffa3d

1. Introduction

Hydropower, being one of the oldest energy sources developed by humankind, continues to also
be one of the most prominent ones, in terms of costs, social, and environmental impacts. A renovated
interest in micro and pico hydropower has been developing in recent years to accommodate the
increasing electricity demand avoiding the environmental impacts of large power stations [1]. Very
few non exploited sites along the entire world are suitable for medium and large hydropower,
considering the social and environmental negative impacts. In the opposite side, micro to pico
hydropower generates minimum impact on the environment in addition to when they are installed in
already existing infrastructures such as water distribution systems, irrigation dams or water channels.
Conventional hydraulic turbines become very expensive (especially in relation to the total cost of the
project) when it comes to very low heads and low power ratings [2], and most of the suitable micro
hydropower converters present poor efficiencies or are still in a development stage such as the ones
presented in [3–5].
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The Hydrostatic Pressure Machine (HPM) is a novel energy converter first introduced by [6]
inspired in the ancient water wheels used within mills [7], but with the main difference of extracting
energy from the pressure of the water flow instead of the kinetic or potential energy. Among the
recent publications, there are several studies on waterwheels’ performances and improvements, but
a great part of these refer to stream or gravity wheels [8–12] and only a few refer to HPM [13–18]
that operate in a different way and should be distinguished from the formers. The HPM becomes very
suitable for installation in water channels with very low head, where conventional hydraulic turbines
or hydrokinetic turbines are inadequate or just too expensive because of the low head or power ratings.
The installation of a HPM requires very little modifications to the existing infrastructure, and has
proven to work with acceptable efficiencies (up to 80%), which make them the best choice for very
low head waterways like irrigation or waste water channels. The principle of operation of a generic
HPM is explained in Figure 1. The presence of the HPM covering almost the entire water passage of
a rectangular channel section (leaving only the required gap between it and the channel walls and
bed) generates a water level difference between upstream and downstream (just like a sluice gate).
Then, like the sluice gate, the blades of the HPM receive a force due to this level or pressure difference,
which generates a torque at the rotating centre and consequently a shaft mechanical power.

The rotational speed in this machines is very low, so, on one hand, there is a technological
challenge to convert the mechanical to electrical power, but on the other hand and in combination with
the narrow bottom opening, enables sediment transport and fish passage through it.

Figure 1. Explanation of the operation of a generic HPM, taken from HYLOW Internal Task Report 2.3 [19].

The operation of some HPM designs has been assessed during the last years, mostly within
the HYLOW project (of which CERIS, from IST of Lisbon, was part of), by means of experimental
tests in reduced scale models [13] and field tests [14]. In addition, some numerical assessment with
commercial software has been done in order to better understand the optimum configuration for the
performance of the HPM [15]. The highlighted modifications introduced to the design shown in Figure
1 are the alteration of the bed of the channel below the HPM in order to reduce the leakage flow, and
the inclination of the blades remaining straight or radially twisted (see Figure 2), in order to facilitate
the filling and emptying of the buckets. This latter improvement would also reduce the impact when
the blades enter the water and would make the torque more continuous along the rotation. However,
some doubts regarding the shape optimization of the blades to extract the most of the energy still
remain. In fact, there are currently several ongoing projects that try to search for the best configuration,
not only of the geometry of the wheel [16], but also of the geometry of the channel, water levels and
type of generator [17,18].
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Figure 2. HPM with radially twisted blades and modified bottom shroud, taken from HYLOW Internal
Task Report 2.3 [19]. In the present work, only the modification of the bottom shroud was modeled,
maintaining the radially straight blades as in Figure 1.

Regarding the use of numerical tools for performance assessment of turbomachinery, the majority
of academic researchers use commercial 3D flow solvers, while only few are using open source and
freely available solvers. Within the latter, OpenFOAM is by far the most known and used around the
world. In addition, a small but growing group of researchers from Uruguay have been developing
another CFD solver named caffa3d [20]. It has evolved from a family of 2D flow solvers introduced
by Ferziger and Peric [21], it is also open source, freely available, and used by researchers all around
the world. The flow solver caffa3d is an implementation of the finite volume method in Fortran 90;
it uses block structured body fitted grids, it can be combined with the immerse boundary condition
method, it can be parallelized through the domain decomposition under a distributed memory model
using the MPI library, and include a few methods for modeling turbulence like RANS (Reynolds
Average Navier–Stokes) and LES (Large Eddy Simulation). The research team on Computational Fluid
Mechanics of School of Engineering from Universidad de la República (Uruguay) has successfully
participated with caffa3d in few CFD international challenges, working with an immerse boundary
condition in hemodynamic simulation to predict the rupture of an intracranial aneurysm [22,23]
and with the actuator line model in the simulation of wakes behind wind turbines [24]. Other uses of
the solver include simulation of wind around buildings, pollutant dispersion, numeric wind tunnel,
wind farm evaluation, and more [25]. However, it has not been successfully used yet for the simulation
of rotating machinery and free surface flows.

Although the original version of the caffa3d solver from 2008 already included approaches for the
solution of this kind of flows, they have not been used since then, and therefore became out of date
within the last updates of the solver. Then, a big effort was done in updating the specific part of the
code to make it work properly. This paper presents the most important parts of the updating and the
results of preliminary simulations of straight-blades HPM in order to validate the solver. The next step
will be to modify the geometry of the wheel and assess its optimum shape.
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2. Materials and Methods

The numerical simulation of the operation of a HPM is obviously transient, and the main
challenges are: the rotation of the wheel, the presence of a free surface and the generation of an adequate
mesh. Further description of the solver caffa3d can be found in [20,25]. Other configuration parameters
like boundary conditions and time step are also covered within this section. Finally, the procedure for
the calculation of power generated by the HPM is stated.

2.1. Rotation of the Wheel

The rotation of the wheel can be simulated by means of different approaches, of which the multiple
reference frames (MRF) and sliding meshes (SM) are highlighted.

In the MRF approach, the solver runs in a relative reference frame for the rotating part of the
domain (working with relative velocities and adding the transport and Coriolis terms to the momentum
equations) and in an absolute reference frame for the stationary part of the domain (working with
absolute velocities and no addition of terms to the momentum equations). In MRF, all the blocks in the
domain remain fixed and there has to be a steady flow condition at the interface.

In the SM approach [21], the entire flow is solved in the absolute reference frame for two separate
parts of the domain (the moving and the stationary), with no addition of terms to the momentum
equations. Because it is solved in the absolute frame, the mesh of the rotating part of the domain must
also rotate, and some fluxes must be corrected because of mesh movement and some connectivity
information through the interface must be updated. It is an inherently transient simulation, and
captures the actual position of the rotor at any time, making it the best approach to solve the simulation
of a HPM.

In the interface between the rotating and the stationary meshes, there is a perfect match between
cells only for null relative displacement angle α (Figure 3). For other values of α, every cell in one side
of the interface relates to two cells in the other side.

Figure 3. Sketch of the sliding interface, showing the relative displacement angle α between stationary
blocks (painted) and rotating blocks (white).

The momentum balance equation for each moving block must consider the local time derivative
of the absolute velocity field ( �vA), and the relative velocities (�vR) for the mass fluxes, in a way as [20]:

∫
Ω

ρ
∂R �vA

∂t
dΩ +

∫
S

ρ �vA(�vR × n̂S)dS =
∫

Ω
ρ�gdΩ +

∫
S
−pn̂SdS +

∫
S

μ(∇ �vA +∇ �vA
T)n̂SdS (1)

where subindex A refers to the inertial reference system and subindex R refers to the reference system
that rotates with the blocks, ρ is the density, μ is the dynamic viscosity, �g is the gravity force, and p is
the pressure.
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2.2. Free Surface Flow

For the solution of the free surface flow, there also exists several methods, some of which
are explained by Ferzger and Peric [21]. Free surface simulation methods can be classified as
Interface-Tracking where each fluid occupies a different part of the grid, and the grid changes each
time step to accommodate to the free surface geometry, as Interface-Capturing where the grid is fixed
and the free surface geometry is found by different approaches, or as an hybrid method. Among the
Interface-Capturing methods, the most popular one is the Volume of Fluid (VOF), developed by Hirt
and Nichols [26] with latter updates and modifications [27]. In the VOF method, a scalar (Vf ) is used
to assess the fraction of volume of each fluid that occupies each cell volume at each time. For Vf =1,
the cell is filled with water, for Vf =0, the cell is filled with air, and, in the middle, there is an interface
between both fluids. Fluid properties such as density and viscosity are derived from the value of Vf
for each cell at a given time, and the densities and viscosities of water and air:

ρ = Vf ρw + (1 − Vf )ρa (2)

μ = Vf μw + (1 − Vf )μa (3)

Then, the corresponding transport Equation (4) is solved together with conservation equations
for mass (5) and momentum (6), to find the geometry of the free surface at each time step:

∂Vf

∂t
+∇(Vf�v) = 0 (4)

∂ρ

∂t
+∇(ρ�v) = 0 (5)

∂ρ�v
∂t

+∇(ρ�v�v) +∇p = ρ�g + �Fs +∇[μ(∇ �vA +∇ �vA
T)] (6)

where ui is the component of the velocity vector �v in the direction of xi, and �Fs is the force due to
surface tension.

The solver caffa3d uses the VOF method together with a CICSAM approach (Compressive
Interface Capturing Scheme for Arbitrary Meshes) for flux calculation [28,29], and the inclusion of the
surface tension force [30,31]. In addition, in order to avoid non physical values of Vf , it is implemented
a predictor-corrector procedure that resets these values to zero or one [28].

2.3. Model Geometry and Meshing

The analysed HPM (see Figure 4) is a 12-straight-blade-wheel with 150 mm inner diameter,
450 mm outer diameter, and 235 mm width. The ratio between the channel width and the wheel width
is 1.26, meaning that the distance from the wheel to the channel’s lateral walls is 30 mm. The thickness
of the blades is 2 mm and the tips have a semi-spherical shape to reduce the risk of boundary layer
separation. The shroud has a modified arc-shaped bottom that is attached to at least one full bucket
every time, looking for a reduction of leakage flow. The gap between the blades and the bottom shroud
is 10 mm (smaller gap could not be modeled accurately because it affected the simulation stability),
while the gap with the lateral wall is 30 mm. Due to the straight blades, the geometry and thus also
the flow, have a symmetry plane in the midsection of the channel. This enables the definition of a
symmetry boundary condition at the midsection and thus only half of the entire domain needed to be
modeled, reducing the computational time.
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Figure 4. Computational model of the analysed HPM.

The full mesh, generated within caffa3d solver, is composed of three parallel bands of blocks
(seventy-five in total): two bands for the half width of the HPM and the remaining for the width
of the lateral gap. The only blocks that cover the entire width of the domain (half of the channel)
are the two ring-shaped blocks corresponding to the sliding interface. Each of the bands including
parts of the HPM are composed of sixteen structured grid blocks of H-type, O-type and C-type [21]:
twelve body-fitted blocks for the wheel (one for each sector around blades) of the C-type, one H-type
block surrounding the ring blocks, and three orthogonal blocks for the inlet, outlet and upper regions
of the domain. These latter blocks are long enough to avoid interference between the wheel and the
inlet and outlet sections. Moreover, both sections are located 5 times the outer diameter away from the
periphery of the wheel. The band of blocks covering the lateral gap is similar to the others, but with
more blocks to model the space adjacent to the hub and blades of the HPM, totaling forty-one blocks
for this band. Currently, the band of blocks containing the lateral gap is modeled as a narrow passage
of constant width along the entire length of the channel. However, in the real HPM, the lateral gap is
of course much smaller than the difference between the channel and wheel width, and this is realized
by positioning a wall normal to the flow at the plane of the rotation axis. This was not done in the
present simulation, just for simplifying the geometry modeling and the simulation itself, but, in the
future, this wall will be included in the model with help of the immerse boundary conditions module
implemented in caffa3d.

The solver is domain parallelised within regions which are integrated by one or more grid
blocks [20,25]. For the implementation of SM approach in caffa3d, the pair of blocks related by the
sliding interface must be within the same region. The rest of the blocks are arranged in fifteen regions
searching for a rough equality of element count among them all.

The grid is refined near the walls (to correctly model the viscous sublayer) and in a vertical
direction around the expected position of the free surface, in order to capture its shape accurately.
Because the free surface will occupy variable parts of the interior of the wheel as it rotates, the grid in
this region also needs to be refined.

The final version of the mesh has 1.2 million volume cells,strongly concentrated around the HPM,
as can be appreciated in Figures 5 and 6. The smallest cells are 0.3 mm in length and correspond to
cells close to the tips of the blades.
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Figure 5. Computational mesh of the entire domain with dimensions in meters.

Figure 6. Computational mesh of the region surrounding the HPM (left) and around a blade (right)
with dimensions in meters.

2.4. Boundary Conditions

Symmetry boundary condition is applied to one of the lateral walls of the domain
(that corresponds to the midsection of the actual channel), while the other lateral wall is treated
as a non-slip wall, as also are the surfaces of the wheel (blades and hub) and the bottom of the channel.

For the inlet section, it is assigned uniform velocity for the water region and zero velocity for the
air region, thus imposing the inlet water flow (discharge).

Zero manometric pressure was assigned to the top of the domain, to simulate the atmosphere,
and also to the outlet section of the channel, to simulate a free discharge.

2.5. Other Configuration Parameters

The rotational speed of the HPM at the start of the simulation is increased smoothly from zero to
the nominal value during the first 50 steps, in order to prevent instabilities during the start-up of the
simulation. In this simulation, the rotational speed is fixed in its nominal value, but the solver has the
possibility to calculate it from the interaction with the fluid if such would be the case.

Regarding the time step, for the SM method, it would be sufficient to be less than the time that
takes a cell to rotate one position. However, the VOF method imposes higher restrictions in order
to satisfy the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy condition. This restriction implies that, for any given cell,
Equation (7) must verify, where u is the velocity of the fluid, Δt is the time step, and Δx is the smallest
dimension of the cell.

uΔt
Δx

≤ 1 (7)

The solver is able to adapt the time step to accomplish the latter condition. The simulation is
initiated with a time step of 5 × 10−5 s, but it is reduced whenever necessary. Actually, the ideal time
step would have been close to 1.5 × 10−5 s.
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The large eddy simulation (LES) technique, with the Smagorinsky model [32], is attached to
the solver to model turbulence. The size of the cells adjacent to wall surfaces in normal direction
(y) needs to be controlled in order to be included inside the viscous sublayer. According to Kirkgoz
and Ardiclioglu (1997) cited in [33], the dimensionless distance must satisfy y+ = ρu∗ y

μ ≤ 10, where

u∗ =
√

τo
ρ and τo is the boundary shear stress.

In order to increase stability of the simulation, strong under relaxation in the time scheme, and an
advance for momentum equations is introduced, although with the risk of obtaining results with too
many errors.

Diffusive fluxes are discretized in space using CDS (Central Differencing Scheme), while the
contribution of CDS vs. UDS (Upwind Differencing Scheme) in convective fluxes is blended with a
factor of 0.5.

The convergence of the iterations at each time step was checked when the residuals of each of the
equations solved attained a value lower than 1 × 10−6, while the maximum number of iterations for
each time step was set to 5.

2.6. Power Calculation

The available (maximum) power is the theoretical hydraulic power of the flow through the HPM:

Ph = ρgQΔH = ρgQ(h1 − h2 +
v2

1 − v2
2

2g
) (8)

where Q is the discharge, ΔH the head difference upstream and downstream of the HPM calculated
from the water levels (h1 and h2) and the free surface velocities (v1 and v2). The dynamic head (last
term in Equation (8)) can be neglected as the velocities are very low. Due to intrinsic losses during the
energy transfer, the hydraulic power exerted on the HPM is lower than the available hydraulic power.

The total hydraulic moment ( �Mh) acting over the HPM should be calculated from the simulation
results, through the contribution of pressure and viscous tensions acting on every cell face of the
rotating grid blocks corresponding to the wall type boundary condition (those adjacent to the wheel),
multiplied by the distance between the center of the HPM and the center of the cell face (�d):

�Mh =
∫

S
�d × [−pn̂S + μ(∇ �vA +∇ �vA

T)]dS (9)

Because of the particular shape of the analysed HPM, the contribution of viscous tensions could be
neglected, as its direction is parallel to the distance vector for almost every cell face. This was confirmed
by the results of the simulations made by [15], even for the HPM with radially twisted blades.

Then, the hydraulic power (Ph) exerted on the HPM could be obtained by multiplying the total
moment and the rotating speed (�ω):

Ph = �Mh × �ω (10)

3. Results and Discussion

As the solver has not been used extensively for free surface flows or turbomachinery simulations,
it was advisable to assess each approach individually. The SM method has been previously used and
verified within caffa3d [20]. First, a simulation of a free surface flow over a rigid and stationary object
using the VOF module was performed. Then, both modules were incorporated into the solver, and a
simulation of the HPM performance was conducted with the configuration mentioned in Section 2.
Different meshes and time steps were used for each part of the assessment process, since each approach
has distinct simulation demands. The post-processing was made in Paraview.
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3.1. VOF Assessment

For the assessment of the VOF module, it was performed a simulation of a free surface flow over a
semicylindrical object of 0.196 m diameter lying down roughly on the middle of the bed of a 2.4 m long
and 0.2 m width channel. The case was chosen equal to the one analysed in [33] by means of numerical
simulations in 2D (in ANSYS-Fluent v.12.1 with RANS method and several turbulence closure models)
and experimental tests, in order to validate the simulations run with caffa3d. The mesh used here
(see Figure 7) was different than the one in Section 2.3 (mainly because the HPM is not part of the
simulation). The maximum value of the normal dimensionless distance to the wall is max(y+) = 7.0.

Figure 7. Computational mesh around the semicylindrical dam.

Lateral sides of the channel were treated as non-slip walls, while the boundary conditions for
the inlet, top and outlet were the same as in Section 2.4. Upstream of the object the flow is subcritical
with a depth ho = 0.147 m (roughly 1.5 times the radius of the cylinder), and an inlet uniform velocity
vo = 0.187 m/s (corresponding to a discharge Q = 0.055 m3/s as in [33]), resulting in a Froude number
Fr1 = v1/

√
g × h1 = 0.156. At t = 0 the water was at rest occupying the entire channel up to a depth

h1 = 0.147 m.
Downstream of the object the flow becomes supercritical with Fr2 = 2.26. This change from

subcritical to supercritical also occurs during the operation of the HPM, thus this validation becomes
more attractive.

After a few seconds, the flow becomes stable, so only the results corresponding to the last
time (t = 20 s) are shown. In addition, although the simulation was done in 3D, the flow is quite
bi-dimensional, and thus the results are shown only for the midsection of the channel. The comparison
of the free surface profile over the semicylindrical dam is shown in Figure 8. The profile in Figure 8b
was obtained through experiments and numerical simulations performed with the Reynolds Stress
Model (RSM) as turbulence closure by [33]. Similar comparison for the computed streamlines over the
dam are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Comparison of free surface profile in the channel over the semicylindrical dam: (a) obtained
with caffa3d and (b) presented in [33] through exprimental (o) and numerical (-).

These results show a quite well performance of the simulation, and are very similar to the results
presented for similar studies [33,34].

The free surface level upstream of the dam obtained with caffa3d is a little higher than the one
obtained by [33], where it remained in the initial value of h1 = 0.147 m. This might be related with the
fact that the streamlines in Figure 9a show a separation region bigger than in Figure 9b, thus raising
the level of water. However, the free surface level and streamlines downstream of the dam are very
similar in both figures, even with the separation region obtained with caffa3d being a little bigger.
In [33], the authors also found differences in the size and shapes of the separation regions among the
several turbulence models analysed, so the difference encountered here may be due to an error in the
implementation of LES and/or the Smagorinsky model.

There is a small recirculation of air from the top surface to the outlet section above the free surface,
but as this occurs just near the outlet section far away from the dam, it does not appear any effect of it
in Figure 9a.
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Figure 9. Comparison of streamlines in the channel over the semicylindrical dam: (a) obtained with
caffa3d and (b) presented in [33].

The presence of spurious velocities in the air region has been previously reported by several
authors to be caused by errors related to the calculation of the surface tension force [27,35], and several
methods to solve it are also reported in [31,36–38]. However, when performing simulations without
surface tension force, the recirculation persisted.

Another cause of spurious velocities could be the use of a predictor–corrector procedure [28]
to reset values of Vf greater than 1 or lower than 0, which could also affect stability of the solution.
Because non physical values of Vf are rare, the simulation without the corrector step was performed.
Nevertheless, the recirculation did not disappear.

Afterwards, the recirculation was ignored, as it appears not to affect the flow near the object (this
is where the HPM would be located).

Three horizontal velocity profiles at different sections of the channel, upstream of the dam
(x = 0.8 m), over the dam (x = 1.0 m) and downstream of the dam (x = 1.3 m), are shown in Figure 10,
enabling a direct comparison between the results with those presented in [33] for all the analysed
turbulence models and the experimental test.
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Figure 10. Horizontal velocity profiles obtained with caffa3d for sections: (a) x = 0.8 m; (b) x = 1.0 m;
(c) x = 1.3 m, and by experiments and simulations [33] for sections: (d) x = 0.8 m; (e) x = 1.0 m;
(f) x = 1.3 m.

One should compare the results obtained in caffa3d with the experimental and the numerical
results obtained with the RSM, as it is the one that showed the best performance among the six
analysed models in [33]. In that case, the shape of the profiles are similar, but the maximum velocity
reached with caffa3d simulations in the three sections observed in Figure 10 are lower than those
presented in [33].

3.2. Simulation of a HPM

The mesh, boundary conditions and general configuration of this simulation correspond to the
ones explained in Section 2. For the initial condition of this simulation, the water level for the upstream
zone of the channel corresponded to the height of the top of the HPM’s hub, and to the height of the
bottom of the HPM’s hub for the downstream zone of the channel. All the fluid is at rest at the initial
time. From the laboratory tests performed with the full width HPM, the actual flow rate corresponding
to the best efficiency point at a rotational speed of 15 rpm was found to be Qbep = 11.5 × 10−3 m3/s.
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The wheel rotates at a constant speed of 15 rpm and there is an inlet flowrate Q = 5.75 × 10−3 m3/s
(resulting from a uniform velocity v1 = 0.13 m/s and a water depth h1 = 0.31 m).

The predictor–corrector procedure was affecting the stability of the simulation, especially in the
zone close to the inlet of the channel. This was suspected to happen according to [28], so only the
predictor step was used. Despite disabling the corrector step, non-physical values of fraction of volume
were not observed.

The maximum value of the normal dimensionless distance to the wall is max(y+) = 40 in the
vertical plane, but reaches much bigger values for the z direction in band of blocks containing the lateral
gap (up to 200). Even though this will probably affect the numerical stability, it was a compromise
between this and the computational extra time of dealing with a finer mesh.

3D images of the water flow and the streamlines at time t = 4.0 s (after one exact full revolution
of the wheel has been performed) in the surroundings of the HPM are shown in Figures 11 and 12,
respectively, where the water flows from left to right of the image. In addition, Figure 13 shows the
magnitude of the velocity in a plane normal to the flow at the section of the rotation axis (x = 0.0 m),
in order to better assessed the quantity of flow through the lateral gap.

Figure 11. 3D image of water flow near the HPM, at time t = 4.0 s.

Figure 12. Streamlines of water flow near the HPM, at time t = 4.0 s.
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Figure 13. Magnitude of the velocity at the section of the rotation axis (x = 0.0 m), at time t = 4.0 s.

The importance of reducing the width of this gap at the section of the rotation axis becomes clear
observing the high velocities of water passing through the lateral gaps in Figures 12 and 13. In the
present simulation, the channel was modeled with constant width along its entire length, meaning that
the lateral gap was equal to the distance between the wheel and the channel’s wall (see Section 2.3).
This distance needed to be big enough to enable the water entering laterally (besides longitudinally)
facilitating the filling process, as well as to enable the water leaving the buckets laterally (besides
longitudinally) to facilitate the emptying process. It was observed during the study that, without
modeling this distance (as in a 2D simulation), the filling and emptying process were greatly hindered
and, as a result, a poor performance of the HPM was obtained, as also observed by [15]. In fact, it has
been pointed out by [18] that an important gain in power and efficiency is obtained by increasing the
ratio of the channel width to the wheel width up to a value of 1.3 (for bigger ratios, both power and
efficiency would remain almost constant). This was the reason for choosing the width of the gap as 0.3
m. In summary, the filling and emptying of the buckets of the wheel were well performed (as can be
seen in Figure 11), but a great amount of water passed through the lateral gap reducing the power
absorbed by the HPM and affecting its performance.

The pressure acting over the surfaces of the blades and hub of the HPM can be analysed in
Figure 14, where the water flows from the left to right of the image.
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Figure 14. Manometric Pressure acting on the surface of the HPM, at t = 4.0 s.

Negative values of pressure can be observed at the edges of some blades, the edge of the hub and
over the surface of the shaft, due to flow separation in those zones.

Slice views at the midsection of the channel at t = 4.0 s of fraction of volume, manometric pressure
and 2D velocity vectors are shown in Figures 15–17, respectively. The good performance of the filling
and emptying of the wheel is also observed in Figure 15. The reduction of the pressure of the water
while passing through the wheel also has a good and expected behaviour. A small zone of water with
negative pressure is observed in the bucket leaving the bottom shroud at the downstream side, but the
value does not represent any risk of cavitation. Lastly, the velocity vectors look quite well in almost
every zone, noting a reverse flow near the free surface just upstream the wheel that could be due to the
impact of the blade entering the water.

Figure 15. Slice view at the midsection of the channel of fraction of volume, at t = 4.0 s.
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Figure 16. Slice view at the midsection of the channel of manometric Pressure, at t = 4.0 s.

Figure 17. Velocity vectors of the slice view at the midsection of the channel, at t = 4.0 s.

In the following, a sequence of images for three instants of the rotation of the wheel, showing
the fraction of volume and pressure fields around the HPM in a slice view at the midsection of the
channel, is presented in Figure 18.

The three instants correspond to times t = 2 s (half revolution of the wheel), t = 3 s (three quarters
of revolution of the wheel) and t = 4 s (full revolution of the wheel). The wheel in the images appears
not to be moving, but it is just a visual effect because between each of the three instants the wheel
rotates exactly a quarter of revolution.
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Figure 18. Sequence of fraction of volume (left) and pressure (right) around the HPM at times t = 2 s
(up), 3 s (middle) and 4 s (down).

From the evolution of the free surface until the first full revolution of the wheel, it seems that the
channel is emptying downstream of the wheel. This could be due to the zero manometric pressure
acting on the outlet section of the channel, and perhaps it would be better to try a hydrostatic pressure
profile or install a little dam to generate the water level. The evolution of the pressure field follows the
behaviour of the evolution of the fraction of volume field.

Regarding the hydraulic power exerted on the HPM, at time t = 5.0 s, it reached a value of
Ph = 1.0 W, and before that time it presented negative values. It is thought that this low value
could be associated with the high leakage flow through the lateral gap. From previously conducted
experiments ([19]), the shaft mechanical power generated by the HPM for the analysed discharge was
Pexp = 5.4 W (corresponding to the best efficiency point of this machine). Then, if we would consider
the mechanical losses, it could be concluded that the power exerted on the HPM obtained through the
numerical simulations are of the same order of magnitude of the experimental value (if such would
have been calculated).

Finally, it is worth noting that a mesh independence analysis was not carried out during the
present study, but it would be interesting to do it, as it was found that a steeper refinement near the
walls would be needed to improve the numerical accuracy.

4. Conclusions

The recent academic research on HPM has been reviewed and, despite all the advances in
its knowledge, a lack of open source solvers usage in the numerical simulations was recognised.
Then, the solver caffa3d, developed within an academic environment in Uruguay, was chosen for
performing the simulations. This is a well proven solver; however, it had not been used until now for
free surface flows or for turbomachinery simulations.

The Sliding Mesh approach for solving the rotation of the HPM was chosen among other methods
available in the solver. It has been previously validated, but yet it required some adjustments because
it was outdated.
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For the solution of the free surface flow, the VOF method is implemented in the solver. Some issues
regarding the use of VOF still exist, such as spurious velocities in the air zone, recirculation of air from
the top surface to the outlet section and instabilities near the inlet section of the channel caused by
the predictor–corrector procedure. It was tested through a simulation of a free surface flow over a
semicylinder lying on the bottom of the channel, and the results were similar to the results obtained
by other authors.

Preliminary quite acceptable results from the merging of both modules (SM and VOF) were
obtained after a simulation of the performance of a small scale HPM with straight blades. Thanks to
the significant space between the wheel and the lateral walls of the channel, the filling and emptying
process of the buckets of the HPM were adequately performed. However, in contrast, a great amount
of leakage flow passed through the lateral gap, hindering the performance of the HPM. The boundary
condition applied to the outlet section of the channel should be changed to a hydrostatic profile (of the
desired depth), or a small dam should be positioned, in order to assure the downstream level of the free
surface, avoiding the emptying of the channel. The value of the power exerted on the HPM assessed by
the pressure field obtained through the numerical simulations resulted of the same order of magnitude
(and very close) of the shaft mechanical power obtained through previous experimental tests.

The next steps in this line of research will be:

• to add the vertical wall normal to the flow at the section of the rotation axis, in order to reduce
the gap between the wheel and the lateral walls, while maintaining the channel wider than the
wheel, in order to enable the filling and emptying process;

• to perform a mesh independence analysis while maintaining low values of y+;
• to assess other turbulence techniques and associated models (particularly the κ − ε model for

RANS already implemented in the solver);
• to incorporate the continuous calculation (at each time step) of torque and shaft power into

the solver.

Once these aspects are covered, modifications of the geometry of the HPM pursuing better
performance could be assessed with this open source flow solver.
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Abstract: This study presents a technique based on a multi-criteria evaluation, for a sustainable
technical solution based on renewable sources integration. It explores the combined production of
hydro, solar and wind, for the best challenge of energy storage flexibility, reliability and sustainability.
Mathematical simulations of hybrid solutions are developed together with different operating
principles and restrictions. An electrical generating system composed primarily by wind and solar
technologies, with pumped-storage hydropower schemes, is defined, predicting how much renewable
power and storage capacity should be installed to satisfy renewables-only generation solutions.
The three sources were combined considering different pump/turbine (P/T) capacities of 2, 4 and
6 MW, wind and PV solar powers of 4–5 MW and 0.54–1.60 MW, respectively and different reservoir
volume capacities. The chosen hybrid hydro-wind and PV solar power solution, with installed
capacities of 4, 5 and 0.54 MW, respectively, of integrated pumped storage and a reservoir volume of
378,000 m3, ensures 72% annual consumption satisfaction offering the best technical alternative at the
lowest cost, with less return on the investment. The results demonstrate that technically the pumped
hydro storage with wind and PV is an ideal solution to achieve energy autonomy and to increase its
flexibility and reliability.

Keywords: pumped hydro storage (PHS); hybrid hydro-wind-solar solutions; technical feasibility;
new power generation

1. Introduction

Hydropower plays an important role today and will become even more important in the coming
decades, since hydropower can be a catalyst for the energy transition in Europe [1]. The ambitious
plan for energy transition in Europe seeks to achieve a low-carbon climate-resilient future in a safe
and cost-effective way, serving as a worldwide example [2]. The key role of electricity will be strongly
reinforced in this energy transition. In many European countries, the phase out of nuclear and coal
generation has started with a transition to new renewable sources comprising mainly of solar and wind
for electricity generation. However, solar and wind are variable energy sources and difficult to align
with demand. Hydropower already supports integration of wind and solar energy into the supply
grid through flexibility in generation as well as its potential for storage capacity. These services will be
in much greater demand in order to achieve the energy transition in Europe, and worldwide [1,2].

Hydropower, with its untapped potential, has all the characteristics to serve as an excellent catalyst
for a successful energy transition. However, this will require a more flexible, efficient, environmentally
and socially acceptable approach to increasing hydropower production to complement wind and solar
energy production. In particular, (a) increasing hydropower production through the implementation of
new environmentally friendly, multipurpose hydropower schemes and by using the hidden potential
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in existing infrastructure; (b) increasing the flexibility of generation from existing hydropower plants
by adaptation and optimization of infrastructure and equipment combined with innovative solutions
for the mitigation of environmental impacts and (c) increasing storage by the heightening of existing
dams and the construction of new reservoirs, which have to ensure not only flexible energy supply
but also support food and water [2]. Therefore, a hybrid system between several renewable energy
resources, a complementary nature among other sources in an integrated and flexible way is of utmost
importance in the electric producer system and energy management. The most traditional and mature
storage technology, pumped hydro storage, is adopted to support both the grid connection, as well as
the standalone hybrid hydro-wind-solar grid system.

Energy and water are closely interlinked. These interconnections intensify as the demand for
resources increases with population growth and changing consumption patterns [3]. Due to the
growing awareness about environment, climate changes, pollution and waste footprint, clean and
renewable sources of energy are being encouraged and used globally. With these growing trends
of using intermittent renewable sources of energy, there will be a greater need to make flexible the
modern energy production and distribution systems. The challenge of using renewable sources
such as hydro, wind and solar energies is their variability, intermittency, non-predictability and
under-weather dependency [4]. Kapsali and Kaldellis [5] assessed the techno-economic viability
of a system incorporating simultaneous wind farms with pumped storage and hydro turbines for
remote islands and determined that the contribution of renewable energy was increased by 15%.
Castronuovo et al. [6] worked on optimum operation and hydro storage sizing of a wind and hydro
hybrid power plant and calculated an annual profit of 11.91% by purchasing energy during periods
of low demand and selling during periods of high demand. Vieira et al. [7] studied optimization
and operational planning of wind and hydro hybrid water supply systems and concluded that up
to 47% of energy costs can be saved in the optimization mode compared to normal operating mode.
More detailed information can be found in [8–11] on feasibility, optimal design and operation of
pumped-hydro hybrid systems.

Combining renewable energy resources is the best way to overcome energy shortcomings, which
not only provides more reliable power systems increasing the storage capacity but also leads to
the reduction in climate change effects [1,12]. In addition, renewable-based technologies can make
water accessible for domestic, industry and agricultural purposes, improving supply security while
decoupling growth in water from fossil fuels. Renewable energy technologies offer opportunities to
address trade-offs and to leverage on synergies between sectors to enhance water and energy nexus.
However, connecting renewable power plants to the grid can cause dynamic controlling problems if the
electricity network is not prepared for handling such variations due to the intermittency of renewable
sources availability [13]. Therefore, a continuous and reliable power supply is hardly possible without
energy storage. Using an energy storage system, the surplus energy can be stored when the power
generation exceeds the demand and then released to cover the periods when the net load exists,
providing a robust flexible back-up for intermittent renewable energy sources [14,15]. This has the
advantage in increasing the system flexibility and reliability, decreasing the variability of renewable
sources availability, since the variable power output can be levelled out due to a complementary
nature between renewable resources through their integration in the hydropower by a pumped
storage solution.

Although an oversized hybrid system satisfies the load demand, it can be an unnecessarily
expensive solution. An undersized hybrid system is more cost-effective but may not be able to meet
the load demand. The optimum size of the hybrid renewable energy power system depends on several
simulations based on specific mathematical models and system components management towards
the best solution [16]. This study discusses the implications of a water–energy nexus focusing on
renewable energy technologies, a cost-effective and environmentally sustainable supply of energy.
It examines a specific case to highlight how renewable energy can address the trade-offs, helping to
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state the world’s pressing water and energy challenges towards an optimization model development
and application.

This work presents a consistent framework for optimizing the availability and storage of renewable
resources and to evaluate how the system behaves with changing the power capacity, in order to
facilitate such complementarity in a flexible and multi-variable process. Different solutions are analyzed,
according to the demand and the installed power, for different storage volumes, and different available
characteristics for pump/hydro, wind and solar energy sources. The complementarity and the system
flexibility to satisfy the consumption is a complex solution with several characteristic parameters that
need to be solved simultaneously using different time series for the available sources.

2. Hybrid and Pumped Storage Technologies

2.1. Characterization

Pumped hydropower storage (PHS) accounts over 94% of installed global energy storage capacity
and retains several advantages such as lifetime cost, levels of sustainability and scale. The existing
161,000 megawatts (MW) of pumped storage capacity support power grid stability, as significant water
batteries, reducing overall system costs and sector emissions [1]. PHS operations and technology are
adapting to the changing power system requirements incurred by variable renewable energy (VRE)
sources as a new energy transition solution. Variable-speed and ternary PHS systems allow for faster
and wider operating ranges, providing additional flexibility, enabling higher penetrations of VRE at
lower system costs at high reliable levels. As traditional revenue streams become more unpredictable
and markets are volatiles, PHS is seen to secure long-term revenue in order to attract investment,
particularly in liberalized energy markets [1,2].

Different energy resources can be combined building an integrated hybrid energy system that
complements the drawbacks existing in each individual energy solution. Therefore, the design goals
for hybrid power systems are the minimization of power production cost, purchasing energy from
the grid (if it is connected), the reduction of emissions, the total life cycle cost and increasing the
reliability and flexibility of the power generation system [17–19]. The pumped storage can be seen as
the most promising technology to increase renewable energy levels in power systems. Hydro, wind,
solar and pumped hydro storage (PHS), as hybrid power solutions, constitute a realistic and feasible
option to achieve high renewable levels, considering that their components are properly sized. In some
locations, the solar and wind resources have an anti-correlation, complementing each other and giving
a combined less variable output than independently [20].

Pumped-storage schemes currently provide the most commercially important means of large-scale
grid energy storage and improve the daily capacity factor of the generation system. Pumped
hydropower energy storage stores energy in the form of potential energy that is pumped from a lower
reservoir to a higher one putting the water source available to turbine to fit the energy demand. In this
type of system, low cost electric power (electricity in off-peak time) is used to run the pumps to raise
the water from the lower reservoir to the upper one [21]. During the periods of high power demand,
the stored water is released through hydro turbines to produce power. Reversible turbine-generator
groups act as pump or turbine, when necessary. A typical conceptual pumped hydro storage system
with wind and solar power options for transferring water from lower to upper reservoir is represented
in Figure 1.

This system is equipped with a photovoltaic (PV) system array, a wind turbine, an energy storage
system (pumped-hydro storage), a control station and an end-user (load). This whole system can be
isolated from the grid, i.e., a standalone system or in a grid connection where the control station can be
the grid inertia capacity. This is currently the most cost-effective means of storing large amounts of
renewable energy, based on decisive factors, such as, capital costs, suitable topography and climate
changes challenges [22].
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Figure 1. A hybrid hydro-wind-solar system with pumped storage system.

2.2. Optimal Design of a Hybrid System

2.2.1. Dispatch Optimization Model

The purposed mathematical model can predict how much wind, solar power and pumped
hydro-storage energy capacity should be installed to satisfy a hybrid renewable solution. Wind is
highly fluctuating meteorological parameter changing every hour and annually. Therefore, to connect
wind power with the grid and assure quality power supply, large energy storage systems are required.
Nevertheless, different types of wind turbines may output different power due to their difference
in the power curve characteristics. Therefore, the model used to describe the performance should
be different [23–26]. As for solar energy although less fluctuating, it only works during day light
hours. It offers more reliable power and can be committed and managed, using relatively smaller
energy storage systems to provide continuous and quality power [27]. According to [19], pumped
hydropower storage plants have several advantages, such as (1) flexible start/stop and fast response
speed, (2) ability to track load variations and adapt to severe load changes, (3) capacity to modulate
the frequency and maintain voltage stability and face climate change and reduce footprint effects on an
integrated solution.

The optimal design of a hybrid solar–wind-system supported by a pumped-based hydro scheme
can significantly enhance the technical and economic performance for efficient energy harnessing.
The multi-variable techniques are also known for their accuracy and simplicity when encountering
complicated optimization problems. The optimization approaches in hybrid hydro-solar-wind systems
is presented in Figure 2. The main objective is to analyze the capacity of such a system to be able to store
the excess of wind/solar energy, at times when energy demand is lower, and provide reserves in the
form of hydropower at times when consumption exceeds the wind/solar production or, alternatively,
making the system self-sufficient. This model was developed for a time scale of one average year,
assuming hourly variations, i.e., 8760 iterations, where dimensional data regarding variations in
electricity demand and wind/solar energy production.

Figure 2 depicts the proposed framework to coordinate pumped-storage and wind-solar renewable
energies, with a closed-loop dispatch process as follows.

The pumped hydro storage (PHS) is the energy storage solution in this study, consisting on a
separated pump/motor unit and a turbine/generator unit to manage the other renewable sources inputs
to face the energy demand [28]. The turbine generating coefficient (kWh/m3) in Equation (1) and the
water pumping coefficient (m3/kWh) in Equation (2) are two key parameters of the PHS elements.
According to [29,30] the following equation describes the total stored energy Et (in kWh) in the active
volume of a reservoir:

Et = ηt × ρ× g×H ×V = ct ×V (kWh), (1)
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where H is the net head (m), ηt the overall efficiency of the turbine/generator unit (%), V the storage
capacity (m3), ct is the turbine generating coefficient (kWh/m3), g is the acceleration due to gravity
(m/s2), ρ is the density of the water (kg/m3).

The energy used to pump the water volume to a specific height, with a specific pumping efficiency
is given by

Ep =
ρ× g×H ×V

ηp
= cp ×V (kWh), (2)

where H is the pumping head (m), ηp is the overall pumping efficiency (%), and cp is the water pumping
coefficient of the pump/motor unit (m3/k Wh).

Figure 2. Flowchart to find optimal hybrid system. V is for water volume, E is for energy, D is the
demand, H is for hybrid power/energy available, S is the solar energy and W is for wind energy.
The superscripts (p, t, res) are assigned for pump, turbine and reservoir.

In the case of energy deficits, water is drawn from the upper reservoir in order to operate the
hydro turbines.

Finally, the proposed dispatch model selects the best combination of peak factors to reach the
optimal solution in terms of efficiency, energy exploitation, cost, and footprint. The peak factor is the
ratio of the total flow to the average daily flow in a water system and is important in the study of a
water system to determine potential water consumption values. The ratio of the total flow for large
water systems generally varies from 1.2 to 3.0 or even higher for specific small systems [31].

2.2.2. Operating Principles and Important Restrictions

The pumping process is done during the empty hours (i.e., of lower demand) and the hydroelectric
generation through peak hours (i.e., for highest demand). Thus, the consumption during the off-peak
hours was satisfied exclusively by wind/solar, while in the remaining period, the power generation is
complemented by hydro, if insufficient wind/solar production is verified. Excess wind/solar energy
that is not used for consumption in the system is used for pumping. In this way, it is possible to reduce
the purchase costs of electricity from the grid. The respective operating conditions Equation (3) and
restrictions Equation (4) are described below:
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Operating conditions:
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Restrictions considered:
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Else Ep

i = 0 , Et
i = −ΔEi

(4)

2.2.3. Daily Cycle for Electricity Supply

According to Figure 2, Et
i , Ep

i depend on the tri-time tariff (Table 1). As the pumping system
works in the early hours of the day (0–7 h) the system presents sufficient reserves to be able to assist
intermittent renewable energy production failures during the remaining period. The daily cycle for
electricity supply, dictated by the tri-time tariff applied in mainland Portugal, is described in Table 1.

Table 1. Time-of-day tariff periods (weekly cycle).

Days Tarif Period Winter Summer

Workdays

Peak 5 h/day 3 h/day
Half-peak 12 h/day 14 h/day

Normal off-peak 3 h/day 3 h/day
Super off-peak 4 h/day 4 h/day

Saturdays
Half-peak 7 h/day

Normal off-peak 13 h/day
Super off-peak 4 h/day

Sundays Normal off-peak 20 h/day
Super off-peak 4 h/day

3. Case Study

3.1. Modelling Assumptions

The benefit in using medium-head pumped-storage plants is to shorten transmission lines from
the alternative energy sources to the hydro storage facility, thus minimizing grid overloading due to
energy transfer across a country [32]. Moreover, it has the advantage of locating wind or solar farms
close to hydropower schemes, which are usually installed in higher topographic zones [33–36].

The proposed solution focuses on a converter connected to a motor/generator. The mostly used is
the pump as turbine (PAT) type that allows variable speed to cover the required operating range in both
modes of operation. The efficiency considered can vary between 70% and 80% for pump/turbine mode,
respectively. The overall energy storage system efficiency is 56%, corresponding to a water pumping
and turbine generating coefficients of 1.837 m3/kWh and 0.305 kWh/m3, respectively. The energy
converter pump as turbine is of variable speed, which allows the exploitation of excess energy
produced by PV arrays and wind turbines and also allows covering medium load by a remaining part
of hydropower, to improve the overall energy system efficiency.

For both designs, the load profiles and the meteorological data were collected from [37], where
the wind power distribution and the solar radiation are presented in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
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Data were collected from meteorological records at a wind and solar power stations located at the
geographical coordinates of 38◦47′4” N (latitude) and 9◦29′26” W (longitude), for an average year.
Then, dimensionless values were used, depending on the arbitrated peak consumption values and the
installed wind and solar energies.

Figure 3. Average wind power distribution during an average year [28].

Figure 4. Average solar power distribution during an average year [28].

To demonstrate the contributions when combining pumped hydro storage (PHS) and
hydro-wind-solar power system, several analyses were made, considering a peak consumption
of 4 MW, and pump/turbine of 2, 4 and 6 MW, respectively. Hence, Figure 5 shows the schematic
diagram of all different combinations used: total satisfied consumption and what part is supplied only
by the PHS (depending on the installed power for each renewable sources), through wind + hydro and
solar + hydro for different storage volumes. Analyzing wind + hydro, it is clear that the storage values
considerably influence the satisfaction of demand. For the combination of solar and hydropower, this
is not so visible, especially for higher storage values.

The use of wind or solar power as the source of energy supply may not be sufficient to meet the
demand without a PHS. On the contrary, the higher the ratio between the installed wind energy and the
peak consumption, the higher the satisfied consumption. However, although the wind energy proved
to be more effective with a significant increase in the consumption satisfaction, it also translated into a
greater surplus and from there the need to integrate a storage system capable of harnessing unused
energy [37–39]. Combining the three sources (Figure 6) with an installed PAT of 4 MW allows to reach
levels of satisfied consumption of 70 to 85%, with high annual complementarity, against 60–80%, when
using P/Ts with 6 MW and 40–60% for P/Ts with 2 MW.

According to Figure 6, four scenarios related to each P/T stand out based on the best combination
between the three available renewable sources (Table 2). For these, an estimation of costs and associated
profits as a function of the installed power was made where it was assumed that the turbomachines cost
corresponds to 35% of the total PHS and that the cost related to the wind presents a linear variation of
about 583 €/MW of installed power. The profit from the purchase and sale of electricity to the national
grid was accounted through the relative data of the tri-time price rate applied in Portugal mainland
(Table 3).
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5. Hybrid solution: shematic diagram of different combinations used (a); satisfied demand
(wind + hydro; solar + hydro; hydro) for different pump as turbine (PAT)’s power (b).

 
Figure 6. Satisfied consumption (wind + solar + hydro; hydro) using P/Ts with 6, 4 and 2 MW.
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Table 2. Estimation of costs and associated profits as a function of the installed power.

V (m3)
Pw

(MW)
PP/T

(MW)
Cw (€) CP/T (€) CPHS (€) Total (€) Profit (€) Return

(Years)

378,000 4

6

2,333,320

303,834 835,544

3,168,864 282,336 11.2

378,000 5 2,916,650 3,752,194 299,948 12.5

756,000 4 2,333,320 3,168,864 281,997 11.2

756,000 5 2,916,650 3,752,194 299,601 12.5

378,000 4

4

2,333,320

200,034 550,094

2,883,414 357,336 8.1

378,000 5 2,916,650 3,466,744 365,525 9.5

756,000 4 2,333,320 2,883,414 360,530 8.0

756,000 5 2,916,650 3,466,744 366,695 9.5

Pw—Wind Power; PP/T—Pump/Turbine Power.

Table 3. Tariff rate applied in Portugal mainland (€).

Peak Half-Peak Off-Peak Super Off-Peak

0.097 0.0406 0.0115 0.0115

Table 2 shows the investment costs and gross benefit estimation depending on each selected
solution presented in Figure 6.

The results from Table 3, reveal that the use of P/Ts with 6 MW do not present any advantage over
the P/Ts with 4 MW, using the same wind energies. Concluding, P/TS with 4 MW are economically
viable, offering the best technical alternative at the lowest cost, with less return on the investment.

Nevertheless, to understand the relevant aspects of the joint action of these three solutions in
consumer satisfaction needs, the energy contribution of four hybrid solutions (based on Table 3) over
an average year was studied, assuming the characteristics described in Table 4.

Table 4. Selected scenarios.

Scenarios
Peak

Consumption
Wind
Power

Solar
Power

Pump/
Turbine

Storage

Scenario 1

4 MW

4 MW 0.54 MW 4 MW 144 MWh (378,000 m3)
Scenario 2 5 MW 0.54 MW 4 MW 144 MWh (378,000 m3)
Scenario 3 5 MW 0.54 MW 4 MW 240 MWh (755,685 m3)
Scenario 4 5 MW 1.60 MW 4 MW 144 MWh (755,685 m3)

In all cases, two reservoirs (i.e., upper and lower reservoirs) were considered, with the initial
volume of the upper reservoir at 50% of its maximum capacity to allow the system to pump or turbine
within the first hour.

3.2. Results

3.2.1. Scenario 1

The power grid and energy storage in Figure 7 (for winter months of February and March) and
Figure 8 (for summer months August and September) represent the power and energy variables for the
time-line modelled: (i) curves of power demand, wind, solar, hydro and pump (left y-axis); (ii) curve
for the storage volume by water pumped into the upper reservoir (right y-axis). Herein, the storage
water volume was designed for 1.5 days peak demand power. It can be observed the contribution
of renewable sources fulfils the energy demand with more or less effect of pump-storage solution to
harmonize the available energy at each instant depending on the summer or winter period analyzed.
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For the characteristics defined in Table 4, the system satisfies 15.37 GWh, where 19% comes
from hydro and 49% from wind and solar, with an annual maximum wind power of 1.25 × peak
demand and solar power of 0.135 × peak demand. The sources pattern varies, and the consumption
satisfaction adapts to the sources’ availability as function of the power selected to be installed. Even if
it seems to have a low share of hydro level source, it is essential to keep flexibility and sustainability
performance levels.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7. Electricity generation (Wind, PV and Pumped-Storage Hydro) between February (a) and
March (b).

Figure 8. Cont.
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Figure 8. Electricity generation (Wind, PV and Pumped-Storage Hydro) between August (a) and
September (b).

3.2.2. Scenario 2

The next power grid and energy storage timelines (Figures 9 and 10) illustrate when the wind
power is 5 MW. Herein, the system produces 3.41 GWh of hydropower responsible for satisfying 15%
from the 72% of the total satisfied consumption; the remaining power is guaranteed through wind and
solar energies.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 9. Electricity generation and stored in scenario 2 between February (a) and March (b).
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 10. Electricity generation and stored in scenario 2 between August (a) and September (b).

It is notable that increasing the wind power, the hydropower production decreases accordingly.
Figure 11 shows the total amount of energy that could be easily harnessed through hydropower in
scenario 2, the use of this energy to overcome the wind failures and how excess of wind production in
some periods can be used for pumping, creating water reserve for the period of highest consumption.
The uniformity of the available sources and storage capacity makes the system more robust.

Figure 11. Cont.
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Figure 11. Total amount of hydropower when using wind energy with 5 MW, between February and
March (a) and August-September (b).

Thus, by increasing the installed maximum wind power from 4 MW up to 5 MW, it is possible to
take advantage of a few hours more efficiently, if the power line transmission capacity between the
wind generators and the pumps exceeds the peak demand. The storage is adapted to the wind power
availability allowing a better compensation between resources.

3.2.3. Scenario 3

In scenario 3, the volume of storage was increased up to 755,685 m3 (2 times the initial one).
The amount of energy that is satisfied by hydro is practically the same, comparing to scenario 2 since
the volume used depends on the demand that was kept constant. With this scenario, it is possible to feel
the influence or not in some parameters depending on how the intervenient variables are optimized
and integrated in a more flexible solution (Figure 12).

Thus, the increasing of the volume storage does not contribute significantly, only 0.56% of the
hybrid energy is used to pump. Thus, a balance needs to be made between the total energy that is
needed for the best functioning of the PHS, in terms of sources management and the technical level, as
well as the investment cost, operation and maintenance cost of this system and also the risk-return
profile, in terms of economic performance.

Figure 12. Cont.
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Figure 12. Electricity generation and stored in scenario 3, between February and March (a) and August
and September (b).

3.2.4. Scenario 4

In Scenario 4 the PV power is increased up to 1.6, i.e., using a peak factor of 2.96 times the previous
one (0.135) (Figure 13).

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 13. Total amount of energy stored vs demand in scenario 4, between February and March (a)
and August and September (b).
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The total energy used for consumption was 16.42GWh, representing 73%, where only 8% comes
from hydro and the remaining from wind and solar solutions. However, by increasing the solar energy,
11% of this energy is wasted (i.e., 2% more comparing with scenario 2), and only 1% more contributes
to the satisfied consumption. Again, the evidence of this sensitivity analysis focused on the increasing
power for some resources does not mean a better solution because this multivariate optimization
requires several interpretations depending on the main use made of the available sources in each
instant and for the analysed period. Having more solar energy imposes a reduction on the use of
hydro, because hydro is available when it is more essential not depending on the intermittency of wind
and solar, making an interesting balance between the use of sources.

4. Energy Balance

The chosen hybrid hydro-wind and solar power solution with installed capacities of 5 and 0.54 MW,
respectively, 4 MW of integrated pumped storage and V = 378,000 m3 would ensure 72% annual
consumption satisfaction. Figures 13 and 14 show for each scenario the energy contribution of the
three renewable sources for typical summer and winter days, respectively. Although it is considered
a relatively low installed solar power (1/5 wind), this source can be very useful on summer days,
especially in the middle of the day, when the wind slows and the solar radiation increases. However,
although increasing the PV installed capacity ensures 65% of the consumption through wind + solar
(Figures 14d and 15d), comparing with scenario 2 (Figures 14b and 15b), the hydropower can cover
that difference with the pump/hydro power solution. For the majority of winter days, there is a surplus
of wind production at the beginning of the day, taking advantage of reducing the energy costs for
scheduled pumping in the morning. Additionally, for a storage capacity of 144 MWh and 288 MWh,
there is practically no significant contribution when comparing to other scenarios (Figures 14c and 15c).

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 14. Energy contribution on summer day: (a) scenario 1; (b) scenario 2; (c) scenario 3; (d) scenario 4.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 15. Energy contribution on a winter day: (a) scenario 1; (b) scenario 2; (c) scenario 3; (d) scenario 4.

It is important to verify that in all scenarios mostly in Figure 14d, between 12:00–23:00, the turbine
volume is below the minimum turbine volume allowed; consequently, the system cannot operate
during these hours even with a greater PV energy. Since this system does not depend on the excess of
wind and solar energy, a better use of hydropower can be detected in scenario 1 (Figures 14a and 15a).
However, it is important to remember that this operating solution needs to be connected to the grid, as
the system cannot always be powered by wind/solar energy to perform pumping.

Thus, knowing that the peak demand and the average power is 4 MW and therefore average
daily usage only 24 h × 4.0 MW = 96 MWh, for an optimized system, the hydropower energy capacity
needed would be 1.5 times the maximum daily energy usage, assuming that the maximum wind and
solar power is 0.056 per hour x max daily energy usage. Thus, the annual maximum wind and solar
power should be 5.4 MWh and the energy store capacity 144 MWh (i.e. 1.5 × 96 MWh). Increasing the
store capacity to 288 MWh, which is still a factor of 2 times more energy storage than the previous
one (i.e., 1.5), does not contribute significantly to the operation of the system. This means that the
reservoir may be oversized, as a large amount of reserves is not required to satisfy the consumption.
Thus, this system depends not only on the maximum daily energy usage of the system but also on
the hydropower system. Peak power demand does not completely specify a system’s generation
and storage requirements since both peak power and maximum daily energy usage are important
design considerations.

The contribution of each energy source to the demand satisfaction was assessed (Figure 16) for the
four scenarios (i.e., scenario 1, scenario 2, scenarios 3 and 4). It is clear that the storage values (between
wind-hydro) considerably influence the satisfaction of consumption. In the combination of solar and
hydropower, this is not so visible, especially for higher storage values. In each scenario, the wind
energy demonstrates superior efficiency as there is not a large discrepancy between the maximum
and minimum generation values. For scenario 1 (Figure 16a), the hydropower contribution presents
a greater contribution compared with other scenarios, translating into a bigger unsatisfied demand,
with less wind/solar energy impact. In scenario 2, by increasing the wind/solar power, the satisfied
consumption through this energy source increases up to 4% compared to the previous one. Still,
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a water reserve storage system with a capacity twice the initial one brings no advantage (Figure 16c).
Nevertheless, comparing with scenario 4 (Figure 16d), increasing the installed solar does not contribute
to the balance of the system or to consumer satisfaction. Thus, increasing the energy storage system,
capable of holding water reserve, is not advantageous to assist the consumption, it being oversized for
matching energy sources to periods of high demand (Figure 16c).

 
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 16. Satisfied consumption by different energy sources and unsatisfied consumption in (a)
scenario 1; (b) scenario 2; (c) scenario 3; (d) scenario 4.

Thus, scenarios 1 and 2 highlight the major concern of renewables. If some of the surplus energy
from renewables produced at times of low demand (e.g., solar power in the summer) could be stored
and ready for release when demand raises, many of the problems of renewable supply would be
solved. However, from the economic point of view, comparing scenario 2 with scenario 1 (Figure 16b),
this solution is more expensive, needing estimation costs for the viability of this system.

Thus, a brief economic analysis was conducted, using key financial parameters such as basic
payback period (BPP), net present value (NPV) and internal rate of return (IRR) presented in
Equations (5)–(7) [40,41].

BPP =
C

AS
(years) (5)

NPV =
∑ B−C

(1 + r)n (€) (6)

IRR =
∑ B

(1 + r)n =
∑ C

(1 + r)n (%), (7)

where BPP is the minimum time to recover the total investment (in years), NPV is the presented value
of all future income (€), and expenditure flows and IRR is the rate (%) that makes the NPV zero [41,42].
Regarding C, it is the total investment cost; AS is the net annual saving; B is the benefit, C the cost,
r—the discount rate and n—the lifecycle of the project (years). In this study, as suggested by many
turbine manufacturers, the lifespan of the project was assumed to be 20 years, and the overall annual
interest rate, r, is assumed to be 2.5%. The economic analysis results of the hybrid system are presented
in Table 5.
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Table 5. Economic analysis results.

Parameters Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

Investment Cost (€) −3,198,412 −3,781,742 −3,781,742 −4,400,072
Total annual cost savings and income (€) 479,762 415,992 415,992 352,006

NPV (€) 4,611,564 5,452,627 5,452,627 6,344,153
IRR (%) 30.63 25.51 25.51 20.24

BPP (years) 6.7 9.1 9.1 12.5

Scenario 1 has a relatively basic pay-back period of approximately 7 years with a lower initial
capital cost when compared to the other scenarios. Thus, the results yield that scenario 1 is the most
economical and reliable solution.

As renewable energy investments represent a significant subset of the infrastructure sector, where
PV and wind power investments have already become well established in the asset allocations of
institutional investors, hydropower, by contrast, has a more difficult investment opportunity, since
it requires significantly higher up-front investment per capacity unit, making it less scalable than
wind power or photovoltaic plants [39–42]. Although, operating pumped-storage power plants is
economically viable because electricity can be produced and sold depending on spot market prices,
the technical know-how required for hydropower investments is more challenging since the success
depends not only on technical and structural components but also on active management.

5. Water–Energy Nexus

This research studied a pumped hydro storage serving for on-grid hybrid energy solutions.
The complementary characteristics between solar and wind energy output were presented.
Results reveal that the wind turbines have a relatively higher share of energy production than
PV since the wind energy resource matches better with the load pattern. Peak factors and power
capacity were discussed to calculate the overall energy efficiency of the energy storage system. The case
study shows that if wind and solar energies are adopted, with power capacities slightly higher than
the peak consumption, a better satisfied demand is guaranteed (Figure 17).

Hydro
Solar + Wind

Satisfied comsumption
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

1 2 3 4
Hydro Solar + Wind Satisfied comsumption

Figure 17. Total satisfied consumption through renewable energy (RE) in each scenario.

In scenarios 2, 3 and 4, the total satisfied consumption is around 74%, against 69% of scenario 1,
where the wind/solar capacity of 5/0.54 MW becomes attractive to compensate the load (Scenarios 2
and 3).

Moreover, the potential impact of renewables was estimated (Figure 18), illustrating the greenhouse
gas emissions avoided as a result of the renewable energies deployment in each scenario in a
complementary way, taking as the base stability the pumped-hydro component. Figure 18b is the
result of the mitigation of climate change effects.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 18. Electricity generated from renewables (GWh) in each scenario (a); total avoided emissions
by each scenario (b).

In scenario 1, there is a lower CO2 emission and water withdrawal, and a cost-optimal market
solution also serves to improve the performance (Table 6). Regarding CO2 and water withdrawal, it
remains approximately the same between scenarios 3 and 4. This shows that storage actions taken in
the water infrastructure between these scenarios can serve to improve the electric power infrastructure
when the two or more sources are coupled together in a water–energy nexus.

Table 6. Cross comparison of cost, CO2 emissions and water withdrawal in each scenario.

Scenario Cost (M€) CO2 (Mtonnes) Water Withdrawal (m3)

1 3.20 2.01 169,920
2 3.78 2.72 165,304
3 3.78 2.76 354,304
4 4.40 2.74 357,831

These results suggest an interaction between different renewable sources, which obeys the
following pattern: solar energy reduces CO2 emissions but exacerbates the night ramp in energy
demand; in contrast, wind energy may bridge this gap, but it is usually intermittent, unpredictable and
weather dependent. By employing an energy storage system, the surplus energy can be stored when
power generation exceeds demand and then be released to cover the periods when net load exists,
providing a robust back-up to intermittent renewable energy. Thus, water and energy storage presents
a promising solution to these two problems, as it allows flattening demand curves and significantly
reducing costs.

6. Conclusions

This work demonstrates that technically the pumped-storage hydropower system integrating
other renewable sources is an attractive energy solution. The dynamic contribution of individual
sources follows different patterns, due to the stability of hydro by pumping and random variability of
other energy sources and the energy demand. Employing the three technologies in a complementary
and balanced manner, the hybrid system could generate and store electricity at low cost, facing
climate changes and reducing the footprint of electricity in a self-sufficient solution. Thus, a consistent
multi-criteria framework was developed to optimize the availability and storage of renewable energy,
selecting the best combination of peak factors to achieve the optimum solution in terms of efficiency,
energy use, costs and footprint. Important considerations are highlighted and summarized from this
multi-variable process:

(a) The optimization showed that in a hybrid solution, turbines and pumps can be used at the
same time depending on the intermittency, availability and optimized variables, which include
different renewable sources, the storage capacity and the load demand. The pumping system
can be supplied by intermittent renewable sources when available, and at the same time, can be
guaranteed a constant power production by hydraulic turbines. The only one pipe for the P/T
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solution requires different hours for each operation or the use of separate pipes, which can offer
more operating flexibility, where one is kept running when the other is stopped or in operation,
depending on the sources’ availability, constancy or intermittency, type of storage or type of
grid connection;

(b) Three sources were combined considering different pump/turbine installations, wind/solar
powers and different water batteries as volume capacities. The analysis revealed that P/Ts with
4 MW are economically viable compared to 6 MW and 2 MW, with 70% to 85% satisfaction of
consumption levels;

(c) After selecting the best installation power for P/Ts, four scenarios were tested, changing the
wind/solar powers and the water storage capacity. Three types of analyses were performed from
the point of view of energy, economy and CO2 emissions. The results obtained show the process
of selecting the best scenario is not straightforward, depending on the final goal. Therefore, this
analysis unfolds in important points:

i. Scenario 1 stands out from the point of view of reliability and flexibility, where there is
a better use of hydropower (Figures 14 and 15), specifically to accommodate the largest
shares of other intermittent renewable (solar and wind) energies with a better bridge and
compensation between these energy sources;

ii. Scenario 2 showed a 4% increase in satisfied consumption from an operational point of
view, maintaining the same characteristics as scenario 1 but requiring an increase in the
installed wind power;

iii. In scenario 3, increasing storage capacity to 288 MWh does not make a significant
contribution to the best operation of the system. As a result, the reservoir is oversized to
meet the satisfied consumption, i.e., there is a dependency not only on the maximum daily
energy use of the system but also on the hydropower system;

iv. In both scenarios 1 and 2, surplus energy from renewables produced at times of low demand
(e.g., solar power in summer) can be stored and ready for release when demand rises;

v. Scenario 1 offers more advantages and greater economic viability also in terms of CO2

emissions. This hybrid solution is less expensive, with an interesting pay-back period of
7 years, considering the powers installed, with a lower initial capital cost than that of the
other scenarios.

Additionally, it can be concluded that replacing fossil fuels by renewable energies requires
(i) distributing installations (e.g., wind turbines) widely; (ii) using a range of different intermittent
energy sources, especially those that are partially complementary (e.g., sunny weather often means
light winds and vice versa); (iii) matching with suitable management of energy sources in periods
of high demand. Still, there is clear evidence of how all these modern integrated techniques for
complementarity between renewable sources can significantly reduce electricity tariffs and increase the
reliability of the energy supply as main targets of hybrid-energy solutions.
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Nomenclature

AS net annual saving (€)
B benefit (€)
BPP basic payback period (years)
cp coefficient of the pump/motor unit (m3/kWh)
ct turbine generating coefficient (kWh/m3)
C total investment cost (€)
CP/T pump/turbine energy solution cost (€)
CPHS Pump hydro system cost (€)
Cw wind energy solution cost (€)
Ep

i Pump power installed (MW)
Et

i Turbine power installed (MW)
G acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)
H hybrid power/energy available (MW)
H net head (m)
IRR internal rate of return (%)
N lifecycle of the project (years)
NPV net present value (€)
pf peak factors
Ps solar power (MW)
PHS pumped hydro storage
Pw wind power (MW)
Qp pump flow (m3/s)
Qt turbine flow (m3/s)
R the discount rate (%)
S solar energy (MW)
V storage capacity (m3)
Vp pump volume (m3)
Vres volume of the reservoir (m3)
Vres

max maximum volume of the reservoir (m3)
Vres

min minimum volume of the reservoir (m3)
Vt turbine volume (m3)
W wind energy (MW)
Greek letters
ηp pumping efficiency (%)
ηt efficiency of the turbine/generator unit (%)
ρ density of the water (kg/m3)
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Abstract: In recent years, interest has increased in new renewable energy solutions for climate
change mitigation and increasing the efficiency and sustainability of water systems. Hydropower
still has the biggest share due to its compatibility, reliability and flexibility. This study presents
one such technology recently examined at Instituto Superior Técnico based on a transient-flow
induced compressed air energy storage (TI-CAES) system, which takes advantage of a compressed
air vessel (CAV). The CAV can produce extra required pressure head, by compressing air, to be used
for either hydropower generation using a water turbine in a gravity system or to be exploited in
a pumping system. The results show a controlled behaviour of the system in storing the pressure
surge as compressed air inside a vessel. Considerable power values are achieved as well, while
the input work is practically neglected. Higher power values are attained for bigger air volumes.
The TI-CAES offers an efficient and flexible solution that can be exploited in exiting water systems
without putting the system at risk. The induced transients in the compressed air allow a constant
outflow discharge characteristic, making the energy storage available in the CAV to be used as a
pump storage hydropower solution.

Keywords: hydro-energy; CAES; transient flow; energy concept; energy storage; similarity law

1. Introduction

The history of using the energy of water is comparable with the history of human civilization.
In recent decades, the generated power from water (hydropower) has been increased considerably
as a significant source of renewable energy. Worldwide generation from hydropower, which varies
each year with shifts in weather patterns and other local conditions, was an estimated 1292 GW
(4200 TWh) in 2018, which is about 25.6% of the global electricity generation and 15.9% of renewable
electricity (Figure 1) [1]. Pumped-storage hydropower (PSH) systems have played an essential role
in the flexibility of renewable energy sources such as the integration of wind and solar energies.
The global PSH installed capacity in 2018 was 160.3 GW, which increased by about 1% during the
year [2]. The hydropower capacity has been growing quite rapidly during the last few decades and the
forecasts show that it will remain the world’s primary source of renewable power in 2024. Hydropower
will account for 10% of the total increase in renewable capacity based on a forecast for the period of
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2019 to 2024 by the International Energy Agency (IEA) [3]. The main source of renewable electricity in
Europe is provided by hydropower, with an estimated electricity generation of 643 TWh (pump-storage
not included), which accounts for 17% of the total generation [1]. Despite the fact that most of the
European countries do not provide good potential in the hydropower generation field due to their
flat landscape, some countries, like Norway, Russia and Portugal, can provide a good contribution in
hydropower energy generation [4].
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Figure 1. (a) Hydropower capacity growth, (b) hydropower rank in the global electricity generation [1]

Traditionally, hydropower facilities can appear in different types, namely impoundment (storage),
pumped-storage, run-of-river, offshore hydropower plants and inline solutions in the water sector.
Hydropower potential can be categorized in terms of the installed capacity as large (>10 MW),
small (<10 MW), mini (<1 MW), micro (<0.1 MW) and pico (<0.005 MW) [4]. Indeed, many of the
potential hydropower spots cannot be exploited as a result of technical and economic reasons, but
this estimation proves the huge potential behind the hydropower energy generation [4]. Traditional
and large hydropower plants are mostly of the impoundment type, which calls for large financial
investment. In addition, the development of large hydropower plants can trigger big environmental
impacts and requires specific topographical conditions. For this reason, this study mostly focuses on
less expensive technologies.

Apart from the traditional hydropower types, which are mostly of large potential types, some
new lower potential types have been introduced and examined recently. Among them, PSH has been
very promising. This system takes advantage of off-peak electricity to transfer water to the upper
reservoir using a pump and then produces electricity from the potential energy of water during peak
hours [5–7]. PSH is currently the most common form of on-grid electricity storage, with an operating
condition which is very well fitted to reversible turbomachines, namely Francis or pumps as turbines
(PATs) [8]. The recent increasing influence of variable renewable energy sources forces innovations in
energy storage technologies [9]. This has been the main motivation behind other PSH types, such as
underwater PSH (UPSH), which some studies have shown can be competitive with conventional PSH
and compressed air energy storage (CAES) systems. In UPSH, seawater acts as an upper reservoir and
an underwater tank has the role of a lower reservoir working with the same concept of a conventional
PSH [9].

Accordingly, the novel renewable energies should be designed on the basis of new technologies
and small decentralized hydropower plants to decrease the investment costs and increase the reliability
and flexibility of the renewable source by making it less dependent on climate factors [10–12]. There is
a huge untouched potential in the micro-hydropower category with low and medium heads available
in different water conveyance systems [13]. In that sense, energy recovery in potable water networks
(urban, rural), irrigation water networks and wastewater and process industry systems received a lot of
attention. For this purpose, the pump as turbine (PAT) systems have been recently under consideration
and increasing studies have come out addressing different aspects of that [14,15]. PATs are hydraulic
pumps that operate in reverse mode for energy production purposes by means of a connected induction
motor working as a generator [9]. The operational cost of a PAT is five to 10 times lower than that of a
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conventional turbine [16]. However, the contribution to renewable energy sources is very slight, which
may come from the lack of knowledge, some institutional barrier for implementation and interest.
But lately, several studies have been published, mostly examining the PAT application in the water
sector through the REDAWN project. In a study [17], a hybrid solution of leakage reduction and
energy recovery using PATs was analysed in rural water distribution networks in Ireland, showing
the significant contribution of generated power in local energy demand. Another study [18] focused
on the off-grid PAT combined with a self-excited induction generator, which led to a boost in system
efficiency of 20%.

Besides rural and urban water networks, irrigation water networks also have provided great
potential in energy recovery, where a substantial amount of energy used for water distribution can be
recovered [19]. The energy harvesting in irrigation water networks is relatively a new area, with very
challenging concerns because of the flow variation. Still, studies show that high potential exists in this
area [20–22]. Although studies have shown that conventional turbines (Francis, Pelton, Kaplan, Turgo,
and crossflow) can still compete with new emerging technologies, the new technologies might provide
more economic solutions due to a modular design [23]. However, new unconventional hydropower
solutions are putting a new spin on hydropower generation for future energy generation [24].

Recently, the CAES systems were considered as a proper solution for geographical conditions
in which PSH and PATs cannot be implemented. The first test of a CAES system was in 1949 by
Stal Laval, when he registered the first patent of CAES to store energy in the form of compressed air
in underground caverns. The basic concept of a CAES is based on stored compressed air which is
released to generate energy when needed [25]. Currently, two large capacity plants exist in Germany
and the USA, but a lot of studies are appearing in the literature focusing on different solutions, such
as the thermodynamic behaviour and hybrid solutions, along with some novel conceptual ideas.
A lot of studies have focused on the thermodynamic inspection of CAES systems which have led to
the development of different types of CAES system, such as advanced adiabatic CAES (AA-CAES),
isothermal CAES (I-CAES), adiabatic CAES (A-CAES) or others [26,27].

In two recent studies, a hybrid solution was proposed to assess the combination of PSH and CAES
(pumped hydro CAES or PH-CAES). These studies [28,29] presented an experimental investigation of
a PH-CAES system operating using a Pelton turbine. The reported efficiency for the PH-CAES system
was 45% and the authors claimed that, unlike conventional CAES systems, this system works with
constant power [28,29]. In another study, a new concept for the CAES system was a geographically
independent system which was proposed and tested in the laboratory. The feasibility of the concept was
proved while reporting the experimental electrical roundtrip efficiency and hydraulic (thermodynamic)
efficiency of 24% and 97%, respectively. The authors mentioned the energy loss in the machinery
as the main reason for a low electrical roundtrip efficiency [30]. Also, some new concepts for using
compressed air have been tackled by some researchers, either in underground caverns or underwater
inflatable balloons [31]. Also, another study was published to evaluate the dynamic behaviour of
air-water for pressure storage and recovery [32].

Correspondingly, this study aims to present a new conceptual idea of energy storage/recovery
using Transient Flow-Induced Compressed Air Energy Storage (TI-CAES). The transient flow is induced
in the system by creating a waterhammer event, which has been widely studied and addressed in
the literature from different aspects [33,34], giving enough knowledge to employ it for this purpose.
For that, experimental data were collected in a system composed of a water pipeline, a compressed air
vessel (CAV) and some valves. The results of experimental investigations are used to assess two ideas:
(a) generating energy by means of a water turbine; (b) pumping water using the stored pressure inside
the entrapped air.

2. System Description

A schematic drawing of the experimental system is presented in Figure 2, showing the auxiliary
components for the purpose of this study. The system is composed of PVC pipes with a nominal
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diameter of 63 mm and the nominal pressure of 16 bar connecting two hydro-pneumatic tanks.
By means of recirculating the flow, a steady-state flow condition is established. The data acquisition
system records the pressure values and also the velocity profiles. The pressure sampling is done using
S-10 WIKA pressure transducers, with the maximum sampling error of ±0.5% as reported by the
manufacturer [35]. The velocity profiles are measured by an ultrasonic doppler velocimetry (UDV)
system from MET-FLOW offering an accuracy of ±1 ms [36]. The sampling rates for pressure and
velocity measurements were 910 and 10 Hz, respectively. Three pressure transducers were installed in
the system, as shown in Figure 2. In the measurements, the charging/discharging flow rate and pressure
were recorded for different steady-state velocities in the main pipeline (represented by Reynolds (Re)
number in the current paper) and the volumes of air inside the CAV. A volume fraction ratio (VFR) has
been defined as the volume of air over the volume of CAV in percentage to express the volume of air
inside the CAV. The CAV can operate through two different approaches, i.e., the electricity dispatch
system by means of a hydro-turbine (Figure 2a) and the pumping system (Figure 2b). The transient flow
is induced into the system by the action of BV-01, a ball valve manoeuvred by an electro-pneumatic
actuator from +GF+ company [37].

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 BV-01—Pneumatic Actuator Ball Valve 

 BV-02—Ball Valve 

 CV—Spring Loaded Check Valve 

 HT—Hydro-pneumatic Tank 

 DA—Data Acquisition System 

 CAV—Compressed Air Vessel 

 PT—Pressure Transducer 

 UDV—Ultrasonic Doppler Velocimetry 

Figure 2. Experimental apparatus as part of the transient flow-induced compressed air energy storage
(TI-CAES) system and energy conceptual ideas: (a) electricity dispatch; (b) pumping system.

The system can be used to generate energy using a hydro turbine, when the CAV works in two
stages, i.e., water charge and discharge (Figure 2a). In the water charge stage, the BV-01 is actuated in a
closed/open action to induce a waterhammer into the system. A pressure surge will be propagated in
the system by the upsurge occurrence travelling in the upstream direction. As a result of the pressure
surge and the special arrangement of CV-01 and CV-02 in the system, the backflow will be directed
towards the CAV. The pressure of air in the CAV (pair), which initially was equal to the atmospheric
pressure, will increase due to the compression of the air. In the water discharge stage, since the BV-02
is in open position, the compressed air starts to expand and consequently expels water through BV-02.
The charge and discharge stages can be performed frequently. In this study, 9 charge/discharge stages
were examined, meaning 9 waterhammer event occurrences.

On the other hand, the system might work for pumping (Figure 2b). For that, the CAV operates
as well in the charge and discharge stages. In the charge stage, the BV-01 closes and opens to create
upsurges. The pressure surge will be stored in the CAV (because the BV-02 is closed). The waterhammer
action is repeated until the desired or maximum pressure is reached inside the CAV. Then, the BV-02
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will be opened, allowing compressed air to expand and drive water out of the CAV. Depending on the
pressure of the air, it can elevate water to a significant differential level or compensate head losses in a
pumping system.

The current study focuses on the energy generation idea (Figure 2a), in which the transient effect
includes 9 consecutive waterhammer events taking a total time of 18 s. This effect is created by the
closing/opening action of BV-01, taking 0.4 s (0.2 s for each opening or closing action). The major
measuring parameters in this system are the main pipeline pressure, the air pressure, the air volume
(displayed by VFR), the flow velocity and the CAV outlet flow rate. The measured range for major
parameters of TI-CAES system in the current experimental tests is presented in Table 1. The initial
pressure of the whole system has been set to the atmospheric pressure. The pressure in the main pipeline
starts fluctuating upon starting the transient event. When the transient event finishes, the pressure in
the main pipeline returns to the initial condition. The flow condition before and after the transient
event should be the same.

Table 1. System parameters summary.

Parameter Measuring Range

Pipe pressure [bar] 0.00 to 6.62
Air pressure [bar] 0.00 to 5.08

VFR [%] 3.33 to 66.67
Flow Velocity [m/s] 1.36 to 5.13

Flow Rate [L/s] 1.76 to 7.43
Re number [–] 36,000 to 155,000

3. Parametric Analysis

The pressure variation in the entrapped air within the CAV is recorded, and demonstrates the
charge and discharge stages through pressure spikes (Figure 3). The pressure spikes caused by
the compression of the air under the waterhammer action shows different values and a fluctuation
behaviour based on the air size (represented by VFR) and Re of the pipeline flow. Two pressure variation
results are presented in Figure 3 for a constant Re = 155,000, showing quite different fluctuation and
minimum pressure values when compared to the initial pressure (p0).

  
(a) (b) 

discharg

ch
ar

ge
 

Figure 3. Experimental pressure variation in charge/discharge stages of the CAV, for Re = 155,000: (a)
volume fraction ratio (VFR) = 8.33%; (b) VFR = 66.67%.

It was analysed how the mentioned different pressure consequences can affect the functionality
of the TI-CAES system. For that, a thermodynamic approach was used to analyse the pressure data.
Thermodynamic behaviour in closed air vessels is traditionally modelled using the polytropic equation:

pair.∀n
air = constant, (1)

where pair and ∀air represent the air-phase pressure and volume, respectively [38]. n is a real number
known as the polytropic exponent which includes the heat transfer and depends on the type of
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thermodynamic process (usually for isothermal process n = 1 and for adiabatic process n = 1.4) [39].
In order to define the n value, one should first determine the type of the thermodynamic process.
Previous studies proved that, for rapid transitions, the process is close to adiabatic with zero heat
transfer [39–46]. However, in this kind of transient, an average value of n = 1.2 is suggested [35,43],
because of the different behaviour of the transient phenomenon from the beginning of the process to
the end. In the study [39], it was demonstrated that, for medium and big air volumes, the polytropic
exponent n = 1.2 gives very good agreement with the measured pressures. According to this, the new
volume of air, changing due to transient (∀tr) and corresponding to the new pressure surge (ptr), is
calculated using Equation (2).

∀tr = ∀0·
(

p0

ptr

)1/n

, (2)

where p0 and ∀0 stand for the initial pressure and volume, respectively. Hence, ∀tr corresponds to a
new volume due to changing the pressure from p0 to ptr. Based on that, the pressure–volume diagram
for different volumes of air inside the CAV is plotted in Figure 4. It demonstrates that bigger changes
in the air volume correspond to higher VFRs.

VFR% values indicate the volume of air inside the CAV 

Figure 4. The pressure–volume diagram.

The area below each pressure–volume curve shows the work done by the expansion of air for a
specific VFR. In Figure 5, the works done for bigger VFRs are greater than those with smaller VFRs,
promising a higher hydraulic power generation.

Figure 5. The work done by the air expansion is the area below the pressure–volume graph in
different VFRs.
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The hydraulic power can be determined by integrating the work over the charge and discharge
time. It can be calculated using Equation (3).

Phyd =

∫
W dt =Q. pair, (3)

where W is the work and Q is the flow rate. Two approaches can be tackled in the calculation of
pair since it is fluctuating during the time as shown in Figure 3. Either pair can be considered as the
integration of the pressure variation graph over time or a function of time. For the first approach,
the integral of pair along the time was calculated for different tests using Equation (4), in which pint

stands for integrated pressure values.

pint =
1
ttr

∫ ttr

0
pair dt, (4)

The resulting integrated pressure values were divided by ttr (the total transient events’ duration)
to achieve an average pressure. The attained average pressures are presented in Figure 6a for different
VFRs and Re numbers. Despite very high peaks for smaller VFRs, as shown in Figure 6b, the average
pressure is lower, and the highest average pressure belongs to 10% < VFR < 60%. For each VFR,
pressure results of seven different Re numbers are shown in Figure 6a, starting from low Re to high Re,
including 36 × 103, 56 × 103, 75 × 103, 93 × 103, 115 × 103, 132 × 103, and 155 × 103.

 
(a) 

  
(b) (c) (d) 

Figure 6. The concept of average and real-time air pressure: (a) average pressure for different VFR and
Re numbers; (b) pair for VFR = 3.33% and Re = 155,000; (c) pair for VFR = 25.00% and Re = 155,000;
(d) pair for VFR = 66.67% and Re = 155,000.

In the second approach, the hydraulic power can be calculated using Equation (3) considering pair
as a function of time (Figure 7). The resulting power will be a function of time, as presented in Figure 7.
As is evident in this figure, by increasing the VFR (i.e., increasing the air volume) the maximum spikes
of achieved power are decreased. But, on the other hand, the minimum attained power with time is
higher. The maximum attained hydraulic power is 90.08 W, which is a power related to VFR = 8.33%
and Re = 155,000.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 7. The hydraulic power and pair changing during transient for Re= 155,000 and: (a) VFR = 3.33%;
(b) VFR = 16.67%; (c) VFR = 33.33%; (d) VFR = 66.67%.

The hydraulic power of CAV was estimated using Equation (3) when the pair is calculated from
both abovementioned approaches. Both calculation approaches were found, as expected, to give the
same values of power as in Figure 8. Considering the small volume of CAV in these experiments
(4.7 L), and also the very short time associated to the transient events (only 18 s), the achieved power
can be a significant and promising value for higher Re numbers.

Figure 8. The power production for experimental CAV volume based on integrated pressure values.
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4. Recovery Flow Behaviour

To approach the energy recovery concept in the TI-CAES system, it is important to verify the
consistency of the main pipeline flow with less perturbation and possible dissipative effects when
inducing waterhammer events. For this purpose, the velocity profile in the transient was recorded
by means of ultrasonic doppler velocimetry (UDV) [47] to see how the waterhammer action affects
the flow characteristics. As studied by Brunone and Berni [48], for a constant flows rate, the shape of
velocity profile in a fast transient condition is very different from the steady-state one. Figure 9 shows
the plot of the variation of velocity profiles based on a 0.2 s interval. The time intervals that were
selected were small enough to show the variations of the velocity profiles in detail during the transient.
In the majority of the cases, the flow returns to the initial condition in around 1.2 s.

  
(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 9. Velocity profiles along time: (a) Re = 58,000; (b) Re = 93,000; (c) Re = 132,000; (d) Re = 155,000.

By calculating the velocity differences between a transient mean velocity (V1) and the initial mean
velocity (V0) and dividing it by maximum initial velocity as

∣∣∣(V1 −V0)/(Vmax)0

∣∣∣, an index for the
velocity change can be achieved for further evaluation. It can help us to understand how much the
velocity is going to change with time and provide information about the dissipative effects associated
to flow velocity. This parameter is plotted in Figure 10 for all the tests and time steps of 0.8, 1.0, 1.2
and 1.4 s from the beginning of the transient event. The selected time steps are the closest time steps
to the initial conditions, making the comparison easier. As can be seen in Figure 10a–d, the velocity
index is very small after 1 s from the beginning of the transient event, proving the recovery of initial
flow conditions. Also, it can be deducted that the initial condition recovery occurs better for higher
Re numbers.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 10. Difference between the transient mean velocity (V1) and the initial mean velocity (V0) over
the maximum initial velocity (Vmax)0 for all the tested conditions and time steps after starting the
transient event as: (a) 0.8; (b) 1.0; (c) 1.2; (d) 1.4; (e) for more time.

As a general conclusion, the initial flow velocity recovery with time is plotted in Figure 10e,
showing the highest difference in the time of valve closure (0.2 s) and recovering the flow very fast
upon re-opening the valve. As a result, the flow change during the current transient event can be
recuperated with almost neglected dissipative effects for the main flow conditions.

5. Dimensional Analysis

In this section, the Buckingham pi theorem is exploited to study the transient hydraulic behaviour
caused in the CAV. The flow is based on the pressure with the same liquid (water) being adopted in the
model and prototype. So, on the basis of dimensional analysis, a scale factor is defined by:

λL =
Lm (variable in the model)

Lp (variable in the prototype)
, (5)

where λ is defined as a scale parameter of model dimension over prototype dimension. The subscripts
m and p stand for model and prototype, respectively.

The CAV (as an air vessel) can be reproduced similarly to a reservoir, where the gravity force is
the main predominant force. The parameters, demonstrated in Table 2, are important in the operation
of the CAV in the TI-CAES model functionality (represented by subscript: m):
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Table 2. Major parameters for operation of CAV in TI-CAES model.

Parameters Definition

(ttr)m time of transient (waterhammer) event
(∀CAV)m volume of CAV
(∀air)m volume of air inside CAV
(D)m exit pipe diameter
(pair)m air pressure inside CAV
(Qout)m outlet flow from CAV
(Phyd)m hydraulic power of CAV
(E)m available energy in CAV

Applying dimensional analysis is possible to forecast the characteristic parameters for different
length-scales, supposing the similarity law applied only to the CAV operation, since dimensions and
characteristics of the model were obtained based on the Froude and Allievi similarity, and the effect
of viscosity forces on the combined friction effect of the flow inside the tank and inertia forces were
neglected. Hence, from the basic equations of dimensionless variables, the compatibility between the
Froude and Allievi criteria is obtained by imposing that the elastic wave velocity scale (λc), and the
liquid velocity scale (λV); both are equal to λ1/2

L . This criterion corresponds to the assumption that
the Mach number (V/c) is constant [49]. Therefore, for example, with λL = 1/10, it was necessary to
ensure, in the experimental installation, a slower speed than the prototype. Thus, for the wave speed
of 1000 m/s in a prototype, the equivalent in the experimental installation should be 316 m/s. This
reduction has been achieved by selecting PVC material for the pipe. Failure to comply with Reynolds’
criterion leads to the unit pressure drop not being similar. However, given that the objective of the
study is the analysis of the total integrated pressure (pint) that occurs in the transient time, it is assumed
that the effect of friction losses are not relevant for this type of study, as proved in former research [49].

In this context, by putting different variable scales as a function of the size, one can get the
following scales for different parameters based on Froude similarity:

Velocity scale: Vm

(gLm)
1/2 =

Vp

(gLp)
1/2 ⇒ Vm

Vp
=

(gLm)
1/2

(gLp)
1/2 ⇒ λV = λ1/2

L , (6)

Time scale: L = V.t⇒ λL = λV .λt ⇒ λt =
λL
λV
⇒ λt = λ

1/2
L , (7)

Acceleration scale: A = dV
dt ⇒ λa =

λV
λt
⇒ λa = 1, (8)

Flow rate scale: Q = V.A⇒ λQ = λV .λ2
L ⇒ λQ = λ5/2

L , (9)

Mass scale: m = ρ.∀ ⇒ λm = λρ.λ3
L ⇒ λm = λ3

L , (10)

Force scale: F = m.a⇒ λF = λm.λa ⇒ λF = λ3
L, (11)

Pressure scale: p = F
S ⇒ λp = λF

λ2
L
⇒ λp = λL, (12)

Energy scale: E = F.L⇒ λE = λF.λL ⇒ λE = λ4
L, (13)

Power scale: P = E
t ⇒ λP = λE

λt
⇒ λP = λ7/2

L , (14)

As a result, the transient or waterhammer event time, flow rate, power and energy in the prototype
can be calculated using the following equations:

(ttr)p =
(ttr)m
λt

=
(ttr)m

λ1/2
L

, (15)

(pair)p =
(pair)m
λp

=
(pair)m
λL

, (16)

(Qout)p =
(Qout)m
λQ

=
(Qout)m

λ5/2
L

, (17)
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(Phyd)p =
(Phyd)m
λP

=
(Phyd)m

λ7/2
L

, (18)

(E)p =
(E)m
λE

=
(E)m

λ4
L

, (19)

The measured values of pressure and flow rate related to Re = 155,000 (corresponding to highest
achieved power) along with physical specifications of the experimental system were used to calculate
the hydraulic power (the same data as Figure 8) and energy of the system, as shown in Table 3. The data
for different air volumes (VFRs) are presented in Table 3 to be comparable with later scaled-up data
of prototypes.

Table 3. Measured and calculated parameters in the laboratory model apparatus for different VFRs.

Parameters (ttr)m (∀CAV)m VFR (∀air)m (D)m (pint)m (Qout)m (Phyd)m (E)m
[s] [m3] [%] [m3] [m] [kPa] [m3/s] [kW] [kWh]

Dimensions T L3 - L3 L M L−1 T−2 L3 T−1 M L2 T−3 M L2 T−2

Model
Values

18 0.0047

3.33 0.00016

0.02

117.27 0.00010 0.01140 0.00006
5.00 0.00023 125.04 0.00013 0.01563 0.00008
6.67 0.00031 130.75 0.00016 0.02034 0.00010
8.33 0.00039 133.09 0.00017 0.02292 0.00011

11.67 0.00054 139.49 0.00020 0.02828 0.00014
16.67 0.00078 140.21 0.00022 0.03116 0.00016
25.00 0.00116 142.98 0.00025 0.03574 0.00018
33.33 0.00155 146.70 0.00027 0.03912 0.00020
50.00 0.00233 145.15 0.00029 0.04153 0.00021
66.67 0.00310 137.86 0.00029 0.03960 0.00020

The experimental values shown in Table 3 are used to calculate the scaled-up values for three
length-scales of 1/10, 1/20 and 1/25 presented in Tables 4–6 for the same Re = 155,000, demonstrating an
estimation of the installed power and available energy for the respective prototypes.

Table 4. Scaled-up parameters for a prototype with length-scale 1/10 and different VFRs.

Parameters λL (ttr)p (∀CAV)p VFR (∀air)m (D)m (pair)m (Qout)m (Phyd)m (E)m
[s] [m3] [%] [m3] [m] [kPa] [m3/s] [kW] [kWh]

Prototype
Values

1/10 56.92 4.70

3.33 0.16

0.20

1172.65 0.03 36.05 0.57
5.00 0.23 1250.37 0.04 49.43 0.78
6.67 0.31 1307.46 0.05 64.32 1.02
8.33 0.39 1330.94 0.05 72.49 1.15

11.67 0.54 1394.85 0.06 89.44 1.41
16.67 0.78 1402.08 0.07 98.53 1.56
25.00 1.16 1429.77 0.08 113.03 1.79
33.33 1.55 1467.00 0.08 123.71 1.96
50.00 2.33 1451.50 0.09 131.33 2.08
66.67 3.10 1378.60 0.09 125.22 1.98
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Table 5. Scaled-up parameters for a prototype with length-scale 1/20 and different VFRs.

Parameters λL (ttr)p (∀CAV)p VFR (∀air)m (D)m (pair)m (Qout)m (Phyd)m (E)m
[s] [m3] [%] [m3] [m] [kPa] [m3/s] [kW] [kWh]

Prototype
Values

1/20 80.50 37.60

3.33 1.24

0.40

2345.31 0.17 407.89 9.12
5.00 1.86 2500.74 0.22 559.18 12.50
6.67 2.48 2614.92 0.28 727.64 16.27
8.33 3.10 2661.88 0.31 820.07 18.34

11.67 4.35 2789.71 0.36 1011.94 22.63
16.67 6.21 2804.16 0.40 1114.72 24.93
25.00 9.31 2859.54 0.45 1278.83 28.60
33.33 12.42 2934.00 0.48 1399.60 31.30
50.00 18.62 2903.01 0.51 1485.79 33.22
66.67 24.83 2757.21 0.51 1416.65 31.68

Table 6. Scaled-up parameters for a prototype with length-scale 1/25 and different VFRs.

Parameters λL (ttr)p (∀CAV)p VFR (∀air)m (D)m (pair)m (Qout)m (Phyd)m (E)m
[s] [m3] [%] [m3] [m] [kPa] [m3/s] [kW] [kWh]

Prototype
Values

1/25 90.00 73.44

3.33 2.43

0.50

2931.63 0.30 890.69 22.27
5.00 3.64 3125.92 0.39 1221.06 30.53
6.67 4.85 3268.64 0.49 1588.92 39.72
8.33 6.06 3327.35 0.54 1790.76 44.77

11.67 8.49 3487.14 0.63 2209.73 55.24
16.67 12.13 3505.20 0.69 2434.16 60.85
25.00 18.19 3574.43 0.78 2792.52 69.81
33.33 24.25 3667.50 0.83 3056.25 76.41
50.00 36.38 3628.76 0.89 3244.46 81.11
66.67 48.50 3446.51 0.90 3093.48 77.34

6. Discussion

The results presented in the current study are based on measurements in an experimental model
and a set of properly developed analyses. This study inspected the TI-CAES idea from different aspects
and reported different achievements, most importantly the amount of attainable hydraulic power.
The presented data for three different prototypes demonstrate encouraging values of hydraulic power
having the maximum values of 131.33, 1485.79 and 3244.46 in kW for the length-scales of 1/10, 1/20
and 1/25, respectively, while the maximum power of the model was equal to 41 W. The power grew
considerably by increasing the length-scale, as can be seen in the comparison of the length-scales of
1/20 and 1/25 in Figure 11, when the maximum power growth is more than double, changing from
1485.79 to 3244.46.

Figure 11. Hydraulic prototype power for different length-scales and VFRs.
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Isolating the CAV from the main pipeline, to observe the behaviour of air in charge/discharge
phases, it can be concluded the CAV behaviour does not depend on the Re number. This has been
justified earlier in the discussions of Section 5, since the friction factor effect in the CAV can be omitted.
However, the CAV receives influence from the main pipeline in each waterhammer event. So, as
presented in Figure 8, the Re number in the main pipeline will affect the output hydraulic power.
The above results showed the outcomes only for a Re = 155,000, this being the highest tested one. In
order to have an idea of how the hydraulic power varies for different Re numbers (i.e., different flow
velocities in the main pipeline), a dimensionless parameter is defined as Equation (20) by removing the
effect of CAV volume and maximum pressure:

(Pdim)m =
(Phyd)m

∀CAV × 1
(twh)m

(pmax)m
, (20)

where (pmax)m is the maximum recorded pair for each individual test in the experimental system.
The dimensionless graph in Figure 12 shows that for VFRs < 20%, the power in different prototype
scales does not depend on the Re numbers of the main pipeline flow. Nevertheless, bigger VFRs are
more impressionable and therefore for VFRs > 20%, the power will be more dependent on the Re
number of the main pipeline flow.

 
Figure 12. Dimensionless power for different VFR and Re numbers in TI-CAES system.

The results show that the CAV is working in charge/discharge cycles by the compression/expansion
of the air after each waterhammer occurrence. The charge/discharge action of the CAV includes two
pressure values of p0 (the initial pressure) and ptr (the transient pressure in each cycle). Small VFRs
produce very high peaks, as presented in Figure 3, creating the expectation to have higher powers for
small VFRs. In fact, due to the direct relation between hydraulic power and pressure, the variation of
power during the transient time will also include high power peaks for small VFRs, as presented in
Figure 7. Regardless, the total hydraulic power during the test time calculated based on an integrated
pressure value (see Figure 6) will be higher for bigger VFRs. In fact, for big VFRs, the air–water
interface encounters a big displacement upon receiving the first pressure surge. Since the time interval
between waterhammer repetitions is small, the available time is not enough for the air–water interface
to return to the initial position and as a result, the initial pressure (p0) is not recovered (see Figure 3b).
This will be repeated in the next entrance of the pressure surges into the CAV as well. So, after a while,
the pressure of the whole CAV increases, leading to less displacement but a higher pressurized CAV
system that generates greater outlet flow rate and consequently hydraulic power. This issue has been
proved also via the expansion work analysis in Figure 5.

In another part of the study, the consistency of the main pipeline flow was studied as another
significant parameter in the feasibility of the TI-CAES, verifying a very short-lasting change in the
velocity profile of the main pipeline. In addition, the maximum flow rate taken from the main pipeline
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was equal to 0.29 L/s (as shown in Table 3), indicating a total volume of about 5 L for the tested transient
time (i.e., 18 s). These values are less than 4% of the main pipeline flow and the corresponding volume
for Re = 155,000, which confirms the flow consistency and limited perturbation again.

7. Conclusions

The current research offers a new idea of a transientflow-induced compressed air energy storage
system called TI-CAES. The main motivation behind this idea was decreasing the energy dependency in
pressurized infrastructures and water systems by taking advantage of transient flow and compressibility
nature of the air. Currently, hydro-power renewable energy sources hold the biggest share in
renewable sources. Existing water systems supply the relevant capacity to increase the current share of
hydro-power sources, diminishing the energy dependency and environmental impacts associated.

In this context, the feasibility of the TI-CAES system has been examined using an experimental system.
The valve closure is always longer than critical closure time to avoid high values of pressure surges. This
research presented an extensive analysis of different parameters to introduce the behaviour of the system
and also verify the feasibility. Consequently, the major achievements of this study can be stated as:

1. The system showed a very controlled behaviour under the pressure surge occurrence, where the
pressure surge can be stored in the form of compressed air in a vessel. The maximum pressure in
the main pipeline is slightly higher than the maximum pressure of the air that provides a reliable
calculation and prediction of the system.

2. The attained hydraulic power consists of considerable values, while the amount of input work to
induce pressure surge into the system is negligible. This fact promises a high-efficiency system in
which most of the parts usually exist in advance in a water system. Hence, the initial investment
will not be large to set-up a TI-CAES system in an existing water system.

3. The analysis proved that the perturbation created in the main pipeline flow will be short-lasting
and insignificant as changes in velocity profiles proved. The results show that the initial velocity of
the main flow can be recovered in a very short time. Also, it was found that the velocity recovery
and perturbation elimination is better for higher Reynolds numbers, making the TI-CAES system
a better solution for water system with high Reynolds numbers.

4. It was shown that higher VFRs will provide considerably higher power values. In addition,
higher VFRs will not provide extreme pressure peaks, which is an important advantage increasing
the safety measures of the system. So, bigger air volumes provide a safe and economic energy
recovery attitude due to very controlled pressure spikes while offering significant work done by
air expansion.

5. The results show the TI-CAES concept offers a flexible, geography independent and efficient
system that can provide high hydraulic power due to suppling a very high extra pressure head in
the form of pressurized air.

No technical challenge regarding the implementation of TI-CAES in a real system has been encountered.
However, further implementation in technical scale is required to verify the achieved values.
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Nomenclature

Symbols
a acceleration [m/s2]
c wave speed [m/s]
D pipe diameter [m]
E energy [N.m]
F force [N]
g gravitational acceleration [m/s2]
L length [m]
m mass [kg]
n polytropic exponent [–]
p pressure [bar] or [kPa]
P hydraulic power [W] or [kW]
∀ volume [m3]
W work [N.m]
t time [s]
Q flow rate [L/s] or [m3/s]
V flow velocity [m/s]
Indices
air air inside CAV
dim dimensionless value
0 initial (at time zero)
hyd hydraulic
int integrated value
L length
m model
max maximum value
out outlet
p prototype
tr related to transient condition
Greek letters
γ specific weight [N/m3]
λ scale factor
ρ fluid density [kg/m3]
Abbreviations
AA-CAES Advanced Adiabatic Compressed Air Energy Storage
BV Ball Valve
CAES Compressed Air Energy Storage
CAV Compressed Air Vessel
CV Check Valve
DA Data Acquisition system
HT Hydro-pneumatic Tank
PAT Pump as Turbine
PH-CAES Pumped Hydro Compressed Air Energy Storage
PSH Pumped-Storage Hydropower
PT Pressure Transducer
Re Reynolds number
TI-CAES Transient-flow Induced Compressed Air Energy Storage
UDV Ultrasonic Doppler Velocimetry
UPSH Underwater Pumped-storage Hydropower
VFR Volume Fraction Ratio
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